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SUMMARY

OF

THESIS.

The exegesis of four verses enables us to discuss whether the
author uses existing material and to discern whether the teaching
is in harmony with Ephesians as a whole and with Pauline teaching,
especially on reconciliation.
Ephesians 2:14-17 speaks of the reconciliation of Jew snd Gentile
'through the reconciliation of both to God.

This passage is not

hymnic in origin, although it does reveal hymnic characteristics.
These are partly due to the style of Ephesians, but mainly appsar
through the use of Is. 57:19 and Col. 1:20-22.

Evidence of a

gnostic background, to the passage is insufficient.
We have an example of inclusio, where the words

/

1.IC(KptJIV

(v.13) are elaborated upon and then cited again (v.l7).
peace in Is. 57:19

~

'

and

/.

£ffv~

The word

prompts the writer to show how Christ is our

peace.
The meaning of the term "middle wall" is problematical, but no
suggestion is better than that of the temple barrier in Jerusalem
about which the readers would

kn~w

something from the Old Testament.

The middle wall illustrates the divisive aspect of the law.
The punctuation of vv. 15, 16 with a comma after
is to be preferred.

•

£V

"

T,?

,

J

'"

</,cr/,/(', /J("';fJlI

The negative statements of breaking down and

abolishing are followed by the positive of the creating of a new man
and the reconciliation of both Jew and Gentile into one body~~~«
r

is used generally and does not refer specifically to the literal
body of Christ.
Christ preached this message of peace through the apostles and
prophets, who were the foundation members of the church.
The passage is an example of the author's love of Isaiah, whose
message the Christ event has fulfilled in a fuller sense than the
prophet envisaged.

Not only have the Jews of the Dispersion been

brought near, but also the Gentiles.

This concept is in harmony

with the general theme of Ephesians and Pauline teaching on
,reconciliation.

The evidence is insufficient to support the

non-Pauline authorehip\;of Ephesians.

•

1.

CHAPTER
1.

ONE.

INTRODUCTION

The Purpose and Plan of the Thesis.

The title of this thesis indicates that its purpose is to give a
detailed exegesis of four verses from the letter to the Ephesians.
This investigation will enable us to look at various problems
presented by the passage and to discuss issues raised concerning
its relationship to the context in Ephesians and to the thought of
the Pauline Corpus, in particular of Colossians.
The thesis
therefore first states the problems and issues involved, discussing
them as much as is possible (Chapters One to Three) prior to the
exegesis (Chapters four to Eight).
The thesis finally returns to
these themes to discover what further light the exegesis has shed
upon them (Chapter Nine).
1.1

Unsolved Problems.

The main problem where the work of Commentators1 has not brought
unanimous agreement is structure.

This stems from the question

as to whether the writer is using older material such as a hymn.
Answers to the following points might help us to resolve this issue.
(a) Ephesians 2:14-17 appears to be a distinct literary unit.
Although the passage provides a summary of an essential
part of the message of Ephesians concerning the unity of
Jew and Gentile in Christ, it nevertheless appears
separable from its context with a careful literary
structure.
This suggests it might have been an already
existing composition or part of such a composition,
perhaps emended for the present context.
(b)

Two kinds of relationships are combined.
Two sets of
ideas concerning relationships intermingls, those
between Jew and Gentile and those between God and man. 2
How precisely are these two ranges of thought interwoven
and how do they affect one another?
Which verses or
parts of verses refer to the former idea and which to
the latter?
Is this blend the result of the writer
using previous material auch as a hymn, perhaps adapted
from a non-Christian frame of thought or source (Jewish,
Gnostic or Jewish-Gnostic)?

2.
(c)

The meaning of the "middle wall of partition" ie uncertain.
"Middle wall" translates a rare compound word and ie used
here to illustrate a division that has been overcome by the
Does the phrase "the dividing wall"

removal of a barrier.

come from the thought of the author himself or is it from a
passage he quotes?
(d)

Ephesians

2:l4~17

Christ.

This suggests the writer knows Colossians and is

refers to the reconciliation achieved by

using its particular thought, especially that of Colossians
1:15~20,

which many regard as based upon a hymn.

Is

Ephesians 2:14-17 an adaptation of the cosmic thought of
Colossians to human relationships in the church?
(e)

The passage uses Isaiah 57:19.

The references to "near

and far" in Ephesians 2:13 and 17 could suggest an extended
comment on that passage.

Is Isaiah used correctly and does

the author have Isaiah in mind elsewhere in the passage?
These five points therefore raise the question of whether the
passage uses pre-existing material and if so where it comes from
(e.g. an extract from a hymn) and whether the background is Jewish,
Gnostic or something else.
1.2

Important issues involved in the interpretation of the
passage to which we hope to make a contribution.

The five questions we have already mentioned mean it is necessary
to discuss certain topics.
1.

To examine whether

2:14~17

was pre-existing material, e.g. an

extract from a hymn (see sections 3.2 and 9.2).
2.

To determine the background of the passage, whether Jewish,
Gnostic, a combination of these or something else (see section
9.3).

In addition to these we shall have to discuss

3.

The place of the passage in the general thought of Ephesians
and how it helps us to understand the whole letter (eee section
9.4).

4.

The relation to the Pauline Corpus generally end in view of
what we said above under (d) its relation to Colossians and to
all the teaching in the Corpus on reconciliation (see sections
7.1 and 9.5).

5.

To see if the conclusions reached cast any light on the
81lthnrship of EphsfJi:,r.s

(AC'Fl

section 9.6).

3.

It will be necessary to discuss some of these points in detail
(Chapters Two and Three) before the actual exegesis (Chapters four
to Eight) because the interpretation of the four verses depends to
some extent upon a correct understanding of these issues.

We are

aware of hermeneutical circularity and the necessity of weighing
all the evidence before reaching any conclusions.
1.3

Detailed analysis of.textual variants and statement of
main grammatical and exegetical problems.
Textual variants.

1.3.1

3

I

There.is only one textual variant of importance and that is K«Tkpr1~~~
which D and E have' as I<rtlTltt',., ,';;.~ S
The former ie eupported by
some Latin mss d and e (destituens) and g (destruens).
f has
ie overwhelming.
·evacuans.
The external evidence for KKY~fy;~kS
'Ev S;)'jJ"~'v

is omitted in p46.

118 have KT'r~EI

.

.

Instead of 1<'1(6'''1

(= the future).
)

p47, 116,

',.

.)...

While the majority of mss have £,.V ~"wr¥1 . £.V £/ItVTw
is found in
several mss and in Petristic writers.
(Lachmann, Tischendorf and
Tragelles write *~T~ in the text, but Westcott and Hort have
,
""V"TV
) (see Section 6.3).

.

I

For
for

,

~

K has

k .... ,V~V
.,

KCftI

rDV'~V

and F G havs

,
ktH V" V'

)

•

F has

EIV~

.)1

LIS I. \t,q"

I

In v16, the

,

Of n'}Or'TlVAA_r rJ

of FG is probably a misreading.

KLP read the future and Theodoret continues "in one spirit to God".
)

)....

)'

'"

We have the problem again of whether i t is LV CII"'''' TW
or tv £JII'vT!'"
which is more important here than in the previous example, since it
affects the interpretation (see Sections 7.6 and 7.7).
In verse 17 the Textus Receptus follows KL, most minuscules, Marcion,
) I
Ar i gen an d syr p.h. i n om i tUng the second t/~""?
,which is
however strongly attested, being found in p46 XABDGP 17 and in the
versions except the Syriac.
1.3.2/

4.
1.3.2

Grammatical and Exegetical Problems.

The following points naed to be pondered:a)

The question of punctuation is important in 2Il4c-15a, which is
why we will study this passage as a unit.

b)

Is enmity in apposition to the middle wall, or is law in
apposition to enmity? (see section 5.7)
The New Testament hapax legomenon y£.:'; or" 1)( 010'. 'A"o 1'C~q-AA':"crw'

c)

is only found in Colossians and Ephesians. i~ irytfOTtp ....
and
d)

£xPf~

Why is

\

TDV

tfrdlYroO

are not found elsewhere in Ephesians.
l

,

'Tev ~r'''orlf'Ct'

found in 14 and the masculine in l6?

(see eection 4.3.1)
e)

The question of citation.

Does the passage cite a hymn, as

f)

well as Colossians and Isaiah?
Are there one or two barriers, a vertical between Jew and Gentile
and a cosmic, perhaps mythical one between the worlds above and
below?

If so, are these two outlooks incompatible or

incongruous?
Has one been placed upon the other?
Does this
suggest an underlying hymn which was originally gnostic?
(see sections 3.2.5ff)
g)

J

,.

h)

i)
J)

k)

What is the significance of the genitive ~f~toJ?
Is it in
apposition to the previous noun~ or is it simply for cumulative
effect?
(see section 4.4.2.5)
What is the significance of the parallels of thought;
blood/flesh/cross, both/two, one new man/body, peace/enmity/
reconcile, law/commandments, wall/hedge?
Is the law, the Mosaic law, any law or every law?
(see sections 5.3ff)
)
,
Does f: v St>Yl"tV-T11I refer to some aspect of the old law or to
the law of Christ?
(see section 5.5)
Does the new man mean that Jew and Gentile entities have no more
significance?
Are Jews part of the new man already? (see
section 6.4)

1)

Is the enmity that is killed the same as the enmity that is
annulled?
(see section 7.6)

m)
n)

How and when did Christ come?
(see sections 8.1ff)
Has the writer used traditional material, originating in Jewish
ProselytB terminology?
(SB8 section 8.3.1)

0)/

5.

0)

Is the background of the passage gnostic, cultic or Jewish Old
Testament?

We shall
These are some of the points which the passage raises.
be discussing these points as they arise in the text and give
conclusions where it is possible to do so.
1.3.3

literary Problems.

Apart from the possibility of a hymn (see sections12.rff) 'being
cited, or verses from Colossians being used, the passage is not
affected by partition theories which find two layers in the
4
epistle.

6.

THE PLACE OF THE PASSAGE IN THE GENERAL'
THOUGHT OF EPHESIANS AND OF THE PAULINE
CORPUS.

CHAPTER TWO.

2.1 The Theme of the Passage.
Verses 14-17 are part of the second section of the chapter since
tha chapter divides neatly into 1-10 and 11-22.

This division is

followed in most Greek and English editions of the text and also
in the commentaries.

1

The division could be made however between vv12 and 13 and the
,
2
second part begin with VVVI.
This appears to divide the chapter
chronologically between past and present.

But this is not exactly

the case since vvl-IO have both a past scheme (in 1-4) and a
present one (in 5-10).
v13 is the contrast to 12 rather than to
3
the whole of 1_12.
We therefore accept that as far as an outline
, can be made in such a writing as Ephesians, with its ever flowing
thought, v13 is best understood as the beginning of a new section
of 11-22 and 14 a new part of it introduced bY~:? •
In 14-17 we have an example of the practice of inclusio, whereby a
word is mentioned and elaborated upon.

It is then mentioned again

when the author returns to where the original theme was broken off.

4

,

The word which is developed here is ~~KP«V in 13 which 14-17
expands before returning to that word in 17.
14-17 is a new proof
for 11-13.

The writer, as it were, says "let me add this" and then

picks up the thread of his argument again.
The section 14-17 is a

soterio1ogica~

one, speaking directly of what

Christ has done (making both one, breaking the middle wall of
partition, annulling the law of commandmenta, creating one new man,
making peace, killing the enmity and preaching) rather than
indirectly, as in the earlier part of the chapter, where tha emphasis
is upon what God has dona and is doing.

Verse 18 appears to be

part of this section since it is likewise in the first person whereas
the rest of the chapter except vlO is in the second.

But vv14-l7

deal more specifically with what Christ has done and vlB with its
continuing effects.
present

u

tXof'V

We notice the change in that verse to the

after the previous aorist verbs.

,

.

7.
'The readers who once were without Christ and alienated from Israel
and therefors fsr away from her (and more seriously from her God,
who is the true God) are now near because of the blood of Christ.
Christ, who is described as "our peace", has made both Jew and
Gentile one and broken down the barrier that divides.
This
barrier has something to do with hostility, law and commandments,
which are removed.
Christ's work has not only this negative aspect, but also the
positive side of creating in himself the two into one man, to make
peace and to reconcile both to God in one body, killing the
hostility.
Jesus came and preached peace to the far and to the
near.
"Until the advent of Christ, the Lord set apart one nation
to which he confined the covenant of his grace (Deut. 3218,9;
10:14,15).
Israel was thus the Lord's favourite child.
When the
mediator was manifested, the middls wall of partition which had
long kept the divine mercy within the confines of Israel was
broken down".5
Within the context of the chapter, the writer seems to bs saying
"You were Gentiles once, but not strictly so any more.
You were
(a) uncircumcised, (b) without Christ, (c) alienated from the
commonwealth of Israel, (d) strangera to the covenant of promise,
•
(e) without hope, (f) without God.
But now you are near to God
and part of a new group of people alongside the Jews.
You have
not joined the Jewish community, but yo~ are joined with the saints
and household of God; not built upon Moses and the Old Testament
prophets but upon the apostles and prophets, with Christ as the
cornerstone (or keystone?).
You are built into a new temple.
You have been taken from an era of time with its divisions into
one of timeless categoriea."
The parallelism of thought givea three aspecta.
(a) It speaks
of peace, which ia found in Christ; (b) it showa how Chriat has
achieved this ("through his blood", "in him", "in his flesh",
"through the cross") (some would add "in one body"); and (c) it
depicts hia action a in achieving it ("made both one", "create ona
new man", "reconcile into one body", "makes peace", "came",
"proclaims good news").

weI

8.

We have a epecial reconciliation of Jew and Gentile and a
religious one of people with God. 6
This apparent combination of
two different kinds of reconciliation is important and is one
reason why an underlying cosmological hymn has been suggested,
which is used by the euthor of Ephesians for Jewish-Gentile
re1ationehips.
This connection of the historical with the soterio10gica1, the
cosmological and the existential suggests ths author finds no
sntithesis between temporal and spiritual concspts.
He has
" already spoken of his addressess, who belonged to a local church
(or churches), as "sitting in the heavenly places and having been
chosen in him before the foundation of the world" (113,4,~:q).
2.2

The Theme and Purpose of Ephesians.

1:9,10 speaks of the making known of God's "plan for the fulness

of time to unite all things in Christ, things in heaven and things
The author
All things are to ba under His feet.
on earth".
writee to show that his readers have a share in this purposs.
•
7
Jews and Gentiles are to be one body under Christ's headship.
It begins with Christ, then mentions Jews and
" The theme widens.
It deals not only with
Gentiles, and finally the whole universe.
the stages of the unfolding process but with the causes of this
unity.8
The unity is achieved through Christ as the primary agent
and the church as the secondary.
It might be argued that this is aimply the theme of the first part
of Ephesians, and that the Haustafel end the rest of the paraenetic
section have nothing specifically to do with this.
Anger and
stealing seem a long way off from those who live in the heavenliea.
But these obvious and mundane things are clearly linked with the
great theme in the very sentences, which contain some of the
conjunctive particles (4:1; 4:25; 5:1 and 15) and speak of
leading a worthy life, being honest with neighbours, imitating
God and walking carefully. "The two parte are linked by the theme
.

of calling (1110;
Since/

411).

9

9. '

Since the theme of the first part is unity, we would expect this
to be shown as a necessity and reality in the behaviour of the
Christian.
The second part of the letter is therefore necessary
and relevant.
The writer has a sense of wonder in the midst of
all the mysteries he cannot fathom.
We can see how he would be
moved by the conviction that his readers who were once far from
God (~1£.1 ), and from God's special people, are now in a
superior position than the natural Jews were previously.
He
would be particularly moved when he realised it was not an
accident of history but God's plan which was achieved through
Christ.
The wonder of it overwhelms him.
Getting back to
earth he says "let us act like it".
Prominent also in both sections is the church as a whole, rather
than little independent isolated churches (cf. 3:5f).10

A profitable way of grasping the outline is to discover the
significance of the various "therefores" and "wherefores" in the
text and to find out the meaning of the respective antecedents,
A \
"
which give rise to these exclamations and challenges.~'~
TOVTO
(1:15) is preceded by the opening passage 3-14 which speaks of
blessing for the readers now and a guaranteed inheritance in the
future, resulting from the fact that God has chosen, sealed and
redeemed them in Christ and has now revealed his plan to unite
~
all things in Christ and bring praise to himself. ~~O
(2:11)
follows a.repetition (2:6) of 1:20, wh!ch stated that the readers
are in the heavenly places and in particular stressed the great
contrast between what they were and what they have become.
This
is a theme which is continued in 2:11f. T{H~TOU XI-",.,.
(3:1)
is preceded by a reference to their becoming part of the heavenly
,
,
structurs and ths Toe: TW x,""p' v in 3 :14 follows shortly after
3'111, which mentions again the eternal purpose. oJ v
(4:'1) is
preceded·by a reference to the glory of Christ and 6,~ (4:25)
follows 4:23 which says the readers must be renewed. ()Zv
(5:1)
states that they must be imitators of God now that they have been
forgiven.
All this exhortation shows how Christ is fulfilling God's plan
and that the readers have a share in it and must live accordingly.
The theme is the plan of God being fulfilled in Christ, which will
bringl

10.
bring salvation and unity to all things rather than simply to
individuals.

.Since Christ is already seated in heavenly places,

Jews and Gentiles together can share these blessings now.

They

must live in a new manner because the readers' relationship to
God and neighbour has been changed.

Unity is to be seen among

Christians on earth, reflecting the theological unity of Jew and
. Gentile in Christ and the christocentric unity which is God's
plan for the universe.
When we see that the theme is one of unity, we need not find such
B

problem in the fact that the church rather than Christ (as

usually in Paul) is in the foreground, the body rather than its
head, since Christ and the church are one.

God's purposes are

not fulfilled unless they are together.
Unity is the outward manifestation.

What is really fundamental

is the divine purposs, which intends this unity.

God's purpose

for Christ, for the church and for the universe is unity in
Christ.

Such a theme moves the writer to loft·y cadences.

H. Schlier thinks that Paul at the end of his life rejoices as
he had earlier in Romans 11:33-36 on the mystery of the wisdom of
God, as one who had been initiated into this mystery and is
concerned for Christians in Colossae and elsewhere in Ph.ygia,
who are in danger of a Jewish-Christian gnosis.
11
them of the danger, Ephesians of the mystery.

Colossians tells

The person who is brought near rsnounces his formsr walk (2:1)
he sits (2:6) but must also walk (2:10;

411 etc.) and stand (6111).
The writer deals with the privilsge of the Christian (1-3) and
then with the way he should live (4-6).
We cannot be dogmatic about the prscise purpose of the letter as
this depends on a knowledge of the specific situation of the
readers at the time, which is unknown to us and veiled because of
t~~ letteris general terms.

It is also affected by whether

Ephesians was written in Paul's lifetime or not and whether by
him or by a disciple.

,Only this can decide the validity of

Holtzmann's judgement that Ephesians was written to celebrate the
fact that what Paul had struggled for is becoming a reality with
a ChUrch of Jews and Gentiles living together in harmony.

Hs is

afraid that the Gentiles might spoil this by going back to their

11.
old ways.

The writer uses Pauline teaching on reconciliation
with God to epeak of reconciliation between Jew and Gentile. 12
Pfleiderer understood this purpose of the book in similar manner
and thought that th~s explained why there is ambiguity sometimes
between whether reconciliation of people to God or to sach other
13
is meant.
The exegesis in our subsequent chapters will clarify whether this
is a likely explanation or whether other explanations which have
been put forward are more probable.
A specific milieu for Ephesians is hard to find becsuse of ths
letter's general nature.
This uncertainty becomes even greater
if Pauline authorship is thought to be unlikely and when
situations subssquent to hie death have therefore to be considered.
The few historical allusions are understandable if the letter ie
a general one which began ae a homily or if it were meant ae a
circular letter.
The initial impression is that it is a letter.
But this may be
a pre judgement on our part since we usually approach it with the
preconceived idea that it is.

This is because it has the outward

form of a letter and is found among the letters of the Pauline
14

Corpus in the New Testament.
But it is obvious that it is not
a letter in the sense that Philemon or even Romans can claim to
be. 15
Several factors could suggest that Ephesians was not at
first intended to be a letter. 16
2.2.1

Arguments for Ephesians not being a letter.

a) Ita general character.
l
It is not an individual and personal letter like Philemon. ?
The long inconclusive study of the document's original form and
purpose supports this view.
There is a general consensus that
Ephesians is not so specific in its aims and purpose as the other
New Testament writings which are listed as letters.
b)

The lack of personal allusions.

Theee allusions are only found in 1:1 and 15, 16; 3:1-3; 4:la,
13, l4f and 6119-23 which raise the possibility that Ephesians is

a/

12.

a homily to which small parts have been added.
c) It is not like other l~tters in the Pauline Corpus.
Already we have noticed that Ephesians differs from Romans and
Philemon.
No matter how we minimize thess differences, Ephesians
is still distinctive in the Pauline literature.
Even Colossiane
(often questioned as Pauline) is much more personal.
Ephesians
has no specific urgency that is immediately apparent to an
independent reader, which is also in contrast to Colossians (218).
It is written in a relaxed manner, considering the author is in
prison (311, 4:1).
It does not have the note of desperation or
suggest a last word and testament (cf. 2 Tim. 4:6-21).
Pauline
letters have long sentences but not to such an extent as Ephesians
(e.g. 1:3-14).
If it were a pseudonymous letter we might expect a certain formal
aspect.
But this would be true of other New Testament candidates
18
for pseudonymity, such as Colossians, the Pastorals and 1 Peter.
However they are written as very personal letters which we hava
seen i9 not the case with Ephesians.
d) It is not like other letters in the New Testament.
1 Peter "is personal as are the Johannine letters.
James,l~ 2 Pater
and Jude are more polemical.
James has a personal note as well
("my brothers") which is not found iM Ephesians.
e) It is not like other contemporary religious letters.
Early Christian writings such as I Clement, The Didache and the
Letters of Ignatius and Poly carp are nearer in format to the other
New Testament Epistles than they are to Ephesians.
20
21
Exact parallels cannot be found among the Gnostics
or Mysteries.
Ephesians is also different from Seneca's lstters to Lucilius on
22
how to live, which clearly state that they are replies.
Seneca,
who flourished during Nero's reign, "declared that a collection of
letters dealing with private affairs ow a purely temporary
political situation was banal and beneath the dignity of literature

and that the right kind of collection was one which Bet forth a
philosophy".

f)/

23

13.
f) It is not like generel letters ·from the Ancient World •.
Letters were not a recent innovation since one of the earliest
usages of writing was for this purpose.
The Old .Testament
mentions David's le~ter to Joab (2 Sam. 11:14) and Jezebel's
letter (1 Kings 21:8), which are very specific and in the case
of the latter had many copies.
Nearer in time to the New
Testament belong The Letter of Aristeas and The Letter of Jeremiah
Baruch 6).
The latter has no greeting and no personal ending.
It begins immediately with the matter in hand. 24 In contrast,
Ephesians has the Hebrew Greeting and Thanksgiving.
The lattar
is characteristic of Hellenistic letters, which are recognised
as the first to have a distinct literary form.
Has Ephesians then no parallele in the secular realm?
It is
25
claimed that there are none.
This observation however must be
weighed against the fact that the Ancient World had a tremendous
variety of letters. 26 The wider the variety is, the easier it
is to accept Ephesians as yet another kind, especially when it is
claimed that like the Pauline letter Ephesians is briefer and Ieee
stereotyped than the Hellenistic ones.
g) It has a liturgical etyle.
This is a possibility to be investigated since SUbstantial
27
sections of Ephesians are often rsgarded as having such a form.
The peculiarities and the unusual style of Ephesi~ns show that if
2:14-17 is unusual it is not eo surprising as it would ba in a
book where the remainder was in prosaic style.
2.2.2

Arguments for Ephesians being a letter.

Counterbalancing the above arguments, it can be said that:a) Ephesians is a letter in its present form and has greetings
and personal allusions.
They may be few in number but they ·are there.
It is possible
that they have been added and that the letter was originally a
homily.28 But the reference to Tychicus could explain the ebsence
of pers6nal matters since as "a faithful and beloved brother", who
knew both the sender and the hearer (and of their respective
present aituations), he was well qualified to deal with more
personal matters face to face, leaving the letter for what would
bel

14.

be regarded as more important themes. 29 The author, whether Paul
or a d~sciple, would know only too well how public some of Paul's
previous letters had become and that the wider church was learning
of the private lives of people in a church like Corinth. 3D Safety
for himself as a prisoner and his readers would be another reason
for giving little information.
Another Prison Epistle, Philippians, has few personal allusions
apart from those to Epaphras and Timothy who had visited Paul in
prison and whose identity was therefore already known.
b) No other description of Ephesians is any more satisfactory.
It is easier to conceive of Ephesians being sent and read than
to imagine it being preached.
If it is not a letter, we are not
sure what it is, whether a meditation or a sermon or a prayer.
When such suggestions are made they have to be qualified or it
has to be conceded that Ephesians has been transformed into a
letter.
It may be in hymnic style.
But it is scarcely such
in its entirety, for this would mean that those who have detected
hymns in various places of Ephe~ians have been wrong in seeing
certain passages as distinctive in this way, and those who have
denied any hymns at all have been in greater error.
c)

The letter's very general nature is what makes it appear to

be unlike a letter.
We must not say "a priori" that u~less a letter hae something
specific to say, or at least which a third party can detect as
such, that it is not a letter.'
The writer clearly thinks he has a tremendous theme.
He writes
breathlessly without much punctuation.
This suggests there was
a real reason for writing, unknown to us but clearly understood
by his readers.
They would know why so much is made of the Jews
and Gentiles being one and of the agency of Christ.
We have to
conclude that it is more like Paul's letters and other New
Testament letters than any othar contemporary literature which
we can suggest.

·15.

2.2.3

Ie Ephesians a circular letter?

If it were a circuler letter (i.e. to a group of churches :51
rather than the universal church) or written to one church with
others in mind this would partially explain its general character
and why there is discussion as to whether it is a letter or not.
A homily which was altered by the author into a letter through a
few additions, with personal explanations and greetings left to
Tychicus, can explain the difficulties, particularly if the letter
were not meant for one congregation alone.
In view of the impersonal nature of Ephesians and the lack of any
obvious situation to which it is specifically addressed, it is
therefore natural to ask if there is any evidence that the letter
originally had a circular intention.
We diecover that auch
evidence is forthcoming.
a) The Textual evidence.
The general inference that the letter has a wider readership in
mind is supported by the fact that Iv ~4'l~':" is ~mitted in some
Moreover there are other variant rsadings of
early manuscripts.
32
111.
b) Colossians 4.16 refers to a "Letter of the Laodiceans", which
could be another title for Ephesians used when a copy was sent to
the Laodicean Church.
Thie letter, like Ephesians, is clearly
of general interest because the Colossians, who belong to another
church, are asked to read it.
33

can explain the absence of particular
c) A circular letter
problems because a group of churches can only have general ones
pertaining to them all.
The writer would not wish to cause
divisions of a personal nature between churches.
We therefore look briefly at the textual evidence of which the
following is the basic outline.~
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16.
Of these three readings the last two have been discussed ae
possible originals.
The first has not been, since it makes it
hard to understand how the other texts would then have appeared.

, , ,
The evidence shows that t Y E4>'G"':' is found in A and the later mss
but not in what is called the "B" or'Alexandrian text.
This
latter has Patristic support for Origen knew neither "Ephesus" nor
a lacuna and was faced, like us, with the stylistic problems of
34
the Alexandrian text.
Basil indicates that many, if not all the
older, mss lack the reference "to Ephesus", implying that some mss
do have the words. 35 Tertullian's accusation (that Marcion refers
to Ephesiana aa the Laodiceane) is likely to refer to the title
rather than the text of 1:1, but we cannot be sure whether Marcion
had a copy with that title, or whether he had emended it himself
on the basis of Colossians 4:16, or whether he had emended a text
of Ephesians 1:1 similar to our "A" or Byzantine text.
It ie
clear that the letter was known as Ephesians, at least from the
second century.
The textual evidence thus raises several problems and euggests
various possibilities.
"
I
a) The text did not originally have £~
E¢L~~
nor any other
name.
This is plausible because of the general principle of
Alexandrian type readings being earlier than Byzantine ones and
for difficult readings to be simplified or expanded.
A homily
may have been used as a letter and eo the name was supplied.
Against this ie the unlikelihood of an author having the most
Scholars
awkward Greek of hie writing at the very beginning.

have debated whether it is grammatical or at least not so bad
grammatically as to be impossible.
J. Ernst favours a
36
translation like "To the saints existing faithful in Christ Jesue",
since a place name is more likely to be added than omitted.
Colossians 2:3 and 10; 3:1 are not really parallels and Bengel's
,..
translation of 7'0/5 OVa-IV by "to the present" ie not convincing.
He cites Acts 13:1 and Romans 13:1 as parallels, but in the former
" £In().?tf'ltXV
' ) and in the latter
, the place ie clearly defined ( T?Y
no geographical definition ie required.
~

There/
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There may be no parallels elsewhere in Greek but that does not
alter the fact that we have this grammatical form in a Greek ms
(8) and in two different readings.
This is a fact although it
is difficult to construct and it is hard to know what the passage
exactly means.
M. Santer overcomes the difficulty by suggs sting
that a copyist misunderstood and confused the actual text and a
37
marginal reference.
b) The original text has been misread or deliberately altered.
I
:38 ;1)"
" .
To the former category belong such suggestions as 'I Iy',,"
I v,
"
... , ) , , ,
:39
Aor,,,,s, 1r00, lr'v, (./) v£A",v
P. Ewald gives a reason for his
-1'
...
....
40
suggested -r~,s o.-Y4'Il'lT.'S o~, I~N' n Hr7tHS
He thinks the
corner of the mss was damaged eo that *"1 was lost and lO'S
eurmised to replace.
No breathing would have been indicatad in
.the text.
#>

,

....

41
Whatever the original name, "Ephesus" could have come into the
.text from a superscription which was given to the letter because
of connections with Ephesus.
Ephesus was the leading city of

Asia and would be central for a letter that was to have a wider
42
circulation.
In Revelation 2 and 3, where seven churches are
addressed, Ephesus is the first on the list.
Ephesians might
have claimed "Ephesians" for hjrself, since it was a little more
complimentary than the one addressed to her in the Apocalypee.
c) There was a lacuna into which different names. were inserted.
43
This is a possibility, although there are no parallels
and the
extant mss which are similar to 8 have no gaps.
Tychicus could
have possessed several copies for the different churches or gaps
could have been left when these copies were made.
Into two of
these copies, the names Ephesus and Laodicea were inserted.
d) "To Ephesus" was inserted or replaced Laodicea (and Colossae)
when the letter was copied in different pIsces.
Perhaps at first a number of identical letters were sent to
44
different churches, each carrying an individual name.
The later
copies which circulated used the Ephesian one, omitting the
geographical reference.
Perhaps Jealousy in Alexandria led to
the omission ot Ephesus.

18.
;~:

This lsst possibility (d) is attractive but does not prove that
Ephesians was originally a general letter, only that it was a
local letter used for general purposes and found useful to that end.
e) The "Byzantine" text of Ephesians 111 represents an older text
than the Alexandrian but may not be the original (which could be .
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The "Byzantine" text is first known in the Latin Commentary of
Victorinus Africanus in the second half of the fourth century, but
it is supported indirectly by the Muratorian Canon, Irenaeus and
45
Clement of Alexandria.
E. Best shows the difficultiss of ths
text, especially the awkward situation in the sentence of the
place name.
It is linked with "saints" and "in Christ Jesus" by
....
46
implication with l1'tr""'~.
If .this text is the original, one
could understand the wish to omit "Ephesus" when the letter was
given wider circulation.
It would also be observed that the
writer had appeared not to have visited the church and that
Ephesus had not lived up to its reputation (cf. Rev. 2:4).
One
would nevertheless expect the awkward style of the sentence to be
~
J
'
changed with more general words like £v ~~ ~~~A1~r replacing
,',

LV
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I

The problem is not easily solved, but He" is as attractive as any.
The avidencesuggests that Ephesians would be a letter to a local
48
church, probably but not necessarily Ephesus.
The local and
49
personal details are left for Tychicus to deliver orally.
These are also to be kept to a minimum because the author knows
that it will be read (and wants it to be) by other churches.
Ths
destination is uncsrtain from the contents of the book as a whole,
and from the textual evidence of verse 1.
Therefore in our
. exegesis of Ephesians 2:14 we cannot automatically assume that the
letter was originally written to Ephesus.
Whether local or
circular, it soon had circular use when the Pauline Corpus was
collected and publiehed.
Christians today use it as a circular
letter addressed to them.

,
(

,

(

This doss not maan that the theory of Ephesians being an
introduction to the Pauline Corpus 50 has to be accepted, especially
aince/
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since Ephesians is never found in an introductory position at the
head of the Pauline lists. 5l The letter is either so general that
it was soon widely used or was intended for general use from the
beginning.
The eu~hor, whether Paul or not, speaks as the
representative of an older group (1112) to Gentile Christians.
The lack of personal allusions could be because Tychicus wss the
bearer of the lette~ and he was left to fill in the personal
information.
When an author is in prison, it is not wise for him
to writs too many personal matters in an open letter.
They might
be read by the prison authorities~
The sbsence of historical allusions makes it difficult to know why
the author stresses unity in the way that he does.
There might
have been a serious division in the local church, or in churches
of a wider area.
If the letter is post-Pauline and a general one,
there is no limit to the possible eituations which can be suggested.
Some recent suggestions include the followingl
a.
b.

c.

d.

el

52
The letter is a warning to baptized converts.
It is post-Pauline and is to insist on the vital link between
the original Jewish Christian Church at Jerusalem and the
mainly Genti~e Church of Paul's mission plus the many Gentile
Christian churches founded by missionaries outside the Pauline
53
group.
All must realise their common bonds with Paul.
/
P. Pokorny finds tension caused by the threat of gnosticism,
54
to which the Gentiles are more likely to succumb than Jews.
J. Gnilka thinks it was written at a time (post-Pauline) when
Ephesus had declined economically, bringing bigger social
differences between the people, rich and poor, and a loss of
patriotism through absorption in the vast Romsn Empire.
Caesar could be seen as Lord on earth and Christ as Lord in
heaven.
There was' the attraction of a syncretistic gnosticism.
It was thus a time of crisis for the churches, which the
55
readers did not fully grasp.
KIM. fischer thinks it reflects a time when the church at
Ephesus does not possess the catholic structure of bishops,
priests and deacons, but still has the old Pauline order of
apostles and prophets as the foundation, together with

evangelists/

20.

evangelists, pastors and teachers.
The writer wants to avoid
the catholic danger, without being too negative to recent
56
gnostic developments.'

f.

E. KUsemann believes the Gentiles are in need of humbling and
being reminded that their place in the church was of privilege
not of right.
They were latecomers, built upon a foundation
57
previously laid.

g.

R.P. Martin proposes that it is "to show the nature of the
church and the Christian life to thosa who came to Christ out
of a pagan environment and ••• that ••• Paul never disowned
the Jewish background out of which the church came".
Ephesians is "a last ditch stand by a well known represent~tiva
of Paul in his final attempt to regain Asia for the Pauline
gospel by publishing an assemblage of Pauline teaching, slanted
to achieve several goals" such as preventing a landslide to
Gnosticism and to establish a footing for tha Gentile
Christians in the history of salvation. 58

These recent examples of suggestions of purpose are based on a
study of the entire book but it will be interesting to discover if
our passage supports any of them.

2.3

The Re1ationshie to Eehesians as a Whole.

The purpose of 2:14-17 ie akin to what we have seen in the purpose
of Ephesians as s whole.
It shows that Gentilss now participate
59
in salvation on an equality with the Jews.
The theme of Ephesians
has been described as "the eternal purpose of God and the place of
Christ and his people in that purpose".60 The emphasis of the
passage before us is more on the latter aspect, stressing the
close connection between Christ and his people.
close
1:10,
unite
whole

'It is particularly

to 3:6 which in turn illuminates a particular aspect of 1.10.
which says that God's plan for the fulness of time is to
all things in him, is elucidated in 4.16 which speaks of the
body growing and being built up (note the eame two metaphors

as in 2.21).

21 •
. It is not therefore surprising that'2:l4-l7 is often regarded as
the kernel of the book. 61 P. Tachau sees v13 as central 62 because
of the "before" and "now" scheme.
This is incorrect since
chronology is not prominent.
Time is relevant for Gentiles,
looking backwards into the past to a certain stage in their
history when they came to share in the blessings.

But it is not

really relevant for Jews at all who have always had access to God.
They must forget they once had a privileged position.
Moreover
the emphasis of v13 is not so much that Gentiles were not Jews,
but that they were without Christ and did not have the promise of
Christ in the manner which the Jews did.
2.4

The Relationship to Colossians.

The theme of Ephesians must be compared with the theme of
Colossians, which Ephesians appears to develop. 63 In Ephesians
Christ becomes head over the cosmos via the stage of the church,
where Jew and Gentile are gathered together in Christ.
Instead
of the angelic and demonic powers which first century man feared
and which have been overcome by the cross (Col. 2115) there is
the division between two groups of humanity which Ephesians
stresses has been destroyed.
But concepts are used differently.
In Colossians, Christ is the head of principalities end powers,
which means he is their origin end ruler.
He is elso head of the
church but in a diffsrent way, aince Christians live from him as
the source of their life.
Col. 2:19 "not holding ,fast to the
head" (source of nourishmsnt end growth) becomes in Ephesians a
growing up into the head for upbuilding (4115,16).
Colossians may appear to say less ebout human relationships
because of the cosmic emphasis resulting from the dangers which
appear to confront the readers from a philosophy concerned with
cosmic matters like the powers (1:15-20; 2:15).64 But in 1121ff
the reconciliation is concerned with people and in 1126,27 the
mystery concerns Jews and Gentiles (although in Colossians (212;
413) it appears to be the content of what was hidden as well es
the hidden secret itself). 'The danger leads the writer of
Colossians to meet these opponents on their own ground by using
their own terms.

We have a use of the language of gnosi8 which

waa uaed by the later second century gnoetics (e.'g. nA'1'p ""rtt' ).65
Whether/
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Whether or not Ephesians and Colossians use concepts differently,
there is a clear connection between the two writings, so that one
must be dependent upon the other, or be derived from a common
source, or have the ~ame author.
It is not our immediate concern
to discuss all the similarities and alleged differences throughout
both epist1es,66 but these similarities are most marked in ch2.
211 is similar to Col. 2113, 2:15 is close to 2114 (£'/1'11'1""1"').
A"01'<,,,1/,.,,\,\': ~~~ is only 'found in the N~w Testament in our passage
2:16 is close to 1:20 "having made peace
and Col. lI20~1.
through the blood of his cross".
Holtzmann ehows where three passages are
Col. 1
Eph. 2
20
14
21a
15
16
21b-22
and where four passages are together 1
Col. 1
Eph. 2
21, 22

16

parallel. 67
Col. 2
14

Col. :5
15
lSb

Eph. 4
3
4

68

However Holtzmann's thesis
of an unauthentic Pauline Ephesians
standing between an original authentic Pauline Colossians and our
present non-Pauline Colossians which used Ephesians is too
69
cumbersome to be likely.. The view cannot be proved or disproved
when the besic premise is that one is dealing with. two epistles of
If both are non-Pauline and are by
whom the authors ars unknown.
different authors we have one pseudonymous writer using another
pseudonymous writing.
If Paul did not write both of them, then
Ephesians could be by another writer who used the terms differently
since the general consensus of opinion is that Colossians is prior
70
to Ephesians.
Our exegesis will see if this can bs supported.
There are clear similarities, if not a direct link, between
Col. 1:20-22 and Eph. 2:14-17.
Col. 1:20 speake of reconci1iatio~
and the making of paace through the blood of the cross.
But this
, ,
reconciliation is of "all things" (Til" "",vr"", ), which is likely to
be the "all things" of v 16, which were created "in him", things
"in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or
dominions or principalities or authorities" and therefore refers
not only to human beings but also to cosmic powers.
reconciliation/

This

23.
reconciliation would appear to be a unification through Christ's
triumph and their submission and display, rather than through
However in the next verse (21) the reconciliatbeing forgiven.
lion is personal and refers to the members of the Colossian
church, presumably Gentiles, who were estranged from and hostile
to God.
There is no direct reference to another who previously
had peculiar privileges, but only a reference to those who never
had privileges (26) who are called Gentiles (27) •. There is alao
the possibility discussed below (Section 3.2.3) that 15-20 is a
piece of tradition and v.21 the author's own view in which he
personalises the cosmic reference, which only had submission in
mind.
If 15-20 is a hymn then Col. 1:21 and Eph. 2:14-17 could
be two comments upon it for the respective situations of the two
letters.
"Here there cannot be Greek and Jew ••• but Christ is
all in all" (Col. 3:11) is an idea akin to that of the new man
. (Eph. 2:15) where the descriptions Jew and Gentile are irrelevant
(cf. Gal. 3:28 and Eph. 5:8).
Col. 2:14 speaks of the demands of the law (S~~~I ) being aet
aside through being nailed to his.cross (cf. Eph. 2:15, 16).
Colossians goes on to mention the principalities and authorities
which are not definitely mentioned in the Ephesian passage,
although they are in 2:2, 3:10 and 6:12.
Ephesians does not
give the same warning note about them, because possibly they were
not the danger they were at Colosse.
If the letter is a more
general one, then the danger is more general rath~r than specific.
Colossians shows that the old circumcision is now superseded
(2:11, 3:11) and there should now be perfect harmony (3:l4ff)
with the peaca of Christ in control.
Since Col. 1:15-20 is widely recognissd as a hymn, we shall need
to discuss in section 3.2.5 whether Eph. 2:14-17 is hymnic also.
The theme of reconciliation which is common to both passages is
discussed in sections 7.1f.
2.5/
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2.5

The place of tha passaga and of Ephesiane in the
general thought of Paul.

There is obviouely a close relationship, since few would deny
Almost everyone sees either
Ephesians to the Pauline school.
Pauline ideas or a development of them (or even a failure to
grasp these ideas).
Our exegesis will need to throw light on
these questions.
But we must be determined not to assume direct
Pauline parallels every time we find words or phrases which Paul
used (e.g. flesh, body, new man, enmity, etc.).
The terms may
be used in different ways.
New ideas are also found, e.g. in 212,
4113 and 6:12.
Three points are worth remembering:
e. Paul's thought could change.
b. A contemporary of Paul could express different thought.
c. Acceptance of a Pauline or post-Pauline date will affect our
approach and whethsr we think it is different.
We can say dogmatically that both Paul and Ephesians, including
2:14-17, rejoice in the sacrificial work of Christ which unites
Jews and Gentiles (Rom. 1-3) and places them on the same level,
which was God's purpose from the beginning (Rom. 11).
B4t we
wish to know if there is any fundamental difference in what
7l
Ephesians and the esr1ier epistles are seying on these issues
and whether Ephesians has a more negative attitude to the lew
(cf. Eph. 2115 and Rom. 7:12) and no specific hope for the Jewish
nation itself, except as part of the new man, which includes
Gentiles (cf. 2115 and Rom. 11:26).
Paul insists in Rom. 4 and
Gal. 3 that the blessing of the nation which was the ultimate
reference of the promise to Abraham is fulfilled in the universal
church which is made up of believere among Jews and Gentiles
(cf. Acts 15).72 Thus the former hard distinction between Jsw
and Gentile is removed (Rom. 9124-26, 10:11-13, 19-21, Gal. 3:28).
Many of the clossst parallels between Ephesians and Paul are 1n
our passage e.g. (a) 2113 and 2 Cor. 5 on reconciliation, (b) the
.significance of the law and (c) the relation of Jew and Gentile.
Romans/
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Romans 1-3 is concerned with Jew and Gentile who have both been
excluded by sin, but are now included by grace through Justificatlion.
Romans 9-11 shows God's purpose for Israel from the reverae
angle to Ephesians. . In the latter, Jew and Gentile are both in
the one body because the Gentiles have been brought in to share
the privileges which the Jews already have.
But in Romans 9-11
the Jew at present is outside of the one body but will one day be
73
included.
Has Paul the same underlying theme of the unity of ell things in
Christ which we find in Ephesians?
This question can be discussed
independently from that of Pauline authorship of Ephesians, since
presumably a letter can have an independent theme which a writer
does not express elsewhere.
Ephesians could still be written by
Paul without one necessarily having to find the theme of unity in
any or all of Paul's letters, provided Paul's main teaching is not
contrary to it.
This is apart from the fact that Paul's thought
could develop or change.
However, the theme of unity is in
Romans 3:29; 11:32; Gal. 2:7, Band 3:28; and Phil. 2:10.
The last reference could be hymnic but since Paul is in that case
using a quotation he is likely to be in agreement (cf. Rom. 14:11
and Is. 45123).
The practical emphasis is certainly found in the latter part of
many letters.
The idea of walking ie in Gal. 5:16 and in the
paraenetical material of Ephesians one has the eimiler purpose of
exhortstion to consistent living which motivates the writing of
the second half of most of the Pauline Epistles.
Ephesians does not have the specific Pauline doctrinerof justificatlion (but cf. 1:7), judgement, resurrection, eschato10gy74 and
specific quotations from the Old Testament.
Ephesians has a less
qualified universalism than the earlier Paul.
Whilst universalism
is found in Rom. 5:18; 11:36 and 1 Cor. 15:25, it is clear that
this does not necessarily mean that all will be in Christ (Rom.
2,5ff) (see section 6.5).
But Ephesians is only a short work and
we must not judge it by what it does not contain of Paul, but by
whether Pauline teaching as a whole is similar to the teaching of
Ephesians and not contradictory to it.
The fact that similarities
as well as differences can be ahown means that the thought content
810ne/
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alone cannot decide the matter of authorship.

Paul's accepted

Epistles, Ephesians and Eph. 2:14-17 have a lot in common.
Ephesians is closest to Paul in the themes of our passage on Jew
and Gentile being one in Christ and having access to God.

There

is nothing fundamentally different in Paul's general outlook from
what i6 f6und here.

But the careful literary style means we

must retain the possibility that the author might be quoting from"
a hymn and combining two realms of thought.

See sections 3.2-3.3.

"
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27.
CHAPTER

THREE.

PRELIMINARY

CONSIDERATIONS.

Before we look at 2114-17 1n detail we need to discuss verse 13
and study 2:14-17 as a unit with regard to (a) its structure and
(b) its background.
3.1

Ephesians 2:13.

In Section 2 it was shown how v.13 begins a new part of 11-22 and
ie the contrast to v.12.
The thought is eoon interrupted once
more by the literary unit 14-17.
Although 13 is only a single verse it contains important themes
which are basic to 14-17 and prompt the flowing thought of those
These themes must be clearly understood if the exegesis
verses.
of 14-17 is to be correct.
Verse 13 has four significant
elements, "But now", "In Christ Jesus", "Become near", "In the
blood of Christ".
The third of these is repeated in v.17, which
Verse 13 contains
we shall discuss more fully in chapter eight.
a reference to Is. 57:19 and we need to determine whether the
writer has veree 17 already in mind when he writes v.13 •
3.1.1

N~.."..

Sc'
-,

This is clearly in contrast to no,! of 2111 and 13 and ths author
,
1
may aleo have in mind the previous uses of nO~E in 2:3.
Similar
contrasts are found in 2:1 and 11, where the metaphors are not of
distance (cf. 2:18 and 22) but of death and life, flesh and spirit.
In 5:8 the contrast is illustrated by darkness and light (cf. 1 Pet.
2:9).
The Gentiles are reminded here of the change in their circumstances.•
But the expression can be used of Jews who have had a similar
experience.
Paul knew such a change personally and uses the
phrase of himself in Gal. 2:20.
He also uses it of the church's
experience in Rom. 3121, 519, 6119, 716, 8:1, 16126, 1 Cor. 13112
(contrasted with the future) 2 Cor. 5116, Gal. 419, Col. 1:21, 22,
1:26, 3:8 (2 Tim. 1110) and of God's activity (Rom. 3121, 1 Cor.
't
15:20, (ph. 315, 10).
',Thel
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The phrase does not necessarily imply Pauline authorship, since
the experience of such a change is fundamental to early Christian
· 2 3
belief.
The Psalmist also had this kind of experience.
However in Eph. 2113 it is less chronological and more geographical,
being related to distance.
The contrast is not primarily of
Gentiles with Jews but of Gentiles with Christ.
The two secondary
factors of "alienated from the commonwealth of Israel" and
"strangers to the covenant" are placed between the two more serious
ones "without Christ" and "without God in the world".
There is no clear indication from the text when the change took
4
place, whether recently or a long time ago.
The, fact is, it has
happened.
The change is obvious, whether or not the reade~s were
all changed at the same time or at different times for individual
. people.
The writer reminds them of their changed circumstances without any
clear warning note as in Galatians.
He is not concerned to
remind them because he is afraid they would forget they were once
alienated from God and wander backwards, but perhaps rather to
give them material for praise.
This should make us cautious about
trying to find out what their local eituation actually was.
On
the other hand, there must have been some purpose which caused the
author to write.

This phrase is clearly in contrast to

'Xf,rnov,.

X'W Pl$

,

5 of the

previous verse.
It is linked with v~v, in the same way as the
,
other phrase is linked with T'1 I<::""p~ £ k(",,,:,, •
It is also
J'
,
I
A
probably meant to be in contrast with «{)"'/.
The phrase' v «I.I""~
is found in both vv.16 and 17 so a general discussion of the
phrase "in Chriat" will be found in Section 6.3.1.

..

)

In Eph. 2113, a number of meanings are possible,
a) Absorption into the deity.
This idea is found in th~ Mystery Religions. 6
The "far" with
the "near" have been absorbed into Christ through his blood. In
v.13 however it is not the result of a once for all initiation
but rather of a continuing experience.
The verse also teaches
that/
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Moreover the grammar of Eph. 2:13
that they are near, not in.
A. Deissmann has shown that
does not support this hypothesis.
,
tv with a personal name does not figure in this way in Greek
7
literature.
.

b) Mystical.
Is "in Christ" like the Pauline phrase which Deissmann understood
in the sense of "the most intimate possibla fellowship of the
Christian with the living spiritual Christ, an ethereal form of
B
existence, where Christ is spirit like the air we breathe"?
I
,
It is like the phrase tv flv£.Clj/ fl'T I which occurs nineteen times
in Paul with fifteen of these occurrences having the seme meaning
J
Xf',r-r"t.
'"
es '-v
Deiesmann saw it as a technical expression
for the central Pauline thought of fellowship with Christ.
To accept this view in Eph. 2:13 would be to assume that Pauline
. thought including Ephesians on "in Christ" is stereotyped.
It
would also assume that Deissmann had the correct interpretation.·
Serious criticisms can be made of Deissmann's view and few
9
acholars accept it today.
c) Social.
E.· Best (while seeing a local emphasis in the Pauline usage.)
stresses the social aspect of this union.
It is not a case of
individuals with Christ but of Christians as a whole.
Vet it is
not simply because they are in the church, since personal faith
is involved. lO This social aspect is present In Ephesians, since
Gentiles in Christ along with Jews are a new man, one body (see
Sections 6.4 and 7.3).
d) Salvation Historical.
The Gentile readers of Ephesians wera "without the Messiah".
Christ is the climax of the age, the fulfilment of the Old
Gentiles are now in the new age of Christ.
They
Testament.
share'in Christ the Messiah with the Jews.

,
There is undoubtedly some truth here also.
But the emphasis of
the verse is'not that Gentiles were formerly aeparate from Jews,
1

but that they were without God and without Christ.
e)/

11
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e) Instrumental (Christ as the agent).
If the language follows Hebrew (end LXX) usage, tv could be the
In Ephesians it appears to have this meaning·
equivalent of 3L •
But if this is the meaning here, we have two
. in 1&20 and 2&10.
instruments in this verse since "the blood of Christ" appears to
be instrumental. 12 Two instrumental phrases are possible but
u~likely in v.l8 (through him and in one spirit) since "in one
13
spirit" probably has a local meaning.
)

f) Local.
This undsrstands it as referring to the poeition of the Gentiles.
14
They are now in Christ.
Barth translatee "in Christ" as "in the
•
I
15
realm of the Meesiah" like Lv Nvrw, of v.lS.
Gentiles are now
in Christ, not Juet by what he did in breaking down the barrier,
. killing the enmity, etc., but by the effect of it, in the
relationship we now have with him.
We are in Christ, just as we
are in the heavenlies (v.ll).
Believers are in Christ, not in
the sense of a mystical experience or through an initiation
(baptism or the Lord's Supper are not mentioned in the paesage)
but more in the Jewish sense of corporate personality, 16 whereby
one like Adam or Christ includes his descendants in himself.
It
is true that Adam is not mentioned and that 'new man' may not
refer to this contrast, but it is clearly a possible interpretation.
A

We conclude that here the phrase is likely to have a local meaning
(the readera' present position), is chronological. (contrasting
with the past position) and is social (their position together
with the Jews).
The context shows a new era has dawned.
It ia
now the age of the new man in whom Jews and Gentiles can share.
"In Christ" is more than local and temporal, it ia "hyper cosmic"
and "indicative of a new dimension that opens itself up for the
17
Christian".

f v Xf I rT;' is placed first for emphasis and is to be connected

J

with

,

vvvl

t

'lJ

rather than ,:YC?llf/,f .•

18

"In Christ" has a suffix "Jesus" (although omitted by L., Marcion,
Irenaeus, Origen and Tertullian).
Paul prefers Christ Jesue.
The writer of Ephesians, like other New Testement writers, ie not
fond of the aacription "Jesus" on its own when ieferring to the
exalted/

:51.
He invariably connects it with "Lord" or with
exalted Lord.
"Christ".' Xr'G"TO~
would speak of the Jewish Messiah. Gentiles
also can find blessing in him as promised to Abraham "in you
shall sll the families of the earth be blessed".
"

'('-ru~ is stressed as in v.ll and earlier in v.I.
Verses 11 and
17 suggest a reference to Gentiles which the writer usually
,
C
19
implies when he writes urtls
In the next verse he changes
( A
to ~rwv and to the thought that Jew and Gentile are made one.
A

)~

\

The present participle ov'rU relates to no TE.- and therefore
refers to whst precedes the main verb.
This is normally what
the sorist participle does, so tha frequentative or durati~e
sense must be meant. 20
The aorist passive ~y~Vip?T£ suggests
not a gradual drawing near but being near as the result of a
decisive act.
This action is clearly connected with "Christ
Jesus" (13a) and more specifically with "his blood" (13b).
The "far" are Gentiles, who are no longer at a distance.

The

term "far" seems to be prompted by verses 11 and 12 and the
author's general knowledge of the Old Testament and Christi~nity'8
Jewish background.
He is reminded in particular of Is. 57,19
with its contrast between far and near, which he quotes in verSB
17.
Before he actually quotes it, the thought of peace to the
far snd near makes him think of Christ our peace.
It ie
poseible that having written the present veree 17 he goes back
and ineerts 14-16.
I

3.1.4

,~
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'This is more than a mere repetition and enlargement of "in Christ
Jesus" (which we have understood basically as a local phrase).
It adds a ststement of the special way in which we are brought
21
near in Christ.
It parallels "cross" and probably '''flesh''.
If a hymn were cited then the meanin~ of cross could originally
have been different or tha word not found at all.
When we accept
that 14-17 comes from the same author, we have no difficulty and
"blood" can ba essily related,to
"cross" with both referring to
,
the sacrifice of Christ.

:32.
We do not have the Sl~
of 117 and Col. 1:20, Heb. 9:12, Acts
I
20:28 and Heb. 1:3:12, but tV
as in v.15, Rom. 5:9, Heb. 10:19,
22
1 John 5:6, Rev. 5:9 and 7:14.
)

E\f

can hardly have a local sense here although this literal
23
meaning is possible in Heb. 9:25 and 10:19.
It is likely in
this context to be either causal (because of) or instrumental
(through or by).24
There may be a contrast with the use of
C' ,
"t./.
in 2 :16, 18 and 1:7.
Alford suggests that ollV ;1'1/ ty'rtt-TOS
in 1:7 speaks of the blood of Christ specifically as the means of
J'

(I

our redemption and here £v T~ ()('r"'~'
is spoken of inclusively
as representing the redemption as a whole. 25
The author firmly believes that redemption is through the blood of
Christ (la7) and this is akin if not identical with Pauline thought.
Colossians, the nearest writing to Ephesians, states that "peace is
through the blood of his cross" (1:20).
The word '''blood'' is
found in later readings of Col. 1:14, but this is probably ths
rssult of sssimilation to Ephssians 1:7.
Ephesians only uses the word elsewhere in 6:12, where its
connection with "flesh" depicts humanity and its weaknsss in
contrast to the might of the principalities and authoritiss. 26
What does the author mean by "his blood"?
In seeking to discover
this, we need not discuss the origin of the ideas .and
(a) what blood meant originally in the Old Testament 27 and
(b) our modern ideas of how the blood of Christ should be
understood.
What is important are the ideas in the first csntury
of our sra which would possibly be held by the author or influence
his thinking.
Apart from Jewish ideas, his readers and perhaps himself could
have been influenced by beliefs in the pagan world, s.g. the
Taurobolium in the rite~ of Cybele and Mithra and the Attic
Mysteries, whers one allowed the blood of slain snimals to run
over the body and also drank it~28 This however is more akin to
29
John's idse..
Similarly in the Dionysus Zagreus Cult, union is
achieved with ths deity by eating the divine animal torn and
30
consumed in a wild frenzy.:
These concepts es well es Jewish
onesl

33.

ones may come from the ssme root originally3l but this is a long
time before Ephesians.
Salvation by blood is hardly a gnostic idsa.
materialistic for that.

It is too

It can have no place in a religion that

describes a redeemer descending and bringing salvation through
revelation and enlightenment.
The author would share some of the current Christian idees about
32
the blood of Christ.
These could be either sacramental,
incarnational or a sacrificial theology of the cross.

The three

possibilities are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

There is

no clear support from Ephesians for a sacramental theology despite
the suggestions of outlines of Baptismal Services that have been
33
made.
The idea of salvation by the blood of Christ would
doubtless be encouraged by the Lord's Supper, but this is different
from saying that Ephesians teaches that believers share in the
blood of Christ at the Lord's Supper.
A reference to the incarnation could be argued if v.17 is under:stood as being a reference to Christ's coming at his birth and
his preaching during his earthly life.

We shall see in ch.S that

this is unlikely.
There is no reason to doubt that like "cross" i~ v.16 blood refers
.

to the death of Christ.
\

34

Leviticus 17:11 says "the life of the flesh is in the blood" and
Deut. 12:23 that "the blood is the life".

This would suggest

that in the New Testement the blood of Christ would refer to his
35
life.
By the outpouring of blood, life was released and in
offering this to God the worshipper believed that the estrangement
between him and the Deity was annulled, or that the defilement
36
which separated them was cleansed.
The imagery of blood would be meaningful to the writer if he were
a Jew but less so to his readers.

But since the leader, in whom

they had come tobelieve,·was crucified as a felon they must
understand the offenca of the cross,. that he was their sacrifice
who/

34.
who gave himself in entirety for them.
Jesus through his death
has brought, peace between Jew and Gentile because both are
through sin really on the 'same footing before God.
The right of
access through offerings, etc., stands no more as a possibility.
Access is now through the blood of Christ.
Through his
reconciling death the Gentiles have free access to God in a new
37
temple with the full rights which belong to hie house.
There is no need to have recourse to a mystical interpretation as
oeissmann does.
He describes the concept of blood as a "vivid
way of realizing the living one, who is also the crucified and
with whom we live in mystical and spiritual fellowship of blood".
oeissmann regards the expression "in the blood of Christ" aa
differing only elightly, if at all, from' "in Christ".38
Through Christ's blood, Gentiles are brought near.
Eph. 1 says
it is the meens of redemption and forgiveness.
We thus have
39
some of the variations found in Paul.
A close parallel to the
idea of Ephesians 2:13 is Heb. 13:12 "that he might sanctify the
40
, people by his own blood" which means he eet epart Jew and Gentile.
(ph. 2:13 declares that far off Gentiles have been brought near
through the blood of Christ.
The next few verseawill show
explicitly how Jesus has achieved this.
3.2

Does (phesians 2:14-17 contain a hymn?

This discussion is much more fundamental than may superficially
appear to be the case, since the hypothesis of a hymn or excursus
, is assumed in much exegesis of Ephesians.
This ie because of
the following reasons:a) The composite nature of the passage, with theological (which
includes sociological), cosmological, and soteriological
aspects of reconciliation, can possibly be explained if a
hymn about cosmic relationships is used of Christ reconciling'
4l
Jew and Gentile.
b)

The passage is Christological, which naturally recells the
Christological hymns of the New Testament, such as Phil.2:5-ll,
Col. 1:15-20, 1 Tim. 3:16, 1 Peter 3:18,19 and possibly
Heb. 1:3.
These speak of Christ's humiliation end exaltation
and laud what he has done 1n redeeming men.

e)/

35.

c)

The passage has many of the criteria which are commonly used
for identi fy ing hymns (see section :5'. 2. 2) •

d)
e)

There ars clear links with Col. 1:15-20 which is hymnic.
Hymnic or confessional formulae have been suggested elsewhere
in Ephesians, e.g. 1:3-14, 20-23, 2'4-7, 10, 20-22, 3,5,20-21,
42
4:4-6(8), 11-13, 5,2, 14, 25_27.

If the section does contain a hymn; many possibilities are raised.
Is
a) Pauline and original to Ephesiana?
b) Pauline and written previously?
c) Pauline and based on Colossians?
(Peuline and based on
non-Pauline Colossi~ns would bs unlikely).
d) Non-Pauline and based on Pauline Colossians?
e) Non-Pauline and based on non-Pauline Colossians?
f) Non-Pauline and based on a Christian hymn?
g) Non-Pauline and based on a Christian gnostic hymn?
h) Non-Pauline and based on a Jewish-gnostic or gnostic hymn?
This would require interpolstions to have been made.

it,-

3.2.1

Hymns in the New Testament.

Singing was a feature of Jewish worship and Jesus is reported to
have sung (Mk. 14:26, Mt. 26:30). cYfvllv
is found elsewhere in
the New Testament (Acts 16125, Heb. 2112) but this does not help
our enquiry since no hymns ars cited in these instences.
We have
~St.I\' in Col. 3:16, Eph. 5:19, Rev. 15:3 and rtA,\clV in
,
43
Eph. 5:19.
It is doubtful if a distinction can be made between
"psalms, hymns and spiritual songs" (Col. 3:16, Eph. 5:19),44
especially since Ephesians often puts similar words together for
emphasis.
If the author is citing Colossiana the triple word
formula would be naturally attractive to him.
The early church has left ua little knowledge of the form of its
worship since it was self-evident to them and not recorded, unless
there were disorders as at Corinth.· No library of an early
Christian community like that of Qumran which contained community
hymns has been found, e.g. at Nag Hemmadi.
The wedding "hymn"
and the "Song of the Pearl" in the Acts of Thomas 2 end 9 do not
fit into this category.
Thel

36.

The early Christians were ~ews and would continue to sing.
Gentile Christians would be aware of synagogue worship and would
45
,
use the Old Testament.
' The Psalms would be their first
46

hymnbook
and messianic Psalms would giVe the initiative.
The
belief that Christ had been raised would direct the Christians'
attention to Ps. 110 and suggest the exaltation to God's right
47
hand.
There would be the post-Easter enthusiasm and the joy
experienced at the Lord'a Supper, which could only be expressed
48
in a hymn.
All new religious and liberation movements tend to
be full of song.
Christians who lived outside
parallels in the same way as
of God g~ve biblical terms a
been surprising if the early

of Palestine would find Hellenistic
Hellenistic terms like Lord and Son
49
fuller meaning.
It would have
church in'ascribing worship to its

Lord did not use all kinds of epithets.

In a world that used the

'one Greek language, there would be overlaps.
One of the features
of Greek-Roman religion was hymnology, where hymns were offered
to cult divinities.

50

Converts from the Mysteries and Greek
51
Philosophy would bring their ideas of music with them.
!

Since singing is so obvious, we ask what did they sing?

Where

is it?

~o

Would it all disappear?

They are unlikely just

have

sung Old Testament songs and it would be surprising if soma of
this material is not embedded in the New Testament.
Some New Testament songs can be detected, such as the four in the
early chapters of Luke, the Magnificat, 1:46-55, the Benedictus,
1:68-79 and the shorter songs of the angels 2114 and the Nunc
, 52
Dimittis 2:29.32.
There are also several in the Revelation.
The Lukan ones are often regarded as Jewish hymns which the church
63
used.
Other fragments ara possibly Rom. 11133-6, 1 Tim. 1117, '
Amen, Hallelujah,

Abba, Maranatha.

Hosanna~

In the Magnificat and Benedictus, the only specific Christian
54
content is in 1:79·9.
. These songs probably belonged to the
earliest Chrietians, before a specifically Christian theological
,
55
language had developed.
"

Thel

'

37.
The Revelation songs are more specifically Christological,
speaking of the death of Jesus and his glorification, which
causes all creation to worship him.
But they are not always
included in compiled,lists of. New Testament Christological Hymns
because of their Jewish background.
J.D.G. Dunn thinks the
influence comes "more from the synagogues of the diaspora where
the holy and righteous God of Judaism was praissd as Creator and
Sustainer of the world and Judge of all".
Dunn finds four
groups in the New Testament:a) The simple Lukan Psalms of Palestinian-Jewish Christianity.
b) Those in Revelation from Hellenistic-Jewish Christianity.
c)
Phil. 2, Col. 1, John land Heb. 1 from a very diffsrent
more sophisticated form of Hellenistic-Jewish Christianity.
d) 1 Tim. 3:16 and 1 Pet. 1:3-5, etc., reflecting yet another
. 56
side of Hellenistic Christianity.
.

.

We now discuss the hymne which are more widely accepted aa
" finds an earlier form of Christian
Chriatological.
Dsichgraber
hymn, the God Hymn (Rom. 11:33-6, 2 Cor. 1:3f, Eph. 1:3-14,
1 Pet. 1:3-5) but ths evidence for isolating them as a common
.
57
group is not sufficiently strong to gain wide acceptance.
The Christological ones are those which have "the pattern of a
redeemer figure, who descends to the earth from a higher sphere,
. 58
achieves his redemptive purpose on earth and ascends again".
The two hymns which are specifically cited in the New Testament,
Eph. 5.14 and 2 Tim. 2:11-13 are not normally included because
they do not give this description of Christ.
The two which are most widely accepted are Phil. 2:5-9 and Col. 11
15-20. . The Philippian passage has parallelism ( l'oPtf5
in 2:6
and 7) and a threefold picture of Christ (before he came to earth,
when he came and since he came).
But there has been much debate
as to whether its background is Jewish and Old Testament (e.g. the
Servant or Isaiah) or Hellenistic because of its teaching of
pre-existence and of two simultaneous spheres (above and below)
rather than two successive ages.
Some have seen a reference to
the heavenly man of the gnostic redeemer myth. 591 The fact that
Phil. 2:5-9 has similarities· to Col. 1:15-20 in its cosmic
understanding of redemption might suggest it cannot be fully
axplained from the Old Testament. 60

3.2.2

The Criteria for Detecting New Testament Hymns.

How does one discern a New'Testament hymn or hymnic fragment and
how it ia isolated from its prose context?
Several lists of
61
criteria have been drawn up.
M. Barth has summarised the list,
which inc[udes the followingl
a) Words like "as, because, for, therefore" are found at tha
beginning or end of the psssage.
b) A vague phrasa occurs like "he is the one" or "who" instead
of a name.
This sometimes affects the grammar (1 Tim. 3116,

f)

Col. 1115-20).
Specific deeds of God or of Christ are preferably described,
either by the participle (Heb. 113), usually in the aorist,62
t.'
,.'
or by relative clauses, 'VtV WG'T£,.
infinitives or
prepositions "for", "toward" with a noun.
Beneficiaries are referred to as "us" or "our", i.e. in the
first person plural (cf. Acts 17:28).
There is brevity, with no article before key terms (1 Tim.
3:16).
But the text yields to synonyms, genitives of
apposition and baroque repetition.
Hapax legomena occur suggeeting the author makes use of other

g)

vocabulary (Phil. 216-11).
The text can be divided easily into lines of similar

c)

I

d)
e)

h)

l~ngth

(Titus 1112 has short lines).
Elements of careful structure distinguish the piece in
question, e.g. perallelism, division into stanzas consisting
of thrse or more cloa and an opening key word or summary
statement.
The end may take up.the beginning (i.e. inclusio).

The following would also be features of a Christian hymn or
confession 1
i) The text offers a summary of the message of Christ, tha kerygma,
. but is not concerned about historical accuracy.
J) The cosmic extension of God's or Christ's role is emphasised.
liberal borrowings from pagan mythology are made in order to
communicate Christ's cosmic role in a language that is
understood by men of the Hellenistic world.
k) The content of a given passage interrupts the context.
The
preceding or following verses fit or allude to only a small
section of it.
Barth/

39.

Barth does not eccept all of these criteria and i and J are
63
particularly subjective.
k only indicates an excursus, not
necessarily a hymn.
Bornkamm has a similar list of criteria and
also stresses antit~etical style and the use of anaphora and
epiphora (the opening and ending of words are composed of the same
vowel sounds).64
K.M. fischer divides the criteria into two groups, outer and inner
65
criteria.
Outer criteria
include indications of quotation
(e.g. Eph. 5:14, 1 Cor. 15:3 and Romans 10:8), distinctive etyle,
different terminology and a co-ordination of the quotation to the
context.
fisoher's two inner criteria deal with clues from
grammar, syntax vocabulary and the different hermeneutic function
of liturgy and letter, which enable us to distinguish the genre.
The letter exhorts end explains •
The liturgy is just concerned
. with praise.
The suggested criteria do not fit the Magnificat which has few
participles all of which are sUbsidiary to the main verbs in 50

'.'

Relative clauses "'v~ ~~T'
,etc., are absent (except
c·,
o "T I ). God is addressed directly, the first person plural is not
found, rather the first and third persons singular.
Articles are
very prominent.
There are few genitives and no.hapax legomena.

and 53.

Lk. 1:46-55 is certainly a semitic passage, but it is in koina
Greek and by the writer of the third gospel.
Any early Christian
hymns, even those from a Hellenistic background, would be likely to
have Hebraic tendencies because of the use of the Old Tsstament.
It cannot be dismissed entirely that an Ephesian hymn would have
to be different from one in Luke.
Luke may have found the hymn
in his sources and it is full of Old Testament language.
But we
" in refusing to accept it as
cannot be so dogmatic as O.ichgraber
66
Even if it is not specifically Christian, it
a Christian hymn.
is still hymnic.
.

67

The Benedictus
does not have Barth's first criterion.
Instead
of a vague phrase, it mentions the Lord the God of Israel.
Criteria c and d do not apply here.
e is supported by "redemption,
horn, salvation, house, servant, mouth, prophete, salvation, enemies,
hand, covenant, oath, prophet, higheet, wsy, etc." having no article.
Compassion/

40.
Compassion and mercy, shadow and darkness are found in couplets.
The song divides easily into lines and hand j could be true.
Like i, it has a kerygma,although it is not a specifically
Christisn one.
Its present draft is either by a Christian writer
or at least acceptable to him for quotation and it is a passage
dealing with the note of praise.
Rev. 115f has the criteria listed as b, c, d, e.

for example,

there is no article with BA'~II\£'It'II, '(fE-'S
, NII'-rr'. Eph.5114
has the article and 11 Tim. 2111-13 has the first pereon.
1 Tim. 3116 has the vague "who" and no proper name.
It could
easily have participles but has none.
I'

C

'"

'

other suggested hymnic fragments are too short for us to be able
to test the criteria accurately.
The list can be a useful guide,
but is not completely reliable.
It is based on known hymns and
also on the style of conjectured ones.
It could be possible that
different church groups at the time could have vastly different
hymns.
We have today in Scotland, Paraphrase and Psalter,
Episcopal Psalm and Sankey Hymn as well as Standard Hymns.
It
is true that they are the results of a long Christian tradition.
But early Christianity was not as uniform as we would like to make
it, and the religious tradition of Scotland is by no means. as
diverse as the pagan/Jewish religion'background of Christianity.
There are Just a few Psalms that have a similar approach to praise
es our passage.
In Pss. 46, 48 and 124 a group of people speak
of what God (third person singular) has done for them (first
person plural).
In the communal songs of thanksgiving one usually
has the second person plural or the cohortative ("let Israel now
say" Pss. 124 and 129).68 The individual praising God ia a
frequent feature (Pss. 9, 18, 30 and 40).
The peculiarity of the style of Ephesians suggests that his
poet1cal style would be peculiar too and found in places that are
not obvious.
It is also necessary to remember that where scholars
have found gnostic elements in the New Testament, it has often
been in these hymn-like passages.
It/

41.
It is not enough to look for obvious hymnic features.
Where a
hymn is quoted indirectly and used in a different context (e.g. a
Wisdom, Jewish or gnostic hymn applied to Christ) it would not
always be preserved, in its original form, since this would not
always be suitable.
When cited in prose literature, such as a
letter, parts would be omitted and words added.
Scholare
therefore must seek to reconstruct the hymn and excise alleged
glosees or accept that the hymn is incomplete.
There is an obvious danger of subjectivity and inconsistency, or
of minimising the creativeness and originality of the author and
the scholar underestimating his own.
The author himself by our
atandards might be inconsistent.
Of the eleven criteria which were listed on p.36, Eph. 2114-17 has
I
\ ,
,
. several.
It has a (ytWf 14), b (Q''''''TiP~ 14), C ("iPl?vIrS 14,
I
".
I
,
JiLl'
Iff(-r~r,t'}rtrs ,IV'" 15, CfI11K-rII'tl'O(S 16, (.AV"'V 17) and d.
(1';'1/ although the second person is found in 16 and the third
in 17).69
e.

There are eynonyms and gsnitives but, on"the other hand, most

of the nouns have the article.
are unusual
f. Mf. vtTDtXI v and 'T~ ~~1): -r£rtlt', f/JI'7~t)~} ;'xPr-'"
words.
g. A division can be shown to be the case but this often involves
the omission of words if the lines are to be equal in length.
h. The parallelisms indicate careful structure.
i. The text is a summary of the message of Christ, but not so much
of his achievement of salvation for men as of his reconciling men
to each other.
j is true and a case can be made for k since verse 17 takes up the
thought and expressions of v.14.
"

.

The use by Ephesians 2114-17 of the criteria is at first aight
quite impressive but we remember that these criteria ara drawn up
on the basis of passages like (ph. 2114-17.
No New Testament
writer composed a hymn using our pattern as a blueprint.
The distinctiveness of our passage could be that it simply has the
"
70"
character of an extended comment.
A larger number of hymnic
criteria than in
author/

~

normal prose passage might be the result of the

42.
author being caught up with his subject as often happens with
preachers.
If the author is not Paul, the author could be a
person whose style is more fond of flowing language than Paul, as
the rest of Ephesians seems to indicate.
The author likes
unusually long sentences (113-14 and 15-23) and prefers relative
and participial constructions.
He has prepositional expressions
and chains of genitives and a wealth of attributive adjectives.
71
He likes synonyms.
Thus, of the criteria we found in the passage,
the following are possibly true of the author's style or at least
of language elsewhere in the book, particularly in the first part.
e.g. a) 311 and 14, b) 117, c) 113ff, d) ll3ff, e) 1117ff
""
,
which has meny articles before nouns (not (TV£. vjJCtI an~ (/"0 q,1Ct' ),
17 has synonyms and many genitives.
f) There may not be many hapax legomena but the style ia unusual.
g) and h) seem hardly to apply but i) and J) can do eo and ae
regards k) the book is well-known for its digressions (212-4,
312-13) and long sentences.
Although verses 14-18 summarise the message of Ephesians they do
seem to be a distinct entity, since 13 and 18 are similar and 19
could possibly follow 13 without loss to the argument. 72 This does
not necassarily mean it must be a hymn or have a separate authorship.
II Cor. 6:14-711 is distinct but it is probably not a hymn.
But
even if Eph. 2114-17 were proved conclusively to be a hymn, this
does not prove it is a revision of the gnostic redeemer myth.
If it is poetical, it could be the author's own refinement of the
cosmic Christological hymn preserved in Col. 1,15_20. 73
The hymnic character of Col. 1:15-20 is widely recognised. 74 We
suggest that in Ephesians the theme "far and near" brings Is. 57 75
to the author's mind, which he follows with a reference to C01.lI20.
The writer is inspired by the two quotations, Is. 57 and Col.l:20.
This hypothesis is supported as follows:a) Col. 1:15-20 is a hymn.
b) The Ephesian passage used v.20 rather than Col. 1:15-20.
c) The hymnic arrangements that have been suggested for Eph.2,14-l7
are SO varied and often contradictory that if a hymn is used it
is by no means complete or like ite original form.
d)

The hymnic style. of the section is more likely to be the
writer's own composition.
It 1s hardly a hymn but has some
hymn1c/

hymnic characteriatics, partly due to receiving inspiration
from the hymn in Colossians.
Like preachers in every
generation, it ia more than likely that the writer will draw
upon the common liturgical traditions and confessional formulae.
When he writea to his fellow Christians, he does it almost as
second nature, without being aware of it.
This view is akin to H. Merklein's suggestion that the author
of Ephesians used material in part hymnic and in part
liturgical (in this case from Colossians) to create his own
hymn-like passages.
We differ from him in not denying the
possibility of Ephesians being written by Paul and in saying
that it is Col. 1:20-22 which he actually uses, although he
may have been inspired by the rest of the passage. Col.1120-22
speaks of reconciliation to God of those who were oncs
sstranged.
He now broadens it to include the union of Jews
and Gent!las. 76
3.2.3

Colossians 1:15-20 is a Hymn fragment.

This view has echieved wide acceptance in this csntury.
In 1913
77
E. Norden
arranged it in hymn-like form, but even now there are
still difficulties.
a) What kind of hymn was it?
Was it originally a Christian hymn written by the author or cited
by him?
Or was it a hymn in praise of wisdom, which has been
.
78
substantially emended?
It could therefore have been a Jewish
. hymn influenced by Hellenistic teaching, as is known in the
hypostatization of Wisdom (cf. Wisdom 7122ff) and in the stoic
,
.
r'"
"
'\
"Allmachtsformel" T""
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£IS
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•
Later
wisdom speculation may havs had Stoic influences, but Stoicism
cannot explsin the need of the reconciliation of all to one who is
the source of the existence of all since oneness is already there.
A Gnostic connection has therefore been suggested, where a cosmic
79
rsdeemer is found.
The concept of the image of God has links
"
, with Hellenistic Judaism end Gnosticism.
Many like Kasemann
sea
the idea of a Gnostic Redeemer as supposedly found in JUdaism
before Christianity.
The question of whether there was such a thing a~ pre-Christian
Gnosticism/

44.
Gnosticism will come before us many times, especially in chapter
four, when we discuss the middle wall.
But at this stage we can
go as far as to say that Colossians "uses an already existing hymn
in which Christ is portrayed as Lord of the universe and redeemer
of the church to refute an incipient gnosis which denied the Lord's
.'
80
supremacy,and uniqueness as mediator between God and man".
b) There is a lack of unanimity ovsr its purpose prior to its
"
insertion in Colossians.
Kasemann
thinks it was used in a
baptismal liturgy but other scholars suggest other kinds of Christ81
:ian services.
c) The suggestions of the hymn's original format are varied.
Not all agree that only 15-20 sre needed for the hymn. 82 There
is discussion also over the number of strophes in the hymn.
Norden isolated two verses 15-l8a (Christ and Creation) and 18b-20
(Christ and the Church) but later reconstructions often find an
i nt erme di a t e's t rop he l7_18a. 83 5ome have sugges t e d f our s t rop hes
84
or even five •
85
. There is disagreement over what is to be omitted
either for
poetical or theological reasons.
If the hymn is not Christian
in origin, phrases like "the church" and "through the blood of
86

his cross" have probsbly been added.
and still have these later additions.

The hymn could be Christian

d) 50me of the characteristic criteria used for ide~tifying hymns
are infrequent.
87
There ars few hapax legomena
and only one participle (v.20)
(besides n,,,.,7£Vw..,).
But against these arguments must be weighed the following evidence
in favour of a hymn:
a)
b)
c)

The eimilarity to Phil. 2 in cosmology and soteriology for
praising what Christ has done and is doing.
It is fastened to v.14 by a relative and has other hymnic
words like "he", "because".
Although it can be said to fit into ita context reasonably
well, the context each side fits togsther perfectly well
without it, e.g. 13 is deliverance from darkness, 14 is
forgiveness of sins, 21, 22 is raconciliation from
estrangament.

d)/

45.
d)

e)

Although there are not many hapax legomena there are an
unusual number of rare words that occur together, such as
image, invisible God, firstborn, visible and invisible,
thrones, domini~ns, cohere, fulness, creation, pre-eminence
)
.,
and reconcile (with «no ).
There is evidence of careful structure with perallelism, etc.
.
"
I
This is most striking in 15 and lab which both begin os £fFTW
)
\
'
and are followed respectively by (II'{WV ... "'P"'T01c)kOS. and
"
,

«rXII

"f"'Tor~kC)'

C

~,

J

16 end 19 continue this parallalism with c:> II £V '" v"1"":,, in
both sections.
,
I
• ,
In between thesa two sections we have key, (¥VTOt;. twice.
.. 16 reversed in
'"
J
....
We also hava -"'015 O"fIVVO/~
and ('J~ YI) S
AoI'
are found in 17 and 20.
.20. LJ/ 4-11'0"
and £1$ cvv'TOV

..

A

,

..

,

Thus 15 and 18b do appear to be parallel strophes, but in·tha
second parts of both of tha strophes it is impossible to say
whether parts which conceal the poetic structure have been added
or omitted by the Coloseian author.
Benoit may be correct in
suggesting that the author uses one strophe and adds another with
progressive elaboration during a period of imprisonment when
88
Ephesians and Colossians were written.
Thus there seems to be
little doubt of the hymnic characteristics of the passage.
Assuming the danger of heresy at Colosse, it was admirably suited
to stress the pre-eminence of Christ in creation and redemption,
when this was being questioned.
3.2.4

Ephesians 2:14-17 uses Colossians 1:20.

89
Our passage clearly recalls Col. 1115-20
but when we analyse it
carefully we find that the real links with Eph. 2114-17 are in
J
"
D l\tY,A-A,,\c¥, ....vlol(which is only found in the
v.20, e.g. the verb tl'f"7
I

J

New Testament in Colossians and Ephesians)
A
lTiOr"'pov
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'f' VO 17eJ' '1 dtV~

(/
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'"To'"

)
also in v.13.
There are only a few
indirect indications of the remainder of the passage, such aa
JI
references to creation, the'body and the use of ~vrOj
•

O('I..I~r"s.

)

,

,

Col. 1&21, 22 have more parallels than Col. 1115-19 £.XIJpo"s
(S~, v"v/ ,with ,13) ,,';nOK«Trll\,\C(SE.V £v
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If we assume that Ephesians is later than Colossians, we must
either say that Ephesians uses the passage, the same author used
his own topics in both in~tances o~ that both writings use an
underlying Grundschrift.
Most likely Ephesians 2:14-17 uses
Col. 1:20 and verses 21, 22.
But we cannot say it uses Col. 1,

15-19.
Nor can we say Eph. 2:14-17 is a third verse of the
Colossian hymn.
Any parallels in thought and word which can be
found in Ephesians 2:14-17 are not in the Colossian passage.
90
Gnostic hymns are also different.
3.2.5

The unlikelihood of Ephesians 2:14-17 being a hymn
is revealed by the contradictory suggestions that
have been made.
.

I

In favour of the hymnic hypothesis is the Y~f of 2:14 which shows
the passage could be a carefully compiled section or a hymn
u

,

(cf. Nf~ ovv
in v.19).
This is not definite, however,
because y:p can be projected forward with the meaning "He is our
peace, becausa he has made us one".
Also in favour of a hymn
are'the unusual terminology~parallel phrases and hapax legomena.
However the citation is co-ordinated to the context, since one
citation of Isaiah 57 (Eph. 2:13) is in the text and the other
91
2:17 in the suggested hymn.
Inner criteria, iwhen applied to
Ephesians 2, are, as we have seen, very subjective and we shall
proceed to show how different the suggested reconstructions are.
We cannot be sure that we have liturgy rather than letter.
The suggestion of a hymn is not really new.
8engel spoke of the
92
verses' hymnlike quality.
He found a symmetry between 2:14-15a
(the uniting of Gentiles with Israel) and 15b-18 (the uniting of
both Jews and Gentiles with God).
Each part first tells of the
ending of hostility and then of the preaching of the gospel.
However to get this symmetry he had to take (v S~~¥~'
referring to Christian law wrought by Christ.

as

It is during this century that the real interest in the hymnic
passage has begun and we have to ~oncede and agree with Barth that
hymnic traits are more obvious and complete than in most other
suggested hymnic passages of Eph~sians.
Ther~' is the "we" style,
the introduction by
by/

f

~~f

and if 18 is included the prose resumed

),
~
It is Christologicsl, has participlee and
by ()( r fJt OllV' •
relatives, synonyms and parallelisms.
3.2.5.1

H. Schlier

93
Although Dibelius
and others suggested an excursus, H. Schlier
is lsrgely responsible for the interest in hymnic possibilities
for this passage, particularly in the way he inspired G. Schille
94
to try and work out the actual verses.
Schlier in his earliar
work thought it was simply an excursus and the Buthor of Ephesians'
own version of the underlying Gnostic myth but in his commentary he
accepts with reserve the thesis of Schille that there ie an under95
Ilying hymn or hymn fragment.
Ephesians is an offspring of the
Hellenistic oriental Syrian world.
Evidence is'found in allusions
to the cosmic barrier, the ascent of the redeemer, the body-head
relationship, man, building and hsavenly marriage.
Some of these
ideas Bre in the hymn, others are in the rest of tphesians.
In his commentary he links the ideas, not so much with gnostic
'ideas like those of the second century, as he had done in his first,
major work on Ephesians in 1930, but with "gnostisierenden
JUdentum".96 The background is not Greek mythology and Platonic
myth but an early form of gnosticism which has links with the
primal man redeemer myth of eastern (Jewish)gnosticism and perhaps
mythical ideas which were also used in the mystery religions.
Chronologically this is much more satisfactory, but as regards
content it is not so easy to link the teaching of cosmic
97
reconciliation to Jewish Wisdom or apocalyptic literature.
Schlier notices the apparent conscious stylization and rhythm
which gives the impression of intentional composition.
But he
avoids the difficulties that arise when trying to put the passage
98
into strophes, since he does not attempt this in great detail.
He gives a basic outline of a main clause speaking about peace,
which has three participial clauses attached to it.
The second
section consists of two parallel final clauses, each of which has
a psrticipial clause attached.
The third part beginning with
) \0 wV
'
K.,, ,~
leads to the quotation from Issiah.
This part also
i

stresses the message in

~

positive manner, compared with the two

earlier parts which ahow the negative ways in which peace has been
achieved.

48.
3.2.5.2

G. Schille

The task of carefully putting the hymn into lines fell to Schille.
Whereas Schlier had only two stages, the gnostic myth and the
transforming of it by the author of Ephesians, Schille has three

99

stages, the gnostic myth, the church's use of it in composing a
, hymn in praise of Christ reconciling man with God and finally the
author's interpretation of this hymn to proclaim the reconciliation
The hymn has the character of a
betwsen Jews and Gentiles.
confession of faith.
Schille finds many baptismal
is an initiation song, 17-22
hymn in a baptismal context,
triumph song inspired by the

fragments in Ephesians, e.g. 111-12
a prayer, 214-10 a reconciliation
14-18 is a redeemer song 100 or cross

Israelite Gattung of the individual
The redeemer song is a creation of
song of thanksgiving (p.80).
the Christian Community used at Baptism.
He notices the "we"
style, participles (p.48), synonyms in 15a and the parallels in

14b/15 and l5b/16. r~/

introduces the quotation and the

following scheme is suggested:

This provides a theme line, which is developed with three double
lines, each relating to one of the three words, "he", "peace" and
"our".
The second double line is an example of "parallelismus
membrorum".
Schille believes that the lines as at present are

.,

,

clearly overcrowded so he omits the
I

"

Ctr7CJpr-rLlvf'r.

,y

-r1v £XPPC'l'V
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...

,

,,/

yevr (introductory) '1" £XtJprrv,
C.

...

!v Qlv,.-'Y; Vj/III',

)

I

tlryl>t> Tlpl'l

'c.'

I

[..V,€V' /7v/l.'r tr ."

These are removed for stylistic rhythmic reasons and through the
change of the parties involved in reconciliation (pp. 26 and 28).
Ae in Phil. 2:6-11 the song begins with the reqeemer and ends with
the father (p.3l).
Since it talks of descent and return, the end
is linked with the beginning as a ring composition, but with most
stresa on the victory and therefore the end of the song.

49.

Schille's structure seems good, with a theme line and three double
.
101
lines, but his first is really a double line
and the average
number of syllables in a line is rather long, 9-12 compared with
102
4-9 in the suggested hymn of Phil. 2.
The lines are too long
for normal poetry and the sentence construc~ion is prose style.
14-16 is one long sentence.
However the fact that the hymn! uees
1
the relative, participles and final clauses, does give the
imprese~on of being in practics several sentences strung together,
although really one sentence from a grammatical point of view.
In similar manner, Col. 1 vv. 15-18 are really part of the sentence
beginning in v.9 and Phil. 216-8 and 9-11 form two sentences.
.
103
Merklain has pointed out the more serious weaknesses.
The
suggested early Christian hymn when it is isolated from Ephesians
. by Schille hardly makes sense.
"Both" and "two" are left without
any antecedent.

If we assume that the two refer to God and man (or God and all
living bsings) does the hymn mean that Christ makes God and man
into one body?
What has law to do with this?
How does Christ
preach and to whom does the phrase "afar and near" refsr?
Schille believes that the glosses which the author uees to
. interpret the hymn can be identified on literary grounds, but why
have others not agreed with him?
Schille's reconstruction is
thus open to doubt, particularly when we note the different content
of the hymn ae propoeed by Sanders and Gnilka.
3.2.5.3

J.T. Sanders

His work The New Testament Christological Hymns approaches
Ephesians via the assumption that the New Testament does contain
Christological Hymns.· He lists them Uncritically from Phil. 21
6-11, Col. 1115-20, Eph. 2:14-16, 1 Tim. 3116, 1 Pet. 3:18-22,
Heb. 1 end the Johannine Prologue.
Having taken for granted that
Norden, Kroll and their successors are corrsct in their Judgement
that Christological hymns are distinct from other more obvious
hymns, such as the Lukan ones, he does not investigate whether
there are other hymns embedded in the New Testament.
Yet he
investigatee the Odes of Solomon and Nag Hammadi writings.
He
. first gives carefully suggested formal analyses of the hymns and
than/

50.
then discusses in turn their religious background which includes
terminology dealing with crismic creation and redemption, derived
from outside the Old Testament.
However in his earlier ZNW article

l04

he did consider other

possible hymnic passages 1:13-14, 20-23, 3:20-21 and in his
attempt at restoring the hymn tried to be minimal rather than
definitive, including only what was extremely likely to be part
105
of it.
He only includes 14-16, omitting the quotation in 17
from Isaiah.

His reasoning is basically as Schille, e.g. the

cosmic language shared with non-biblical writers, the difference
from the context in style and language and the evidence of
correction and interpretative material in the text.

Vet he

,.

differs from Schille not only in the omission of v.17 but in
,

He omits on formal grounds "and making
retaining "raf ".
peace" "through the cross", which Schille thinks perhaps ought
to be included.

He also omits Schille's long second line

"having abolished in his flesh, the law of commandments in
He takes Schille's first long line as two short

ordinances".

We have therefore a theme line

ones which make a couplet.
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Good points are a) He keeps the hymn to one kind of relationship (presumably
the vertical one).
b)

He links vv. 17 and 13, whereby 17

~esumes

the normal flow

of the argument.
c)

In his second couplet, both lines have the subjunctive.

d)

a o "{rrl¥s, at the 'beginning of a line and another participle
). ';(jtJI~ at the end of the next line which seems to be a good
poetic'

M~over

trait~

by having a shorter passage, he does not encounter so many

difficulties aa a longer passage entails.

The longer a suggested

hymnic passage the more difficult it 1s to show,a
pattern/

co~sistency

of

51.

pattarn throughout.
Reasons as compelling as those Sanders puts
forward could be found for removing the linea that still remain in
his hymnic recon~truction~
Why keep a referenca to peace at the
outset, when you have already removed those referring to enmity?
Why keep two participles but remove two others 1,\~Trtp>,~'<r~s
wnof( TE,{,CYj
?
Moreover when one discovers a shorter extract,
it means that the passage as a whole loses its sense of wholeness.
,
106
for example "both" and "two" are left with no context.
He still
I
/
hae the problem of both a neuter t'(f Tl.fJd( and a masculine
Wrtp~Tlf'''")
in what is now an even closer proximity.
It is not
surprising therefore that he conjectures a previous verse on the
Redeemer's participation in creation.
I

~

3.2.5.4

pu

.

J. Gnilka

Gnilka haa an article in the Schlier festschrift as well as a
section in his commentary dealing with the hymn. 107 fundamental
for him are the theological considerations, but form is also
important. lOB He suggests that the original hymn which used cosmic
109
concepts was not Gnostic but about Christ as the peace
of the
• entire universe who descends snd sscends as in Philippians and
Colossians.
This was a theme with which the author of Ephesians
(who was not Paul) agreed.
However the hymn' as it stood ~as far
too general and not eufficiently historical or ~ersonal.
The
writer therefore adds phrases and references to Jews and Gentiles
and shows that peace involved the cross.
Gnilka prefers to see
110
a non-gnostic background
with a basis in Jewish cosmic concepts
of a separating wall (cf~Enoch 1419).
This background originated
in the Hellenistic synagogue where the law was regarded as a fence
The neuter word "both" shows an original reference to
to Israel.
The redeemer breached the barrier between them on his
spheres.
111
descent
so that those below might follow him in his aacent. The
flesh relates to Christ becomi,ng man and his humanity.
Christ
. I descends, breaking through the barrier to form a new man from those
imprisoned below.
Gnilka notices the four Ephesian hapax legomena, but realises that
J
....
Ephesians is a short work.
The formula lV 4'"fn~ 1s claimed to
hava no parallel 1n the epistle and must be taken as a reflexive. l12
The "new man" which Christ forms in himself is different from the

newl

52.

new man 4124 and has no analogy in the letter (p.195)~
"In his
flesh" is not found slsewhere in Ephesians, and Christ not God
is the subject of ~he passage, which is similar to 1 Tim. 3116.
These observations are certainly objective ones.
They are not
the result of mutilating the text through theological or literary
considerations.
But on the basis of these observations, Gnilka
does proceed ·to extract a hymn from the text as followsl 1l3
•
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He has discovered four double lines, each double line being a
parallel, or possibly three double lines (lb and 2a, 2b and 3ab,
4a and 4b).
In thie scheme "making peace" becomes part of the
previous line. la) is the introductory theme line~
He can thus find a simple structure, with a participle in every
line except the fifth, which suggests "that he might create In
him one new man" is deemed important.
The hymn as it standa in the present text ie overloaded, e.g. the
words "to the far and to the near" have been added.
Gnilka also

,

,

j'ov." 9f«'rtJl.~ a large
. omits y~r ' the article before."",,?
)
...,
l""
,
section c.y II TO V - &(J'I~ ~ <:"1 •• 0,",,,, Q' f'fD"'1"£ pOLl j
and another
,
4
large section I-(trl - cr" T"'''I'(W.
)

In Gnilka's favour arel
,
J
,
a) The lines average the same length apsrt from \ n(J/~v (lf7vrJ v
but he obtaina thsm at the cost of large scale omiesions.
b)/

)

.
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b) There is only one kind of barrier, namely between above and
below.
c) His passage has many hymnic characteristics.
We must leave the theological problems to our exegesis, but there
are weaknesses on formal grounds.
a) Parallelism could be found in other ways, e.g. by taking "he
is our peace" ae the theme line and then having four
parallels.
The fact that there is so much repetition of
thought in the passage can make parallels easy to find,
especially if you start omitting worde.
Gnilka'a song is
neat and tidy, not because he has taken one or two verses
only but through taking sections of a large number of verses.
He has cut the Gordian knot, not once but several times.
He
has not simply removed words but also large sections from 2b
and between 3b and 4a, which would completely spoil hia
scheme.
b) Line 3b is much too short.
c) He argues from the fact that Christ is the subject.
Yet
1:3-14 has often been regarded ae having a hymnic tradition
and God is the subject there.

, '"

)

d) He says £ v (/(1J"Th( is different in meaning from "in Christ"
elsewhere in the epistle.
But why must it have exactly the
same meaning as a similar yet different phrase? A;", ~ s is a
It ie found in 4110, 11 and 5.123. .The
very common word.
fact that the meaning is different could be the very reason
"
why he says (:v allr~ and not '
E.VX
I"~T~
•
Besides if Gnilka
is correct that the author of Ephesians is not Paul, then it
,
is not neceasary that !:v "'II""~ and lV Xp'fJ"r'; must mean the
same.
e) The section is really unintelligible without the rest of
Ephesians.
The context has to assume from Ephesians the
deacent and ascent (unless these are derived from Co1.1120-22).
I

'.4

)

),.

f) He omits reconciliation which is a theme found in Col.1120,21.
g) He retains the "our" at the beginning, which would give the
song in the first instance an historical meaning, ~ith any
cosmic meaning coming later.
This is the reverse of ho~
Schille envisages the order •
. h) He has participlea following one after another, which is not
the csse in other suggested New Testament hymns.
i)/

54.
i) He has omitted ~f~/fo~
as being the type of addition which
is characteristic of the author of Ephesians, whereas PI' 1t'7t'd~
I
rather than yc.ff"O"TOI/.(Jv is found in the suggested parallel
passages.

, ,

Gni1ka, therefore, while he has given valuable arguments for a
cosmic background to the passage and the possibility of poetical
languege, has not succeeded in isolating a hymn from the context
in a convincing manner.
He has not recognized the exegetical
(uhity of the whole passage and its links with Jewish exegesis
of Isaiah 57119.
3.2.5.5

Common Inclusions of Schille, Sanders and Gnilka.

They all include "He is our peace" (but only Sanders has "for")
"who made one" "and destroyed the middle wall".
Sanders and
Schille add "of partition".
All three have "that he might
create in him, into new man" (Schille and Sanders say "one new
ma~").
Only Schille and Gnilka have "coming he preached peace".
It is strange that they all include OIJrc~ and ~f'wv both of
which are less likely in a cosmological hymn than they would be
in Ephesians.
The two parte of the cosmos are not likely to
, '\
refer to themselves together as "our" and {)Iv-rcs is found
throughout Ephesians 114,5 (of God) 6,7,8,9,10,12,14,18,19,20,
21,23, 214, 7,10,18,20, etc., and Col. 1117, 18, etc.
3.2.5.6

Common Omissions.

They agree in omitting "through the cross" and "to you". Apart
from these two phrases there is no part which none of them does
not have.
This provides powerful support for the unity of the
passage as a whole, since such drastic measures as each of the
thre~ authors appears to take only agree in removing two small
sections.
Even when we include verse 18, they only omit "both
in one spirit".
It would therefore appear that the onus of
proof ie on those who would' seek to show that this passage is
not a unity, rather than on those who assume its integrity,
irr~spective of whether it had a previous history as a separate
entity.

.

J

It/

.
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It clearly has the same kind of thought as 2112 and 3:6 which are
found in close proximity on either side of the section.
Less
certain are possible connections with cosmic reconciliation in
,
1110.
The emphasia of the 6Vv in 215 and 6 is the unity with
Christ, rather than of Gentile with Jew.
3.2.5.7

Alternative Suggestions.

The most detailed reconstruction in recent years has been that of
114
'
who traces further Schlier'a analysis of 14-18.
Giovanni Giavini
He extends it in both directions to include all the verses from
He finds a structure CBA X ABC.
X is further subdivided
11-22.
abcde abed.

e

B 13
A 14
a
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the two
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b and might reconcile us both to God in one body through
the cross
c

thereby bringing the hostility to an end

d

in himself

A and he came and preached peace to you
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B who were far off and peace to those who were nesr.
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through him we both have access in one spirit to the
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This certainly gives remarkable parallels, but both his e'e are
long, with the second much longer than the former (more then five
'and/
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and four lines respectively).
In contrast to these, the A's are
His central section is abcdeabcd whereas we would
very short.
expect, Judging from the overall echeme, abcdedcba.
In spite of Giavini's claim to find the eame structure in Col. 11
12-20, the arrangsment is an arbitrary one and there are no other
parallels of this metre.
On one side of "E" there are nearly
seven and a half lines, but on the other side over ten.
With
such symmetry& most of us could discover that our prosaic writing
has a structure.
It is too much like the preacher who must find
three points beginning with the eeme letter in his text.
In
Gisvini's favour is that h. does not emend the text to obtain
the structure.
"
Klaus Wengat 115 like Sanders snd Kasemann
restricts the hymn to
14-16 since style criticism suggests that verses 17 and 18 were
written by the author of the letter.
His outline is
\
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Wengst (p.le6) calls it a reconciliation Bong used by Gentile
Christians being part of a two part creation-mediator
Enthronement song, like Col. 1115-20.
The song originally had
no soteriology but merely a cipher allusion to the crosa'of the
Christ in the reconciliation with God of the heavenly powers and
earthly men through the universal man Christ.
Ephesians takes this song ,and relates it to the uniting of Jew
and Gentile in Christ and their relationship with God.
The
author makes additions to the text and interprets soteriologically
and ecclesiologitall~.
It is not easy to Bee how Wengat can claim that it is like Col.1a
15-20 since little of that passage is found hsre.
removes
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He also
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removes some of what they have in common, e.g. "body".
The hymn
I
in its present form has a large number of additions 'frJrP I -rl)~""
...
,)~
,
~
('
/
-4'pNrf"IIJ
"T'Iv £XPf~I/ .... J<'1Y"'''''''I?tf'iV'5,
£'''' £V'I tS'w~If'7"/.
,

The evidence he uses is one-sided.
Dibelius and Schlier are cited
for gnostic evidence but he ignores the letter of Aristeas and
•
messianic exegesis of Is. 57:19, 9:5f, 52:7 which support a Jewish
background. 116 His contribution has added very little to what has
been said by Schille and Sanders except in retaining a reference
Since he says it has no real soteriological
to the cross.
meaning, he would have been consistent in omitting this word
particularly since it makes that line of the hymn far too long.
K.M. fischer finds a hymn which has been adapted. 117 Hia thesis
is that Ephesians balongs to the period between the group of
churches' loss of Pauline authority and links with the Jerusalem
community on the one hand and the threat from Catholicism on the
other.
It is not "early catholicism" for the church writer
wishes to resist this catholicizing of his community, which still
,knows only ,local elders and deacons.
fischer is here using the
argument of silence.
The group could have had one leading
bishop as well as the other bishops.
In the course of his letter, the author uses a gnostic hymn on
the redeemer to which he adds the thought of the cross.
original hymn wasl)
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This, says fischer, is a fragment from a gnostic redeemer song,
depicting a wall between th~ heavenly and earthly world.
The
original cosmic reference now refers to the reconciliation of
Kti'/ E.)"wv

Jew and Gentile in the Church.
This is certainly a very brief
quotation but fischer does not claim it to be complete.
In
favour ,of its hymnic character are the poetic clues of rtf, 1~v
and the change from neuter to masculine and three lines with
participle.
The brevity of the citetion means that the whole
passage can hardly be called a hymn.
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3.2.5.8

Summary

All of the seven authors included in the chart (p.S9) have ~J,~s
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All except one omit y~p
(Sanders) and
(Wengst).
All except rischer have : v..- -ro,~'"•

.
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They all agree that there is something poetical about the first
part of the passage, where three short lines can be found.
This
appears to confirm their belief that a hymn can be found.
But
the difference in what they include from the following verses
makes-it very debatable.
Not many include the latter part of
verse 17.
3.2.6

J.C. KirbY

Another way of looking at the passage is to find liturgical forms
over a wider area, in the way that 1 Peter has been studied.
J.C. Kirby has found a carefully structured section.
He believes
that the whole book to which only a few epistolary sections have
been added contains the SUbstance of the Pentecost worship service.
He thInks that by the time of Paul such a service had already
evolvsd out of Judaism (cf. IQSlf).
Chapters-1-3 suggest a
Berakhah for public worship (58) and the theme of baptism can be
traced throughout the epistle.
2111-22 in particular uses Jewish
120
teaching on proselyte baptism,
and is a distinct unity, probably
composed independently (p.1B9) but 113-14 and chi 2 and 3114-21
do have the same theme, namely what God has done for believers and
what he still may do.
1:3-9 ie the opening with blessings
enumerated; 10-14 show the divine plan for the world.
The dead
have been raised (211-10), the alien has been enfranchised
(2111-22), 3114-19 is the prayer for the deeper understanding of
the love of Christ, and 20-21 the doxology.
Kirby justifies
omitting 1115-23 (Credal) and 3:1-13 (Eulogy) because they are
clearly epistolary in form.
Parallels with Paul would be the
result or hia forms of prayer being remembered and his way of
leading wbrahip would have been influenced by the synagogua.
-\

Kirby 'a/

Kirby's suggestion of Berekhah and Pentecost connections seems
very arbitrary, but he insists that all he has attempted to do is
to take seriously the Judgement of competent scholars that
Ephesians is written in liturgical style and then seek to answer
problems that the style raises.
His outline for 2111-22 has a
chiastic form A-K K-A, with the part which concerns us being 8S
follows 1G But now in Christ Jesus, you once were far off.·
H Have been brought near in the blood of Christ.
I for he is our peace, who has made us both one.
J And has broken down the dividing wall of hostility.
K By destroying in his flesh the law of commandmente and
ordinances.
K That he might creete in himself one new man in place of two.
J 50 making peace and might reconcile both in one body to God
through the cross.
I Thereby bringing the hostility to an. end.
H And he came and preached peace to you who were far off.
G And peace to those who were near.
The contrast is drawn by the use of contrasting words and ideas.
The writer is· giving a Christian Midrash on Is. 57 :1.9 similar to
Ephesians has expanded this thpught to
Mid 8emidbar Rabba 814.
121
include the Gentiles.
One agrees with Kirby that the writing definitely uses Is. 57
and expands the thought to include the Gentiles.
But Kirby's
scheme is somewhat debatable.
He need only have one K (as
Giavini 3.2.5.7).
The thought of peace is found in I and the
corresponding reference in G.
His second J is excessively long
and includes several ideas.
"far off" is in G end H, but "near"
is in Hand G.
He has no gaps and this overcomss the problem of glosses which
Deichgr;ber was able to expose in 5chille's reconstruction. 122
The extension of the poetical framework really weakens the
argumsnt of those who eee in 14-17 a hymnic passage.
The next
stage ~ould be to try and !ind a poetical st~ucture for the whole
book. . This leads back to our suggestion that much of Ephesians
is a kind of poetical language without necessarily being carefully
constructed/

62.

constructed poetry and that in 14-17 we have language inspired by'
two quotations, Col. 1:20 and Is. 57:19.
The fervour of the
verees might suggest a hymn, but Christians believe that their
subject is worthy of,lofty language.
This however does not mean
that they must be singing all the time and can have no other
literatureI besides hymns.
Prayera and Confessiona need not
always be poetical.

3.2.7 . The passage is not a hymn.
Those who find an extended comment rather than a hymn seem nearer
to the truth.
Stuhlmacher discovers a Christolog~cal insertion
in Ephesians in the form of an exsgesis of Is. 57:19, 9&5 and
. 52:7. 123 These three passages have the link word, peace, which
This is Messianic Christian
.is used here Christologically.
exegesis.
A rabbinical method has inspired Christological.
124
.
biblical exegesis.
Rather than follow Gnilka who tries to
"
combine the cosmic gnostic thought of Schlier and Kasemann
with
the Old Testament approach of Percy and La Madrid, Stuhlmacher
comes down on the side of the latter.
But need it be either - or?
Gnosticism had in part a Jewish background as Schlier now stresses~ .
Gnostic exegesis must not be ignored.
The wide variations in the attempted recovery of the original hymn
Participles in hymns usually
tell against the hymnic hypothesis.
have articles, which they do not have here.
More seriously,
Greek hymns which are cited in the New Testament (Acts 17&28 and
Titus 1112) are different, with very short lines, being complete
sentences, with no participles, adjectivea and noun a with genitive.
Acts 17 has y;r twice but in Eph. 2 some insist that "for" be
omitted.
Eph. 2:14-11 is more like an extended comment

125

than a citation •.
The language of Ephesians as a whole is quite hymnic, 126 sinca we
have noticed how frequently hymns are suggested for other
127
passages.

3.2.8/
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3.2.8

The passage is based on a hymn used by Colossians.

It is better to regard Ephesians 2:14-17 as inspired by the hymn
in Col. 1115-20 than to see~ to find an actual hymn.

,

',.

.

This point of view can be held in different ways, e.g. as part of
the same hymn, or as a hymn composed by the Ephesian author, which
was inspired by Colossians.
We have to acknowledge that research
has shown there is something distinctive but that no aatisfactory
hymn has been found.
In view of our discussion, it is probable
that it was prompted in part by Col. 1:20.
Scholars make the
frequent assumption that Col. 1:15-20 is in the author's mind,
but in fact it is only v.20 that Ephesians uses (reconcile, peace,
cross).
The only possible allusion to the remainder of the
Colossian pes sage is "created".
But Ephesians 2:14-17 does use Col. 1:21, 22 as well.
There the
reconciliation is of human beings to God rather than the more
cosmic emphasis of the earlier part.
Colossians has already taken
the reconciliation beyond the cosmic spatial idea to the more down
to earth problem of Jewish-Gentile reconciliation.
It is this
. theme that Eph. 2:14-17 develops.
Col. 1:20 is the reconciliation
of all things in one body. ,Ephesians like Col. 1:21, 22 thinks of
the stage on the way, the reconciliation of humanity to God and
among its members.
Our passage is inspired by Col. 1:20~which in turn was prompted
by the quotation from Is. 57:19.
These quotations inevitably
give the whole the appearance of a quoted hymn.
3.3

Is the background Jewish, Gnostic or something else?

There is an obvious Jewish connection because of the use of the
Old Testament, e.g. Isaiah.
But the possibility must still be
considered that gnostic phraseologi is found in the terms. Gnostic
idsas could be derived from the background of the Colossian hymn
end be inspired by the heretical tendencies of the readers.
Whether the background to any of the concepte or whether the
general idea is gnostic will become clear'in our exegesis,
especially concerning the meaning of the middle wall.

, 3.4/

64.

3.4

Summary of the Chapter

A study has been made of verse 13 and of a possible hymnic
structure in 14-17.

The latter has been shown not to be the

case, except in that the hymn in Col. 1115-20 may have prompted
the passage.

The use of Col. 1:20, 21 and Isaiah provide a

liksly explanatiori.

Nevertheless a background in non-Christian
I

thought must be discussed as a possibility.

65.
CHAPTER

fOUR.

EPHESIANS

2:14ab.

A simple and literal translation is "for he is our peace who made
(first aorist active participle) both (i.e. Jew and Gentile) one
and loosed (first aorist active participle) the dividing wall.
In English versions. verse 14 also contains the reference to

\ £)IX opw
11
"hostility".
This assumes a comma after '1'"
rather than
before it.
But since we have not yet ascertained whether this
hostility directly relates to the dividing wall or relates to words
in v .15, which ars dependent upon 1<11("("4'/" 'I"'" It' S (aeB section 5.7).
we ahall leave discussion until the nsxt chapter.
4.1

.,-';'p

This conjunction is often seen as an indi~ation of a possible
hymnic passage but it is probably exegetical, explaining what has
"
just been said in the previous verse.
This is the case where y~p
is used in 5:6. 8, 14.1 29 and 6:1 and also in this chapter at

,

vv. 8 and 10.
In both these previous examples. 'rOtt' is used to
emphasize a word or idea which has just been mentioned and to
introduce a clause which repeats that word or idea; e.g. 217 and

.,

i

B emphasize "grace" and 2:9 and 10 "work" «(-fYo v
and "0' JJ 0( ) .
" links "brought near" of 2:13 and the subsequent
Here in 2:14 ylX'p
clauses in 14ff.
The sentence structure of 2110a and 2:14a is very similar with
the emphssis upon Christ at the beginning and the use of the verb
,

2

LIP'

,

4.1.1

,

AvT"'o~

This is clearly a reference to Christ. 3 The antecedent ie )(pl~ToJ
4

A) ,

or Xf/~-r;' in v.13.
(,I T~ 5
need not have been expressed in
,
the 'sentence as it is implied in the verb £iT-rIV although
admittedly without it the sentence is rather odd.
But the fact
that it is written with a position at the beginning of the
I.

. sentence~ and the fact that "peace" has the article. suggest that
it is mea'nt to be emphasized as in v.lO. S The' Significance of
this emphasie could imply I
(a)

If/

That it is he and no other (as Salmond).

~

,

66.

If Ephesians were read at Colosse the readers would understand it
in this way.
No other intermediary ia needed.
He has the preleminence (Col. 1118).
Ephesians 2 emphasizes who Christ ia and
occurs no less than eight times
what he does. X r ,r-rtlj,
(although never in the nomina ti ve and in addi ticn bc't/ TO S is used
four times of Christ (and possibly d(~TW in 15 and 16).
God may
be the origin of salvation, but all salvation is realiaed
6
exclusively in and through Christ. .

I'

, ..'.

J

..

)

•

I

J

7

\

(b) An emphatic «vTI)$ could have the meaning "he himself" like
John 9121, 16:27 and 14:6, 7.
He is our peace, not because he is
merely the agent of someone else.
He performs the work,of pesce
directly.

8

9

(c) He, in his own person •
. It is not a system nor a philosophy that provides peace, but a

.

person.

10

(d) He ~ our peace.
"He did not make our peace and then retire, leaving us to enjoy
.'

that peace, but is himself its medium and substance."

11

'

We form
. (

in him a new man and one body.
(e) "He" can be emphasized to show that it is a reference to the
12
one who would preach to the far and near.
"He, not ourselves (not any of us) is our peace".
c "This is unlikely to be the meaning.
Certainly ?f1w~
is found in
the passage, but the writer would not contemplate the posaibility
that he himself, or Jews, or anyone apart from Christ could provide
this peace for us.
(f)

(g) To ehow that Christ is the eubJect rather than God, which was
,
the case in the earlier part of the chapter.
'

(h)

To stress the certainty and completeness of the blessings

obtained.
It1s an abeolute peace, beoause he is our peace. 13
(1) 'To show that peace is bound up with him and is inseparable
from him.l4

(J)/

!

!

67.
(j)

To introduce and hold together the general theme of the
15
passage.
All of these possibilities except (f) can be accepted.
The writer
is summing up all he is going to tell us in the passags.
"He" is
the subject of the participles and aorist verbe in the following
verses • . "Thus the writer sums up briefly and trenchantly the
16
theme that he is about to expound."
Christ is the mediator of
17
peace, as in Rom. 511, Col. 1120.
The author may have preferred Il(c.:! T~5
to Xp •...-rtfs since Xp.fT T:"
would have appeared in this context to be too ~ewish, reminding of

, ,

the messianic exclusiveness and thus weaken the argument. Av ""5
therefore refers to ~esus, rather than to Christ.

The English language doss not distinguish between an inclusive and
18
an exclusive first person plural.
Here it is probably inclusive,
including the writer and all h~e readere, rather than an exclusive
It is no longer a case of "them and us" for
"we" of Jews only.
Christ is the peace for ~ew and Gentile.
To use in an exclusive
aense in'this passage would be to re-erect the barrier he.is
claiming'has been removed.
It is true until 'now that only Jews had
the blessings enumerated in chI 1, whereas Gentiles.were "strangers
to the covenant".19 But Ephesisns is EhJwing that God had his plan
all the time, although only now revsalsd that Gentiles were fellow
heirs.
When "we" is meant to be taken exclusively this is made
clesr (e.g. 1112).
Our passage shows it is inclusive, since it is
linked with both-one, as is also the casa in v.18.
The references to "we" and "you" in Ephesians are not always clear.
"We" is found in 113-12, 14 and "you" in 1.13.
"We" could mean
Jewish-Christians and "you" refer to Gentiles and the.recipients
.
20
of the letter.
But it could possibly be two groups of Christians.
Percy distinguishes between those who have been converted for a
long time and recent converts. 2l

,

In 2.11, "you" is clearly Gentile Christians, but it never actually
says that "we" rafers to both Jew and Gentile.
In 2.18 it would
seem to refer to all including tha author and it is eo here in 2.14.
There/ .
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There is clearly a change of person at this stage.
It has been
the second person throughout the chapter, except v.1D.
The first
person is now employed, since the passage is about unity.
The
only second person in 2:14-17 occurs in the quotation from Isaiah.
But there is a return to the second person in 19-22.
This is
~
...
essential for the sense of the passage.
If we substitute f) yu S
!
v. 19ff become contradictory.
The plural scene is set by.the parallels "near and far" in v.13
which prepare the way for the "both" and "the two".
"Our peace" recalls Col. 314, where Christ is spoken of as "our
life".22 Since men are in Christ, they have peace. life, etc.

4.2.1
'a)

Why is the term used?

It is an appropriate term because the writer is referring to
one who kills enmity, reconciles parties and makes two into
one.
Christ is also the peace, because he makes peace (16)
But these last two ideas are
and preaches peace (17).
probably inspired by the fact that he has ~lready said that
Christ is our peace. 23 SimilarlY Col. 1127 calls Christ the
F.:
hope, because of the reference to the brighte~ prospects of
the Gentiles.

b)

The term is probably prompted by the quotations from Col. 1120
and Is. 57119.
The latter passage goes on to say that the
wicked are like a troubled sea which cannot rest, that there
is no peace for the wicked (cf. Eph. 4114).

c)

If we had found a hymn in 14-17, we would have explained that
the writer 'felt the hymn was appropriate for his argument and
this was how the hymn happened to begin.
peace.

It waB a hymn of

t

4.2.2

Grammatical Possibilities.
1

a)

The noun has the article.
It'would therefore appear that as
Christ ia emphasized, so the peace is also stressed.· This is
probable,/
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probable, but we must not build too much on it, for there are
New Testament passages, where a quality is stressed, which have
no article; e.g. in £ph. 6:23 and,24 grace has the article but
,
not peace (cf. ct,l.'1tJt...ItJt'S
2 Tim. 2125, 317, Titus 1.1, Heb.
10:26, see also 3 John 1 end 3).

,

b)

Christ is introduced as the peace in the fullest possible
manner; no particular aspect is emphasized to the exclusion
of others.
We are not required to decide which of the two
aspects of peace ie in mind, whether between Jew and Gentile 24
or with God,25 nor if it is peace in the church, the world,
universe or conscience.
Christ is our peacs absolutely.
In the passage that follows, two aspects are dealt with in turn,
first peace between Jew and Gentile and secondly peace between
God and men.

c)

The article could be equivalent to the demonstrative pronoun
and therefore have the meaning "for he ia this peace of ours."

,d)

"for he ie our peace" introduces a series of participial
clauses.
It is possible therefore to understand 6 £l~.iv1 in
the same'way, expressing what would normally require a
relative clause.
"He who is peace" (cf. Acts 13:9) or. "for
heia·the one who is our peace".

4.2.2.1

'

He is our peace offering.

26
This is a possible interpretation
because:i) ~fJtlYP'f':tJ( can be used for the sin ~ffering (Lev. 418 and
possibly 2 Cor. 5:21) so presumably peace can be used to mean
the peace offering.
The LXX
ii) The context of the passage is sacrificial.
,
are ' (]"hlT?fl Cl' and £Ir? '" II'(",''!/ ....
equivalents for a ....~ (i/'
',"
But is unlikely because:i) It ia using an uncertainty to prove another uncertainty. It
is by no means certain that 2 Cor. 5:21 is a reference to
(.
,
"sin offering", tVPllt'f 'T lor occurs twice elsewhere in the sams
passage and in neither case can it mean sin-offering.
This
meanihg has been suggested because of the difficulty of saying'
Chriat was made sin.
There is no such difficulty here and
J

J<.

1

peace in 2.15 and 17 means peace, not peace-offering •
. 11)/
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ii)

,

,

..,

We have l/l'? 11"'1 not £I!? VllriJ I'
The LXX is careful to translate

.,

'

which the LXX distinguishes.
J..

o .t:!!:,

by

I

I

I-iPl)v//(''1;''

not

'-lf1 v'1

iia) The context is herdly sacrificial.
There ie no other
explicit cultic reference in the paseage before v.22. 27
Ther~ is no reference to sin, priest or sacrifice.
4.2.3

4.2.3.1

Passages and incidents which would sUlil5lest and colour
the author's use of the word peace.
Ephesians

We must notice how the author uses the term elsewhere.
112 has
the usual greating and benediction found in Paul and other New
Testament authors (cf. 6123).
Every Pauline epistle has the word
peace in its greeting including the Pastorals as well as 1 Pet.,
2 Pet., 2 ~n. and ~ude.
This natural Hebrew greeting was an
attractive one for Christians to adopt and give a fuller meaning.
The fact that Gentile Christians used this Jewish term was an'
indication that they understood the barrier has been broken down •
. Assuming peace is a concept with certain connotations in the
author's mind, 6115 becomes more significant.
The context
depicts the Christian aa assailed by spiritual powere and needing
to be armed with spiritual armour.
His breastplate is righteousIness and his shoes are the readiness.to proclaim the gospel of
28
29
peacs
or the victory that has brought peace.
In a captivity epiatle (3:1 and 411) the illustration of armour
may be prompted by Roman legions or by the guards of the author.
But the writer who cites Isaiah elsewhere would also be remindsd
of Isaiah 5217 (especially when using the LXX) which mentions the
feet of the messenger who publishes peace and tells the watchman
to sing for joy.
The context ie also applicable (v.la) since it
depicts all the nationa sseing God.
This text is also found in
Nahum 211 (Hebrew) but oneness is depicted there as the result of
the destruction of the wicked.
The Isaiah background is very
,
!
interesting, since Eph. 6&14 speaks of truth and girdle, recalling
Is. 1115 where righteousness is a girdle.
Eph. 6&17 and 1 Thess.
\

518 ara the only New Testament references to n'-pil1"t.1I(AOI(4'V and
both/
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both are inspired by Is.

59:l7~

A war is on against the principalities and powers, whom the
Gentiles used to follow (2:2) and even now must fight against
(6112).
The writer may not have believed in them literally, but
he believed in the Satanic powers, which lay behind them (5111).
In 413 he urgee an outworking of peace and unity.
Peace is thus
a subject which the euthor uses frequently.
But it is more
likely that his use of peace in our passage coloured what he writes
in later chaptsrs rather than the reverse.
He is not the kind of
author who knows in chapter two what he will be writing in chapter
six, unless-he altered his earlier part in the light of what he
wrote afterwards.
4.2.3.2

Colossians

Since thia ia either an earlier work by the same author, or is used
by him, ideas of peace that are found here would be liksly to
-affect what he says in Ephesians.
We have already suggested that
1120 inspired our passage.
In 21lS 'peace is achieved by Christ disarmingEthe principelities
The verb «n(JrS';u-d6,"
is not known before Paul.
,and powers.
,
l
,
fkS~1V
(2 Cor. 514) and 6(,.,0$/.J""" mean to strip.
Here we have
the two prepositions together (cf. Col. 319) presumably giving
greater emphasis.
The verb is middle and many early writings
took it literally, "having put off from himself the hostile powera
of evil".30 The middle is difficult and it seems (J.B. Lightfoot's
-objections to the contrary) that Jerome was correct not to stress
the middle. 31 We can then translate as to spoil or to disarm,
i.e. to strip the hostile powers of their weapons.
for Paul,
these evil powsrs were evarything that is opposed to Christ,
symbolised for the Colossians by the mediaries they were taught to
fear~
We need not say with Alford that these powers are angels
who administered the law.
The New Testament admittedly does speak
of the inferiority of the law, eince received through angels (Gal.
3119 and Heb. 212), but it also eees it as supeTior for this very
reason (Acte 7153).
It can scarcely be said that angels were made
to look ridiculoue.
They acted after all as God'a representatives.
~

The powers seem to be those who used and abused the law to enslave
-men.

Col. 2:15 thus takes up the theme of Col. 1:15-17.
Ephesians
2:14-17 takes up the thought of Col. l:lB, the human aspect of
things on earth, and expounds this in terms of Jewish-Gentile
rela tionships. 32
Col. 3:2 spsaks of "above" where peace reigns, :3:11 of oneness
with barbarian and Scythian, 3:14 of harmony ahd 3:15 of the
Like Ephesians, Colossiani is concerned with
peace of Christ.
peace, but deals with it more on a metaphysical rather than a
social lsvel.
Metaphysical questions were clearly mora of a
problem in the Colossian situation than in the Ephesian one.
4.2.3.3

~

Whether or not Ephesians was written by Paul it is clesrly
influenced by his writings.
The understanding of peace would
therefore be likely to reflect Paul's.
)

I

The noun ~Ip?~?
is found forty-two times in Paul, including
"four in the Pastorals.
It is found eleven times in Romans and
eight times in Ephesians, so there is a much higher proportion in
this epistle.
The smaller writings would have a larger
percentage since peace is regularly found in the introductions and
in the benedictions.
We have "Lord of peace" (2 Thess. 3:16).
"God of peace" is found msny times.
Besides (a) its use in
greetings and benedictions Paul can use it (b) in an objective
sense (e.g. Rom. 5:1) of peace between man and God, or of peace
between men (1 Thess. 5:13) or (c) i~ a subjective sense (within
man, Phil. 4:7, Col. 3:15).
Of these (b) is clearly relsvant.
But these divisions can be overdone, for the only way in which
believers can enjoy peace with themselves and with others is when
33
they are at peace with God.
H. Raux insists it is difficult if
not impossible to distinguish these divisions because the Bibb
\

34

does not do so.
But clearly one aspect is emphasized at one
time and then another.
Psul's emphasis leans towards the
obJsctive understanding from which the other aspects of peace are
derived.
It is eschatological in that it is coming to fruition.
It is the peace that is to reign
when the "God i of peace will soon
,
crush Satan under the feet of his people" (Rom'~ 16120).
It
therefore includes the Colossian theme of pacification of the
J"

powers hostile to God and the Ephesians theme of reconciliation
between Je"wa and Gentiles. 35
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4.2.3.4

The New Testament

',.C-'f'I"'rt
,

is found in every book except 1 John.

It is not likely
to be used exactly in the Greek sense of the interruption of the
'36
normal conditions of war.
Its meaning would be coloured by its
use in the LXX for D t ~ ui .37 The LXX rarely uses i t otherwise. 38'
or

Thus the Greek word takes in a broader meaning and is used in a
number of pIeces in the Old Testament where it has nothing to do
with war, e.g. prosperity (Judges 6123), farewell (Judges 18a6)
and ethical good (Ps. 34114) .IE'f'l'vP)
becomes more positive in
the New Testament, eometimes even more than l1 ~ ~ c!i in the Old
. 39
~
Testament
and is related ,less to war, political peacs and
security and more to the restoration of amicable relations with
God and of ths mutual reconciliation between men. 40
Apart from Paul and the Pastorals, the New Testament has only
thirty-seven references to peace and twenty-four of these are in
41
the gospels.
Foerster
gives a list of its different meanings,
but more important is the emphasis that a particular context can
give to the word.
like Ephesians, the gospels teach that Jesus came to bring peace
on earth -to men of goodwill (lk. 2114).
The time of salv~tion
has dawned.
Jesus came not only for the Jews; but as a light to
lighten the Gentiles and the glory of his people Israel (lk. 2132).
Because the coming of Jesus is misunderstood, it brings
paradoxically a sword instead of peace' (Mt. 10134) and the cross
is to be the means of achieving peace.
At his temptation, Christ
is in harmony with angels and wild beasts (Mk. 1113).
In the Cornelius story, which breaks the barrier between Jew and
Gentile, Pater mentions the preaching 9f peace (Acts 10136,
cf. John 20121) and this ie followed by the Holy Spirit being
poured upon the Gentiles.
Peace in the New Testament ia eschatological, referring to the end

/

time Messianic peace (lk. 2114, 19138, Acts 10:36, Heb. 712, Jas.
3118), but it is also present because Christ hgs come.
Through
this eschatological event, demons have been overcome (cf. Mark'e
gospel/
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gospel) and peace has also been given to individuals (In. 14:27).
Jesus is now enthroned and takes people from the sphere of
darkness into his Lordship (Col. 1:13).

Jesus heals the breach

in the cosmos {Col. 1:15-20)and between Jew and Gentile (Eph. 2:
14-17).
It is necessary to remsmber how peace was understood in the world
at the time of Ephesians.

Modern semantic study has shown us

that it is equally important,- if not more so, to study the
context and the meaning of the word in similarly structural
passages, than to simply trace the history of the meaning of the
word.

A thorough investigation and use of modern semantic

methods is found in M. Klemm, EIPHNH im neutestamentlichen
Sprachsystem, Bonn 1977.

The actual situation of the writer,

the recipients, the type of sentence and outlay are all important.
Klemm concedes that this type of approach to New Testament
theology is not so new as it appears (p.92) and that it does not
provide all the answers (p. 258ff).

However when Klemm deals

with our passage he is dependent upon Schlier for his conclusions
rather than upon the methods he himsslf has outlined.
4.2.3.5

The Old Testament

o r{w·'.,. is

a comprehensive term covering such ideas as

.

(a) completion, (b) soundness of body (Is. 57:19), (c) spiritual
wholeness (Jer. 29:11)42 and (d) greetings (Gen. 29:6).
The stative verb

Q

.~ v,,-.,.
~

uninjured (Job 9:4).
(Neh. 6:15).

means to be complete, to be sound,
It is used' of Nehemiah completing the walls

a ffou/ can also mean
"T

in Lev. 5:24, Ex. 21:37, Joel 2:25).

,

(~)

restoration (cf. the Piel

The notion of completeness

is found in similar Aramaic and Assyrian words, but tha verb
itself does not appear to be used so ff8quently in the sense of
safety and security as in the corresponding Arabic and Ethiopic.
More significant for our study is (f) its social dimension

43

44

portraying good relations between nations and men (1 K. 5:26) and
(g) its eschatological fulfilment in the coming of the Messiah
(Is. 2:2~4), affecting even the animal kingdo~ (Is. 11:6-8).
Ezekiel shows its eschatological nature by refUsing to offer any
peace before the fall of Jerusalem in 587 B.C. (13:10 and 34:25,
cf. Jer. 6:14 and 16:5).

,

75.

(h)
(i)

It has a religious meaning denoting everything given by God
45
in all areas of life.
It can denote inward peace (Is. 48118 and 66112).46

It will be noticed that for (ph. 2.14 (c), (e), (f), (g) and (h)
are particularly relevant.
In addition to the general concept of peace, which our writer
would derive from his knowledge of the Old Testament, particular
passages and incidents would influenca his thinking.
4.2.3.5.1

Genesis 3 and 4

Since (ph. 5.31 cites Genesis 2.24, we are justified in suggesting
that Gen. 3.15 has possible links because of the reference to
enmity.
The promise of the seed of the woman would be understood
messianically.
We notice in 4.4.3.4 how the rabbis saw a
connection with (ccl. 1018 which refers to a man being bitten by
a serpent as he attempts to break through a wall.
The wall was
related to the barrier of Gen. 3:24.
Gen. 3 is associated with the loss of paradise and in Is. 1111-9
tha messianic restoration is like the Garden of (den. 47 The story
of Cain and Abel in Genesis 4 shows how this hatred is ravealed
between men, following th~ rebellion of man against God.
4.2.3.5.2

Me1chizedek

The first priest mentioned in the Old Testament (Gen. 14) naturally
gives rise to much speculation.
He is referred to in the Psalms,
Hebrews snd Qumran.
Ps. 110 claims for the Oavidic King and
Jerusalem the traditions of this priest~king.
Since he is King of
Salem (= peace) and having the name King of Righteousness he can be
linked with the qualities of righteousness and peace (Heb. 712).
These terms are linked in Is. 11.
The theme of vv. 1-9 is peace
This relationship of righteousand 1115 mentions righteousness.
Iness and peace is part of an ideology in the ancient Near (ast. 48
In/
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In 1956, thirteen fragments of a scroll in which Melchizedek
figured prominently were discovered by Bedouin shepherds in what
is now know as Qumran Cave' 11.· Hence the text is called
11 QMelch.
Its publication was "a new turning in Melchizedek
49
50
research".
Written perhaps not long before Ephesians,
it
depicts him as an eschatological angel or archangel who in the
day of salvation announces releaae for the elect and executes
51
Judgement on Belial, etc.
Ephesians gives no evidence of knowing the Melchizedek tredition
but the writer would most likely know it from the Old Testament.
As in Paul's recognised epistles, Christ is never ascribed as
king.
Hebrews eays Melchizedek is the King of Peacs.
Ephesi~ns
eaye that Christ ~s peace.
4.2.3.5.3

Other possible Old Testament antecedents.

(a) The High Priestly blessing.
This aske God to bestow his peace (Numbers 6126, cf. Pe. 85&8).
It would be well-known to any Jewish writer, but again there is
no evidence it is 1n mind.
~
(b) The holy war.
The writer would believe that his God was the God of the Old
52
Testament and that he was therefore a God of war.
The God who
wars against principalities and authorities fought on the side of
Israel in the fulfilment of his plans, in the days before the
mystery of the Gentiles being fellow-heirs was revealed.
But now
that hostility is at an end, for Jews and Gentiles have become one.
If Ephesians has this in mind (cf. chI 6) it is clearly by way of
contrast. ' Instead of destroying the nations, he gets rid of the
hostility betwesn them and makes them one.
Ephesians may use the

concept in the idea of fi~hting against the powers, but it is not
in keeping with his ergument to say that God erects a well and
then leads sorties over it.
(c)

Gideon's altar.

When the angel of Yahweh appeared to Gideon and "Gideon did not die,
haerecte~ an altar and called it "Yahweh is peace" (Jdg. 6124).

(d)/
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(d) Solomon.
His name means peace.
In contrast to David, he is the man of
peace who builds the temple (1 K. 5:3).
Christ is greatsr than
Solomon and builds ,the new temple.
But Ephesians 2:21 when
referring to the temple appears to have Zech. 6:12-15 in mind
rather than Solomon.
Paul,nowhere refers to Solomon, although
he refers to David and Elijah, the great figures on either side
53
of him in Israelite history.
(e) Other possibilities ..
Ezekiel l3:10ff mentions a false proclamation of peace, linked
with a whitewashed wall that is to be broken down.
This refers
to' the deceptive visions and lies of false prophets who announce
peace.
£phesians would know of the peaceful'ruler of Micah 4 and 5.
5:5 says "this shall be the peace" and in 4:2 many nations come
Ephesians' knowledge of Zech.
to the house of the God of Jacob.
6:11-15 suggests he might know of 1:8-17 where four horsemen
announce that the earth is, now at peace, the temple will be rebuilt
,
9:9 speaks
and Yahweh will soon return in triumph to Jerusalem.
of the lowly Messiah who rides peaceably on an ass, yet whose
54
dominion is from sea to sea.
f

j

4.2.3.5.4

Isaiah

This would appear to be the book Ephesians has in mind most of
all, since it is quoted in 2:13 and 17.
In the same chapter
(57:21) Isaiah says there ia no peace for the wicked.
Is. 59
speaks of those separated from God who have not known the way of
peace.
Is. 52:7 speaks of the one who preached peace (cf. (ph.
2:17).
Ia.' 53:5 has .fj;l?f~Lf;(LXX £:P:)lolS 1Y':v
) when
referring to the chastisement with which our peace is won.
We
55
are made whole by his punishment.
Is. 54:10 shows that whatsver
happens his covenant of peace shall' not be removed.
But we can look further than Deutero-Isaiah for to the writer there
would be no idea of division~
Isaiah would be a unity, so
passage~'in the earlier part of the book woul~ automatically come
to mind.

There are many passages on the messianic ~ra of peace,

211-4, 1111-9, 35:5-10, 55:12-13 and 66&12.
that/

But it i8 chi 9:6, 7
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that is most conspicuous,since it speaks of a child to be born,
one of whose titles would be Prince of Peace.
,

,

We ere concerned here not so much with what Isaiah meant but how
it would be understood in New Testament timee and by our author.
The concept of the Messiah, seen at first as the Davidic king
(e.g. Solomon), was projected into the future, when the Judaean
Such a king was the
king failed to live up to expectation.
apostate Ahaz, who stimulates Isaiah's predictions in chapters 7
and 9.
Is. 916, 7 clearly predicts a future Davidic king, but
Isaiah may not have equated him with the child of Ie. 7.
The
Prophet might hsve seen in the young woman and her son the righteous
56
remnant of the mother Israel.
But by the time of Epheeians the
various passages would be seen as referring to one figure.
The
hope, which for a while was transferred to the Hasmonean house,
returned to David's house in the Psalms of Solomon (first century

a.c.)

where Messiah is now a proper name (17132-43).

While there are hints of other eschatological figures in the
Intertestamental Literature (Test Levi 18 (a new priest) and Teet
Judah 24 (a star from Jacob) ) the Qumran literature (CD 7120,
lQM6, lQS b 5120) and the New Testament (Mt. 16:14), most hope is
fentred in the Davidic Messiah.
He ie the Immanuel of Is •• 7
(Mt. 1123) and the Prince of Peace of Isaiah 9 (Mt. 4115-16 cites
Is. 911-2).
He does not Just make war to cease, but, removes the
cause of war.
He is the embodiment of peace.
Is. 9:6, 7 may not
refer to his birth, but be a reference to his accession, when on
the day of his enthronement he was hailed as the adopted son,
begotten of Yahweh.
This is possible as J. Bright,suggests 57 but
we have no epecific evidence for an enthronement festival ,in Israel
like that of Babylon, apart from the Royal Psalms (~.g. 2, 21, 72,
89, 110 and 132).
He is called a son (cf. PSI 2:7b) "one counselling wonderful things".
58
the mighty God.
Some Jewish interpreters distribute the na~es
among God and the child.
"God who is marvellous in counsel, mighty'
,
' 59
God, everlasting father, gave him the name Prince of Peace."
But
God is not deecribed in such a lengthy manner elsewhere in the Old
Testament.
Thisl
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This passage is clearly one that is likely to be in the writer's
mind.

This possibility is strengthened by the fact that the

Rabbis were fond of the passage, e.g. R. Jehoschua (cir. A.D.90)
said "Great is the peace, for the name of God is called peace",
and R. Jose the Galilean (cir. A.D.llO) said "also the name of
the Messiah is called peace, because it says, everlasting father,
He also quotas Ie. 52&7 in connection with
60
the peace when the Messiah is revealed.

Prince of Peace etc".

Thus to writer and readers the term peace would make many Old
6l
Testamen t passages come t 0 mind.
4.2.3.6

The Jewish background

apa~

from the Old Testament.
"

"

4.2.3.6.1

The Rabbinic Writings.

Our literary evidence is late, but since tradition was etrong,
preserved and reverad, its basis is likely to antedate Ephesians.

62

Peace is still used for greeting people, but it has become in other
uses a more negative word than in the Old Testament.

It is the

opposite of strife between individuals (S Num 42 on 6:26, M.Peah 1&1)
and between nations.

Discord would hinder the coming of the

Messiah (M. Eduyoth 8:7).

Elijah must first establish peace in

the world, 'and the very continuation of the world depends on peace
(M. Aboth 1118).63

Peace would come through Israel being

instructed correctly, e.g. b. Kerithoth 28b, "R. Eleazar said
in the name of Hanina, the disciples of the sages increase peace
throughout the world, as it is said, and all thy children shall
be taught of the Lord and grsat shall be the peace of thy
64
children".
Making peace was aomething to hold on to (b. Yebamoth
·109a).
In Ephesians, "Peace" is more than an abstract thought, since it
is personified..
64a shows.

The Rabbis saw it as an entity, as b. 8erakhoth

R. 'Abin'the Levite said "when a man takes leave of

his fellow, he should not say to him "go in peace" but "go to
peace".

for Moses, to whom Jethro said "go to peace" went up

and prospered, whereas Absalom, to whom David said "go in peace",
went away and was hung".
to married life)
righteous/ '

In b. Kethuboth (i.e.' laws relating

104a,~. Eleazar stated

"when a

80.

righteous man departs from the world he is welcomed by three
companies of ministering angels.
One exclaims "come into peace"
another says "he who walketh in his uprightness" and the third
"he shall enter into peace".
In the Mishnah Uktzin, R. Simeon
b Halafta said "the holy one, blessed is he, found no vessel that
could contain blessing for Israel, save .that of peace" (citing
Ps. 29111).
A person is described as peace in~Talmud Berakhoth 3gb.
There is
discussion whether one should say the blessing first and afterIwards break the loaf or put the broken piece under the whole loaf
and say the blessing.
AI Tanna recited in the presence of
R. Nahman b Isaac, "One sho~ld plac~ the broken ~iece under the
whole loaf and then break and say the benediction."
He said,
"What is· your name?"
"Shalman" he replied.
He said to him,
"Thou art peace and thy Mishnah is faultless (Shelemah) for thou
hast made psace between the scholars."
As in Eph. 2114 one who
is a peacemaker and who brings peace is celled peace.
These quotations, however, show how different and exclusive in
contrast was the Jewish peace to that of the writer of Ephesians.
In Section 8.3.1 we notice the similarities and differences
between Ephesians and the Rabbinic writings in the exegesis of .
scripture.
4.2.3.6.2

B

Apocalyptic Writings.

There is much debate concerning the relationship of apocalyptic
65
and rabbinic thought to each other.
Margaret Barker has claimed
that there ia no direct line discernible between apocalyptic
.
66
writinga and rabbinic style Judaism.
There is no proof Df any
referencaa to Apocalyptic literature in the Rabbinic writings of
the first six centuries of the Christian era.
But history shows
that the Jewish nation as a whole did have Apocalyptic tendencies,
which sre revealed in the attitude during the A.D. 66-73 war with
Rome and in the rebellion of Bar Cochba.
Nevertheless A.D. 70
marked the decline of Apocalyptic
and the
triumph of Pharieaism
I
•
which set Judaism on the course it still follows.
3

Apocalypticl

/

81.
Apocalyptic expects much war before peace finally comes.

Some of

the Pseudepigraphic books like the Apocrypha (Tobit l4:5ff) see an
earthly kingdom of peace' comi.ng in the present era (1 Enoch 1-36,
Sib Orac 3:741ff).
The Psalms of Solomon 17122-25 have the
Messiah seizing power and destroying the heathen and sinner.
Other works see a new heaven and earth beyond this present order
(1 En. 45-46).
Others compromise with an interim earthly kingdom
a9 well (2 Esdras 7:28).
.

I

Ephesians is not clearly influenced by or at least is not
. interested in this kind of thought.
Time ia not so important now
that Christ has triumphed and Christiane are in the heavenlies.
It sees fulfilment in Christ, already exalted with Jew and Gentile
incor~orated together because of him.
A close parallel is 1 Enoch
58:4 "there shall be peace to the righteous in the name of the
eternal Lord". (cf. 1 En. 1:7f.)
The angel of peace who is a
mediator between God and man is found in 1 Enoch, e.g •. 52:5 and.
The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs know the angel of
intercession (e.g. Test. Dan. 6:2).
4.2.3.6.3

Qumran

The closest similarities between Qumran literature and t~e New
.
67
Testament are found in John, Ephesians and Colossians.
The
parallels, especially to Eph. 5:3-17, led K.G. Kuhn to'abandon
68 '
Bultmann's gnostic interpretation of Ephesians.
But the general outlook is different.
The Qumran sectaries
expected a Holy War with Yahweh's intervention bringing peace,
69
after the wicked (including the Jewish leaders) had been destroyed.
Qumran with a war between light and darkness on the earthly scale
is the antithesis of Ephesians.
In Ephesians it is spiritual
warfare of heaven and earth versus the powers. 70 In Qumran you
join the community by separation.
In Ephesians you form a new
co~munity with your former enemies.
Qumran and Ephesians both share such concepts as light and darkness,
predestination, the people of God, warfare and, moat strikingly of
all, the sectaries believe that they have alfeady entered into the
enjoyment of peace (195 8:4-9, CO 1:4).

Peace is eternal (IQS 2&4)

ebundant (IQS 4:7) without end (IQH 7:15, 15:16) and without limit
(IQH 16130).

82.
Paradoxically the community (cf. [ph. 6:10ff) is still in the
midst of th~ conflict (CD 4:13).
The members are sons of 'light
opposed to the children of darkness (IQM 1:9ff).
They cannot
however really enjoy the fruits of peace because of their
pessimistic view, which is such a contrast to the optimism of
Ephesians.
The coming of peace really awaits God's intervention
(IQH 1117) and is only confirmed after its recipients have been
tried in the fire.
There was to be nothing but love towards other
sons of light (CD 8) which is a much smaller idea of who was one's
neighbour than the view of Ephesians.
, 4.2.3.7

The wider background.

We have already noticed the personification of peace in Greek
,thought.
Philo is in Greek fashion when he uses the word
negatively in contrast to war (De Vita Mos 11304) and subjectively
(De'Somnis 21253) (De Ebrietata 97).
Philo commends Phinehas for
his zeal. for which God gave him as a reward the gifts of peace
and priesthood (De Spec leg 1:56, 7).
Philo distinguishes war
between peoples from war in nature (De Spsc Leg 2:188-192).
) ~
71
In Plato the usual meaning of (/P~v~
is peaceful conduct,
although peaceableness towards others is generally rendered either
"
c
' •
~,
i
t
.1n a spiritual
by <1>'1\'«
or tVPf/DV,t(
/::.ip?"'1
S no
used
. \ 1' v'J perhaps
sense prior to the Stoics, 72 ,who however prefer )'4'.1\
because peace was used of the military situation ,in the empire. 73
They held like Ephesians that all men were equal by divine right.
In the first century A.D., the Roman world enjoyed the "Pax Romana".
Apart from Palestine and the German and Parthian frontiers, peace
and stability were known. ,There was the famous prediction of the
74
golden age in Vergil's fourth Eclogue.
But this has the
Hellenistic idea of the Cosmocrator, which is different from
Ephesians.
The Hellenistic world only knows God as the divine,
the power and principle of the coemos.
Peace is not through
reconciliation.
"

This peaoe of Augustus, who closed the doors of the temple of Janus'
after many years, is also mentioned by Epictetus, who says that
"Caesar seems to provide us with profound peace, there are no ware
any/

83.
75
any longer nor battles."
Suetonius cites Augustus "May it be
granted to me to establish the commonwealth on its foundations
so safely and soundly and to receive the reward for that action
that I seek, that I may be called the author of the best state of
things and when I die may carry with me the hope that the
foundation of the commonwealth that I have laid will remain
'
unshaken". 76 Figures representing peace, valour
and fortune were
I
,
imprinted on coins and "the longing for a Saviour who would bring
peace to earth led to the balief that Augustus was an incarnation
of deity".77 The Christian Apologist Melito argued that

Augustus's establishment of peace was a providential part of the
78
divine preparation fcir the Gospel.
The Romans tried hard to preserve peace throughout the Near Ea~t
between Jew and Greek, but in Judaea they failed.
Felix was not
ao successful as Tertullus claimed (Acts 2412).
Only Christ "our
peace" could achieve this true peace.
Nero in epite of his bad reputation had some achievement.

The

first five yeara of his reign (54-59) were successful and even two
years before hie death it was still partly tru9 that this was a
peaceful reign.
In 66 as a result of his agreement with Tiridates,
he closea the doors of the Temple of Janus for a second t~me, in
order to reiterate that peace had truly come.
A column wae erected
et Mainz at the same time to commemorate Tiridates' arrival in Rome
79
to celebrate the coming of peace.
It is conceivable that Paul
could have been in Rome in 66.
Nero's persecution of Christians
was in 64, but relatively early versions of the death of Peter and
Paul do not associate their deaths with this.
Paul probably
suffered earlier, unless he was released end put to deeth.on a
80
later visit to Rome.
If so, what more appropriate time than the
celebrations for Tiridates to get rid of a troublemaker who
disturbed the peace?
Nero was a conqueror who brought peace but Paul says "we are more
than conquerors" ,(Romans 8:37) and "Christ is our peace".
The
writer of Ephesians would have agreed with the ,later sentiment of
Tacitus ihat "the noblest 'end to wars was when-matters were
81
settled by pardoning the conquered".

84.
4.2.4

Summary

These parallels show how relevant and fitting it was to call Christ
the peace and what a full background it would have in the mind of .
But the only clear indicatione of dependence are
the writer.
upon the Old Testament, particularly Isaiah.
Ephesians 2 takes this thought of peace further than most of the
New Testament.
The basis is peace with God.
It is peace between
those reconciled with God and it is a stage towards the reconciliatlion of all things in Christ (Col. 1120).
The subssquent clauses
will tell us what Christ has done to achiava this and to daserve
this title.

The clause eppears to be equivalent to a relative one "who has made
both one".
This is the first of the parallel participial clauses
"who made both one", "destroyed the middle wall" and "annulling
the law of commandments in decrees".
The word "enmity" and "in
his flesh" can be connectsd grammatically with either of the last
two clauses, separately or together.
This first clause ie descriptive, of 'the peace or of the person who
(
,
is the peace, since the participle 0 flO ''1 ~(t's is either in
• ..
) ~
82
apposition to 4("'TO.s or '-'f'" V'1
We are told the first of
many things which Christ has 'achieved to deserve the title peace.
A separation between Christians ia unthinkable.
T~ey, become a
dwelling of God, a heavenly city (Eph. 2119-22).
4.3.1

Why do we have neuter words?

The neuter is surprising because the context refers to people,
Gentile and Jew, the uncircumcised and circumcised of v.ll, the
far and near of v.13 and the "our" of this verss.
Iro~s

S:o
(v.IS) is masculine.
Why does the author then use
.
the neuter here, or does he not when writing v.14 think as far
.

,

ahead as v.IS?
We have a grammatical change, which may indicate
a theological change.

85.
&/

We can understand the neuter
83

€. v

to represent a meaning like
.

I

84

,

organism, . entity or a neuter word ll.ke y,vt)
or nA1flv'f' '" •
A parallel to the latter i~ found in the Valentinian saying "since
we were divided Jesus waa baptized that ths undivided might be
divided, until he united us with them in the Pleroma, in order
that wa, the many become one, may all of us be united with the
85
One, which for our saksa was divided".
But the
although neuter is not a problem in itself.
word is masculine in vv. 16 and 18 and the masculine gender is
"
1/
86
used from 'E.vd
onwards because of ('4v/l!,W/7()V
•
The real
problem is not why the author changed from neuter to masculine,
but why he began with neuter at all.
Did he not foresee where he
was going?
In different works or even sections of the same work,
this would be understandable, e.g. when Rom. 11132 and Gal. 3122
,
I
cite the same scripture the former has "f/JV5 f'1A'vr,..s and the
, nCl(v
" Til( • But would such a change occur a few verses
latter "TO(

'Ap~':7I..rl(

apart and the word still have the same meening?
1 Cor. 1126ff
~)..
I
\.
has T~ t(a'f)£,vIj opposed to 01 ",ol'D1 but these are' not different
genders of the same word.
The neuter is one reason why under Schlier's inspiration, B7 Schille,
Gnilka and others found a cosmic hymn which had in mind the two
....
,
",
,
) B8
(
spheres heavenly and earthly70t
(nc"p~"'t1(. 1"'''' Vnl.{'0"f'C1fVICt
separated by the cosmic barrier (p£I1'/,dIXOV)'
The various hymn
suggestions that have been made all contain this phrase "who made
both one" as a core section.
Schlier accepts that a neuter word can represent persons, e.g. John
3:6, 1 Cor. 1:27, when they are referred to in a general way; but
here the reference is too explicit for this.
He supports his
suggestion of a gnostic background with other parallels ih the
chapter and epistle.
In his previous Christus und die Kirche im
Epheserbrief he has chapters on the ascent of the Redeemer, the
heavenly wall, the church as a body, the body as a building and the
All can have e gnostic background.
heavenly marriage.
Gnilka agrees that the author uses a hymn, which explains why we
, ;'
have the neuter OIIJlfo Tl-p41 •
The author changes the underlying
89
senae of two spheres to make it refer to persons.
Gnilka also
believes it can refer to spheres without being gnostic. . Dualism
is

86.
is not only found in Gnosticism.
90
always tha search for unity.

In Grsek philosophy there is

But if it were a hymn the author ·was using, to which he made many
additions, why did he not alter the neuter to masculine?
Presumably, because he knew the word would be understood quite
easily of persons.
The neuter for persons is not so rare in the
91
New Testament.
It is grammatically acceptable
and there are
92
~
several New Testament examples,
e.g. Gal. 3:22 -r~ n:I/.,tf'.
It
may simply be an instance of the neuter being used to describe
93
\
,
persons in a general
way.
In Col. 1 :16 T~ r7CYI/"1"« is again
found, psrhaps referring to persons, although it probably refers
u'
to things as well.
The neuter tv is perfectly understandable.
People are so called in Gal. 3:28 (G 33 lat) and I Cor. 3aB.
In
~ohn 10:30 ths rather and Son are thus described.

,

)

Ar~OT'fot

is more difficult, but we can compare I Cor. 1:27, 28

which have several neuter words (cf. Heb. 7:7).94 In 2 Cor. 5:17
,
is feminine, but is immediately followsd by the neuter
I(n ~/.s

,

".

and 1<d('V~
,
feminine as nO/j/v?

In John 10:16 people are described in the

~pXttrl DI

•

95

The author, however, saw no problem with the neuter and
no textual evidence that it was a problem to editors of
We must therefore take the text as it stands and see if
any special significance, bsfore insisting it must be a
an earlier usage.

there is
the text.
it can have
remnant of

The nsuter could be used to express abstract qualit~es like duality
snd unity 96 and to stress two organisations, two systems, whereas
later in 2*16 the writer refers to the two groups of individuale. 97
If this were the case, we would have expected people to be
mentioned first and then the systems, since in this passage
individualities cease to be important as the thought proceeds.
Instead of people hating one another, there is one new man, one new
body.
,

The author may have had a particular word in mind such as
,
98 Jl
99
INf" or SEVS"OI/. E(;JlI'fJ is found in v.ll and in 3:6.
But
JI.
would the writer have c1asssd the Jews as an i/Jv()s like Gentile
nations and not as A~bS?
the word holy. r.:"
v.16.

'P"/

r'"

1 Peter 2:9 does so, but qualifies with

ie a more likely word, since it occurs in

87.
)

Some words are unsuitable, because they do not fit both worde LV
J,'

I

I

,

,

and (XI'T"Yf.,..,PcI e.g. nl\'1f""~~ and f/V(l'''''1r/~v are only appropriate
.,
,100
,
for iv , /./vtfT 1r' ()v ie' also unlikely because the mystery ie that
they have become one, not that they have become one mystery.
The author may have had no other worde in mind at all and was
thinking of what they have become (~V
" , cf. Gal. 3128) and then
.

wrote .rfo 1'£ftl( to agree with it in gender.
He may have changed
to masculine later in the same way as he changes from "new man" to
" s to neuter
In 2:8 he changes from the feminine n 1(""11
"body".
'\
It may be a variation of language.
It may be to show
TovTO •
Christians are a new entity,
it is a different conglomeration.
nsither masculine nor feminine, a third race, not on the same level
ae the previous two. 101 The Jews divided the world into two types,
but the Christian is a new type, since Jew end Gentile departed
from God on diverse roads. l02 God now brings them back together
and to him.
They are not changed 8e regards race, not amalgamated
~,

ethnically, but are brought to a higher position of privilege in
relation to God.
Chrysostom says vividly that "he has raised both
us and them to a yet higher position, like silver and lead melted
down and become gold, like a elave and adopted eon, both of whom
have offended him, yet are made heirs."103
But Chryeostom is not
quite exact.
The old entities 1n some eense do remain.
The
writer can still spesk of you and'us.
4.3.2
a)

b)

c)

"

Whet the passage says.

"
The aorist n~'1rKj
shows that the act of incorporation took
place at one specific time, by a specific act, which was an act
of Jesus.
There was only one event which placed believers in
the heavenlies, although people still Join one by one and the
enmity remains among those outside of Christ.
The two groups have not simply been brought side by side, but
have been made one.
Elsewhere the writer speaks of this as a
mystery previously hidden but now revealed. 104
It shows there was before Christ a distinction between races.
The writar believes God allowed this at least on a temporary
basis (2112).
It is not a case of men coming to realise there
never was a distinction.
There was, but it is no longsr
relevant.

4.3.3/

BB.
4.3.3

Parallels to this thought.

Many of these parallels are probably dependent upon Ephesians,
e.g. 2 Clement 1212.
The Lord himself when asked by somaone when
his kingdom shall come said, "when the two shall be one and the
inside as the outside and the male with the female, Meither m~le
nor female."
Not SO clearly linked with Ephesians but still reflecting New
Testament language is the gnostic Gospel of Philip.
"In the days
when we were Hebrews, we were orphans we had (only) our mother,
but when we became Christians, we acquired father and mother (6),
Christ came, he ransomed the strangers, he made them his own and
he separated his own, whom he had deposited as pledgea according
to his will (9).
The Children of the heavenlies are more
numerous than (those) of the earthly man (2B).
If.you say, I am
a Jew, nobody will be moved, if you say ·1 am a Roman, nobody will
be upset.
If you say, I am a Greek, a barbarian, a slave (a
freeman) nobody will be disturbed, if you say I am a Christian,
the whole
might set
and unite
and unite

world will shake (49).
Therefore Christ came that he
right again the separation which arose from the beginning
the two and give life to those who died in the separation
them". (7B)

Valentinians, whose teaching Philip shares in many respects, would
consider the Jewish-Gentile question a dated issue and would
interpret Eph. 2114-17 allegorically as two groups of psychics and
epirituals.
)

,

The Naassene Preaching has t><f ~O'Er« (Hipp. Ref. 5&7).
The self'originate Adamas is bisexual (5:6, 3ff) but has three parts,
intellectual, psychic and earthly, which are all found in one man
Jesus.
Attis is spoken of as being cut off from the earthly parts
of the creation (here) below and "has gone over to the eternal
substance, where there is neither female nor male, but a new
creature, a new man who is bisexual" (5:7, 15). An acquaintance
with the New Testament seems obvious but the language could receive
some of this colouring from Hippolytus himself.
The Hermetic Corpue (CH 4:6) refers to mortal and divine things as
)

,

both (ct"'f0"f'C.f dl ) and two
••• 1

,

(Scl~

.....()VT~V

,t-'V

"-

.) •

89.
The Odes of Solomon have the eschatological battle, where the
goal of the deed of Christ is the uniting of hsaven and earth,
8a7, 9&6, lla3 (cf. Eph. 1~10 and Col. 1120).
The author of Ephesians is dependent on none of these.
It is the
fact of Jew and Gentile together that motivates the writer. Such
a wonder does not need and has for him no exact parallels.
Unprecedented, it is without clear antecedent for illustration.
4.3.4

Antecedents to the thought.

The Old Testament expected the nations to come to worship the God
of Israel and in Romans 15.9-12, three texts are brought together
from three different parts of the Old Testament.
However the
bringing of the nations together did not come in quite the way
the Old Testament envisaged.
"That Gentiles should have the
Messiah of Israel, now the exalted Lord, dwelling in their hearts
by faith as the living hope of coming glory - thie was something
105
completely uncontemplsted before."
Israel expected "two" to become "one", not only by the. return ·of
the dispersion, but through the lost tribes of Israel being
restored and united with Judah.
Ezekiel 37:19 portrays Israel
The prophets regarded the restoration
and Judah as one stick.
of the two kingdoms as one of the integral elements of the.
messianic restoration. 106 Ephesians takes these two thoughts
further (perhaps coneciously) and sees the fundamental dietinction
of Jew and Gentile as being overcome.
In Zech. 8.20-23 the nations come.to Jerusalem to seek the favour
107
of Yahweh.
Cyrus knows it is the God of Israel, who calls him
by name for the sake of Isreel ••• "that men may know f~om the
rising of the sun and from the west that there is none beside me"
. (I s. 45 a3- 6 ) •
A longer universalistic section appears in Is. 19118-24, where
both Egypt and Assyria, the traditional enemies of Judah,become
worshippers of Yahweh.
These nations even receive the designatlions which originally belonged exclusively to Iarael as the
108
people of Yahweh.
In Apocalyptic literature, God 1a aeen as
contro1l1ng/

90.
controlling history and working according to plan in different

+1

agee (cf.
Enoch 32:2-33; 2).
But there ie chaoe and disarray
before the final fulfilme'nt. 'We do not find this in Ephesians.
It might be said to have "realised apocalyptic".109 The Book of
Daniel is therefore hardly "as close to Ephesians" as is sometimes
suggested. 110
Philo saw that oneness would result from the Jewish laws influencing
other nations and he used Greek thought to spread this ideal. "The
laws of the Jewish people attract and win the attention of all, of
barbarians, of Greeks, of dwellers on the mainlsnd and islande, of
nations, of the east and west, of Europe and Asia, of the whole
inhabited world from end to end."l1l "Everywhere a procesa wa~
afoot of syncretizing the old religions with new ones streaming in,
,
112 .
especially from the East."
Matthew has the features of a Jewish Gospel (Sa18) but sees the
Gentiles as included {2:1-12, 28:19).113 The Acts 'suggests that
by ,the time it was written the gospel had long since finally
broken down the once hard contested and stubbornly defended
boundariee between the privileged people of the Jews and the
Gentiles.

In Romans, the Jews snd Gentiles are one in Christ, although the
114
'
Jews Bre clearly t he parent stock into which others are grafted.
Paul is however speaking of a predominantly Gentile church into
which Jews hopefully can be regrafted to make Gentile and Jew one
in Christ.
Ephesians is written to show what God' has done for
Gentiles;' Jewish unbelief 1s not mentioned.
Romans 9-11 on the
other hand shows instead what God is yet going to do for the Jewe.
Paul's Jewish background meant he habitually divided humanity into
llS
Jew end Gentile.
Many believe that Paul's doctrine of
Justification developed from his defending the right of Gentile
116
converts.
The/

91.

The'closest passage in Paul to (ph. 2:14-17 is Rom. 1518, 9,
"Christ became a servant to the circumcised to confirm the
promises given to the patriarchs, that the Gentiles might glorify
God for his mercy".
Paul cites the Old Testament to show that
Gentiles are to rejoice with Jews, although Oeut. 32:43 (Rom.15Il0)
is speaking of victorious Israel, as does Is. 11110 (Rom. 15112).
Is. 11110 speaks of nations seeking him (11111 = the remnant) but
Ps. 117:1 (Rom. 15111) is more general, saying "praise the Lord
all Gentiles".
Romans shows the union of Jew and Gentile in Christ, but doee not
stress a previous barrier bstween them.
4.4

The Middle Wall of Partition.

4.4.1 kill,

This can be a simple conjunction, showing that the clause it
introduces is parallel to the previous one about the two becoming
80th these clauses have aorist participles.

one.

It could be epexegetic or
118
"with a view to",
thus
one.
This is unlikely.
the same event. Both are
and Gentile cannot be one

explicative, meaning "inasmuch as"117 or
making the clause subsequent to t~e other
The aorist participles refer to one and
dependent on "he is our peace".
Jew
unless the dividing fence is removed.

We have two words which seem to say the sams thing.
They are
linked by a genitive (see 4.4.2.5).
Such apparent repetition is
found in "law of cbmmandments", "strangers and sojourners", etc.
The two words together are probably an example of what is known as
Apollonius' Canon that "nouns in regimen must have articles
prefixed to both of them or neither".
Ephesians normally obeervea
1l9
this rule.
I

Mccro1'O')<()'v'

A Hapax Legomenon such as this is harder to explain, if it is
regarded aa being from the author of the epistle (whoee vocabulary
. we know a little) than it would be if he were quoting a hymn.
is/

It

92.

is even more unusual if the epistle is by Paul~whose vocabulary
we know so much more.
A technical or distinct metaphor seems to
be in mind.
It is only the compound word which is rare in Biblical and
secular Greek literature.
The two parts as separate words are
120
very common.
The fact that he .links with the similer word
~~f~J

may be his love for saying. a thing in two or three
different ways and for using words in tandem which are more or
les9 synonymous (1:4, 9, 19; 2:15, 19).
Compound words are
)
' ) h
'
also a feature of Ephesiane, (J(IXP(lt;\W·Tt..IIE.,lV, (ftvv'I'WJ7t1t'f'£frjt"I:IS,
'<Au S.., ",:.s"l"£,.VO/, 1-(6 d' f() K f:-T..t P, J ;()tiIf').,.,tt S,,'," c. i':, }Jt"rPl\o/,«
nDAIINo,'kll\D $

They are also a feature of Colossians,
1'7 I/} ", VIJ,\ 01 ("", Xa.I

p:YftV4' ov.

Possible clues to the meaning of f't:a"O 70/ )(.0 11
are (a) the apparent
synonym ~r~Yfou
(b) the context, which shows it is something
to do with the separation of the Jews and Gentiles, with the law,
or with illustrating the law and its statutes and ordinances, with'
the hostility between Jews and Gentiles and between men end God.
According to the context, separation is the primary thought,
121
although this would lead to the thought of protection.
Jews
would regard themselves as protected from the unclea~ Gentiles.
The latter would see the seperation as that which isolated the
Jews from the rest of mankind.
4.4.2.1

Greek parallels.

The compound word has not been found in biblical Greek.
References in the Church fathers as well es in secular Greek are
rare. 122 It means a party wallar partition wall, e.g. In a house.
Athenaeus cites Eratosthenes of Cyrene (co 275-194 B.C.) who used
it figuratively, having the masculine with the article in
)/ ("

<:: ~
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The masculine noun is also in an inscription from Argos recorded
in the Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique and either the
masculine or neuter 1e in ari inscription from Oidyma, f..111 -r()O
I
124 Abbott finds a reference in Hesychius ( fifth
P(4'o"1'() I Xc>u,
.Century A.O.).
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125

This is from a fragmentary list of abstracts of contracts regarding
126
salss of houss property at Hermopolis.
The two parts
are found for
words for the
possible that
Josephus, 127

t

I,

'"

of the word, as adjective and noun 0 f(~ TCIXOS ,
a party wall between two houses.
Josephus uses the
inner wall of the temple (Ant. BI7l).
It i8 just
the writer of Ephesians, if post-Pauline, had read

M....'-os
u

4• 4, 2• 2
I

Since fE-oro'

qualifies the word for wall, we must survey other

Greek words which are qualified with 1"(CroS and see how they are
modified ~y it.
It means "middle", e.g. of the night, the ~eil,
the throne, a group.
Rev. 8:13 uses it of. the mid-heaven. 'Ek T"t>u
V!tI'OV means out of the way, out of sight (cf. the verb ~~d'W ).

,

Mf,r1"6Soi'>r,A',''''

means what divides two reigns, JI~<rtJ..s can signify
what is between, e.g. Mesopotam~a, two knots (}Jt;C'r()V~-r/~V ) two
fingers (y£~o6~K~V~~V.).
This shows that division is likely to
be meant, as the context,suggests.
But it is not absolutely
certain sines

I

rl~OS(Vil"ftt'

means bond, tie.

Similar to Ephssians 2:14 is j1(.;"Ctfflv1S
- a parting in the
middle.
It could sven be a space between walls on the analogy
of

,

rld"OI1l1p),lov

.

or a space between towers

128

(cf 'fct:Otff!,,).'ov

).

\

The word for wall is a common word.
Its significance usually
depends on the purpose for which the wall was bUilt,.aither to
separate (14/1 : -ri;'I(}S
Ez. 4318) or to encloss (2 K. 4.10 with
(
'" ) or to protact (Lev. 25&29
U"'LI'~O"

Thel

,;~

fi7,

T&""£IX,~f'/"o,),
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The ~ord is normally used of ~alls in a house or the sides of a
ship and the similar ~ord ,. r.:';'x 0 s is used of a city ~all (Deut.
It has to be breachsd (2 K. 14113 = 2 Chr. 25.23) or
28152).
It is used metaphorically in
torn do~n (Ez. 26112, Jer. 50a15).
Jer. 4.l9f ( 1 ~/?) and in Amos 7.7 ~here it refers to Israel.

'
The verb th
~p«~Qw
means to fence around 129 and the noun's basic
130
meaning is fence,
conveying the idea of encloaure. ~hich
impliea either protection or aeparation. 131

Interprsters of Eph. 2114, both ancisnt and modern, naturally refer
to Isaiah's parable of the vineyard.
The la~ (~hich separated
Israel and ~as intended for their protection) became a hedge (>'0)
•
separating them from God.
The LXX background of ¢1'4'l,J:S may
have an emphasis of protaction, but clearly the emphasis in
Ephesians is on separation and in this particular context it
atrengthens the previous ~ord.
It is this aecond ~ord that is
used in the cosmic reference to separation bet~een the heavenly
and the lo~er ~orlds, ~hich are often cited as parallels to
Eph. 2114, e.g. Ignatius to'the Trallians 914 (long rec).
,
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and the Acts of Thomas 32. E:.yw (If I
)
\
J
'"
..
£., ~lA{}"'v £
n ~l'tIi' St.. ('~

v, ':"

Those,~ho

see gnostic or

Je~ish

conceptions of the law behind Eph.

"
2.14 stress 1~~!~os.
Those ~ho see the Jewish Temple barrier
I
stress the former ~ord j-/£ (f"'o 10 I~ () v .
Yet for both the rare
I
~ord jJ£.t"o.,.o,)(. t> v
remains a problem.
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4.4.2.5

The Genitive.

This could indicate (a) Quality, explaining that the barrier separates or protects,

132

(b) Possession, i.e. belonging to the stockade,
(c) Identity "consisting, in",
,

(d) The agent, the separation produced by the stockade,
134
(e) Apposition "namely the fence".

133

or

The majority of exegetes prefer either the last suggestion or the'
third, an exegetical genitive (Schlier) which repeats with new

,.

words the same idea of the previous sUbstantive "the middle wall
135
consisting in a berrier or stockade".
Ephesians has a
predilection to repeat in the genitive the seme or similar ideas
136
as that already contained in the govarning sUbstantive.
Masson
points out that it is not the only embarrassing genitive in the
137
epistle.
"The combination of the two Greek nouns yields a
. composite sense.

It is a wall that prevents certain persons from

entering a house or city (cf. 2:18) and is therefore a mark of
hostility." 138

4.4.3

A Metaphor.

We use the words wall and barrier as metaphors without
having a particular wall in mind.

nec~ssarily

Examples can be easily found

or heard in conversation, e.g. J.D. Smart writing about the Old
Testament says that we need "not a return to allegory and
typology, but a faithful exegesis and exposition of scripture that
,will wrestle with the works of the ancient witnesses until the
walls of the centuries become thin and they tell us in our day,
"
uses the
what they knew so well in their own day ,,139
E. Kasemann
.' .
l4O
word wall twice as a metaphor only thirteen pages apart.
The
American poet Robert frost has the metaphorical ,theme of wall in
one of his most famous poems, Mending Walls.
Before I built a wall, I'd ask to know
What I was

walli~g

in or walling out.

And'to whom I wae like to gi~e 6ffensa.
Something there is
.' •..,.1 .:"':'

...., .',

"':

; '",that., doesn't lava a wall.

That wants it down.
Thai
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The late President 5adat of Egypt in his historic first official
visit to Jeru~alem in November 1977 spoke on his arrival of the
breaking down of the well between Egypt and Israsl.
We talk about a central barrier, the sound barrier, etc.
It is
true ws often have a specific obstacle in mind such as the Bsrlin
141
Wall, the Iron Curtain,
but even so the metaphor existsd
previous to the illustration.
Walls used to be much more significsnt than they are now.
We
142
only need them in our homes for warmth, shelter and privacy.
People of earlier days needed them around their cities for dsfence.
Athens had its long walls to ensure a eupply of food from ita port
Piraeus in time of war.

To,)( ()~

is used as a metaphor in Acts 2313 and proverbially by
Pausanias (613, 15).
We can compare "whited eepulchres"(Mt.13127).
Ez. 13110-16 has the metaphorical;use of the wall, which the falee
prophets have whitewashed.
No one writes much without metaphors and they are quits frequent
.
143
in Ephesians 2,
especially those relating to edifices,
')
...
e.g. O£)/(AWS, «KpOYWV'lof.IDV, . otl-roS0t''1
even ths telJlple
is ussd metaphorically.
focrQ"~!7 v may bs another one and be
,
the opposite of ~,~o 7~IX 0 V •
)

,

n

The wall is used as a metaphor in the Rabbinic writings. b~almud
Berak 63a mentions a metaphorical use of fence.
Abbahu relates
how Hananiah when in the Dispersion among many with different
customs, was visited by two Rabbis whom he denounced for opposing
They replied "you have already built and you cannot overhim.
Ithrow, you have made a fence and you cannot break it down"
(i.e. you,cannot take away from us the name you have conferred on
us) • (cfb.Berak 4b)Jb.Erubin lOOb shows how Rab found an open
field and put up a fence around it.
This is a metaphor about
I

people being lax in their religious observance (morally exposed
like an open field).
Rab had additional restrictions imposed
, upon them in order to keep them from further transgressions.
In/

97 • .
In~Yebamoth

(which deals with the subjects of marriage, divorce,
women, etc. >, 62b, the two words well and peace are found together.
It eays that unmarried men'are without a (protecting) wall. Rabba
b'Ulla says they are also without peace.
Philo uses the word wall in a protective sense when he speaks of
a road not being a trackless route (i.e. perverted character) but
144
"a wall and a protection to those who are able to eave themselves".
The writer of Ephesians may have had no particular illustration
in mind, just as we use the words well and barrier.
The walls
of his prison cell separated him from his fellow Christians. But
he could have been thinking of one that the community knew or he
thought or assumed they knew.
He could have had one in mind
which they did not know, a cliche which he unconsciously uses,
forgetting that his readers might not know its deeper significance.
He might have realised that he had written something not completely
clear and deliberetely retained it in a vague manner (because he
did not wish to upset his readers by reminding them of the temple
in Jerusalem which segregated them).
He might have been tactful
in case non-Christian Jews read his letter.
If the tradition is
correct that he is a prisoner (Eph. 3:1, 4:1), he might have a
If his letter were intended for EpheBus, he
reason to be vague.
might not wish to upset his tsaders by reminding them of the
temple in Jerusalem, which endangered the life of Trophimus.
The author has the law in mind, so it is possible he is thinking
of an object or incident to illustrate this.
We therefore look
at various possibilities.
4.4.3.1

barrier in the Jewish temple preventing Gentiles
from having access to the shrine.

A

This has been a popular interpretation, whether the wall was atill
standing at the time of writing or had been destroyed. 145 It was
generally assumed in exegesis before the discovery in 1871 of the
inscription which forbade access to the Gentiles.
This
inscription has different words from those in Eph. 2:14,but it
was a long time before exegetes began to waver from the
tradit~onal inte~pretation.

doubts. 146

Ellicott was one who expressed
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Al though Ephesians 2 :14 does not have the word brJ111f1'.TOS.· from
the inscript~on we cannot dismiss the possibility that we have the
same idea, eince all other ~uggestions have the eame problem of
different vocabulary.
A reference to ,the barrier which separated
the Court of the Gentilee from the Court of the Women seems so
applicable .for a letter, which although for a wider audience
according to tradition has Ephesus in mind.
Trophimus, whom Paul
was accused of allowing to cross the barrier was from Ephesus
(Acts 21:27-30).

Tertullus accused Paul of

pr~faning

the temple,

thus implying that Paul was trying to break down the middle wall
(Acts 24:6).147
There appears to be no unanimous agreement as to what the temple,
its courts and walls actually looked like.
It was only completed
148
in 62-4 when Albinus was Procurator.
The holy inner Court was
then renovated and a large gate was erected between the Court of
the Women and the Court of Israel.
Timber had been obtained for
. 149
further building, but rebellion came in A.D. 66.
Josephus (Ant~ 15:417. B.J. 5:193-206) describes a 5 x 35 feet
stone balustrade ($rt541(H'T"CS ).i"/},vc)~
).which separated the
outer Court of the Gentiles from the two stairs of fourteen and
five steps, that led up to the platform where the temple proper
stood.
A Jew passing this balustrade came first to the Court of
the Women, then the Court of the 50ns of Israel and then the Court
of the Priests.
This whole area is often called the temple
(
,
I
.
(IEpOV
) and the real shrine is called the Vr(Ot;.'
The Gentiles
who brought offerings were permitted to c~me to the balustrade, but
the high wall at the top of the inner stairs prevented them from
In this high wall were massive
even looking at the other Courts.
gates, with the "Beautiful" on the east.
The Priest's section
round the altar was marked off, and a further flight of steps led
150
up to the shrine itself.
The barrier wae not the high wall at
the top but the low balustrade (about 5 feet according to Barth)
which 'from a physical point of view could be crossed easily.
,

Gentiles were warned in Greek and Latin inscriptions on bronze
151
plaques
fixed on pillars that capital punishment was imposed
for trespassing beyond this low partition.
heeded by tha Roman authorities themselves.
A. Eder&heim/

The warning wae

•.

99.
A. Edersheim describes the Court of the Gentiles, or what the
Rabbis called the Mount of the House, as being wider on the west
side and more and more narrow respectively on the eaet,' south and
.
north.
It was called the Chol or profane place, for Gentiles
152
had access and would find the market place.
The Court of the
Gentiles was paved with variegated marble and was a rough square
of 750 feet.
In this court, tradition places the eating and
sleeping apartments for the Levites, the money-changers. tables, .
,

etc.

At the end of the court was the barrier or Soreg.

The significance of the Soreg is given i.hM.Sanhedrin 916, which
say~ that the stranger who trespasses the Soreg~will die by the
"
hand of God.M.Kelim 1.8 speaking of areas of increasing holine~s
says the Rampart (Chel) is holier, for neither idolaters; nor one
who contracted corpse uncleanness may enter it.
The Court of
.
'153
the Women is holier for no "tebal Vom" may enter it •.
,

'"

One Rabbinic reference to an e~rlier timeh ~Middoth 2:3, which
tells how the kings of the, Greeks, the Seleucids, had made
thirteen breaks through the Soreg.
1 Macc. 9~54 records how
Alcimus had ordered the destruction of the wall around the court
, of the temple.
But both Antiochus Epiphanes and Pompey, 'who
entered the Temple, died tragically not so long afterwards~ Titus
who finally destroyed the Temple did not survive long when he
became emperor.
This threat of death is in contrast to Christ who does notki11
those who wish to come, but invites Gentiles and makes it possible
for them to come.
There ~as no real need for pagans to be offended by this
restriction, 154 for in all ancient religions, as well as in Judaism,
there were sanctuaries inaccessible to the ordinary worshipper and
separated by a rail of wood or stone, e.g. the Periclean Entrance
Court·(the Propylae) of the Acropolis of Athens and Artemis.
155
Sanctuary at Gerasa.
Bickermann shows that in Syria the whole
plan of the temple was based on this idea.
A series of fore:courts secluded the sanctum in the rear (or in the middle) of the
complex.
Warnings against the trespassing upon holy ground were
placed at the gates leading to heathen temples.

A stone block

on Mt. Hermon had the notice "on the order ·of the greatest and
holy/

100.
holy God, from here (i.e. inwards) only the covenanters"
.
156
(cf. Ps. 2413).
,
.

Two inscriptions have been found which prssumably come from
Herod's temple.
One is complete and ia in the Archaeological
157
Museum, Istanbul.
It was found by Clermont Ganneau and
announced on 6 february 1871.
He could not report his discovery
in Paris because of the franco-Prussian war, eo he wrote a letter
to the Athenaeum and later published a full discussion and
facsimile in Revue Archeologigue, xxiii (1872).158
The inscription statesl-
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This means "no man of another nation to enter within the fence
and enclosur~ around the temple, and whoever is caught will have
himself to blame that his death ensues".
It was found only 50
metres from the Haram es Shariff and utilized for repairs of the
Medresse, probably in the 16th century.
It ia not absolutely
certain that it comes from· the time of Herod the Great, but it
does confirm the exact scrupulous descriptions of Josephus.'
Another inscription was discovered over sixty years latsr and is
in the Palestine Archaeological Museum, Jerusalem.
Accepting the fact that those who crossed the barrier unlawfully
risked their lives, we must ascertsin how this took place.
The
inecriptions do not give any information about legal procedure.
We know th~t in 4 B.C. Herod ordered the punishment by death of
those who tore down the golden eagle which he had erected over
159
the great door of the temple,
but this was before the resumption
of direct Roman rule under the Procurators.
Some believe that
160
punishment wss left to the hand of heaven.
The inscription
speaks of a person being caught.
God would not have to wait for
c
...
oJ,
,
J
',.
is an equivalent of A ,"'''~~I
, this , £,IIIJTW
, 6t1"1'"IOS E-cr~1l(1
which is a ctilloquialiem meaning "or else".161
Jewish/
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Jewish religious conviction would see nothing wrong in killing
. the offender (John 1612).
Numbers 1151 orders that the common man who comes near the temple
be put to death.
There is rabbinical evidence of death for those
162
ministering at the altar in a state of impurity.
Bickermann
draws the parallel with Paul's friends in Ephesus, who were seized
by a heathen multitude and brought into a popular assembly in the
theatre as guilty of sacrilege against Artemis (Acts 19:29), but
he does not mention Ephesians 2114 ae a possible parallel.
The writers of the inscription had to reconcile modern ideas of
deliberate intention with the ancient principle of automatic
action.
In practice, execution of the sentence depended upon
163
Levitic watchmen who acted as police in the temple.
We must enquire whether Jews at this time would be allowed to
. .
164
execute offenders.
This is still disputed among scholars.
John 18:31 states (and the Synoptics appear to assume) that the
Jews could try but could not execute.
This appears to be
165
correct.
There are evidences of trials (e.g. of Jesus) and
of executione, whera the authorities turned a blind eye to the
166
mob.
The archaic procedure (Lev. 24:14-16, Oeut. 17:7).of
community action by stoning 167 would not easily be stamped out by
legal enactments.
It may well be that one governor,allowed more
latitude than othere. 168
It would follow historical precedents if the Jews lost ths "ius
gladii" (the legal privilege of exerCising capital punishment)
in A.D. 6 when Judah became a Roman province. 169 Josephus
(BJ 2.117) describes the first Roman Procurator Coponius as
invested with the power of life and death by Caesar. 170 Barrett
points out that a governor would have thie authority, but that this
does not mean that competent law courte were deprived of theirs.
In support of Jews being able to try and condemn is the fact that
the Sanhedrin has all the necessary regulatione.
The most satisfactory conclusion is that Jews could try and condemn,
but the authority to execute remained with the Roman procurator.
He did not always interfere or retaliate when the Jews took the law
into ,their own hands.
Tb,"/
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Thus the temple barrier seems 'a likely interpretation of the
middle wall, but there are the following objections I·
(a) Language.
None of the usual architectural terms are used in Ephesians
, c.
,
, used of the
There were four terms 1 (i) 70 I£Po",
2:14.
whole complex or of the temple proper.
The LXX avoided the
l/

pagan connotation by using «r'o", but were less scrupulous
,
after the Maccabean victory. (ii) VGrOS
, used of the
shrine itself. (iii) nE.fl!3d,\()s which was the wall that
encompassed the holy terr~ce within the outer court (the LXX,
Josephus and Philo (de Spec. leg. 1171) use this word to
describe the enclosure of the temple). (iv) S,':,,1Y/'f70S
( ft1fO)
which we have seen was the stona barrier which
.0
stretched across the outer court to protect the flight of
stairs leading up to the inner court and to which the warning
inscriptions were fixed.' Hcq-tf-ro,)(ov
is never ussd in
connection with any of these words.
(b) It was an unauthorised fence.
(c) ~ould the readers be expected to know about it?17l
(d) Would the writer use the illustration if the temple were still
172
standing? i.e. Would it be a valid argument?
173
(e) If it was not still standing, how relevant would it be?
(f) Would it be tactful?
It would divide Jewish snd Gentile
Christians afresh, rather than heal, since we can scarcely
envisage the Gentile readers keeping the letter to themselves.
They would tell the Jews that the writer says "your ~all has
174
been removed".
Of these objections (a) is the only serious one but, as we have
already observed, it is difficult for any suggestion as to what
the middle wall might be.
Perhaps because the author is using
the idea for a theological meaning he does not use the more
common term.
(b) is irrelevant.
The fence was there with the inscription,
whether it was legal or not.
If written to the Ephesiane, there
was Trophimus to repeat ad nauseam what had happened to him.
If
Ephesians was originally a circular letter, the Trophimus incident
relsted to 2114 could be a resson why the letter became known as
Ephesians.
175
(c) The readers would know the Old Testament
(unless they only
had portions, e.g. the Teetimonies).

off

They would probably know
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of the tabernacle, of Solomon's and Ezra's temples, also of
176
Ezekisl's grandiose plans for the future.
They possibly knew
of the tradition of the torn curtain in the temple itself.
Epheeians2 proceeds to mention the temple and a part of a
177
building (the cornerstone).
(d) It makes a vivid illustration (cf. 1 Thess. 2c16, Mark 13)
but is rather provocative when he is writing of Jew and Gentile
being one (see f).
(e) The fact that it was no longer there, strengthens the
178
argument that the barrier has been removed.
(f) is more serious, but Jewish-Christians were a minority and
Jewish false teachers perhaps on the increase.
John 2122
depicts Jesus ss deliberately ,giving the impression of the
destruction of the temple.
Th e t emp 1 e barr~er 179 i s th ere f are a poss~°bl e ill us t ra ti on. It
is not so obvious nor so widely accepted by exegetes as to .
preclude other possibilities, which we now tabulate despite
180
Olshausen's warning that such investigation is a waste of time.
But since no suggestion receives total acceptance today, we must
discuss any likely alternatives.
The barrier cannot be safely
used to date Ephesians,181 but if Ephesians is by Paul the barrier
0

ie more explicable than if the letter is by a later Paulinist.
Paul as a Jew could crose the barrier, his Gentile disciplee
could not.
4.4.3.2

The fence around the law.

, The clear connection of the middle wall with law (either in
apposition to it, or to ths hostility it causes) suggests we might
think of the fence placed around the law b~ the tradition ~f the
182
elders.
The Rebbis described the violation of their teaching
as reminiscent of breaking through the Sinai boundary.
In the
rabbinical document Pirke Aboth, which may contain elements from
early New Testament times, there is the commandment to "build B
,
\' h I..
183
fsnce around the law" ( ,..., 1 , )/ ( ) It 0 ).
r

'T'

T •

0

This probably describes rabbinical interpreters of tha law and
indicts false prophets like those in Ex. 13:10 for being critical
of the abnormal growth of oral tradition and valuing it at the
expense/

,I
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184
expense of what is written.
Rabbi Aqibah declared that the
18S
tradition is to be the fence around the law.
But this fence, if it were removed, would reveal the law not
remove it, so it is not an apt illustration.
4.4.3.3

The law es a fence for Israel.

This idea like the former comes from the Sinai incident (Ex. 19:12)
where a fence ie erected to keep Israel and anything belonging to
her from approaching the mountain.
Through a spiritual
interpretation, the boundary is understood as being around the
consecrated people of Israel and to be the fence of the law. ~
Letter of Aristeas says that Moses had fenced the Jews "with
',h
t...
J ("
I
impregnable remparts and walls of iron (nlpl€rpItJt.V '1f/«s. "Co/tIt'lrpn"/s

xtpp's,

f(0(~ <rIS'II',.7s

..,£,.,'X£6'III') in order that they might, not

mingle at all with any of the other nations but remain pure in
body and soul, free from all vain imagination, worshipping the one
almighty God above the whole creation.
on all sides through rules of purity' (
)

(139)
1"1

He ,has hedged them

':11' '7'D ()£ v '1cf~$

nt-plE.'ftw!&V

"

(142)." Similar sentiments are found in 1 En. 9316
"a law for all generations and an enclosure (i.e. Pal~stine) shall

Cl<yll'£...I4'S

)

be made for them" (cf. 89:2 and 3 Mace. 3:4).
In Exodus, the law is to protect Israel from the wrath of a holy
God.
The Rabbis changed this to a protection from an evil world
where the fence shows God's protection rather than his hostility.
The shift to the protective sense was achieved by referring to
Lev. 18:30.
In the Sifre on that passage this idea is clearly
seen.
It is linked with Is. 5:1-2, where there is a fence around
the vineyard Israel, and with Gsn. 32:2, which has the angela at
Mahanaim protecting the promised land. 186
In the post-Tannaitic writings, which although late may r"eflect
early'tradition, the fence is identified with God's law itself and
has soteriological and cosmological functions.
The law becomes
"the wall of the wise", "the wall of the world" (Jer. Berakoth 6a,
Lev. R. 76 124a).
CO 1:16 accuses the wicked enemies of Qumran
of removing tha boundary.
Thisl

105.
This interpretation fits the context well, but does not help us
discover the illustration.
We know that in Eph. 2114 the barrier
is related to law.
What we do not know is whether the metaphor
of the law as a hedge liee bshind our word.
The law is a wall
in Lev. R. 26.

o.

8etz may find a fine illustration of Jesus breaking through the
wall and paying the penalty with his own 1ife,187 but Ex. 19112
seems to have little connection with our text, since that wall
excluded Isreel and was a barrier between Israel and God. Howsver
the subsequent tradition of the law being fenced could lead the
author of Ephesians to think of the barrier 1n the temple ae a
further example of Gentile restrictione.
4.4.3.4

The wall of paradise.

This concept comes from linking the barrier of Genesis 3, which
prevented Adam and Eve from returning to Eden and which was caused
by the ein of the serpent, with Eccles. 10:8.
Thi,s says "a
serpent will bite him, who breaks through the wall". L'e'IJI. R. 26
says "the serpent was first to break through the hedge of the
world and therefore become the executioner for all".
It cites
Rabbi Schemuel ben Nachman, cir. 260, as saying "one said to the
serpent, why are you found between the wall ( "f""J '7~)?"
It
answered lIb ecause I have bro ken t hrough t he hedge 0 f ,th e wor 1d " •188
The Syrian father Aphraates (Hom. 23.370f) says "through the fall
. there stands a hedge between men and the tree of life.
Men
cannot surmount this wall, but the tree can spread its branches
wide" (cf. Gen. 49:22).
We saw on p.94 that this thought is
found in The Acts of Thomas 32 and Acts of Philip 48110ff.
It
is alluded to in the Horos of the Valentinians and in the·
\

~

of the Ophites (mentioned by Orige,n (c. Cels.
6131»and by the Mandaeans (LG 430121)
,/,P'-YI"H

4.4.3.5

Kdf'i'fllY(f,

The veil.

At first this seems very attreptive and reminds us of Mk. 15138
and Hebrews 10120, which shows it is something the death 'of
189
Christ has torn
apart.
Support can be found in the Gospel of
Philipl

106.
Philip, "Its veil was rsnt from top to the bottom, for it was
fitting for ~ome from below to go upward" (76).
It was rent not
Just below and above but "from the top to the bottom.
Those from
above opensd for us, who are from below that we might enter into
the secret of the truth" (125).
(The Holy of Holies ia understood
as the bridal chamber.)l90
Heracleon regards the Temple of'21l9-22 as the house of God at
present divided.
The psychics dwell in the outer court eeparated
by a veil from the pneumatics who dwell with Christ. 191
We cannot be certain that Ephesians knew of this tradition end
it is unsatisfactory for our purpose since the veil, like the
Sinai fence kept Jews away as well as Gentiles. 192 However the
writer of Ephesians could have adapted it, just as he adapts
Is. 57119.
He uses the word access in 2118, which is char,acterlistic of Hebrews.
4.4.3.6

The peculiarity of Israel.

193
The wall may refer to the general peculiarity of Israel,
rather
than the specific fence around the law, which was discussed in
4.4.3.2.
Israel regarded herself as a distinct people separated
l94
from others.
The Song of the Vineyard (Is. 512; cf. Mt. 21:33) has Israel set
195 '
apart in a special way.
~ewish particularism is well-known,
"although it is doubtful if one can see its refutation as the
specific purpose of the book of Ruth (a Moabitess becomes the
ancestress of David).
It is clear in Ezra'a and Nehemiah's
attitude to mixed marriages and possibly in Jonah. 196 The Qumran
Community considered itself as something sacrad, as an aternal
, plantation (IQS 8 :4ff) a holy temple (IQS 515ff, 814ff, 9 :3ff)
with a boundary or wall (CD 1116, 19).
Transgressions of the
.
197
law are breaches opened 'in the wall of the law (CD 20125).
4.4.3.7

The law itself.

This has been seen already in the Letter of Aristeas and many think
that here we have the parallel:
This is undoubtedly what tha wall
illustrates, since our passage elucidates the metaphor by referring

tol

107.
to "the law of commandments contained in ordinances".
But this
does not answer the question as to what the original meaning of
the term used by the author would be.
The original meaning of
198
y€.tr';"'o,X ov was not the law.
The law acted as a barrier in two ways.
On the one hand it
199
protected Israel, on the other hand it kept the Gentiles outside.
The law of Moses with all its details formed a wall.
This very
wall is torn down.
Verse 12 made it clear that the Gentilee were
once kept away from Jewish citizenship, constituted through the
200
1aWe
There is a gnostic link here, for heterodox-Jewish circles showed
an increasing tendency to identify the law and the powers. 201
202
H. Schlier thinks that partly under such influence
the classic
second-century gnosticism developed, when the law and the posmic
guardians were no longer distinguished.
Schlier goes so far as
to assume that Ephesians 2:14, 15 presupposes their complete
identification and that Paul preaches the simultaneous destruction
of the powers and the law.. However Ephesians does not explicitly
.
.
203
identify the powers with the law in the way that Gal. 4:3 does.
A New Testament understanding is that the law was intended.as a
hedge or fence to shut in or shut out (Gal. 2,18).
Now the
partition hae served its purpose, having been fulfillsd when ths
Messiah appeared.
"To prolong the separation now, could only be
mischievous and would frustrate the establishment of the universal
kingdom of the Messiah." 204
4.4.3.8

A temple in Ephesus or elsewhsre in Asia Minor.

A letter to Ephesus or written (perhaps in Ephesus) to churches
in Asia centred on that city would meen that an Ephesian temple
would be relevant.
There was the famous temple of Diana or
205
. .
Artemis
and also the earlier worship of the local manifestation
of the mother-goddess by the Cariane, long before the lonians came.
Probably as early as 2,000 B.C. the inhabitants possessed a sacred
stone, believed to have fallen
from Zeus or heaven.
The Greeks
,
called the ,stone ll,on~T£-5 (Acts 19:35).
The hard wooden image
of the goddess became more and more,elaborated with gold and silver
plating.
ThaI

Aprons of udderlike breaste were put on.

108.
The Temple of Paul'a day, which was the fifth on the site, was
built following the burning of the previous one 206 in 356 B.C.
It had an identical plan to'the earlier one, except it was more
elaborate and on a higher platform.
It was four times as large
207
as the Parthenon.
Since it was a temple with a shrine and a
priesthood, there would be some kind of barrier.
The ~ was eurrounded by pillars in'the temple and the whole
was enclosed within a large park, forming a sanctuary. 208
Few scholars, even in the days when "EphElsians" was more widely
accepted as having been written to that church, have, linked this
temple with Eph. 2&14, for prior to the 1871 discovery of the
inscription the Jerusalem temple would be assumed.
G.C. Martin
mentions that the splendour of Diana'e building has been
suggested as lying behind the 'allegory in 1 Cor. :5 and the
209
language of Eph. 2:20, 21.
The Town Clerk of Ephesus calls
,
the city the temple keeper ( V£.WI-rop" v
Acts 19&35).
210
Asia Minor had other temples, e.g. at Pergamum
the temple of
Aphrodite st Aphrodisias, which had the right of asylum given to
it by Julius Caesar, Augustus, Tiberius and othere.
Even if 'the
writer is referring to the temple in Jerusalem, temple imag~y
would not be something completely strange to pagan Ephesian
readers.
This could prevent him from having any inhibitions
211
about using the illustration known to him from a far away land. . ,
The pattern of Greek temples in general developed greatly in the
second half of the seventh century, but then for a millennium
there was little change •
Although Greek religion changed
. considerably from the temple being the centre of popular worship
to being the centre of civil religion, while real religion was
that of the Mystery, yet the principle of the temple remained the
212
same.
This was largely because the temple housed the image of
the god and little else.
The weather in that part of the world
is favourable so sacrifices and other cuI tic activities could
, safely tske plsce in the opeO.
But clearly access to the shrine

.

would have some kind of testriction, that is a barrier, which
Ephesians could possibly have in mind.
,Thsl

I

109.
The Jewish temple prevented people from access because of their
foreign nati~nality.
Elsewhere, especially in the Greek world,
it would be becsuse of uncleanness.
People could be excluded
for political reasons.
But there is hardly a text saying that
foreignere as such were not allowed to enter a Greek sanctuary. 213
214
Greek and native pilgrims now freely mixed in oriental eanctuaries.
Zeus of Panamara in Caria called "all men" to his mystical
215
festivals and promised equal honours to all "at the sacred temple".
Thus the exclusiveness of the Jews in regard to their temple
, would be seen as an aspect of their general isolationism.
There was no religious-social caste in Greece; the priest was
chosen by lot or election end was a public officer.
The devotee
participated in worship by reason of his being a member of a
social group.
The sources of impurity were e~ternal (e.g. childIbirth, death).
In 19 B.C. the date of the Eleusinian Mysteries
216
was brought forward to allow for the initiation of a Hindu •.
But in the time of Isocrates both murderers and non-Greeks were
2l7
barred.
In one sense, the whole Jewish nation was priestly.
They were
the only nation which as a whole submitted to the requirements of
ritual purity.
"The same barrier between sacred and profar,le,
which separated the ceremonially clean in Greece from others and
marked off the priestly caste in the orient, set Israel apart from
other natione." 218 Thus in Jerusalem laymen took eacrifices to
the altar, they observed the sacrifices and represented the people
of Israel.
People were not exclUded because they were foreigners
ae euch, but because they did not belong to the priestly race.
In other religions the sancta was inaccessible to the crowd, not
because of nationality, but because the crowd formed the laity.
The ·New Testament teaches that Jesus ends this division and makes
his followers a kingdom of priests (Rev. 1&6).
4.4.3.9

The barrier of Hades.
I

Eusebius hss the term <Pfdrr/"os in his description of Abgar of
Edeasa's request to Jesus to visit him.
"Thomas therefor~ sent
Thaddeus who preached about Christ's coming and mission, how Christ
humbled/

110.

This legend probably arose as support for Edessa's claim to be a
church with an ancient tradition going back to the time of the
apostles.
This does not seem directly relevant, but is valuable
for possible links between Ephesians and a gnostic cosmic wall.
The reference to Hades may recall Eph. 1120, 4:9 and 5114.
We
cannot be certain if Thaddeus had any other particular barrier 1n
mind when he epeake of the barrier of Hades.
4.4.4

A cosmic barrier.

Many people in the ancient world believed in such a

barri~r

and

Ephesians hints at the world being in the iron control of evil
powers.
Their home was in the seven planete, based on
astronomical ideas of spheres inside of each other creating
.
219
barriers between man on earth and God in heaven. . By Paul's time
"virtually everyone believed in the existence of these beings
(intermediaries) whether he called them demons or angels or simply
spirits.
This meant that a soul had a dangerous journey through
the planetary spheres to heaven.
There would also be a war
between the heavenly and earthly spheres as in Iranian and later
in gnostic mythology.
220
f.C. Baur
was the first to suggest a gnostic influence in Eph.
2114 end more recently H. Schlier has enlarged upon the concept
of the redeemer who destroys the hostile wall (or·fortress, or
wall of fire, or iron) between the godhead and those who are to
be redeemed.
In his commentary, Schlier hae found connections
in Jewish cosmic conceptions of the law.

Beneath the PaUline layer is "the description of" the descent and
ascent of the heavenly Urmensch (redeemer)who on his descent
breaks through the cosmic wall, destroys the hostility in the
earthly region, unites all the faithful with himself and finally
leads them "back into the heavenly pleroma". 221 Schlier and
"
222 therefore see a dependence upon gnosticism and also a
Kasemann
correction of it.
SChlier/

111.

223
Schlier begins his evidence
with the Christian writer Ignatius,
who uses similar terminology.224 While this has parallels to the
Eusebian quotation, the latter according to Schlier is too
different to be dependent upon the former.
, The only real link
between the two passages is the word ~I'I(! f"s.
Since both
Ignatius and Eusebius seem to be talking about the same thing - a
breaching of Hades - and only Ignatius appaars to use Ephesians,
Schlier thinks it is likely that we have the use here of a wider
terminology that links up with the later references which can be
found in the gnostic literature.
Schlier gives Mandaean parallels 225 which would not be expected
r/.J.
to have the Greek words yt<TfI/ 'TO 1 )(~V
or 0P'''.,
ro.,rl>S in any casa.
There is the danger when another language ie used to find
parallel a much more easily than we can in the same language.
The
problem with Ephesians 2114 is not that we do not have similar
ideas of walls and barriers.
Wa have seen that we have these in
abundance.
The problem is.that we do not have any examples of
,
yttrtrro I X 0 V
•
When we use Mandaean and Coptic parallels, we
give evidence which avoids such linguistic problems.

o

226

We are not encouraged to look for parallels when we read C.H.
Dodd's observations on Mandaeanism as "an extraordinary fa~rago
of theology, myth, fairy tale, ethical instruction, ritual
.
227
ordinances and what purports to be history".
There is no real
unity or consistency of thought, but basically there is a
dualistic view of the universe with a realm of light snd a realm
of dsrkness, and a demiurge or creator called Ptahil.
The soul
is a prisoner in this world until death, when it will reach the
realm of light where God dwells, if it succeeds in passing a whole
chain of guardhouses inhabited by hostile demons who eeek to
capture it.
The soul in this life must be equipped for the
Journey by repeated baptisms in running water.
There is also a redeemer myth of Manda d'Hayye (meaning gnosis of
life) or of his son Hibil who descends and fights the powers of
darkness led by Ruha and the planets that rule over the world
. before overcoming the demons at the guardhouses on his aecent to
reunion with the Great Lifa~
There/

I

ll2.
There are many striking parallels in the Right Ginza, which
however in its present form ie late, having references to
Mohammed.
Schlier cites the Mandaean Liturgy 228 which is perhaps
the oldest dated text (third or fourth century A.D.).
This
includes sections for baptisms and masses for the dead.
Schlier
thinks it is s~milar to the Acts of Thaddeus. "The man who
. springs from Tibil knocks a cleft in the house in which the aad
ones await him."
In the Left Ginza the same man knocks a cleft in the fortress,
which holds the sad ones.
"A noble uthra wss sent to me, a msn
who is outstanding in the world ••• He smashed their watchhouses
and made a breach in their fortress and the Seven fled from his
path.
He brought radiance and clothed me in it and brought me
forth with glory from the world.
They all sit in lamentation
for the man who has escaped from the Tibil and made a breach in
their fortress and was brought (or they brought him) forth with
glory from the world".
(GL 3 15 Foerster) "The Redeemer says
to the soul "I shall guide you past the watchhouse at which the
rebels stand."
In this wall, this wall of iroh (Lidzbarski "which encircles tha
world like a wreath") I shall hack a breach for you" (GL 3125).

"
Schlier refers to RG 372.25ff. "Er schlug gegen ihr (der 8~sen)
Firmament und spaltete darin einen Spalt."
other suggested Mandaean parallels do not seem relevant.
"I
showed her (Ruha) a third mystery and split her head open with a
blow" (RGlll).
"However when the wicked said this, I made a
The others give a plausible
breach in their phalanx (RGll2).
interpretation, but they are such late evidence, since even early
Mandaean ie late.
The idea is not found in their early writing
on lead strips or on the magic bowls.
If there is any connection
it is more likely to be a development
rather than the seed of the
,
original thought.
Schlier does not cite LG3:56. "He sent a man
to me, who made me hear his voice.
He opened the doore for me
and came, he split the firmament and revealed himself.
He opened
the doors and came" nor GR15:11 which refers to the walls of
Jerusalem.
"I destroyed.the city of Jerusalem, in which the
blood of my disciples was poured out, I slew the Jews" (destroying
pillars on the outer and/inner walls).
Gnostic/

113.

Gnostic writings have references to barriers, e.g. the anonymoue
and untitled.writing referred to by Lind8mann~29 .146122 haa a
I

separating men and heaven.

,., ¥pfIf nE. T6t(("l'tY

The Acts of Thomas 32: (cited p.94) speaks of the dragon breaking
through the hedge into paradise.
This is the thought we
,
discussed under 4.4.3.4.
It is eaey to eee how this could be
given a cosmic reference.
The Gospel of Philip 76: "Its veil was rent from the top to the
bottom,.for it was fitting for some from below to go upward" (the
holy of holies being the bridal chamber).
This passage la
interesting in showing that a change from a vertical to.a
horizontsl barrier caused no problem~
The Acts of Philip 48:l0ff(cited on p.94).
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The Psalms of Thomas depict the soul as the sister of the Aeons of
light who represent peace, but the devils "liessen nicht ab; mich

"
zu bekampfen,
bis dass sie'eine Mauer g9gen mich gebaut hatten"
" erhoben sich wurden eins mit (mir). Durch
(2117) "meine Bruder
" ausstiessen, erzitterte ihre
einen blossen Ruf, den meine Bruder
Mauer und fie 1 um " (2124b, 25)2.30 1 I 2 epea ka 0 f th e Aeon 0 f peace.

The entire 1 James Apocalypse (NHC v.3) is a reference to ~ow Jesus
can accomplish the ascent through the heavens of tha Archons to the
place of peace.
This knowledge the gnostic does not gain by
himself, first the redeemer himself from above has broken through
the wall to preach to the gnostics.

114.
The Hypostasis of the Archons (NH 2.94) says "There is a curtain
(cf. The Gospel of Philip 76 and 125) between those above and the
aeons which are below.
And a shadow came into existence below
the curtain and that shadow became matter".
In the Hermetic Literature "die Mauer ••• die die Welt Gottes
hermetische von der Welt der Menschen abtrennte, wird vom Verfasser
auf das mosiasche Gesetz bezogen". 231
232
The Odes of Solomon
l7:8ff say "I opened the doors which were
closed and shattered the bars of iron ••• and nothing appeared
closed to me because I was the opening of everything".
The Ode
concludes with words which are applicable to our context, "And they
becsme members to me and I their head".
There are earlier Jewish references to a cosmic, if not a gnostic
wall.
1 Enoch 14:9 has a heevenly wall, which separates the
heavenly from the earthly sphere.
There are also references to a
wall in Qumran, e.g. CO 4:10ff (Schlier 6:7ff). "The wall (i7)Jt'il)
or
Schlierfinds five references to
is built, the law is distant"~
in none does the wall function to separate the
.'7 JJ
..,. fil in QH, but 233
. .
1/~ which means enclosure (i.e. what is
Jews from others.
v ~
234
surrounded, fenced or walled) is found only at CO 4112.
•
This list, most of which is referred to by Schlier is impressive,
but it is also very broad with the Jewish referring to the law and
paradise and the gnostic t~ a barrier above this world, a horos or
limit separating this world from the divine pleroma.
The
composite list is Christian, Jewish and Gnostic, from different
countries and centuries, both early and late.
Schlier a~knowledges
it is a wide variety, but assumes that the same myth lies behind
"
these apocalyptic, rabbinic and gnostic references. 235 Kasemann
~

goes f~rther, in believing that ~/)~r~OS in gnosis was originally
the flesh which separated God, and man.
Christ's death on the
236
cross'meant that the flesh was removed as in circumcieion.

l

In favour of Schlier'e
a)

hypoth~sis

sre the following:-

It explains the juxtaposition in Eph. 2:14-17 of images of wall,
body, new man, building, which are used in gnostic imagery.

It aleo hae the advantage of linking the two kinde of relation:ship, man to man and man to God.
much/

Interpraters have had eo

115.

much difficulty because they, have not realised the author was
using gnostic ideas for what is not in accord with gnosticism.
b)

c)

237
Schl!er's more recent emphasis upon ~ewish cosmic thought
means that he can find sources nearer to the time of
238
Ephesians rather than much later ones, such as the Mandaean.
Gnilka's strongpoint is also that he finds ~ewish rather than
Gnostic parallels, particularly Apocalyptic writings like
Enoch 1419 as well as the cosmic separating wall known in
Hermetic literature.
He shows the author uses the language because it is part of
the conceptual world in which his readers live. 239 It is
always a useful line of attack to use the wespons of an
It is possible for the writer of Ephesians to use
opponent.
gnostic ideas in his a~gument, because he negates them with
I

the verb K~Y~fl?~~S
• The gnostic redeemer myth, if it
were early enough would be admirably suited to show how creation
and redemption are joined in Christ,' since the basic feature of
the myth is the identity of the primal man and the redeemer~40
d)

It was theologically advantageous to Use gnostic ideas, since
it was easier with them, rather than with those of ~ewish
24l
apocalypticism to affirm the unity of the church.

e)

It overcomes the problem that his readers would not understand
the unusual word for the temple barrier.

But against it being cosmic are the following:a)

b)

The barrier in the ~ewish works, Enoch 14:9, Test XII Levi 217;
Greek Baruch 2:1ff, Syr Bar 54:5 (a wall whic~ kept men from
divine mysteries) is not said to be destroyed~
The barrier is found in different places such as hesven, earth,
hades.
,

I

d)

The word Yf~O T~IXDV is never used except in Ignatius, which
•
242
suggests he derived it from reading Ephesians.
If a barrier between earth and heaven is implied, it is through
the exposition of Ps. 68.18.
But if it is implied in £ph. 4a8ff
243
no stress is laid upon it.

e)

No reference to a cosmic barrier can be found in the New

c)

Testament.

f)1

116.

f)

h)

Would the readers understand the reference to a gnostic barrier
any more than they would a reference to the temple?
One might
be part of their culture, the other is definitely part of their
Christian heritage from the Old Testament.
The thought of the reconciliation of the heavenly and earthly
spheres is unthinkable in gnosis, since the matsrial is elien
to the spiritual.
ror gnostic interpreters of (ph. 2:14, the barrier refera to
the Jerusalem temple symbolising the separation of the hylics
and psychics from the place of the pneumatics (the Holy of
244
Holies).
The gnostics claim'to be the only legitimate
interpreters of Paul. 245 "Perhaps because gnostics refer so
often to the wall of partition in the temple in explicating
Eph. 2:14 orthodox avoid this identification" until the
246
sixteenth century.

i)

The disarming of the Principalities and Powers was on the

g)

cross not in Hades.
In view of these difficulties, all that can be said is that a
Jewish cosmic barrier is a probability.
A gnostic one is only
possible if gnosticism is pre-Christian in origin or contemporary.
However all our gnostic evidence is late.

( ,

We know that some of the ingredients of gnosticism had antecedents
in JUdaism and Zoroastrianism and that ideas of the real world
above and of the inferior world of matter are present in Platonism,
but the question is whether the second century hsresies were the
consequence of attempts to superimpose alien philosophical elements,
on a Christian substratum or whether they were systems which
resulted from fitting bits of Christianity into a prior religious
entity, which might take several different forms and could
247
assimilate Mithras, Attis or Judaism.'
Was there an underlying
myth of a descending redeemer which gave to Christianity many of
its ideas of redemption?248
D. Smith suggests that Ephesians and the Gnostics use the eame
249
, traditional material, forming differsnt theological interpretations.
Before his work on Ephesians, Schlisr had attampted to demonstrate
the influence of pre-Valentinian and Mandaean type gn08ticism upon
Ignatius. 250
GnostiCism/

117.

Gnosticism as a detailed system with a redeemed-redeemer is
.
251
unlikely to ~e pre-Christien,
but on the other hand it would
not begin in isolation from preceding thought.
There would be
many first century idees which would become part of second~century
252
.
gnosticism.
It is therefore possible that there is a reference
to a pre-gnostic Jewish cosmic barrier, 253 but the temple barrier
despite its difficulties is more satisfactory then any other,
favoured also by the fact that Eph. 2:19-22 refers to the temple.
The resulting community of the union of Gentile and Jewish
Christian is compared to the house and temple of God.
Jew and
Gentile had access in the new temple announced by the prophets.
4.4.5

What the wall illustrates.

This is shown in the words that follow, but depends very much on·
the punctuation of the passage and whether enmity refers to wall
or to law.
Clement of Alexandria understood the wall as between Jew and
254
Gentile
and this was followed later in the west (e~g. Tertulli~~1.
At first the West like Eastern i~terpreters followe~ Origen and
located it between earth and haaven~56 This continued to be the
main interpretation in the East.
Chrysostom regarded it as
257
between God and man.
The hostility in the flesh is a common
barrier separating us from God.
Because the Jews disobeyed the
law~ it no longer kept the Jews secure but cut them off from God
as well.
Ambrose saw it not only as between Jew and Gentile but
258
as actually within the individual.
In the Middle Ages, Aquinas
takes the wall to be the law, but involves both Gentiles andJew~~59
Scholars of that era knew Latin rather than Greek and therefore
moet followed the Latin tathers and placed the wall between Jew
and Gentile.

.

The middle wall in the context of 2:14 is between the "two" which
must be Jew and Gentile, irrespective of whether in a previous
gnostic song it was between men and God.
The gnostic barrier by
the very essentials of gnostic teaching may be broken through, but
never removed.
The distinction between the heavenly and the
material remains.
The division between Jew and Gentile is ons
.
.
that Christ has taksn away completely.

4.5/

ll8.

4.5

(j t5(J'Q'S

The verb can mean:a)

b)

Set free, e.g. Homer uses of unharnessing horses.
It is used
of setting free from prison and by ransom.
This last use is
in the New Testament (Acts 24:26).
Rev. 1:5 speaks of being
loosed from sin.
It is used of bonds in Rev. 20:3 and, since
laws are binding, we find it used in John 7:23, Mt. 5:19 and
This meani~g hardly suits the present context
John 5:18.
since it is not the wall that is set free but those restrained
by it.
260
It has the sense of demolish in Acts 27:41 and John 2:19
,
(cf. 1 Esdras 1:52).
This is the fundamental meaning here.
The wall no longer remains~

In the New Testament, the word is often in composite form, e.g. for
the destruction of the temple or the abrogation of the law.
When
o. 8etz suggests that Jesus breaks down the law and destroys rather
.
l ~
than simply mak1ng
a break,261 it would be better if K«TN~vr.'
But the writer may not use the stionger word here
were used.
because he wishes to build up the emphasis as he proceeds.
The
force of the passage certainly suggests "demolished", rathe~ than
"breached", as in the Mandaean passages. Gnilka finds a reference
to the destruction of the separating cosmic wall through the
descent of the redeemer from the world of God.
It is the aorist tense suggesting the actual, historical, completed
destruction of the obstacle.262 It is a fact, Christ has died. He
has broken down the barrier in principle~63 Since this is eo, 'the
Ephesians must work it out' in practice.
Jesus broke the wall down by his passive act of dying, not QY an
active deed.
"When he went up to the Passover, he was indignant
at the' use of the Gentile Court as a cattle market.
But he did
not break down the wallar bid st. Andrew or St. Philip to invite
264
the Greek seekers to come up into the Court beyond."
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So far, we have been told that Christ, who is our peace, has made
tw~

entities (Jews and Gentiles) one, destroying the barrier
(illustrated by the temple balustrade) that separated the two
groups.
In this chapter we must ascertain not only what the words of this
section mean but whether all thsse words relate to the participle
/
K~~~PY1~~5
or if any of the words relate more dirsctly to
,
AV~~$ in the previous section.
We do so without any prior
assumption of an earlier draft which did not have some of the words •
.Sincs there is no external.evidence for such a draft and no hymn
has been found, we need only raiss the possibility if the text does
l
not give a coherent meaning as it stands.

oll,..

••

e.XPpcC in the New Testament is the opposite of ,love and friendship
It is an inward attitude, directed in a
and is akin to hatred.

negative fashion towards another, e.g. hostility existed between
Herod and Pilate (lk. 23:12).

It is a work of the flesh (Gal.S:20).

J/

The LXX has EX&/~oS
more than four hundred and fifty times,
usually for:Z~)(. Israel believes that since she is God's people
2
her enemies must be God's anemies, so the hatred is deepened.
like the kindred word X ~'!:.. (LXX f/~l.w )3 it is 'used with
theological connotations in Mal. 1:2, 3 (cf.

:z .'·x
.

in Is. 63:10) •

In 2:14 the word has the article so some specific hostility is
probably in mind.
Presumably it is in contrast to the peace and
reconciliation mentioned in the passage and also linked in some way
to the barrier.
It is dependent on either ). ;(i"""4"5 (with or without "in his flesh")
or upon I<cI"f''''fY1"<Til'S with in his flesh belonging to the same
4
Whichever of these po~sibilities is true, there does
clause.
seem to be some connection or development of thought between wall,
enmitY,flesh and law.

Ifl

120.
If dependent on

"
AV(jet'S

,

it is easy to aee how a barrier causes

division and hostility which are the opposite to peace.

If on

1

one can understand how the law was causing enmity
between Jew and Gentile.
But it is not easy to maintain that
this hostility is actually in Christ's flesh.
Was it through
5
some bsttle within Christ's person?
Was it an internal foe
KC(rtt'f'11 crli(S

,

which he overcame, a temptation to avoid the cross, a struggle to
keep the law and not succumb to a non-fulfilment of its demands?
There is little evidence that Paul thought in this way although
this kind of thinking is in Heb. 5:7, 10:7, John 11:33-35,
In. 12:27.

6

Flesh seems more likely to be parallel to "cross" in

v.16 (perhaps also a parallel to "blood", "in his person" and "in
one spirit") and therefore a reference to his death.
,

I ·

dependent upon AVC-'I' oS or '~CI( TN!,'1,} (1'IXSol
be the instrument "by his flesh".

.•

\

..,,'1 cr~fk,

,tV

Whether
appears to

Our difficulty is that the meaning of the words depends upon the
punctuation and the punctuation is dictated by the, probable
meaning of the words.

All we can do is to start with one

possibility and then look at the alternatives to see which appears
7
to give the better sense.
J

,

\

J'
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A clue may be found in v.16 where einoifr£/VQ'S i"p' £-XI/PUII [II Cl-,rr~
\ '
\
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suggests that it is parallel to ,,/.I(nfS
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Both passages would mean that Christ himself, or by something he
,

has done, has removed the enmity.

The second passage refers to

the hostility between man and God as well as between Jew and
Gentile, since reconciliation to God is definitely mentioned in the
previous clause.
In vv. 14, 15 it is not likely that reconciliation
8

to God is directly in mind,

for the immediate context is about the

hostility between two parties who were separated by the middle wall.
The fundamental thought, therefore, is of hostility between Jew and
Gentile.

The writer would find it impossible to separate from the

deeper enmity between man and God, which was the cause of the
trouble, the removal of which necessitated the temporary stage of
a barrier between Jew and Gentile.

What the enmity was in the

original metaphor is quite secondary.

9

What the barrier represents'

in the Ephesian context is what matters.
We conclude that the hostility our author is thinking about in this
verse, is the division between Jew and Gentile. lO Enmity i~
cIobablv/

121.
probably to be directly linked with middle wall rather than with
lew.
The law was not the enmity, only the occasion of it. ll
"The hatred and variance were occasioned by the existence of a
peculiar people and ~he enjoyment of exclusive privilege." 12
~ews would have so regarded it, but Gentiles would have looked
13
upon it as a dubious privilege.
Hostility was known in

twodirection~

as the following evidence

shows.
5.1.1

J

Hostility of Jew toward Gentile.

This was caused by theological separation and by harsh treatment
14
received from Gentiles.
Basically ~ews loved everyone
and
believed in a stranger's right to food, clothing and shelter
(cf. Lev. 19:34).

But even when no animosity was felt, the

~ew

kept himself apart; he was "always different, always separate,
15
always exclusive".
This attitude is very old in ~ewish tradition.
Even before the law was received, Isaac had no say in the choice of
his bride, who must come from his own people (Gen. 24).
The
redemption from Egypt and the receiving of the law emphasised this
particularity, which·developed still further after the return from
exile in Babylon.

The reforms of Ezra and

Nehemia~

stressed that

they were the people of the law.
Post-exilic

~udaism

oscillated between the two poles of universalism

and exclusivism.
On the former, more positive side, we have the
mission of the servant and of Israel to the nations.
Trito-Isaiah
presents the conversion of the nations as a participation in the
cult of the Temple of Jerusalem (Is. 56:6-7, 60:7 cf. Hag. 2:7-9).
On the exclusive side, Daniel and his three friends are virtuous
because they have no table communion with the Babylonians (Dan. lIB).
Tobit prides himself on his particularism (1:10-12, 4:12. cf. ~ob
22:16, 30: 1_13).16 This attitude inevitably caused mutual hatred
and disdain.
The animosity is seen in the Old Testament, even in hatred for
Edomites, whom Israel regarded as children of Esau and therefore
17
descendants of Abraham.
w.O. Davies shows that as early as
Habakkuk (605-600 B.C?) the tendency had arisen to set the hostile
Gentile/

122.
. 18
Gentile nations over against the "Israel of God".

Ezekiel (38

and 39) portrays the destruction of the Gentile armies of Gog and
when speaking of the restoration of Israel (37) he does not extend
the hope to the Gentiles in the way that ~eremiah does (~er. 16:19;
12a16, 17).
Jewish pride would be very provocative, but any

~ewish

hatred of

Gentile neighbours in Palestine would naturally increase after
19
Antiochus Epiphanes.
Their reaction to Gentile opposition is
seen in ~udith, Esther, Daniel and 1 and 2 Maccabees.
Qumran takes this hatred one stage further (IQS 1:4-10, 9:21 and
2:4_1D~O If the Qumran community professed implacable hatred to
the enemies within Israel, it would certainly show it to the
.
.
21
pagans, even if they were not apostates but simply blind.
When the

~ews

finally won their freedom, their hatred would

diminish a little but with defeat in the A.D. 66-73 war enmity
became irrevocable.

This war to the end took a point of no

return in Sept. 66 when the ~ews killed all the Romans in the
Antonia Garrison. 22 Long after the war, the synagogues in A.D. 85
inserted a test clause into their daily congregational prayers
known as the 18 Benedictions.

This clause which cursed Nazarenes

and heretics enabled Christians to be detected by their silence
23
and meant they could not participate in ~ewish synagogue worship.
The definite breach with Christians (and Gentiles) came after the
failure of the Bar Cochba revolt.
When ~ews refused to recognise
~esus as Messiah, they naturally attacked Christians with bitterness
24
,for claiming to take over their prerogatives.
They may have hated
~ewish co-patriots who were Christians more than they disliked
Gentiles.
Rabbinical evidence shows this animosity,25 although much would be
precaution.
Suspicion would soon lead to hatred, although
unconsciously Jews had been accepting many Hellenistic ideas. 26
Christian

~ews

would carry aspects of this exclusiveness with them

into Christianity, but a change soon came.
writers were mostly
fathers was a Jew.
1n/

The New Testament

but, as far as we know, none of the Church
The ~ewish-Christians became a small minority.27

~ews

123.

28
In the period before A.D. 70,
the tensions within Jewish thought
were reflected also in the beginnings of Christian theology.
The
,early conflict is seen in Acts 6:1.
Jews would show this
hostility to Christians.
They were active in Polycarp's
martyrdom which is said to be their usual practice. 29 Bar Cochba
is said to have harried the Christians. 30 This was only a small
part of the hostility that Christians received, since Christians
were soon predominantly Gentiles and the' Jews had no political
power.
5.1.2

Gentile hatred towards the Jew.

This aspect of enmity would be partly an expression of retaliation
and partly sheer frustration with folk who insist~d they were not
· only separate but superior.
Gentiles would be unlikely to sit
back when statements were made like "every Israelite is worth as
31
much as all people together".
After the battle of Panium in 198 B.C., the Jews had to pay the
Seleucidae one third of their crops.32 It is well-known how
Antiochus IV banned sabbath observance and circumcision and placed
a statue of Zeus in the temple.
There were persecutions and
pogroms which have continued until' this century.
The friends of
Antiochus VII (Sidetes), forgetting that Antiochus IV had shown the
same exclusiveness in reverse, urged him to exterminate the Jews
because "alone of all nations they refuse all fellowship and
33
intercourse with other nations and suppose all men to be enemies".
What was offensive about Christianity in the eyes of the Gentiles
was'to a considerable extent its inheritance from Judaism, whereas
the Jews could not help it, through accident of birth.
Ep Barnabas
14:3-4 says the original tablets of the covenant of the Lord were
shattered at 5inai and that Israel had never an authentic covenant
with God.
Christians adopted Abraham as the father of the
faithful (Eus H E 1.4.6).
They altered the day of the Sabbath
(Ign Magn 9:1) and fast days (Did. 8:1) and treated other Jewish
customs as from anti-Christ., The sabbath change had a theological
reason, but there was no theologic~l reason why fast days had to
34
be different,
except to ensure that the days were not in close
proximity to the first day of the week.
thel

Jesus had been against

124.
the Pharisees (the popular leadere) who were represented by the
elder son (Lk. 15) or the workers who said they would work but did
35
not go into 'the vineyard.
The Acts and John are both more
36
favourable to the Romans than they are to the Jews.
Whenever Ephesians was written, whether before

~r

after A.D. 70,

relationship might be amicable within the church, but outside of
the church and in contact with Jews it would be different.

"In a

world which was rather proud of its universal philanthropy" due to
the influence of Stoic philosophy, the Jew with his arrogant
isolationism came necessarily to be regarded as "the enemy of the
37
Under Domitian, tax
human race" and to be treated accordingli.
was exacted with great severity in line with his general attitude
as the determined opponent of the Jews.
The conversion to
.
38
Judaism was punished with heavy penalties.
Gnosticism also
became anti-Jewish and the inferior demiurge is identified with
39
the god of the Jews.
The metaphor for the psychics who were the
40
lowest class in the Gnostic division of mankind was Jew.
But the New Testament as a whole, as well as Eph. 2:15,
wider vision.

ha~)

a

We have the paradox of Jesus' narrowly restricted

ministry, preparing the way for his ministry among the nations
through his disciples.

This ministry is possible because ,of his

death (Mt. 26:28, Lk. 22&20, 1 Cor. 11:25, cf. chapter eight below).
The message goes out for all the people of the wor1d.(Mk. 16&15,
Mt. 28:19, Acts 1:8).41
Ephesians is saying this oneness should be reflected in the
5.1.3

church~2

Theological enmity.

The cause of the enmity is explained in 2:14-17 as being the result
of the separating influence of the Mosaic economy.

This tension

is not merely Jewish fanaticism, for separation had its place in
the divine economy.
God intended this separation between Jew and
Gentile.

It .was pedagogic, but now Christ has come and removed it

and brought blessings that could not have been otherwise~3 Christ
44
has removed the barrier so love must be stressed.
Unity ie, and
muat be seen in the church, like that of husband and bride.
1e what God intends for his people (Eph. 1:5-7).
This/

It

125.

This suggests a theological enmity is in mind rather than a
political or a social one.
But since Judaism was a church as
45
much ae a nation
the different kinds of enmities cannot be
separated.
A further trace of thie division might be "every name
that ie named" referring to Jew and Gentile.
But this ie more
likely to be a reference to angelic or demonic beings that reside
46
in the heavens
or deitiea who are invoked (Acts 19:13). Col. 1:4
shows the same unity "love to all the saints" (Jew.and Gentile),
cf. "neither Greek nor Jew" (3:11).
Paul and his school realised that barriers existed but tri~d to
break them down (1 Cor. 9:20-22).
He believed all Christians
were one in Christ Jesus.
. Opponente of Paul 'would say that he was recreating barriers and
dividing himself from his own nation along different frontiers and
making them higher and more impenetrable.

This was not his

intention.
He would blame Jewish folly and blindness.
The Jews
47
had stumbled at the stumbling stone.
The Jewish Messiah was:
Jesus Christ, who had·an even greater role as the Saviour, of all
men.

The context of Ep~esians does riot suggest there was a

problem in the church or churches addressed even if there was'
elsewhere and in the world 6utside, Ephesians, is more of a
48
theological meditation showing what Christ has done.

We heve elready dismissed the possibility that the enmity actually
lies in'the flesh of Christ (5.1 and note 200 of chapter four), ,
'i'

which if it were possible, would perhaps still require a ?v before

e:v 1,'1'" C""«rHt / .
)'

\

It is not likely either to be hostility in his
flesh, referring to his kinsman (as Rom. 11:14). .This interpretat, 49

lion is possible but not suitable here,
since the passage appears
to be referring to the literal flesh of Christ.
S.H. Turner
rightly criticises ~uch a view. 50 It is not simply "flesh"-for
51
this is to omit the article.
The cx.JToV makes it clear it is
the flesh of Christ, rather than in the Pauline sense of contrast
to the spirit.
Paull

126.
Paul regards flesh as weakened by sin and can only go as far as
to say that Christ comes in the likeness of sinful flesh (Rom." 8:3).
I Tim. 3:16 (usually regarded as post-Pauline) has the more
" 52
positive use of the word, but Eph. 2:3 is nearer to the normal
53
Pauline meaning of flesh.
In Eph~ 2:14-17 we have Pauline
terminology, «flesh, law; commandments, reconpile, cross, but
flesh is used differently.«54
The Pauline usage ie fairly broad.

It is used for the earthly
,
sphere in Rom. 11 :14.
In the phrase "flesh and blood",
. ,
~~pj (
means to live on earth in the body as a man.
He can
use the ter~ for ordinar~ human fle~h (1 Cor. 15:39, 2 Cor. 12:7,
Gal. 4:13).
In Ephesians it"is likewise the physical part of man
,
55
and does not offer an evaluation of man as a whole.
It belongs
to the earthly man in sin (2:3) and weakness (6:12, 2:15, 5:29).
It is a neutral term without any negative overtones.
It is "
Johannine rather than Pauline (cf. In. 1~14).56 The writer of the
fourth Gospel as in the Johannine epistles may be opposing"
Cerinthus and Doceticism.

If Ephesians is post-Pauline and linked

with the Ephesus region, the writer may also find it advisable to
stress the real humanity of Jesus in an area where Cerinthus was
active. 57
The passage must refer to something Christ does in his flesh in
,
relation to the hostility (whether linked with the verb )u~~s or
~
the verb Kcv-r&-pY1 C"III'S ) .
Having established that i t is the flesh
of Christ, we must decide whether" this is a reference to his
earthly life or to his death, or the body of Christ in the mystical
sense of Jew and Gentile.
The last is possible because of the way
in which the writer uses subsequently the terms "body" and "new man"
(2:15, 16) and "flesh" in chi 5:29, 31.
a)

58

A reference to Christ's incarnation has been suggested,
but
this would only be likely if there was a previous draft of
2:14-17 which had no reference to the word cross.
It is
conceivable that like Gal. 4:4 it could refer to Christ
becoming man and in this passage provide the sequence of
birth (15) and death (16).
But "blood" has already been
mentioned and 1:7 shows that the writer understands salvation
as depending upon the death of Christ.

b)/

127.
, b)

It could1be his earthly life, or his humanity (parallel to
"he himself,,);9 the place where Christ has acted.. to end the
hostility.
But the same objections can be made as were
raised in the preyious sugges~ion.

c)

A third possibility is a reference to the Eucharist.

This

would be in the mind of a sacramental Christiari, but is
unlikely to be in the forefront of the thought of Ephesians,
,
,
60
since the writer scarcely refers· to the Eucharist.
Only .John
can be said with any likely possibility to use flesh in this
connection (.John
d)

6:53ff)~

The mystical intsrpretation of body meaning the church must be
rejected, since that body is the result' of the work in Christ's
flesh, not the msans whereby it is achieved.

e)

It is thus in all

~robabilitya

reference to Christ's

death~

This is supported by· the words "blood" (v. 13) and "cross"
.
,
61
(v. 16) and by the connections ~ith Col. 1:22 and 2:14 •
.Jesus when in the flesh was a .Jew, ,he was under the law, (Gal.
4:4~David's

son, sent to the lost sheep of the house of Israel

(Mt. 10:5f, 15:24).
As long as he was in the flesh, the law
had validity for him, but this validity ceased for him with
his death (Rom. 7:4, 10:4, Gal',2:19, 20).62
Why does the author use "flesh" and not "death"?· ,It is not just
a question of wishing to have variation in the language, since he
has not yet used the word, nor will he do so in the rest of the
passage (cf. blood 13 and cross 16).
Reasons for the use of the
term "flesh" could be:a)

To ahow that Christ does not die as a private individual but
in a real inclusive sense.
He dies "in our nature with all
its wesknesses".63 Flesh may be connected with "one body" in
2:16 and the idea of one flesh in 5:31.
Flesh thus shows the
,
64
link with those whom he redeemed,
like Eve produced from the
same flesh.

But this i,s to imagine the author had chi 5 in

mind when writing chi 2.
It fails to see that flesh is
essentially a reference to his death.
b)/,

)

128.
b)

He wants a word which speaks of Christ's physical body, given
in death, that will link with the subsequent words, cross and
blood.
The word "body" in view of 2:16 is not sufficient
for it would imply Jew and Gentile.

c)

A parallel term to body.. But flesh refers to Christ alone.
Body in 2:16, if it is Christ's body, also includes Jew and
Gentile.

d)

To stress it was a human life which was given in death.

The

author might wish to do this, irrespective of whether there was
a danger of Doceticism.
Christ actually shed his blood.
The
context suggests that flesh refers to Christ's body given in
death, wh~ch was the instrument in bringing unity.
....

\
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H~re

there are three words which have

, ov

,.

J
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som~

link together.

They

must therefore be discussed not only separately but also
This will enable us to see whether each word has
collectively.
something to say in particular, which mayor may not qualify the
others in some way, or whether they are merely repetitive' for
emphasis.

Ephesians' pleonastio use of words has been noticed
65
'
frequently.
We compare the various words for law in Ps. 119,

law,.h ~T~= testimonies, 0 "7J~.g = precepts,
£VTO)t.C';:-S ) 0 ~/~ n
.. = statutes, .ft. f'J»
=' commandments,
:.
66
. 0 ~ U• IJ,/YJ
=
ordinances,'
11."1
=
word,' ;7, D X' = praise •
:'
T~
TtPSt 119 has no equivalent word for SfYr~
It might be deemed
too negative in a Psalm which praises the law.
But Ephesians
requires a more negative word.
The meaning of the terms in the
Old Testement is different from what it is in Ephesians, yet the
number of words in PSt 119 is primarily for variety and to stress
e.g.
(LXX

i17- 1'1:7=

the law in all its aspects.

Likewise Ephesians employs a large

and ornate expression, accumulating more or'less synonymous
substantives in his customary manner.
\

5.3.1

,

Toy vOfoV'

This is the only use of 'the word .1n Ephesians and it is used in
connection with a divisive force among men.
It is linked with a
.

,

strong negative word Kr%'Tdtpr 1(i"tt'$ (see section 5.6).
divisive/

I

This

129.

67
divisive aspect is often claimed to be different from Paul.
But
Paul does imply this in Rom. 3:2 and 9:1-5 which show how the Jews
were different from others through the privilege of possessing the
Similar to .Ephesians is .the thought that the law closed the
door of grace to Jews as well as others (Rom. 2:17-20, 9:30-33,

law.

Phil. 3:9, Eph. 2:8) and that Christ has opened to all (Rom. 1:16,
10:11-13, 16:26).
Paul uses the word

,

voro~

only in four letters, Romans, Galatians,

1 Corinthians and Philippians (also in Timothy and Titus).

He

uses it normally of the Mosaic law, which prior to his conversion
he assiduously observed.
But the word for him does have a number
68
of considerably divergent meanings.
M. Grant suggests he is
helped here by the LXX use of the word, which means he need not
69
. always use it in the revelatory sense of the Jewish Torah.
He
can use it as something tyrannical (e.g. as Galatians) which needs
to be removed.
We reserve discussion of this aspect until section
5.6, when we will need to reach a conclusion on whether the Pauline
view of the law is essentially different from Ephesians.
aftar his conversion accepted that the law was still

Paul

appl~cable

to

Jewish believers (Rom. 2:25, 3:1ff, 31, 7:12, 1 Cor. 7:18). He
also insisted that he belonged to this Jewish heritage (1 Cor. 9:20,
2 Cor. 11:22ff).
He, howev~r, protested when people insisted thet
Gentiles must observe it.

At times he might appear inconsistent,

shaving his head (Acts 18118), circumcising Timothy .(Acts 16:3),
But he insists. he. is free to do eo
and perhaps Titus (Gal. 2:5).
70
His conversion would affect his attitude to the law.
or not.
While still believing the word of God was revealed in the divine
oracles, he would find that his call to preach the gospel to the
Gentiles would be a powerful factor in the dethronement of law in
71
his own mind.
The law had led him to the sin of sins,'persecutling the church.
Moreover he finds that Gentiles are being saved
apart from the law and Jews are hindered from being saved by the
law.
Salvation he now sees as no longer depending on the law but
on Christ.
We are not captives to the law, but have the new life
of the spirit (Rom. 7:6), being set free by the law of the Spirit
,
72
(Rom. 8:2) or of Christ (Gal. 6:2).
Galatians also speaks of the
law ~s inadequate to save and thereby bringing tyranny and bondage"
from which Christ sets ~s·frBe (5~1).73
Thel

130.

The law as a moral standard remained and was established by the
migh~

Gospel (Rom. ,3131).

Christians should not sin that grace

abound (Rom. 6:15).

The law made sin appear in its true light

and made men realise they were sinners (7:9) even stimulating
sin (715).
Ephesians, like Paul in Romans, believes the law is given by God
himself.

The law is good and authorised by God as one of the

great kindnesses to the Jewish people and a wall of protection.
But the sinister strength of sin had a poisoning and degrading
influence.

The same law, the wall of protection is converted
into a wall of separation.
The law impeded the Jsws to extend
the hand to the Gentile and shut up the door to the pagan who
74
wished access to the covenant and promise of God.
We have
noticed in the previous sections that the law isolated the Jews
from the nations not only in the realm of religion, but also in
political, social and hygienic areas.
pa~t

There could be no taking
75
in public games and exhibitions and no serving in the army,

The law is not something second-rate given by angels (as Gal. 3:19
or Heb. 2:2 might imply).76

A. Ritschl saw a different understand-

ling of the Mosaic law in Galatians from Colossians on the one hand
and Romans on the other, and that these two incompatible uses stem
77
.
from the personal experience of Paul. . Sieffert explained the
difference as having no incongruity since Galatians deals with the
ceremonial and Romans with the moral side.
There was also
78
developmen~ of thought.
It,has been suggested that in Galatians
the law given by angels, which provokes transgression and enslaves,
is like the trial of Job, which God can use despite its origin in
79
demonic angelic powers.
It has also been alleged that Paul's und~rstanding of the Jewish way
of salvation is different, that to the Jew it was really not by

,

works, but on the contrary it was by grace.

Only by excessive and
consistent sin could one put himsel~outside the covenant.
it was
80
not a case of weighing merit.
If Ephesians is by Paul and Paul is consistent, he is not
of the abrogation of the 'law but of some aspect of it.

sp~aking

We

therefore diecuss whether the writer ie referring to .the law in .
general, the Jewish law or its ceremonial aspect. Sl .
Paull

131.
Paul is usually explicit, if he means law in a general sense. 82

It '

cannot be the general law here since that kind of law would not
83
divide Jew and Genti1e.
It must therefore be the Jewish law that
is in mind unless the general word for law is qualified by the two
84 '
This geems unlikely, for if the law were
words that follow.
moving from a general'reference to law to a Jewish one, the writer
would be more specific.

When Paul uses the word law other than

for the Mosaic, it is clea~ fro~ the context, e.g., Rom. 2:14-15,
3:21, 7:22, 3, 8:2, 9:31, Gal. 6:2.
The reference is to the
Jewish law, which is the law of God.

The subsequent two words

qualify by showing the aspects which caused separation from
85
Gentiles.
A

5.4 Twy

I

\

A

Gvrol\WV

The early church which lived i~ a different culture from ours
would not be so expert as we are in dividing the law neatly into
moral and ritual aspects, but they would rather emphasize aspects
,
86
,of it.
The aspect'of law which caused the barrier was "the
commandments consisting in d8crees,,~7 which made Israel separate,
rather than the aspect of incentive to upright living and holiness,
which Gentiles without the law would be expected to observe.
The singular word is used in 6:2 for one of the commandments.

The

plural here is simply definitive or explicative to let readers
know it is the Mosaic and a specific law that is in mind, rather
It shows the aspect
than some general law of the universe.
demanding separation, which revealed a difference between Jew and
88
Gentile. /J;YfQ''i'"1 v
emphasizes this aspect still' further.
A
similar phrase in Heb. 7:16'is used of Me1chizedek, who came not
according to a legal requirement ( V6 P"v Lv TO>";'
) concerning
bodily descent, but by the power of an indestructible life. This
refers to the Jewish regulations which insisted that the High
Priest must be from the line of Aaron.
This suggests that in
Ephesians the plural word is referring to and stressing the large
number of the regulations of the Jewish law which disqualified
others.
"The law's many rules and, regulations were intended to
keep the Jewish nation separate and its belief in the one God safe,
until God could m,ake himself more widely known.,

Jesus Christ is

the point of' union where hUman beings can become'a single new
89
humanity.n
It was these aspects, rather than general principles
as/

132.
as exemplified in the Decalogue, which marked out the Jew.
5.4.1

The significance of ' the genitive.
J

The genitive followed by tv is typical of Ephesians and is found
in 1:17, 2:7, 22 and 3:4 linking two similar words in each case.
In 2:15 we have three concepts of similar meanirig.
The restrictive sense is unlikely;

"he has abolished the law (that

A noun in apposition (in the
is only) the commandments".
accusative) would,have been more appropriate for this.
I n non- Pau Ii ne lit era t ure, th e gen~. ti ves 90 seem e ith er t 0 s t reng th en
by repetition or to enlarge upon the content.
Many would reflect
the genitive of quality, which is the semitic equivalent of an
adjective, e.g. there are several instances in Hebrews "word of
power", "sufferings of death",. "deceit of sin", "word of hearing",
"law of commandment", "word of exhortation", cf. "the world of

.'

,91

unrighteousness" (James 3:6),and "the word of truth" (2 Tim. 2:15).
Ephesians 2:15 is thus referring to the kind of law which deals
It is th~s akin to the idea of content "the law
with commands.
92
.
of commandments consisting in decrees".

.

,

Repetition is suggested by the single article for the words.
The law ia one.
It is made up of commandments and these'

93

expressed themselves and operated in the form of dogmata (so
Salmond).

The author must have reason for accompanying

)

words (unless p46

is correct in omitting).

.

...

\
(V TOA...........

with these

Why then does he

use them?
We think at once of Col. 2:14, the only other New Testament use of

S;yy«

in this sense, and we are in danger of interpreting

unconsciously in the same way.

. Whereas here it is definitely
94

related to the law, in Colossians it is the work of evil spirits,
the submitting to the yoke of

arbitr~ry

human ordinances.

The

plural in these two instances is like the plural word "works" in
Gal. 5 in contrast to the singular "fruit".

133.
I

In classical Greek,Sorr~
means an opinion or resolution and is
,
'
"
95
used in the plural of philosophical tenets.
It also means a
decree, which is the only meaning in the New Testament.
The word
is found in Luke 2:,1, Acts 16:4, 17:7 (cf. Dan. 2:13 and 61131).
It is used of public decrees, of the edicts of princes and also
of the decrees of the apostles concerning things strangled and
the partaking of blood (Acts 16:4).

It was for such things as

these that the Jews were considered a strange race. 96
Whsrsas elsewhere in the New Testament the context makes it plain
it does not refer to the law, the context here makes it plain that
there is a connection.
It appears to refer to an aspect of the
law, like food laws, clean and unclean things. 97
, The preposition
"

LV

suggests 'an aspect of the law and iEL probably

98

descriptive.
It is referring to the law as understood in a
,
99
certain way "expreseed in statutes".
Modern exegesis follows Abelard in seeing it as a further
definition of the law and not the means of

abrogation~

as it was

A comma was placed before "in
understood in the early church.
100
J
,,'
decrees".
This gave e:v S"11'«rrl an instrumental meaning
entirely separate from the law of commandments.
The law of Moses
is the cause of the hostility and Christ has removed this "by
101
The decrees in this case are statutes given by Christ
decrees".
"
102
to supersede the Old Testament laws and commandments.
Christ
annuls by decrees the law of commandments.
Support for this
interpretation was found in the fact that S'lf tf -rc( is never used'
,
103
elsewhere in the New Testament for the Mosaic commandments.
Grammar appears also to be an ally of this suggestion, since there
is no article making it more likely to be linked grammatically
J
J
"
with kcr-rA'rY'1t;"~s
and for £v to be instrumental.
However' V
,

in 6:4 does not denote the "instrument and when three words are
found together the article does not need to be repeated.
, Avoiding the difficulty of grammar only gives us a deeper problem,
the teaching of B new law which annulled the old.
Ephesians
might teach this since it does not refer to the law elsewhere.
However there is, an explicit reference to the fifth commandment
in 6:2.

Such teaching would be contrary to Paul who regards the

old law as remaining Just and good!04

It is possible that Mt. 5121

etc. and John 1117, 13134 teach a new law. 105

But here it would

134.

give an incongruity.
but by his ,doctrins.

Christ abolished the law not by his death,

In any case,
106
elsewhere in the New Testament.

{j:rr-t

SOYf/C't'

never means doctrine

seems to qualify ,law in a negative aspect.

The aspects

which Christ must remove are the divisive aspects, such as the
ceremonial, which made Gentiles inferior.

The law is no longer

a power overlording the Gentiles.
There are other places in the New Testament where there is no
10
article and where words are connected and form one idea. ? Tha
three words balong together. 'The law consists of commandments
and the definitive form in which these were expressed is
authoritative decrees. 108

The participle and its clause depend grammatically on the main
clause "for he is our peace" (as the two
clauses nOliU"lt's

previou~

•••••• and ),.,fa-tYs •••••• ).

participisl

We have to ask

whether these clause's are exactly parallel, or whether they .are a
kind of step parallelism where each clause develops the previous
one a little further. 109
They are parallel in the sense that each in a different way explains
how Christ is our peace, (a) by making them one, (b) by breaking
down the barrier, and (c) by annulling the decrees.
It is also
clear, however, that (b) and (c) in turn elucidate the clauses
,
110
that respectively precede them.
Jew and Gentile are one because
the barrier is broken down and the barrier is broken down because
the decrees are annulled.
Coming last of the three, the third
clause is the ultimate explanation of why and in what manner Christ
is the peace between Jew and Gentile.
By abrogating the law,
Christ has suppressed the foundation of the enmity and has depressed'
to its foundation the barrier between Jew and Gentile.

The enmity

and the dividing barrier were no more than consequences or external
manifestations of the other more profound cause, the law.

,
We note in passing the variant reading
from either a
Thel

~orrector

/"fdfTdrpll(f'"'YS

or a scribal error.

which comes

135. '
The verb
or idle.

,

in secular Greek means to leave unemployed

,{C(Tl>fp1(.w

lll

In some of the papyri it has the meaning of "bringing

112

to a standstHl", "putting out of gear".
In the New Testament
,
113
it means to abrogate,or annul, to make useless or void.
It ia
found four times in the LXX for the Aramaic ?C)~to make to cease,
114 ,.
to restrain (2 Esdras 4:21, 23, 5:5, 6:8).
l15
The thought seems typically Pauline
and is akin ,to Rom. 7:4
(dead t6 the law), 10;4 (Christ the end of the law), Gal. 2;19
(through the law, dead to the law).

,

But in none of these examples

is the verb /-<(;fT(J(P'fI'w used.
It is used in the
absolute sense of destruction in 2 Thess. 2:8 (the lawless one),
1 Cbr. 2:6 (rulers of this age), 15:24 and 26 (all rule and

The word, however, is very frequent in Paul.

authority and power" death), 6:13 (food and body), Rom. 6:6
(sinful Qody).
It has the sense of bringing to an end ,in 1 Cor.
13:8, 10 (tongues, childish ways), Gal. 5:11 (stumbling block of
the cross)., There is the more gradual sense of fading in 2 Cor.
3:7. 11, l3f.
Romans 7:6 is apparently close to Ephesians when it says we are
delivered fiom the law, dead to that which held us captive, but
Rom •. 3:31 appears'to say the opposite (lido we then overthrow the
law by this faith?
No:we e~tab1ish it.,,).116 So there is either
a contradiction or a different law in mind or a slight ditference
in the meaning of the word.
Ephesians is saying that the
divisive aspect is removed, but not the law as such.
Rom. 7:6
means (like Galatians 3:10-14), that the law can no longer sentence
us to death for breaking it and conversely we are freed from
fulfilling its demands in order "to obtain life.
The writer has in
mind principally what effect the law had on "the' far".117
Knowing the writer's fondness for piling phrase upon phrase, the
verb may not be very significant, but simply a variant of AVCi"YS
J
/
and ~f7ok""£.IVII'5
(16).
He does not use ~/}£..T£,'w(Mk. 6 :26,
~

Lk. 7:30, 10:16, John 12:48, ,1 Cor. 1:19, Gal. 2:21, 1 lhess. 4:8,
Jude ~) which means "set at nought" (cf. fr«'TllttbrovE..iv in 2 Pet.
~

",'

2:10) nor £JO()f)£'V~IV

'

"reject with contempt", which i,9 a stronger

word with ove~tone9' (2 Cor. iOalO, Mk. 9:12 v.l~~

wei'
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We now summarisa six possible emphases that the word has in mind.
a)

Removes the law completely.

Abbott thinks this is so, even though some aspects are found in
the law of Christ.
He gives the example of a Moslem leaving his
faith, but still not killing or stealing, etc.
This does not
mean that pa~t of the Qumran is still valid for him, only that
Islam has some parallels with Christianity.

This view contradicts

Pauline teaching and Eph. 6:2.
b) Making powerless.
We have seen that this has linguistic support.

It could mean '

taking away the terror of the law and 'its power to separate and
divide.
c) Revealing its inadequacy.
118
It cannot save men and therefore loses its grip on men.
d)

fulfilling.

The law ia not destroyed, since it was' ordained by God but fulfilled
This is taught
by Christ and brought to completion and fruition.
,
,
in Mt. 5:17 where the v~rb is nA~fow
(contrasted wi th f(tXTV).VW
not

,

1<00T(I(py£~

).

It is only through combining the two ideas of

abolition and fulfilment that Zerwick can say "God found a way to
abolish the law by causing his son to fulfil it once and for all.,,119
Ephesians is nearer to Gal. 3:13, where Christ's death is'the
means of the Gentiles' deliverance from the curse of the law.
.
120
Removing the burden of the law.
We say burden rather than yoke, because not all
the yoke as a bad thing. 121 '
e)

,.

~ews

would regard

This means that the law is still a reality, but not a power acting
against the Gentile believer.
He has died to it (Rom. 6:7).122
But this is to understand the law as the barrier between men and
God, whereas the thought
and Gentile.

~ere

is primarily of a barrier between

~ew

The punctuation of the passage (see section 5.7)

also bears upon this fact whether the law is a barrier itself, or
'.
123
the 'unwitting cause of the hostil,ity, which is the barrier.

f)/

137.
f) Removing the barrier, which the law caused to be erected.
The context suggests a connection of law with the barrier between
124
Jew and Gentile.
It is true that the Jews regarded the law as
having universal significance, binding on all and having been
preached to all in the languages of the seventy,nations. 125 The
Noachian laws were so regarded (Acts 15:29).126 Philo says "The
laws of Moses are incorrupt~ble" and of worldwide purpose.
"He
appointed the contemplative ,race in the same manner, as the law for
the world •••• for the chosen race is a likeness of the world and
,
.
127
its law is a likeness of the, law,s of the world".
Vet despite this seeming generosity, they would say it was their
law which was God's law and to be able to keep it properly one
must become a Jew.
"The Mosaic law was the source of all the
superiority and uniqueness upon which the Jew prided himself in
128
relation to the Gentile ••• stigmatizing the Gentiles as unclean".
It is the divisive effect of the law that has been abolished. The
law in the sense of the will of God to do what is right remains as
8ut it is no longer divisive,_ for the
the Haustafeln show.
Gentiles are now fellow-heirs and in the same body. . 80th are
saved not through the law, but through Christ.
The barrier which
the law caused to be erected has been removed.
5.7

How much is dependent upon At;C"'I\' S and how much upon
1

IS iJI Tty,e,!? ~(d ?
This question means that we must now discuss the variou~ po~sible
ways of punctuation and notice the advantages and disadvantag~s
of the various possibilities.
5.7.1

View one.
~

~

,

Place a comma after £X/)f""'v and not after A"'~«"s and thus
JI
~
JI
relate £XPpxv to';\vG"'a'S thus making (xlJ,tYv in apposition to
the middle wall.
"He has broken down the dividing ~all, the
hostility, by his flesh ~nnulling the law with its rules and
129
regulationtl" •
. firstly,/

138.

130
Firstly, this view has support
and there are existing parallels
,
to the use of Avw wi th ~Xl!fo( •
The argument from neatness of
the construction cannot be'decisive since from the angle of
grammatical neatness the next suggestion is better.
Secondly, this gives different purposes to the successive clauses.
The first clause expresses that the reconciliation has been
effected, "he made the two one, having removed the wallar enmity
between them."
The mode is then expressed in the second clause, '
"annulling the law of commandments in decrees".
J/

Thirdly,
the position of the words favours taking E.'X/) 1'« V' 'with
,
~ UU"()( 5 •

Fourthly, the middle wall of partition needs an explanation and
this is supplied by the word hostility.
The phrase "in,his flesh"
tells how Chris~ has broken down the barrier.
This punctuation, therefore, has much in its favour and,itcan
also ba translated, "For he is our peace, because he made both one
and destroyed the middle wall, namely the hostility".
However,' there are some objections:
1) It appears to make the kevl
before "middle wall" rather clumsy. '
,
is closely linked to law, rather
2) It implies that /<6I-r4'P)'I)a-'tY$
than to enmity, for the next clause now reads, "he has annulled
in his flesh, the law" rather than "he has annulled the enmity
3)

in his flesh, namely the law".
It spoils the symmetry of "removing the middle wall" "destroyzing the hostility".
Parallels to tX/)I'tt' as the object of
I
131
KdfTCrpYlW are virtually unknown.
View one A.

5.7.1.1

Treat all words after

tXOp4'V

v. 16 as a parenthesis.

in 15 as far as its recurrence in

The main support for this possibility

comes from the habit of Eph., e.g. 2:1 and 3z1, to have apparent
,
132
digression.
Order is certainly against this suggestion and
JI

,xf)PdtV

'

, 5.7.1.2/

becomes isolated.,

139.

5.7.1.2

View one B.

Excise "hostility".
5.7.2

This is an even more ,desperate expedisnt.

View two.

Place a comma after

1

JI

,,\Vo-&(S

and no comma after eX fir «'1/ •

He has

broken down the dividing wall, having abolished the enmity in his
flesh (i.e. the law of commandments contained in ordinances).

.v

This receives support from v.16, which speaks of Ch~ist killing
•
I
..
.
.
133
the enmity
tt(1/""1~
which can mean "by it" (that is the cross).
But if this is what the author intended; he would probably have
had the word. order "having abolished in his flesh the enmity".
But with this punctuation we can also translate like the KJV,
"hath broken down the middle wall

~f

partition between us having

abolished in his flesh the enmit~ even the law of commandments
.contained in ordinances."
This gives a very tidy construction
of two

phrases separated by "and", with participles
at the ends of each. 134 - In Ephesians, participles are at the end
Of clauses in 1:23 and 4:28 although they are more often in the
p~rticipial

middle (1:1, 12, 1:16) and more frequent still at the beginning
(1:5, 8, 11.).
Objections to this punctuation are:1)' It means that ,\c.:.r .... s bel~ngs entirely to what precedes and
has two objects dependent upon ·it (enmity which
is expressed in law).
The law is thus related directly to
135
enmity rather than being simply the cause of it.
It is true
KdI""1'"()(f{'ftr(YS

that the law's hostility is implied in the qualifying words
"consisting in rules' and commandments" and one can argue that
according to Paul it is always the law which is the cause of
. the enmity between Gentile and Jew, because it set Israel on
.
136
a pedestal.
2)

Enmity is better in apposition to middle wall than it is to'
the law itself.
negative.

The

fi~st

two words are particularly

It is as we have seen rather strong to aay that

the law is the enmity., It is easier to say as in view one
that /

140.

,

"

that the law is indirectly the cause of the enmity. Tov vorov

,

is a subordinate clause (with or without
tv T,'1 OOfp/'U ) showing how he destroyed the enmity by
abolishing the law.
•••••• ,:,orTtlffY7d'"CiS

3)

t

~

,

/?v

tX#ftJ(v

is now at the beginning of the clause.
it could have this position for emphasis.

But

A difficult alternative is to throw the weight of the sentence

,

on /(Of'f"IlI'I'!1a-tYS
"He made the two systems one and
destroyed the middle wall by abolishing the hostility".
5.7.2.1

View two A.

'fV 5"
0rf«rt'I'

)
and tV

'r,'}"" rrtrflCl\

can be seen as parallels
dependent, upon KA' TCffl? trn-,.
"Christ abolished by his death
the enmity.
He abolished the law of commandments by spreading
over the whole world the ordinances of the gospel".
This was
favoured by Bengel, but is not in favour today.
The form of the
~

construction is acceptable, but it means that Elv S~rtCl'fT/v has
to be separated from "the law of commsndments" which now belongs
to "in his flesh".
Bengel felt it must be so, because the
exp~ession "in his flesh" would have been placed after ratber than
before, ,if it belonged to "the law of·commandments".
Bengel sees
the style of a lapidary (that is an arrangement so t~at alternate
pieces of stone match), e.g.
\
.,I"
)
."
\
''}v r:X/)P(/(V
£.V 'T'l V-et-F'kl
)
r~ .
£v oOr},M(J"1

\
"
"\)
\"
7DV VOI.lOVi."V £V'1'o/\wtl
I

J-(~T~f rlrrfl's

But this is not perfect symmetry, since the genitives and the
longer units are not in the corr~sponding phrases.
)

\

1.)1

To understand ~ '" I,? o-«PI( I with ''Iv £)(Pf4'V may be quite
grammatical, but we have seen it is very difficult from a
theological point of view to see a hostility in the flesh of Christ
(Section 5.1).
5.7.3

View three.
,

)

A

Place a comma after CVTO.\ ...... V
\ '
J"
to 1\(,/(7'«,5
• Ev S O(f(JIt:r1
alone.
which/

and relate all the previous words

This means that. btYft((f'1

I

csn be taken wlth l<fI(TetfY?rf,A'S
are the decrees of the gospel,

141.
which we have found to be an unacceptable interpretation, despite
the fact that it was widely held in the early church.
5.7.4

View four.

This is similar to the first view, except the comma is placed after
"in his flesh" giving a neat translation from the natural order of
the words.
"He has broken down the dividing wall, the hostility
in his flesh.
He has ann~lled the law with its r~les and
137
regulations."
This connects both "hostility" and "in hie flesh"
with ). ';cr-iYS .138
a)

b)

c)
c)

This provides a good parallel with two similar clauses,
although one olause has the verb (AJ~s ) in. the middle and
I
the other the verb (/"c(TCY'f'r?~t~s) at the end.
,
It also has the two objects of the verbs both followed by l. V
"removing the hostility in his flesh, destroying the law of
commandments in ordinances".139
It links hostility with the wall and not directly
with the law.
,
"In his flesh" goes more naturally with). vcrtr"s than with
.
t 0 see h.J
s~nce i t '~s eas~er
ow esus 'd ea th
I~,ClTf"PY1,~t¥'s 140.
removed the barrier than how he destroyed the law.
The
former is an observable fact, the latter is a theological
interpretation.

This punctuation is therefore preferred.,
5.8

Summary of 2:l4c-15a.

Accepting the final suggestion, but without dogmatically dismissing
the others as impossible, we find that the writer says "For he is
our peace, who made two entities one and broke down in his flesh
the dividing wall the hostility, annulling the law of commandments
contained in decrees".
Thia idea follows quite naturally from the statement that the far
have become near.
The distance was neither geographical (as for
.Jews of the Dispersion) nor spatial (as in gnosticism) but through
a huge barrier resulting from one people having a special law.
But now this barrier and all the enmity which it entailed have been
removed by his flesh.
This flesh refers to more than his
incarnation (if it includes that at all) ~ince flesh has aome link
with blood in v.13~
Chriatl

142.

Christ has annulled the effects of the law.
He has suppressed
the sxistence of the enmity between Jew,and pagan.
Consequently
he has knocked down the wall which divided them and converted the
duality into a unity. lOne short sentence sums it all up, "He is
our peace". 141
If someone should think that God was showing favouritism at first,
it was really his plan for'the universe.
He had to begin with
one people, in one particular place.
for peace for all.

,

,

But the long term plan is

143.
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So far we have ascertained that. although 2:14-17 has quotation
material from Isaiah and Colossians, it is nat a hymn.
The
earlier part has stated that Christ has removed the barrier of
hostility between Jew and Gentile, which came about because of the
existence of the law possessed by only one group of people.
The
purpose of Christ's action is now explained.
In l5bc and 16 we have two parallel statementslThat he might create the twa into one new man in him, making peace.
That he might reconcile both to God in one body, killing the enmity
in him (or by it).l
We have noticed how Schille (Section 3.2.5.2) saw this as the
second double line of a hymn, developing the thought of peace which
was one of the three keywords (he, peace, our) in the theme line.

2

first of all, there is a final clause "in order that he might
create the twa into one new man" and then a participial phrase
"making peace" which could ,represent a clause giving the result "so
making peace" or be an explanation of why Christ has been called
3'
previously "our peace".
The.first clause gives the purpose and
reason for the barrier's removal "to make the two' one" (either in
The fact that they become one new man is either
him or by him).
We thus have
part of that purpose or the result of that purpose.
a positive aspect of Christ's work
4
of bresking down and destroying.
,

6.1 IOVS

co

afte~

the more negative

~ecessity

I

~ClO

These are the "two" who were divided as a result of the law; the
near and the far of v.13; 'nat Jews at home and abroad as in Isaiah,
.
.
but :Jew and Gentile.
The "far" are referred to as "you" in v.l?
We thus have the two great blocks in which Paul divides humanity.
These twa groups were indicated by the ?I'~V in v.14 and also by

,

,

tXffDTE-pcr

wished/

We do not have .the neuter here, because the writer

144.
wished to personalise the entities.

He therefore proceeds to .

describe them as "one new man".
A gnostic explanation of "both" as heaven and earth has already
been rejected.

In any case, heaven does not need to be formed

into something new.
If we had been able to prove that a Jewish hymn lay behind this
passage, the two could have been Jews and proselytes (Acts 2:10),
5

Jews and Samaritans, Ephraim and Manasseh.

If it were a Christian

hymn previously, the two could be ·Jew and Gentile, slave and free,
male and female.

But this is unnecessary

~onjecture,

have found the evidence for a hymn unSUbstantial.

since we

It is

fundamental in exegesis ·to understand a phrase, wherever possible
from its immediate context and from the piece of literature in
which it is set.

Only where there are obvious difficulties and

most unusual terminology and structure should we resort to other
hypotheses.

The context is clearly that of Jew and Gentile, for

which there are many Pauline parallels.

6

,

Is there any significance in the text having Svo instead of
I

otrpo T£..p OI?
J

It can be the writer I s fondness for variation or

to show he moves from systems to the men who lived under them, or
to stress the separateness that was characteristic of Jew and
Gentile.?

"Two" is a lTjuch more divisive word than "both".

Two

can emphasize distinctiveness, whereas both suggests something in
common together.
The new man is made up of distinctive entities, Jewish Christians
and Gentile Christians.

"The composition of the new man out of

the two safeguards the rights of Christians to be different one
8
from another", and to remember their di~tinct histories.
9

The word "two" like "both" stands alone with no accompanying noun.
Ephesians 5:31 has this concept of two becoming one in reference
to husband and wife, but there it is two individuals whereas
two groups of individuals are in mind.

h~re

We are also reminded of

The Gospel of Thomas 22 where the disciples asked when they would
be in the kingdom.

.Jesus replies "when the two are one" referring

to the union of man with God and of woman with man.

6.2/

,

,

The verb nOI£w
is not used but l( TI 5"'" which has the emphasis
on something me de that is essentially different. 10 The creation
is therefore subsequently called a new man, not another earthly
11
" . I
nationality.
Another reason for using WTI)W instead of fJPI£W'
is possibly to provide a contrast with the first creation of the
old man Adam.
Here a new man is created in Christ, the last Adam.
We will therefore have to continue this investigation when we
discuss the phrase "new man" (cf. 1 Cor. 15:45).

,

There is a possible connection with 2 :10, where the noun no'?ylt"
;'
(based on the same root as the verb no.~~ ) precedes the verb
to create.
12
13
and recalls Col. 1:16.
The verb implies a new creation
The
thought is found again in Eph. 4:24 in connection with the creation
of the individual new man (cf. Col. 3:10). 14

,

In the New Testament l(i,;W usually has God as subject.
Here it
.
15
is Christ, who proceeds to reconcile in one body to God.
Since
throughout 14-18 Christ is the subject, he must be the subject of
this verb.
It is one reason why "he ie our peace".
\

The concept of a new creation is common in Paul, not only in a
cosmic, eschatological sense of a new order (cf. Is. 40-55) but
16 .
of the individual Christian (2 Cor. 5:17, cf. Gal. 6:15)
not
under law but under grace (Rom. 6:14).
To the Rabbis a proselyte was one who had been created anew.
"He
who brings a Gentile near is as though he created him".17 Such a
concept was known in pre-Christian hellenistic Judaism (Joseph and
Asenath l5)~8 Asenath is told, upon becoming a proselyte, "Vou
will be renewed and recreated and will receive a new life."

Jr-.
I
CY

gives a variety of meaning to the words it governs like its
approximate equivalent in English~:.Ev
is "the maid of all work,,19
being the equivalent of the simple dative or having an instrumental
uss.
It is found seventeen times in Eph. 1:1-14.
Here it is
linked with a word which can be translated as "it", "him" or "himself'.'
Assuming!'
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...

Assuming for the moment that [Au/Ii was not the original reading
and was a wrong interpretation of later copyists for an original
, "
~V7~ , it could have been neuter.
It would then refer to blood
or even t~e feminine word flesh in vv. 13 and l4~0 to the act of
,
.' ..
breaking the wall or annulling the law. Ev (J(I/rl-(
occurs again
in the next verse and might refer there to the antecedent "cross".
We shall see, however, that £.V c.-V"T "t in v. 16 more likely refers
to Christ.
Furthermore, an instrumental use in verse 15 is not
)

)

/I

clear.
The instrument is not stated, yet in the next verse it
Normally an instrument is specified in the first
is (the cross).
reference and then in subsequsnt verses referred to by a pronoun.
Flesh and blood (v.13) are by no means obvious as antecedents of
, but law or enmity could claim to be.
.•

c

..

like "Christ
Certainly difficulties of the reflexive tv C.(/("T'~
creates himself to be the new man" or "out of himself Christ brings
forth a partner" are avoided as well as the fact that the antecedent
I
Christ is only found in the.third person form of the verb (tr~IS~
without an ()(VTbS ). . Nevertheless "in it" will 'only be acceptable
~

if we find that the meaning "in him, in himself" is more unlikely.
(

..

"In himsel fit is possible, since we have the reading Eft tJ.., ~
in
3
X DGKLpm and most miniscules, pal, syt, Marc, Eus, Ephiphanius,
Ath2 Chr, cyr2 Thd. p4~ABFP + 10 min·have ~vr~ which Tregelles,
.1

t

,

....

Tischendorf and Lachmann, read l)(u"1',,/,and Westcott and Hort ctVT",( •
It is not easy to decide which we should accept and internal
"He in him" does not sound correct, so "he
evidence must decide.
The following possible translations
in himself" is to be preferred •
. are possible =
a)

It can be descriptiva, "by means of himself" or instrumental
.
I
"by himsel fit which really are the same. tv is used of the
instrument in. Lk. 22:49 and of persons as agents (Acts 11:16,

S,«

Mt. 9:34) although one wouid prefer
(as v. 18).
The
\
.....
writer may be mindful of the fact that he later has biOt 70t)
rr;Drl/fOV" and may wish for variation.
b)
., .

The sense could be that men are in Christbscause they are
united in him and form one new person with him, "one new man
in .himself" (Gal.
3:28, cf.. John 10:16).21 It is possibly akin
.
to the Pauline phrase "in Christ".

This would be more

p

if we were certain that Ephesians had the sarna use and
understanding/

lik~ly
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•

()

understanding of this phrase, but even then it is unlikely,
22
since Christ is the subject
in our present phrase.
c)

Despite the diff~culties previously mentioned, it might be
that Christ forms himself into the new man.
Through his
obedience he becomes the contrast to the first Adam.

Christ

from himself brings forth a new partner like Eve is brought
23
from Adam.
Christ is the second Adam.
"He is really the
second man in whom the human race is made a harmonious unity
and all things are to be summed up as their head".
d)

24

Christians are formed in him and become part of him in the
sense of Jewish corporeality, just as they form one bOdy.25
However it is not said that the body is Christ's but that
this body is formed of Jew and Gentile.

Of these four views, we prefer the instrumental sense (a), which
is much more straightforward.
6.3.1

The phrase "in Christ" and its use in Ephesians.
)

-

The instrumental use of ~V in this passage and the link with
I"
Christ as well as rv c(v r"'( in 2:6 leads us to examine the phrase
~

"in Christ" which is found frequently in the Pauline Corpus.
Gnilka thinks that in Eph. 2115, 16 there occurs a reflexive
meaning of "in Christ" which has no parallel in other writings.
Each passage in the Pauline literature has, therefore, to be
studied on its own merits. 26 It is most unwise to .take "in Christ"
as always having the same meaning.
Paul may not have a clearly
27
fixed view in his own mind.
Contradictions or at least paradoxes
are found in Gal. 2:20ff.

Paul has never fathomed the depth of

his Damascus experience, when he changed from persecuting Christ
to belonging to him.

The phrase "why do you persecute me" could

be the seed in his mind of the idea of "being in Christ".
He
discovers he had
.actually been seeking to kill those who were in
,
28
Christ.
The variations in the use of "in Christ" show we cannot say
. . 29

dogmatically with J.A. Allan
deeper meaning.

that Ephesians fails to grasp Paul's

The writer goes deeper than the earlier Paul.

Not only ie the believer in Christ subsequent to the Christ event
and/
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and prior to the believer's conversion.
in that position in God's plan from

He was actually already

eternity~

Ephesians also

has a number of different formulations of the phrase, including
three that are unique to this epistle, t-v T~ X,mir~ 7'1 ~()J (3111)
,

01\-

'-,

.J,

....

£v T~ .J."~DiI

(4:21)

<"\

J

Besides the usual cv J.p,t;"T'W
J

(6:1, variant reading).
J
,"
~
we have £v..,.W" Xf'Ir;"TW in 1110,

eV l-rvl""'(

J

12, 20, Ell Xf,(J/~ 'X?ct'~v

J'

,

3 :21 and

EV tlllI...,r.r

Has each of these a distinct meaning?

I

(2 :15).

30

The answer is NoJ

There

are different forms in 1:1 and 1:3 but both mean the same.
Ephesians can also use the reverse idea.

31

In 3:17 Christians are

not in Christ, but Christ is in them (cf. Col. 1:27).
32
What does the phrase mean in Ephesians?
Does it always mean the
same?
We suggest that it has at least three emphases, which
doubtless overlap.
a)

It is local referring to position (e.g. 1:3, 4, 10;

2:6, 8, l3}.

b)

It is instrumental referring to Christ as the 'agent (1:20 and
2:10).

'c)

It refers to Christ'as the object of trust (1112, IS,
)

Here in 2 :15

),.

ill ~v1'w

•

2:22).

,

is in the category (b), "He creates by

himself", which may also be the meaning of the phrase 1n 2116.
"I
, J I /)
__........
~__
~ __k
__«_I~_Q___
V_~_v~p
__w~,n_o__v
6.4 '£

An indefinite term is not deemed sufficient here.
Instead of a
33
new man, we have one new man,
suggesting emphasis and contrast
with "both" and "two".

"One" recalls verse 14 and is repeated

414-6;
5:31; compare "all" in 1:l5~ 22; 213 and 3:19).
It is not only
the number (one 'instead of two) that is significant, but also the
qua1ity.34 The word new is prefixed, suggesting a difference from
the previous entities.

in 18.

Ephesians frequently stresses "one" (2:14, 16, 18;

The new entity is of a higher 'order than the previous entities~
It is not just an amalgam of the previous two groups. 35
,

It is frequently observed that

/

I

K~/VOS

I

is used and not V£05

•

36

tlECS was often used for a temporal innovation, something new in
time.
A thing could be new (vfos ) but not unique.
(In these
days/
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days. of mass production there are many new things, but often ten
,
millions of one particular article sre produced.) 1{«lvoS
means
new in the sense of youth, that which has not yet been, that which
has just made its appearance.
It often had a qualitative sense.
It meant fresh, newly made, uninjured by decay or use.
In a moral
sense it meant "renewed", "pure".
It was thus a new quality of a
thing which did not exist before, something un~que, for the first
.
time in evidence.
Abbott thinks K«IVdV 1S necessary because
the one is neither Greek nor Jew.
Both have put off their former
religious condition and have received the same new nature. However
in late Greek the distinction diminishes.
1 Cor. 5&7 and Col.3&IO
.
37
show the words can be synonymous.
\

,

If there is no real significance here in the use of I<~/VDV rather
,
than v~os ,new man can refer to simply another man, a new entity
replacing the old, but if 1<~/vav is used carefully, it could be
to show that we have a new race of a superior quality to that of
the previous components.
The idea of various things being new is
frequent in the Old Testament (new heart, new spirit).
When new
is used with man it leads to the contrast of Adam with the new
38
Adam, Christ.
This new man can therefore be a third type, a Christian,39 Jew and
But it could simply refer to a
Gentile being .the previous two.
new 'collection of men in which the previous distinction can still
have some relevance.
In this new man an individual can still be
a Jew or Gentile.
It is wrong to argue," however, that the position
of the Jew has not really changed and that Gentiles have joined the
Jews in worshipping the father. 40 Paul would certainly insist that
he was still a Jew.
But in the spiritual sense, a Jew had to be
changed from his unbelief in Christ, just like Gentiles needed to
be.
Paul himself had to be changed.
Paul's concept of the new
man means that one dies with Christ to the old age and risea in the
new age of the 'Spirit, where neither Jew nor Greek is found. There
is no reason to suggest that Ephesians teaches differently.· Both
become new and find the peace that exists only in Christ.

-

It is true that the writer distinguishes Gentiles and Jews in the
writing of the letter, but this is because of the circumstances of
history.
thel

He ia w~iting to overcome these.

Oi~isions exi~t

in
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the old order, but not in the new.

The distinction is no lo·nger

between the Jew and the Gentile, but between the new order of
Christians and the old order of Jew and Gentile. 4l The new is
really the oldest.
It existed long before, there were any Jews
or Gentiles (1:4) and still does in the heavenly places (2:6).
We notice it is not new men but a new man.

Jew and Gentile make

one undivided whole.
In addition to the question of whether the new man is a third type
or a different type, there is the question of whether this new man
is in the final analysis a separate entity from Christ, or whether
,
it forms with him, the new man.
I f ~ '" is instrumental, as we
prefer, either is possible; if it is the dative usage, it can be
only the latter.
We shall discuss in Section 6.4;3.4 the
possibility of corporate personality, in which case if Christ is
the new man and man's representative in the sense that the old Adam
was, all men can be said to be in him.42 It then becomes a fuller
.
.
43
term and more definite than a general reference to a "new life".
The new man appears to be the church formed from Jew and Gentile,
and perhaps Jesus is to be understood as the new man who incorporates
Jew and Gentile in himself, ,and is likewiss the head of the body of
v.16 (cf. 4:16 and 5:23).

The new man would then not be simply the

church, but the church plus Christ.
It is not simply Christ·
Here, however, Christ forms the new man.
himself living in Jew and Gentile and forming in both the new. It
is on the contrary a reference to his people the c~urch, although
the church is called a man nowhere else in the New Testament.
It
In the
is the church as she will b$ at the climax of history.
converted Gentile one does not see the Gentile, in the converted
Jew one does not see the Jew primarily.,

Their apparent

"irreducible duality" is "reduced to a unity which no one was able
to foresee or expect". 44 I suggest therefore that Jew and .Gentile
form together the one new man (a new person = Harless).
This is
supported by the reference in the next verse to the one body; Jew
and Gentile do not form a torso, they form a new man.
The idea
of the head is not found, in that it does belong to the metaphor,
which is about the relationship of Jew and Gentile, not about
Christians/
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,

,,--)

Christians and Christ.
The new man is not Christ, but belongs
to him.
Christ himself creates the new man distinct from himself.
The new man is certainly linked to him as the bride is to Christ,
but that ie not under discussion here.
She also depends upon him
for life.
Nevertheless Christ has an existence apart from her.
There is no reference to the idea of Christ raised as the first
fruits of a new humanity. ,Christ is not depicted as a germinal
cell and the primacy of a new humanity which God has created in
45
him.
/

The verb #'f71 j £IV suggests there is an eschatological sense as
in Ignatius (Ephesians 20:1).
There is thus a link with the new
creation of 2 Cor. 5:17 and Gal. 6:15, as we noticed previously.
The coming of something new is predicted in the Old Testament.
There is a new Exodus (Is. 40ff), anew covenant (Jer. 31:31,
cf. Mt. 26:28, 2 Cor. 3:6, Heb. 9:15), a new David (Ez. 34:23),
a new Holy land (Ez. 40-48), a new Jerusalem (Is. 62), a new
temple (Ez. 40-43), a new heart and a new spirit (Ez. 11:19, 36:26),
a new creation (Is. 40:28, 45:8, 48:6-7, 66:22), new fruit (Ez.
47:12), a new thing in the earth (Jer~ 31:22, Is. 42:9), a new
, , name (62:2).
The Messianic age was understood basically as a
universal renovation, not only institutionally and anthropologically,
but including the cosmic (a new heaven and earth, Is. 65:17 and
66:22).
The centre of this renovation will be the Messiah,46 like
Adam in the first creation.
The theme of a new creation in an
47
,
eschatological sense was current in Palestinian'Judaism.
The
idea of new birth is much wider, being found in John's Gospel and
in the Mys~ery Religione.
According to the Gospels, Jesus saw his coming as bringing ,a new
era, the kingdom of God which had been heralded by the Baptist.
Jesus spoke of the new garment (Mt. 9:16) and new wine (Mt. 9:17),
of new things (Mt. 13:52) and of new tongues (Mark 16:17 T R).
John 13:34 speaks of a new commandment and Rev. 5:9 of a new song.
Rev. 21:1 speaks of a new heaven and 21:5 of all things made new.
The Ephesians eschatology is stripped of the apocalyptic garb and
the new is seen as being realised through Christ., Newness is
moreover a general desire of man.

152.
6.4.1

Origin of the concept.

It is easier to say what the new man signifies in Eph. 2:15 than
it ia to explain why he is so called or what actually inspired
. 48
the concept.
"Newland "man" are two common words, but a
technical background does seem likely.

a mere

It seems'to be more than

metaphor illustrating God's dealing with man as a whole,

as a single individual in' Christ.
.
49
are f oun d severa 1 ti mes i n Ephes~ans.
3:16 speaks of the inner man, which is a reference to men
individually rather than collectively,' concerning their spiritual
nature.

4:13 speaks of a perfect man fully grown and emphasizes

that this is a unity to which we must come.
standard.

Christ is the

There seems to be a connection between growing into

the head (4:15) and of a building becoming complete (2:21) since
growth is also found in the latter reference.

,4:22, 24 speak of

putting off the old man and putting on the new (cf. Col. 3:9, 10).
In the New Testament,

thi~

antithesis is only found in the

Captivity Epistles, although anticipated in Romans 6:6.

In Romans

it is an individual concept, so Eph. 2:15 is different for it has
no mention of an old man.

Vet the usage in Romans may have

contributed to the thought here.

50

6.4.2, Pauline parallels to "new man".
Col. 1:28 has a similar thought, but it is of the individual made
perfect in Christ.
Gal. 3:28 may be translated "you are all one
,
51
person in Christ".,
"One man" in Rom. 5:12, 15 'clearly refers to Adam.
already been mentioned.

Rom. 6:6 has

Rom. 7:22 refers to the inward man

(cf. Eph. 3:16 and 1 Cor. 2:15).52

Man is created in the image of

God and 2 Cor. 3:18 may reflect this idea when it says that we are
"all'changed into the same image".

Paul clearly states that the

church is formed after the image of Christ and is made to conform
~,'

with him (Gal. ~:19, 2 Cor. 4:6, Phil. 3:10, 21, Rom. 8:29).'
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"6.4.3

The Old Testament background.

This is the moat likely background if Ephesians is by Paul and ·if
he derives more from Jewish thought than from Greek. 53
The creation of a new man is taught in PSt 101 (102):19, Is. 45:8,
5411-6, 44:2, 46:11.

Various other Old Testament antecedenta may

be used directly by Ephesians or be mediated through Colossians
(e.g. Abreham as the true new men).
6.4.3.1

Son of Man.

In the New Testament this appears to be a translation of an
Aramaic idiom of man and so must be regarded as a possible ante:cedent, or be derived from the same background.
The Synoptics
and in a slightly different way the Fourth Gospel both agree in
54
using it only"as a self-designating title of Jesus.
Apart from
an Old Testament citation in Hebrews, it is only found on the lips
~f others in Acts 7:56. 55
Paul reflects elsewhere e knowledge of material similar to the
Gospels.
Ephesians can be acquainted equally with such tradition,'
particularly if the writer belongs to the next generation to Paul,
when the Gospels would be circulating.
Romans 13:1-10 (and 14110)
reflects the kind of teaching found in the Sermon on the Mou~t and
we would not netessarily confine Paul's knowledge of ideas about
56
. the Son of Man to what is now found in the Gospels.
Ps. 8:4,
Ezekiel 2:1, etc., and Daniel 7:13 would be known.
Paul had lived
in Palestine and could have known a variety of speculations, even
if he did not use them direc~ly.
Dan. 7:13 can be given an
individual interpretation, 'as I Enoch 48:2 although the composite
. nature of this work and the uncertainty of its dating prevent
57
dogmatism.
The son of man can be collective also, as man is in
I Enoch 48:2 says that the son of man was named in

heaven; Ephesians says Christians are in the heavenlies.
We have no article in the Ephesians reference, but this is also
true of Son of Man 'in John 5:27.
Ephesians is not talking about
the one new man, but only .using the illustration of a new man, a
new humanity.
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This must be considered a possibility because a) Eph. 2:15 has new man not new nation.
b) "Adam means man. 58
c)

"New" suggests a contrast with the old Adam.

d)

The Pauline contrasts in Rom. 5. 1 Cor. 15 and possibly
59
Col. 3:10.

e)

The writer when thinking of "one flesh" (5:31) has in mind
Adam and Eve.
aut of the last Adam comes the church. the
60
new humanity.

Paul probably introduced the contrast of Adam/Christ into
Christianity.
There is no prior evidence. unless Phil. 2 is a
pre-Pauline hymn which uses this contrast.
There is not a grest deal in the Old Testament about Adam apart
from Genesis 3. 4 and 6.
The fall of man is only implied at the
most in PSI 51:5. Job 14:4 and Eccl. 7:29 and no link is made with
Adam as the first man.
Adam in contrast possesses wisdom (Ez. 28:
12, cf. Wisdom 10:lff).
However, subsequent to the Old Testament, there is

consider~ble

speculation among Jewish writers, Syr 8ar 54:15-19 (death to all,
yet each responsible), 2 Esdras 3:21-2, 4:30-2, 7:1l6f (through
the fault of Adam).
Jubilees 3:28, 9 shows the effects of the
fall upon the animal creation.
The tragedy of Adam's fall was heightened by stressing his previous
" 61
glorious state.
He was not like ordinary mortals.
His head
reached heaven snd eclipsed the sun.
He was the equivalent on
Adam as the first man must be
earth of what God is in heaven.
extended above all.
62
are one".

"All men come from Adam, because in him all

He was made ftom all parts of ' the earth.

R. Osias says the trunk

of Adam came from Babylon, his head from Israel and his extremities
from other areas.

His original dust comes from the four corners

of the earth (b. Sanh 38 a-b.

Plrke de R Eliezer 11 :76, ,7).

The

numerical equivalents oflJ-r)( correspond to the initials of the
four/

.1.55. ;

~-

four cardinal points, east, west, south and north, cf. Sib Oracles
63
3:24-25.
The Clementine Homilies,which may contain first century material,
carry the glorification of Adam to great length.
because they are pro-Peter and anti-Pauline.

This is partly

They ascribe the

apostleship of the Gentiles to Peter and provide a counterpart to
Paul's glorification of the second Adam.
6.4.3.2.1

Adam as fallen and restored.

The exile made the Jews conscious of sin.
the popular "false" prophets had been wrong.

They acknowledged that
The Jews collected

instead th& writings of the "canonical" prophets, whom hitherto
they had not liked.

The exile "burnt the sense of sin into the

very being of the Jewish nation".64

At first i t was exegesis of

Gen. 5:1-4 and then the evil impulse in man, but by the first
,century A.D. it was Gen. 3 which played the predominant part in
speculation on the origin of sin.
(usually dated in

t~e

In The Apocalypse of Moses

late Hasmonean period of the previous

century) the unhappy situation of things is traced to the sin of
But there is the promise that he would be resurrected and
Adam.
again take up residence in the third heaven 37:5, 39:1. Salvation
is assured for the holy people in the promise of resurrection and
restoration to the exalted Adam.'

Paul's equating of Christ and

the second Adam could develop from such an understanding of the
,
65 '
function of Adam.
One can certainly see how these speculations on the restoration of
Adam: would arise, once people traced the origin of their present
ills to their forefather and yet at the same time believed that God
would remedy the situation.

Ephesians like the earlier Paul

believes that God has already taken sufficient steps to put things
right.

,The effects of God's action are being seen in the formation

df the new man.

The Qumran sectaries'have a parallel in that they

believed the entire glory of Adam would come to them (IQS 4&23,
IQH 17:15, cf. CD 3:20).
It was not only fashionable among Jews to see the earliest time
(Urzeit) providing a moqelfor the end times (Endzeit).
is found in classical thought. 65
Ephesians/

The idea

15b.

Ephesians is not specific that the fall of man is traced to the
first Adam.
There may be hints in 2:2, 3.
But the writing is
comparatively short and if by Paul we know the author's views on
the matter.
6.4.3.3

Adam as the father of the race (Oer Stammvater).

This Jewish interest in the restoration of Adam is obviously linked
67
to the conviction that he is the father of the race.
(M Sanhedrin
4:5)

The Jewish tradition of a collective Adam who integrated in

his body and in the numerical equivalent of his name, all humanity,
north, south, east and west without distinction ?r rank or class
or sex (see note 62) is a good parallel to Paul's doctrine of the
second Adam as the source of a new humanity, which has no
distinction of race, language, social class or sex.

This tradition

could be a foundation of Pauline thought, if we knew it was earlier.
Jewish thought believes that Adam plays two roles, first as a
sinner and secondly as exalted, assuring the salv~tion of his
.
68
people.
Paul understands Christ as fulfilling these two roles
Adam is only the type of the one
in his death and resurrection.
who is to come.
The "Stammvater" is not only portrayed "as Adam.

Eph. 4:8-10 cites

Ps. 68:18, which originally referred to the ascent of the king-god
to his heavenly throne.

This Midrash in Eph. 4:9 could result
69
from older speculation based on legends about the royal man.
Other Old Testament figures are expected in some circles to play
a similar role to Adam, e.g. Enoch (2 Enoch 55:1, 54:4, 65:11),
Noah (Philo, Praem Po en 23, Quaest in Gen. 2:56), "Moses (Philo,
Quaest in Ex. 2:46, Syr Bar'18:2) and Jacob Israel (Jubilees 19:18).
However, if Ephesians 2:15 has this thought, the author is not
thinking of Christ as the new Adam, only of mankind as restored
to its true glory.

Doubtl8~s he believes t,~at this is achieved

. 'through Chris~, the new man, but he does nO~"develop this thought.
He is only thinking of the unity of Jew and Gentile which Christ
has achieved, not that three entities,
Christ, Jew and Gentile
" r
have become one.
",

6.4.3.4/

6.4.3.4

Corpora t e persona l ~Ot y. 70

The belief in Adam as the representative of the race is often traced
to the idea of

corpor~te

personality where a plurality finds in one

person its expression and representative, so that the fate of all
is tied up with the fact of the one.
in the west.

It is not such a common idea

But we can compare the older Japanese outlook where

one died for his country, the Russian idea of subornost (e.g.
Dostoevsky).

John Donne reminded us that "no man is an island",71

which is the Pauline "no man lives to himself" (Rom. 14:7).
The Jews had individualistic laws such as the regulations for the
year of Jubilee to ensure that every man could "dwell under his own
vine and fig tree".

Jeremiah and Ezekiel stressed individualism.

But the corporate idea is found both before and after these
prophets (e.g. Achan Jos 7, cf. 2 Sam. 21 and 24).

The Servant of

Israel is 6al1ed by the name

Isaiah can be seen as a collective.

of her founder Israel (Ps. 80 and Is. 5) and sometimes referred to
as Jacob (Ps. 14:7, 24:6, 53:6, 79:7).

Despite the emphasis in

Apocalyptic literature upon individual immortality the hope of the
nation is always stressed.
Among the Semites, the group had primacy over the individual.

72

Punishment extends to children (Ex. 20:5) and blessings extend to
'others (e.g. Noah, Gen. 7:1, of the family, cf. Obededom in 2 Sam.
6:11).

In Hosea, Israel is both a wife and a child.

The solidarity of all Christians with Christ is brought out more
closely by the term body in Eph. 2:16.

This concept may be
73
74
derived from Paul's eschatological background,
the Eucharist,
75
or more likely from Adamic speculation in the first century.
Paul's
doctrine of the solidarity of the new humanity in Christ is
76
intelligible in the framework of Hebrew conceptions.
We are one
in Christ as we are one in Adam.

Christ is the one true universal

man, the representative of the race in whom the two separated
halves have returned to complete unity.

'77

Corporate personality is an attractive solution, because it can be
used as a plausible explanation for so many Pauline ideas,
e.g. being "in Christ" mysticism, the concept of believers ss a
body, etc.
Near/

stoicism, Hellenistic mysticism, Mystery Religions,

158.
Near Eastern Mythology, Platonic and Greek socio-political ideas
78
are no longer need"ed to explain Paul.
Paul appears to use the idea in Rom. 5:12 of the spread of sin and
condemnation (cf. 5:17) and of all being made alive in Christ,
with God being all in all (1 Cor. 15:28).
But whereas in the Pauline epistles one can go as far

8S

to say

that the new man is identical with ~hrist (Gal. 2:20) Ephesians
Christ is not the new man.
is not q~ite the same.
He forms the
new man from Jews and Gentiles.
This is not the idea of a '
"Stammvater" who includes his descendants, here they are other folk,
not naturally his (even opposed to him), who are Joined together~
The passage does not say they are incorporated in Christ.
Scholars who find corporate personality in Paul discover it
particularly in the Captivity epistles and the terms "body" and
"new man" owe much to the concept.

Ephesians goes further than

Romans 5 and 1 Cor. 15 in linking corporate personality to the
concept of the body of Christ, while they do not.
does not do so in our passage.
6.4.4

79

But Ephesians

The first man (Urmensch).

It is correct to say that an essential distinction must be made
between the idea of the primordial man and that of the first
created man. 80 The former is the heavenly cosmological figure who
81
provides the pattern for the formation of the earthly man.
Philo
is concerned with the earthly man, but he does distinguish in
Platonic fashion between,a heavenly man whose creation is described
in Gen. 1 and an earthly man 'in Gen. 2 (De OpiS 69tf, "133ff, 139ff,
Leg All 1:31).' The celestial man since he is in the image of God
,
.
82
has no part in corruptible or terrestrial substance. . He did not
fall and still dwells with God.
Philo sees Noah as another
8'3
prototype of the eecond creation of mankind.
It is likely that in the first century A.D., there would be much
"interchange of thought throughout the cultured Mediterranean world
84
)
on the first Man.
Its widespread use suggests it is a preChristian idea.

In fact .it is very old.

There is the myth of

an original man of heavenly origin whose fall into the material
wOrld/

world is the explanation of man's double character.

He is found

u

in Ras Shamra (or Ugarit, which was a city destroyed in the 13th
H
• d
cen t ury B ••
e '~s Canaan~• t'~c 85
C ) as a sym b 0 li c name 0 f man k ~n.
86
and is also found in ~ndian and Norse folklore.
As Gayomard he
is found in Magian, Parthian circles, possibly introduced through
Judaizing influences.

But a direct seedbed (and for gnosticism)
87
may lie in Iranian folk religion. Gayomard, although essentially
a hero found in the later Pahlevi texts, seems to have a history
88
extending back to a primitive conception of him as Gaya.
This
is not a very strong foundation for speculation about the
importance of a primal man figure (or heavenly man) in
Zoroastrianism, for it is not until the much later Pahlevi Bundahae
that a fUller myth about Gayomard becomes evident.
It is
.
89
difficult to trace it from Iranian thought into Hellenistic ~udaism.
The essential element is however in Orphism. 90
When we turn to Gnostic writings, we find the first man with a.
great body in The AEocr~Ehon of John, The AEocal:t:Ese of Adam 91 and
The letter of EU51nostus. 92 The GosEel of PhiliE has the unique
first Man and his children and the man above. and the man below (28).
101, 2 says "it is fitting for us to P4t on the living man" cf. ~
'" (,)(.'v
~
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The double meaning of man is in The Naassene Sermon.

"Adam is the

only man whom the earth brought forth.
He lay without breath,
93
life or movement like a statue, an !mage of the heavenly man".
We have already cited Schlier's evidence for the primal redeemer
who comes down from heaven, drives a cleft in the iron wall, which
surrounds the world, destroys the hostility of the angels of the
nations, gathers together his own, the souls scattered through the
world and leads them up in himself, upon his return to heaven •
. The Jewish sect of the Elkasaites believed in a mysterious El-Kasia,
94
who is probably the Adam-Kasia of the Nasoreans or proto-Mandaeans.
The Elkasaites identified their Christ with Adam in the sense of an
anointed and ruling ideal of· man.
They believed this Messiah had
been incarnated or prefigured,in the prophets of the Old Testament.
Hippolytus/

160.

Hippolytus reports a variety of beliefs concerning a human-like
95
figure of huge dimenslons.
The Hermetic Poimandres has the
Anthropos, but does not portray him as a redeemer.

Poimandres

uses the descent of the heavenly man to explain the constitution
of men rather than the structure of the world.

He is married to

nature after his descent through the planets, and
of their character.

receive~

some

At the death of his seven children, the

material body dissolves, but the vital spirit ascends, losing the
evil passions as it passes through the spheres of the planets.
Unlike Ephesians, there is no trace of a special community related
to the heavenly man.

But all this shows how close a link there

is between Jewish speculation and gnosticism.
for the Mandaeans, the high point of creation is the creation of
the first man.

Adam's body was produced by the demiurge ptahil

and his associates.

But Adam's living essence was derived from

the world of light.

In the earthly

of the heavenly or great Adam.

Ada~

one sees a counterpart

from him descend the Mandaeans

with souls from the world of light,' yet living in the world of
darkness.

A majority of the Mandaean texts are concerned with
96
the deliverance of these elements of light.
In the Manichaean system which is definitely

post-Christi~n

there

,is the conception of the first Man to whom men rise after death.
.
.
The literature (particularly the Kephalaia) has Adam, both as ideal
humanity and as mankind.
second marries Eve.

The first is the primordial and the

As in Mandaean texts, the two Adams, the one

the soul of man and the

o~her

his physical and, reproductive

counterpart overlap and are not clearly separated.
man is in heaven and on earth at the same time.

The Primal
Mani taught that

the heavenly man descends into matter with his five sons or
elements (fire, wind, water, light, breath) to fight the powers of
darkness.

This explains the world mixture.

rescued the heavenly. man and defeated Satan.

God intervened,
The elements of this

heavenly man are a part of 'each man, but there is no suggestion
they form a community.

,

)

,

(ifll)<' «n«VTWV).
,

Sometimes he is called.the world soul

'

He thus bears a relationship to the old

'97

craation.
Gnilka/

r

Gnilka finds the background to Ephesians in the Greek idea of the
cosmos as Makroanthropos rather than in the Gnostic Urmensch.
Schlier discovers its origin in the primal man redeemer myth of a
(Jewish) easterngnoeticism current in the world of New Testament
times.

This was later copiously developed in heretical Christian

gnosticism.

It probably

ent~red

Christian thought via Jewish

circles not very far removed from apocalyptic ones.

The link was

provided by speculations about Adam (e.g. in Philo) as the ideal
man.
Although the concept of the First Man, therefore, is widespread,
the parallels are not completely adequate to explain Ephesians.
Figures bearing at least some resemblance to the Man of the early
Christian centuries have been located in ~ther places and ages.
The thought appeals to people of all ages, as seen in the Titans,
Polyphemus, Goliath, King Arthur, Paul Bunyan, the Bionic Woman
and television personalities like steve Austen.
Where Ephesians and the New Testament differ from Gnostic ideas
is that the First Man and the Redeemer are the same person.

This

identification is not found in gnostic sources until much later.
Pre-Christian thought akin to later gnosticism knows'an Urmensch
98
but not an Urmensch Redeemer.
Paul differs also in that his
second man stands at the end of the development of things whereas
in the oriental myth the development of the world begins with his
fall.
Eastern thought may have provided the idea.of a first man
more glorious than Adam,99 but the idea of him as a redeemed
redeemer is later in Gnostic writings and based on ideas such as
those in Ephesians, rathe~ than the other way around. 100
The terms man and bodylOl show the intimate link between the people
of God but neither verse 15 nor verse 16 are concerned with the
relationship of Christ to believers, but with what he has done to
restore their relationship to each other and to God.
2:15 shows
what has already been achieved.
4 :12" 13 shows the goal to which
men strive.
In this latter passage "body" precedes "man" which is
102
the reverse of 2115.
We have already observed how many argue that the new man is Christ
with. Jew and Gentile added to him.
Valentinians ,/

This is similar to the

162.
Valentinians, where Jesus, the Church and Sophia form a complete
103
and powerful union of their bodies.
This connection ~f Christ

"

,

and his people is shown by' the pref~x<JVV found several times in
2:6 (cf. 3:17 and 3:21).
But this thought is not found here.
His people are only fellow citizens with the saints and the
household of God not one person with hi~~
The nearest link with
Christ is that he is the cornerstone of the building.
There are
strong but not convincing arguments for seeing a ref~renc~ to Jew
and Gentile being one in Christ.
But it does not say "the one new
man" nor that we are the one body of Christ.
As "one new man" there is access to thEi Father through Christ.
The new man ie the "dwelling of God,,104 (v.22, cf. Barth p.307).
The new man is not simply a new race, but a person. 105 Hence God
deals with men as a whole, as a single individual belonging to
Christ.
Ephesians uses the singular elsewhere, "a single bride"
(5:22ff), a full grown ~an (4:13) and one bOdy.l06 Thus the "one"
of 15 can refer back to the "one" of 14 ai well as forward to l6~07
6.5

Does Ephesians 2:l5teach universalism?

Does "one new man" suggest the ultimate reconciliation of all to
God, with 'all knowing the power of his love, forgiveness and
The implication of Ephesians is
108
Christ will'fill'
universalism (cf. 1:10) but not necessarily so.
all things (4:10) but 2:15 does not say that all will be in the body
or form the new man.
The body, the church, has something which
will be under its control (1:22, 23). The church will witness to
salvation?

It could do.

the principaliti~s and powers (3:10) but it is not said that they
,
will become part of the church.
5:6 speaks against uni~ersalism.
"

Paul does not teach universalism (e.g. Rom. 2:B, Phil. 3:19, 2 Thess.
1:B,'9, 2:B) so unless there is a lapse here, or a holding of two
views in tension or a change of vie~i Ephesian~, if it does teach
uni~ersalism, would not then be by Paul.
The sarna is true of
Colossians which says Christ reconciles all things (1:20).
6.6/

r

163.

The verb £ip?yo"ol£iv
,

is not used. llo/£w

which we find in Col. 1:20 (cf. James 3&18)
'"

fits better with I1'TlIw

and

kept therefore as parallel to tha word in 14 and 17.

I

is

£.IPl}v'1.

The verb

illustrates the act of creation, just as in the next clause
"killing the enmity" illustrates the reconciliation.

Each of the

participles is able to explain what immediately precedes.
lD9
peace" connects better with ~.15 than with v.16.

"Making

No longer is Christ Just the peace, he is actually making peace.
It is the present tense.

llD

Jesus continues to make peace available

to a wider and increasing group of people.

The present may also

emphasize its character of permanence and actuality.
Peace is
111
80th insights are possible, but the.
dynamic and always actual.
former is not so obvious from the context, which envisages the two
groups as already one.
This verse has used the idea of corporate personality and given a
positive purpose to Christ's work of peace in order that he might
create (cf. the new creation and rabbinic ideas of proselytes) the
two into one new personality.

This is how he makes peace..

next verse will further enlarge upon this purpose.

,
.,

The

164.
CHAPTER

EPHESIANS

SEVEN.

2:16

The verse reeds ~end in o~der that he might reconcile us both to
God in one body through the cross, bringing the hostility 'to an
end".
The clause is dependent upon the

II'

I VtV'

of 2 :15 and the leer I suggests

~,

that the

H,..,()tftl(TIY)"At:lfS~

~

is parallel to

in that verse.
The two clauses of 15b and 16 thus stand side by side l rather than
It"T/"[l

2

one being dependent upon the other in a kind of progression.
If
(../
a progression had been intended, the IV~ would have been repeated.
Hence verse 16 expresses the second part of Christ's purpose. God
designed not only to unite together the two hostile divisions of
mankind, but to reconcile the united race to God.
Each kind of
,

hostility, Christ resolved to remove.

It might seem obviqus to

us that if they are made one (v.15) then they are reconciled.

But

the writer wishes to stress these two related aspects separately.
The order is interesting.
He places the formation of "one new
man" before the reconciliation to God.

In fact the change from

reconciliation of Jew and Gentile to reconciliation to God takes
place here.

This clause:is thus more theological and less

sociological than v.l5b.
Our verse shows that the theological
aspect of reconciliation to God (of'Eph. 1) has not been f.orgotten
in.chapter 2.
Even Jewish-Gentile social relationships are a
theological matter.
There would have been no trouble at all if
,
:5
men had not sinned against God.
God had'to begin again and with
an individual Abraham and his descendants including Christl
through whom his plan can widen to include Gentiles.
Ephesians
stresses God's plan.

4

Reconciliation in the New Testament is basically a Pauline concept.
It is one of the ways in which Paul interprets the effects of the
Christ event.
The word refers to the restoration of people to a
ststus of friendship and intimacy; to a change or alteration in
the relationships between individual persons or groups of persons.
four of the six New Testament passages which have the concept are
in the accepted Pauline letters, Romans 5:10, 11;11:15; 1 Cor.
7111 and 2 Cor. 5118-20.
The other two are Col. 1:20, 21 5 and
hera./

l6S.C) .
here.

This suggests the concept is from the Pauline tradition

rather than from a hymnic tradition that the writer is alleged to
have used.

But reconciliation is claimed by many scholars to

have a different

emp~asis

in Colossians and Ephesians from what is

found in Paul, being not so much freedom from condemnation,
consciousness of adoption or the ground of assurance but free
6
access to God.
It is now all inclusive but if in Colossians and
Ephesians the unusual form of the word

,

tJ(110/-(CI''1"tV ••

not

J(CVTar•• ·

means it comes from a hymnic tradition, it still need not be
earlier than Rom. 5 or 2 Cor. 5.

On the other hand Paul may not

be the originator of the concept in Christian circles.

It could

be a concept that he inherited.
It ii the least metaphorical of the soteriological concepts
(cf. justification, sacrifice, redemption) and like forgiveness
is personal.
second century.

7.1.1

The concept· does not appear to be taken up in the
7

Antecedents

Reconciliation as' a soteriological term has religious antecedents
in the LXX but not in the religious language of Greek.literature.
The LXX ~ses it only in 2 Macc. 1:5, 5:11-20, 7:18, 33 and 8:29
where the thought is that God can be angry with his people and can
give up his anger, e.g. 1:5 reads "may he hear your prayers and be
reconciled to you".

As in Ephesians, 2 Maccabees.has reconciliat-

lion between man (1:5) and of man with God (7:23, 8:29). Il~A~~~w
is found in Test :Jos 14:2 and S

''*' >";(j'"CTW

in Mt. 5 :24 and 1 Sam.

2914.
The passages from 2 Maccabees' may suggest that for Paul reconciliatlion means that God gives up his anger against his people by
removing the cause of anger.

The marriage passage in 1 Cor. 7:11'

·also suggests that both partners have been affected.

Paul never

goes so far as to say in the passive that God is reconciled to man,
even if b6th parties have been affected by what has taken place.
,

Paul uses I"arT()(X.'>I.O(('lvOII

for this.

8

The passive formula is in

:Josephus Ant 6:143 where Samuel intreated God tb be.reconciled to
9
Saul and not to be angry. with him.
Qumran/

..

166.
Qumran has Jus t 1· fi ca t'10n by grace a 1one, but no t reconc~'li a t'~on, 10
although IQS 9:5bf is close to the idea.
"In those days they
shall choose from among the'members of the community a holy house
for Aaron, that infinite holiness may be assembled together and a
house of unitedness for Israel, all those who walk in perfection,,;l
Thus the thought is known, if seldom stressed in contemporary
Judaism.
Verg il cou ld spea k

reconciliation.

0f

'
an en d t 1me
peace, 12 but ~' t '~s no t rea 11 y

The Hellenistic world only knows God as the

divine, the power and principle of order of the cosmos.
The simple verb ~)..)..;(j~w (the root c~M means "a making otherwise")
N,

'

from the root «X~OS has two meanings:- (1) to alter, change (Gal.
4:20 and 1 Cor. l5:51f) and (2) to exchange, barter (Rom. 1:23).13

,
The most common prefix to form a compound verb in Greek is
which is used with

,

)

I

4'AAIIt"'<1"VW'

k~TW

in 2 Cor. 5:18-20 and Rom. 5:10.

was used at this time with the same meaning as the
14
simple form, though perhaps with an increased emphasis.
There
1S
was a Hellenistic trend of avoiding the simple form of a verb.
KaT".,).Jtvu([W

A170 rcC'('Ttt'AA.~fIiT""

seems to be the 'writer' of Colossians' own
16 ' I
~
~ •
coinage. Ano can strengthen a verb (cXl7lff'dcp 01 I
) or give
the meaning "again". 17 The, latter does not fit' the Ephesians
context.

The Gentiles had always been separated.

There was

never a time when they enjoyed a special relationship.

The idea

of a restoration of a former unity like that before ain came and
before the Jews were a privileged people fits Colossians better
than Eph. 2:16,18 since Colossians does not emphasize the JewishGentile division and Jewish privilege.
The use of two prepositions suggests Ephesians wishes to atress
things.

He does this in other ways, through placing synonyms

adjacent to one another and even coining a superlative comparative
word in 3:8.
We have in 2:16 the aorist tense emphasizing the
. completeness of the action.
Like the ~erb "to cteate", God is usually the s~bject of reconcile.
He takes the initiative.
Thisl

God and man are not equal partners.

This was the case in the Old Testament where the conditions were
laid down by Yahweh and covenants are similar in form to the
Suzerainty Covenants of the Hittites and the Mesopotamians. 19 In
Ephesians, Christ is the subject but this is no problem when we
remember the high Christology of the letter and that Christ is the
agent of the rather.
,)

7.2 Tovs

~

.

l>(ftf>OT£.pOVS

The writer once again uses the word "both" rather than "two".
Christ reconciles them (Jew and Gentile) together for both had
20
offended God.
The law which separated them is overcome and they
are reconciled to each other.
"Both" speaks of togetherness
rather than of their former separateness.
The reconciliation of "both" makes Paul's concern to win Jews in
Gentiles sre being visibly
Romans 9-11 all the more imperative.
reconciled to God, while the Jews seem hostile to God and the
Paul is concerned to win the heathen
Messiah he has provided.
and to secure the Jews' final conversion to God.
It was
particularly incumbent upon him now that the Messiah has appeared.
Jews having refused to recognise him means paradoxically that they
21
22
Jews and Gentiles need to enter the kingdom.
need a mission too.
. t 23
All has .to be eummed up in Chr1s
•
.7.:5

I

Ev
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Again the word "one" is stressed.
It is not a body, but one body
as in vv.14, 15 (but it is not "the body" or "the body of Christ").
It stresses the one single body instead of the previous two bodies.
"One" shows it refers to Jew end Gentile. 24 It cannot be
25
exclusively the body of Christ without reference to the church.
This in fact answers a question which is secondary.
The question
should be whether the phrase's obvious primary reference to Jew
and Gentile demands that it also refers to Christ.
There is no article, which is fairly exceptional fora noun in our
C" "
)'
()
' . 26 (
)).
passage ( only IlOr~~¢"'1
£tr: 1v 'l'V
v.16 cf. nv£vl'''''Y'
v.1S.
But this~need not surpri~e us if "one" is equivalent to the

indefinite article (cf. 414).

This again suggests it is not a

specific reference to the b6dy of Christ.
demands some discussion.

1.3.1/

Thia important question

168.
7.3.1

Is the term "body" in the Pauline literature always
to be taken literally, or is it sometimes used as a
metaphor?

Is the term "body" used literally of the mystical body of Christ,
or is it sometimes used to illustrate the fellowship of believers?
Does the phrase "body of Christ", which is not in Paul's early
letters, have particular significance?
It is widely held by scholars that the church is literally the body
27
of Christ
and is directly linked to Christ's crucified, risen and
'glorified body.
Believers aie part of Christ, belonging to the
one body which he now possesses.
The term therefore illustrates
not merely the relationship of Christians to each other, but their
relationship to Christ, where he is not simply their leader but
they are really part of him.
It is argued that if Paul meant only
a metaphor in his writings, he did not make this 'clear and body was
in any case a very' misleading term to use. 28
Paul certainly links the term body very closely with the church and
with Christ. 29 According ~o the accounts of his conversion in' Acts,
he realised that in persecuting the Church, he was persecuting
,
30
Christ (Acts 26:14).
Eucharistic teaching would encourage the idea of communion in the
31
.
body,
since 1 Cor. 10:16, 17 says that Christians at the Lord's
Table participate in the body of Christ.
1 Cor. 11:24 and 27
suggest that 11:29 refers to the crucified body of Christ, but there
could be a reference to the church body, since the Corinthians at
the table showed a lack of concern for the church and failed to see
its onenese because of thair divisions (1 Cor. 10:17).
Rom. 7:4 is sometimes understood as referring to Christ's body the
32
church,
but most understand it as a reference to the death of
Christ.
( .

It is the death of Christ which sets men free from the

law, just as a woman is set free by her husband's death.
The literal view of the church as the body of Christ insists on the
physiological and historical effect of the resurrection.

By this

'event Jesus' physical body was transmuted into a spiritual one
i,

without/

without losing contact with the world of matter and of time,
while the head of the body is in heaven and assures and supplies
life to the body.
"Alive or dead, we already have our portion
through the Spirit in the new corporeality, which one day will
33'
be the only one".
Today we have metaphysical difficulties with the resurrection as
shown by the many books on the sUbject. 34 The literal view helps
us to understand how Christ lives after his death.

The early

church, however, did have some metaphysical difficulties too, for
how could flesh and blood enter the kingdom of God (1 Cor. 15:50)7
It is true that Christians conceived of a mystical union of being
in Christ and of being in the heavenlies.
But Jesus was complete
in himself and had a whole body before the church began to be
formed.
The term ie an obvious metaphor and one which we u~e frequently,35
e.g. "anybody" or "the body of the kirk".

The term head is also

used, e.g. head boy, head of state.
It can be symbolic of the
person as a whole, the head only being portrayed on a stamp, coin
or statue.
It is likely therefore that "we may get nearer to
the writer's mind, if instead of trying to find in these images
(body, temple, bride) profound and subtle theological speculations,
we are content to find simple and beautiful but rather vague images
,
36
of the unity of the church."
It is true that he does use other
metaphors, but we have to accept that he says more explicitly "we
are members of his body" (5:30).
"The distinctive thing about
body language (compared with other images) is that it constantly
merges into other uses, which are not just figurative.,,37 The
metaphor in Paul does appear to be used so vividly

BS

to suggest

it is more than metaphorical (e.g. 1 Cor. 12:12-17) but in the Old
Testament, metaphors can be extremely vivid and still be only
38

metaphors.
Body in the New Testament is likewise a vivid
metaphor. "from one point of view it (the church) is the body of
Christ, from other points of view not.
We have no right to
speculate with'it and draw from it conclusions which are not in
Paul and then father them on Paul".39
Body/
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Body is an apt metaphor; it Buggests life, diversity, unity and
the contrast of the head with the remainder.
It is a metaphor
which could develop independently in various realms of thought,
without there necessarily being a connecting link.
If one begins
with it as an illustration of diversity, one would soon begin to
talk of the head, if the trend of the discussion required it.

The

context of a passage would dictate how the metaphor would be used.
Colossians, for example, would demand the illustration of headship.
We cannot take body imagery absolutely literally.
Is Christ just
a head? Is this body really one with the body of Christ which haa
hands and feet?
Am I or someone alse part of this hand or that
foot?
Do some Christians belong to the left hand and others to
the right?
To say that in Ephesians it is either literal or
metsphorical in an exclusive aense may be unnecessary.
It would be possible to have the article with "body" an~ still be
metaphorical, but if it were intended to be literal in 2:16 we
would have expected the article or the adjective "his,,40 or the
41
words "of Christ".
Nothing ~o specific is suggested.
Ephesians,
irrespective of whether or not an article is implied, is hardly
likely to be suggesting that Christ gave one body in death for the
Jews and another for the Gentiles.
Suc~~·thought would be
suggested, if the writer were emphasising one physical body which
Christ gave in death.
Just as Adam and Eve became pne flesh, so
42
Gentile end Jew form one body, building and bride.
In 4:12 the
two metaphors building and body are found together.
Bride and
body occur alongside each other in 5128, 29.
7.3.2

Possible parallels in Paul.

Romans 12 and 1 Cor. 12 use the illustration of the various parts
of the body to illustrate the function of the members of the local
church, but in Ephesians and Colossians the body is clearly stated
to have Christ as the head.
This concept may be the keystone of
Paul's theology43 or be merely one of several terms which Paul uses
to describe the unity of the church, such as building and b~ide.44
, 1 Cor. 12:12 is the most striking text, where the word Christ is
1

used, when we would expect "church".
Ephesians are not'so far different.
context,/

This shows Colossians and
Colossians has a cosmic
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)

context, so whereas body was Christological in emphasis, it is now
45
ecclesiological.
Paul's progress in thought from 1 Corinthians
and Romans may have been stimulated by his consideration of issues
46
involved in the Colpssians heresy
and the need to emphasize such
matters as corporate Christian fellowship in Christ and our
dependence upon him and his supremacy in the universe.
The whole
47
church rather than the local church is now described as a body.
This is understandable, since merely to show that Christ was just
the head of local communities of believers would not have helped
his argument.
He wants to show that Christ is supreme.
Christ
He does not go on
is in control of the cosmos (Col. 1:16, 17).
to say that this means that the church encompasses the whole cosmos.
He says that Christ is ~he h~ad of the body of the church (1:18)
. and through him all things are to be reconciled (1:20).
This
. teaches that the church is used by Christ but does not say that
48
the principalities and powers of 1:16 are part of his body.
1:18
and 24 limit the body to the church.
The cosmos is never called
a body.
In Colossians and Ephesians the writer(s) talks about the head
(Col. 1:18, Eph. 4:15) and growth.
He may reflect the medical
49
understanding of Hippocrates as summarised by the later Galen,
who emphasized the brain as'tha origin of power.
The word head is not found in 1 Cor. 12 and Rom. 12 but could be
Paul would hardly suggest any
implied in 1 Cor. 12:5 and 12.
other member is the head not even himself or the apostles (1 Cor.
12:28).50 The analogy of body would be further elaborated and
This·is what we
Christ be automatically described as the head.
find·in Colossians and Ephesians.
. 51
or of a head without a ~ody.
Once we talk about
the head.
If the
he can easily move
an illustration.

Paul would not think of a torso

a body, we soon begin to talk about growth and
writer can jump from a body to a building (2:21),·
from talking about a body to using the head as
If· Christ is linked with the one body, he can

be no other than the head.
He cannot be a subordinate part, which
is invoived in the process of growth.· The body can grow, but
.
52
Christ the head cannot.
The etatement of growing up into the head
(4:15) is not so strange.
. de~elopment/

The thought determines the unusual
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development of the metaphor as in the peculiar horticulture of
Rom. 11:24.
Ephesians says the temple grows (2:21) and the body
builds (4:16).53
The body has to grow if it is to include more Jews and more
Gentiles and fill the cosmos.

The use of the term head is not so
unu.ual when we remember how frequently it is found in the Old
Testament (e.g. Oeut. 28:13, Jdg. 10:18, 2 Sam. 22:44, Is. 7:8ff
and 9:14).
The head is at the top of the body54 'and is what
makes people distinctive.
on a coin.

It can represent the whole person as

It is the part which protrudes and which if cut off

causes instant death (hence beheading and the use of the guillotine)
whereas severance of hand or foot does not.
It is more vital than
Paul has been vindicated by an illustration which
the heart.
makes this clear for us.

The transplanting of a baboon's heart
into a human being can arouse ethical discussion but nothing like
the transplanting of a baboon's head would do, especially if the

operation were successful.
The importance of the head is seen in many areas, e.g. headhunters
who prize heads as relics.

Since man's earliest religions the

human head has been a focus of superstitious interest and "many
peoples have at a certain stage of their development observed
,
55
special rites in connection with the head."
The head is found,
for example, throughout Celtic traditions not only as, a separate
cult, but bound up with all the other cults.

It is the most

typical Celtic relig~ous symbol.
Celts regarded it as symbolic
of divinity and tha powers of the other world. 56
Col. 2:9 seems to be a reference to the incarnate Christ

being

regarded as divine (cf. Col.l:~2).

There is no indication that
57
the writer is thinking of the church prior to v.10.
Colossians

is saying that God has not

delegate~

the divine powers to

supernatural beings which the, Colossian heresy would seem to
suggeet, but that the fu1ness of them dwells in Christ.
Col. 1:22 is a close parallel to Eph. 2:16, but in the Colossian
'pass~ge the body is not th~ ch~rch, for when this is so as i~ v.24
,

.

, it is clearly stated.
sacrificed.

1:22 refers to the body of flesh which was

The term fleah shows that the writer means the human

body of Christ and not the church.,
differently./

Eph. 2:16 uses the terminoiogy

differently.

It becomes 'one body not a body of flesh.

Whereas

in Colossians it is clearly not the church, in Eph. 2:16 it has
some connection with the church.
Col. 3:15 apparently uses the term in a metaphorical way, since it
does not say the body of Christ, Mor link body with the reference
to Christ in the previous clause.

We observe therefore that

Colossians, either independently or in using Paul, or as Paul
himself, develops and uses the metaphor of body to meet the needs
,

~

of the epistle and its readers.
own body in 2:5.

The ,writer uses

~~f}

of his

Ephesians ie concerned with the headship of Christ in the church
rather than the universe.
The picture of a body is used as a
,natural illustration.
"

Eph. 4:4 like 2:16 uses the,term "body" not "body of Christ" and
'seems to suggest a separate entity from the Lord (4:5) although
closely associated with spirit in 4:4.
The church must maintain
the unity, because there is one body and one spirit.
One spirit
dwells within them.

This body is one church, one family in
58

heaven and on earth (3:15).
The Holy Spirit dwells in this body.
4:12 would therefore suggest that the body of Christ means the
body which belongs to Christ.

Christ himself does not need to

be built up.
Eph. 1:23 says the church is his body,
of what is filled (i.e. the church).59

h~

is the head, the fulness
The body is thus clearly

linked to Christ as the source of life, but is not literally his
body.

Christ fills the church and fills the universe.

In 2:16

the writer does not even go as far as to speak of the connection
in the one body of Christ., He simply uses a metaphor.
7.3.3

A holistic view?

T. Schmidt in Der Leib Christi, Leipzig 1919, suggested that Paul
borrowed the idea of community as a body from Hellenistic popular
philosophy.

This suggestion led to renewed

d~scussion

as to

whether the term body always has reference to a man's physical body,
or if it can be used for the whole man. 60
man/

The latter means that
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man not only has a body but he is body, and Paul uses the word of
encounter rather than of man as a substance in the material world.
The term body thus speaks of encounter with the divine Lord and
also of his presence in the church.
But it appears to be true
that in most New Testament references it refers to man's physical
61
body.
Its ancient Greek background supports this as well as the
62
fact that both flesh and blood are needed in the Eucharist.
There are' doubtless blurred edges

63

and Rom 1211 and 8110 are not

convincingly shown to be solely physical references.

There are
Body and soul can overlap in

other views besides these two.
meaning.

They are not exclusive ideas as Gundry assumes.

'"
~wf~

,

E. Best

suggests that
may be used for man when he is in activity,
,
VOVS
when he is thinking and ~fS as showing him prone to sin.
~

,

'

We must not be too rigorous in dividing into parts.

64

Ephesians could have the holistic view in 2:16, if we were certain
that he is talking about the literal body of Christ parallel to
"in his blood".

But if he is using a metaphor or if the word ia

parallel to "one new man" than it ia
7.3.4

unlik~ly.

Background to the thought.
I

The investigation of the background to the concept "body" has led
to what Jewett calls (op cit p.6) a fruitless one, concerning
whether Paul was more influenced by JUdaism or Hellenism.

But

eome discussion is necessary to elucidate ite meaning here.
7.3.4.1

Non-Jewish

co

c.. ~ /ltV is known from Homer onwards.

65

It is used in New Testament

times of the cosmos.
Hellenistic popular philosophy was familiar
66
, with this.
Plato saw the world and its contents as only a shadow
of the real world beyond;

Ha thus differed from Heraclitus, who

had recognised no reality which was not corporeal.

67

The Orphic

fragment 168 (2nd Cent. A.D.?) uses an older oriental thought when
it depicts the universe as the body of Zeus, with heaven ae the
, head,/

)

175.

()
head, the sun es the eyes, etc.
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In stoicism it is commonplace to understand the stat& as a body
in which each member has a part to play

69

and in later Stoicism

the metaphor is extended to the universe as a whole of which men
.
70
form a part.
Seneca (4-65 A.D.) said men are members of the one great body
(corpus).
hie body.

The emperor is the soul of the commonwealth, which is
71

This stoic thought has a parallel in the teaching

found in Ephesians of the universe filling up and being filled by
God (1:10, 23).

Before Seneca there is no evidence of a group
72
actually being called a body..
But there was popular Hellenistic
A
73
usage of u~/"()( in comparison with society.
It is found in
Jewish thought, which has been influenced by Greek ideas, such as
we find in Ecclus 1:1-10, Wisdom 7 :24 • .£ wf'3t'
/

State, where the members are called r~r?

.

is also used for the
Philo (De Spec 3:131)

says "that every age and every part of the nation regarded as of
a single body may be united in one and the same fellowship, making
peace and good order their aim".

He shows that proselytes are

linked with other Jews and seem to be the separate parts of a
single living being, which is compacted and unified by their
fellowship in it (De Virt 103 cf. 182).

Cicero (De Officiis 3:5)'

also likens the body to human society.
Most Scandinavian, french and English-speaking scholars would
agree with f. Mussner, who considers the Greek and Roman classical
background (e.g. Plutarch, Livy, Seneca and Tacitus) sufficient to
explain the Pauline usage of the image, which he develops.

74

Paul

would see the growing church throughout the empire as a universal
ekklesia, a greater empire along the same lines, the kingdom of
God in which we are "more than conquerors".

This would be a

foreshadowing of the later claims of the church of Rome and the
75
.view of Augustine.
Once the church was compated to the empire,

,

the body concept would euggest itself, even if Paul had not already
thought of it..

But he probably had.

176.
7.3.4.2

The Jewish background.

The difficulty here is that body is not linked to such Old
76
Testament concepts as corporate personality, since there is no
real frequent corresponding Hebrew word.

The LXX has

...

(TWINY

one

hundred and forty-one times but only twice (Job 40:32 and Gen.
15:11) does it refer to something other than the body, dead or
alive of a human being.

It never refers to inanimate objects.

It can usually be replaced without lOBS of meaning by the personal
pronoun, e.g. Job 6:4, Provo 11:17.

A contrast between soul and
.body is found in the literature which has more Hellenistic
influence (Wisdom 9:15~ 2 Macc 6130).

Deut. 28:13 and 44 have

the metaphor of head (Israel) in contrast to tail (cf. Is. 9:14
and the metaphor of feet).
Judges 10:18 uses head in the sense
of lordship.

David is the head of the nation (2 Sam. 22:44).

Is. 7:8ff speaks of Damascus as th~ head of Syria, but does not
proceed to use the analogy of other parts of the body.
Is. 1:4-6 speaks of Judah as a body sick from head to foot and
Dan. 2 has the im~ge of a' man representing successive e,mpires.
Mankind is not called the body of Adam

77

but the more significant

Hebrew word for the individual (nephesh) is used in the singular

.

in a collective sense (Lev~ 26:15, Num. 21:5~ Is. 46:2, 47:14,
Ps. l24:~, etc.).
There is the servant concept of Isaiah and the idea of the elect
78
having unity with the Messiah.
The Jewish background, therefore,
79
prepares for the idea
but before the Greek language was used it
, could not be expressed.

The Greek word

...

(TW'rCV

through Christian

usage becomes a positive word rather than a negative one and can
BO
Thus although the
be used to express the original Hebrew idea.
use of rrwfCV' to depict the 'Church is not a natural development
from Hebrew vocabulary,
imagery.

there~are

many antecedents to suggest the

If "one new man" has a 'Jewish background i t is likely
81
that body has also.
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7.3.4.3

Use of the

7.3.4.3.1

thou9ht~

u

The Apostolic fathers.

They use the image or reality of the body frequently.82
9:4 implies the eucharistic body.

Didache

"Just as this piece of bread

was scattered over the mountains, so let your church be gathered
together from the ends of the earth".

2 Clement, His kingdom

would come "when the two shall be one ••• and the outside (body)
be like the inside (soul) (12) , •• "a living church is the body
of Christ ••• God made man male and female.

The male is Christ,

the female is the church ••• The church which wes spiritual was
revealed in the flesh of Christ, showing us that i~ anyone of us
guards her in the flesh and does not corrupt her, he will get her
back again in the Holy Spirit ••• who outrages the flesh outrages
the church" (14).

Hermes (Parables) says "after the wicked are

cast out" the church of God will be one body, one mind, one faith,
,one'love (9:18).83
Ignatius also has the metaphor of the head.
7.3.4.3.2

84

The Gnostics.

It appears strange that Gnostics should use the term body, since
they did not have much regard for the body as such.

As a negative

term in their minds, it was not the best term to illustrate
anything that was good.
in a positive way.
prison of the soul.

They seem inconsistent to use it at all

In fact they see it as a kind of garment or
They had the myth of the Primal Man in

"which the souls of all men belong to one cosmic pneumatic body,
which as Primal Man is said to have ended up in the matter, whila
the members of this body are then to be gathered again into one
body by the redeemer and brought back to heaven."

85

Many hold that Ephesians presuppose the gnostic notion of the
Anthropos Redeemer, Revealer figure, who constitutes one huge
86
body, the head being the deity, the body the world.
The likelihood of gnostic influence in Ephesians is not eo strong
as for the cosmic wall and 'the first man.

andl

The sources are late

178.
and it can be claimed that the positive concept of body is only
found in non-gnostic writings such as Ignatius, Hermas and
S7
2 Clement and derived from Paul.
Acts of Thomas 48 teaches the consubstantiality of the redeemer
with the redeemed and of the redeemer as the head of the race
who follows him, when he ascends.
Compare The Odss of Solomon 17:15 (probably not Gnostic):
they ere become members to me and I their head".

"Thus

This may be

dependent upon Ephesiens.
The saved community forming the members of the body of which Jesus
is the head certainly becomes, a gnostic idea, e.g.
)
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Some of these writings are close to orthodox Christianity.

They

would possibly know Ephesians and this be the inspiration of their
thought, rather than the influence being in the opposite
This view is supported by their
as head, body, members.

inconsi~tent

direction~~

use of such concepts

However within the limited range of the

Pauline Corpus one has,a range of usages and the gnostic material
covers a greate~ range in both time and area. 89
/

There is no unanimity of opinion about the influence of gnostic
terminology on the New'Testament.
"
Bultmann and Kasemann
think
that gnostic terminology affects the'earlier Pauline Epistlss,
although/

179.

"
although Kasemann
thinks that Ephesians and Colossians used it so '
differently that they cannot have a common origin with Paul.
Schlier on the other hand believes gnosticism affects Ephesians
and Colossians only

~nd

not the earlier Paul, since the gnostics

use the term body of the relationship of members to the head not
of their relationehip to one another.

90

There is a fundamental difference between Paul and, the gnostics'in
the idea of the body itself.

We have mentioned how Gnostics

regard the body aesimply the clothing or prison of the soul.

The

heavenly man wears believers as a garment, they are not really

,

part of him, with no intimate relationship.
He just draws them
9l
to himself and takes them to heaven.
This thought of shedding
the body and putting on a new one is found in 2 Cor. 5, but not

'

where body is used of the church as in Eph. 2:16.
The possibility of a gnostic origin for Ephesians cannot be
. dismissed entirely, especially if the lettsr has links with
Colossians and with Ephesus.
two

yea~s

Assuming Paul wrote Ephesians, his

in Ephesus would make him aware of its cult, which could

be a kind of proto-gnosticism.

He was influential in having some

magical books burnt (Acts 19:19).92

But we cannot be sure whether

these books were similar to gnosticism;, they could be akin to
Mystery ~eligions or a local religion.

I,

.

The Colossian heresy has traditionally been thought to be a kind
of Jewish pre-gnosticism.' 'It was from Eleusis in Asia Minor that
the Mysteries of Cybele and Attis were elaborated.

The mysteries

and legends about Artemis and some which concerned Apollo took
shape at Ephesus.

pergamum was not far away.

Paul took note of

the religious atmosphere at Corinth and Athens, and would do so in
a much longer stay at Ephesus.

Even if Ephesians were written by

a disciple, some of this atmosphere could have passed on to him,
or he may have been an Ephesian.
The gnostic origin of the ideas of body and its head are not proven.
~

The seeds of the idea may be present in the cosmic ideas that
93
Jewish arid Gnostic
literature shared.
But the developed imagery
which we~find in the gnostic literature is lattr than Ephesians and
probably/
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probably dependent upon' Christian writings.
We,conclude that the Jewish background is best, although the
writer uses a Greek word with no real Jewish parallel.
It is
prompted by the use of the metaphor in 1 Cor. 12 and Romans 12.
It is a metaphor like building and temple, but mars vivid because
of the nature of the term with its wide background and through the
fact that Christ did have a literal body.
cannot be applied to Christ in such a way.

The other metaphors
In using the term the

writer is indebted to Jewish ideas of corporate personality, but
he does not go as far as to say they form one body with Christ. 94
"Body" is here in juxtaposition to "both" and parallels "one new
man". 95 If it is placed alongside "in his blood", "flesh",
"cross", etc., as another reference to the death of Christ, we
have too long a list of parallels.
It also gives the clause two
references to'the cross.

If this were intended "body" would be

more specifically defined as the body of Christ, or as his bOdy~5
"One" would also be superfluous.
necessarily refer to the cross.

97

The literal body may not
If it were literally the body,of

Christ; risen and glorified, the argument would be strengthened.
But the ambiguity of the words means Eph. 2:16 should not be used
for proving a direct identity of church with the earthly h~storical
body of Christ.
, "One body" is more likely to be the chUrch comprised of Jew and
Gentile. 98 If the body is formed in Christ, it might appear to be
both Christ and the chu~ch.99 , But it is Christ who reconciles, not
himself but Jew end Gentile in one body.
If it were Christ's body,
Church end body are closely
it would at least say "in his body".
connected but not identical.
Christ is not mentioned here in relation to the body.'

If he were,

he would be called the head ~s in 4:15.
Eph. 2116 is closer in
thought to Rom. 12 and 1 Cor. 12 than it is to other verses in
Ephesians.

100

'

The,aorist speaks of a specific act of incorporation by Christ.
This is probably not through

~he

Eucharist or Baptism, but through

the cross and the response to preaching, which are mentioned in
2,16, 17.
which/

One body is not parallel to "one spirit"lOl in v.1S,

181.
which is the agent like "cross", "flesh".
in that verse is

,

Ktlr'7DII1 ~"(? P ID

Tha parallel to body

v •

The dative defines the person with whom the reconciliation has
, 102
been secured.
In 1 Sam. 29:4, David reconciles himself to God
through a feat he performs himself, but here the action is by
Christ.

The reconciliation is to God, since the division between

Jew and Gentile is not a superficial one, but merely the symptom
of a deeper problem.

Both are separate from God and need to be

reconciled to him, as well as to each other.

The estranged man

to God relationship rather than the Jewish-Gentile is now streseed
as the underlying cause of trouble.
The two words IW PEt( show the goal and purpose (1:10).
task is to bring final and complete unity under God.·

Christ's

The cosmic

aspect may be absent, but it is implied and a necessary stage is
e~panded.

This is the mystery.

Christ has come.

All has now been revealed.
l03
He has reconciled Jew and Gentile
and

reconciled both to God.

·All individuals are as yet not reconciled,

but the final plan. has been revealed and is now clearly in
operation.

Whether all are to be reconciled or only subjected is

not stated ' in this passage and need not concern us.

Colossians

suggests the latter. . Ephesians as an independent writing cou'ld'
104
teach the former,
but as we have seen (sse section 6.5)
universalism is out of harmony with Peul.

Salvation through the cross is distinct from Gnostic ideas of
redemption by a revealer.

We have already rejected the suggestion
.
105
that the words are an addition to an earlier hymn.
They are
fundamental in a Christian context, which believes in the work of
the cross.

They root this pacification and reconciliation firmly
106
in history.
The cross is not mentioned elsewhere in Ephesians,
although it is a Pauline word; speaking of the atonement and of
107
But our passage has the related
shame and foolishness.
Jexpressions, blOOd,108 flesh, etc.; used in tandem.
Does/

)

192.

Does the phrase relate to the preceding or subsequent clauses?
Bleek follows the Syriac, Tertullian and Pelagius who understand
I

I

..

This means the second l v 0(" 1'~ of the passege
the former.
in 2:16 refers to "cross" or to Christ as parallel to the cross.
't"
The Vulgate and Luther refer £\1
(Jt'vf'W
to Christ, but Bengel and
•
,
Semler refer it to body.
Stoeckhardt and Ewald Join the words
with what follows "after he had elain the enmity by the cross
through himself", which means that it repeats and emphasizes what
has been said in l4b and 15.
This is a possible translation, but
the word order does not support it.
C,

,

were the crucified body of Christ who obtained
the reconciliation, the phrase "through the cross" could be merely
explanatory, that is "by the one offering of himself".109
If

tVI

q-wf"'"

I

This leads us to discuss the aignificance of Sid.
It Is not
likely to mean "because" or "with a view to" (prospective' view)
110
which would require the accusative.
It does not mean "in spite of" the cross.
The cross was the
designed method (Eph. la5-7, cf. Acts 2:23 and Joseph in Gen. 451
.
I l land
. i s expounded in the next clause
7, 8.
) . It i e i nstrumental
"killing'the enmity thereby".
Christ dies that enmity m~ght die •

.

,

This is Pauline theologyl12 and very similar to Polycsrp Phil 8.1.
"He endured it all for us, so that we might live in union with
him." (cf. Ignatius to the Smyrneans 112)
In the present context of flesh (15) and blood (13), the cross must
mean Christ's death.
It does not mean that through advereity,
blessing has come, nor does it mean the ahock effect of man'e
bloodthirstiness, which shocks men into
repentance. 113 It ie
,
eomething which God doee in Christ, rather than what man doee.
It
shows an historical event, and not Bultmann's idea of the croee es
far 'removed from all temporal limitations, continuing to take place
in any present moment, both in the proclaiming and in the
114
eacraments.
,I

183.
J

7.6

,

\

AnO/rTl-IVtXS

"

'T?V

f.X()ptYv

The word hostility has already occurred in verse 14 wh€r~we
preferr'ed to link it with). ';(f"t!( 5 .
Thus we had a weaker
,

,

115

expression than is found here.
removed, it is killed.
achieved through death.

Hostility is now not simply

"Killing" is appropriate, since it was
116

It is not defeat but victory.

"To

117

men's eyes he was slain, but in truth he slew".
.The law, which
almost killed Paul (Rom. 7:9, cf. 2 Cor. 3:6), has its effect
killed.

Paul often speaks of anything from the past as needing

to be killed, e.g. the old man (Rom. 6:6, 8:10, Gal. 2:20).
In
The
Ephesians the whole past existence is one of death (2~1).
old nature has to be put off (4:22) and ~en must r~se from the
dead (5:14).
The aorist participle perhaps has its rare usage for subsequent
action,

118

"afterwards killing".

It could be coincidental, "by

reconciling them both, he killed the enmity".
This makss good
The normal use of the aorist participle for antecedent
sense.
action would suggest a translation "he killed the enmity between
them and God reconciled both to each other".

The word order,

which places "killing the enmity" last, does n~t favour this, so
we prefer the coincidental sense.
The force of the aorist is now
seen to be punctiliar, rsferring to Christ's once for all work.
The phrase gives the negative side of the previous'''making peace"
and compliments our opening words "for he is our peace".
,What is this hostility?

Is it the law?119

But law refers to the
120
cause rather than to the enmity itself, as in 2:15b.
But is it

hostility between Jew and Gentile as in that passage or does it
,
121
now refer to enmity between man and Godl
We suggest that both
can be included, but the emphasis is on the second. 122 The aim of
the apostle is not to sxplain the nature of the atonement in
general as such but to show how Christ has reconciled with God the
123
Jews and the Gentiles.
Was this killing of the hostility achieved

dirs~tly

or indirectly?

Did Christ's work set out to kill the enmity, or was this the
indirect result?
Gentile,/

If it refers to hostility between Jew and

)

184.
Gentile, it is indirect.

Either way it is a work of God, not man.

He killed the enmity.

Christ made an open show of the
l24
principalities and powers.
This end of enmity is the result of
125
both collectively and individually.
reconciliation
There are
these two focii for Paul saw Christ's work as the hope of the

world, yet men had to avail themselves of it individuaily.

The

purpose of Paul's ministry was to persuade men ,to be reconciled
to God (2 Cor. 5:20).
Ephesian~ has this wider view, but the
community actually already reconciled is a comparatively small
one, made up of a few individual
J

)

~ews

and Gentiles.

III

7.7 Ev «IrT"'"
•

, This can refer to the cross, which is its immediate antecedent
126
'
or refer to the' earthly body of Christ,
and mean "thereby",
127
('\...
..
given on the cross.
Since c!) 14' ,Oil (j'Tt!t'''PDLI
links better
with what precedes rather than with what follows the phrase

.

(otherwise we would expect S~ IVTOV

.

...

vTLY,'pcv

to be at the end

of v.16), €.v "'''' T~

is likely to mean "in himseif".
There is
l28
manuscript support for this, as in v.15.
This could have been
an interpretation in the early church and it need not mean the same
here.

Sut such an interpretation agrees with v.17 that "he

Masson thinks it is reasonable that bec~use
preached peace" •
.)
,
A
£,V tl(vTro( , parallels v.lS, the author wishes to say that it is in
129
him.
It is in the sense of agent, not local.

A local sense would mean

a battle within the Messiah, not an ~xternal foe.
130
every Christian
did have to fight temptation.

'Christ like
He had to fulfil

the requirements of the law (Rom. 8:3-4) and overcome the natural
human reaction of avoiding the cross (Mk. 14:36, John 12:27,' Heb.
But as we saw in section 5.2 this is not the likely meaning
'5:7).
in the context.
"In him" shows that ~esus did it.
He restored
the reconciliation, not by using other people or other plans, but
by himeelf (cf. 1 Pet. 2:24).
,

7.S/
"

.

He gave himself on the cross.

185.
7.8

Conclusion

Verse 16, with lSc, teaches the purpose of the activity described
in 14-17.

Until 15b it is simply factual, stating what Christ

has done.

15c and 16 have the purpose.

Thus verse 16 gives

one aspect of this purpose, "That he might reconcile both" (Jew
and Gentile).

"In one body" parallels "one new man" rather than

"in the flesh" and is a simple metaphor of unity.

This is

achieved "by the cross" which parallels "in his flesh". ~ v 0(~.,.9
as in v.lS refers to Christ.

He reconciles Jew snd Gentile into

one body through his work on the craBS.

186.
CHAPTER

EIGHT.

EPHESIANS

2:17

What it appears to say.
He (that is the one who is our peace and who through the cross
brought reconciliation) came and preached peace.
to the far (understood as

Genti~es)

He preached it

and to the near (Jews).

The sequence of events in this verse as well as the events themIsel~es

recall 1 Tim. 3116, 'a similar passage in the disputed

Pauline writings, where the preaching to the Gentiles is
subsequent to his manifestation in the flesh, his justification
in the spirit and his being seen of angels, but precedes hie being
received up into glory.

'In Ephesians, the preaching seems to be

after his work is accomplished.

This is the logical time for the

preaching to be done, but how can Christ do this after his
ascension?

His actual preaching was prior to the cross and only

to Jews (Mt. 10&6).

Afterwards he appeared only to his closest

disciples, who number a little more than five hundred (1 Cor. 15:6).
Verse 17 is clearly linked with the statement of v.l4

1

but is it

parallel to 15 and 16 or dependent upon them and therefore
relating to a SUbsequent time?

.

But our opening participle

15 and 16

,
iAt1 wv
\

hav~ participia~

clauses.

'

is closely, linked with a main

verb "he preached good tidings of peace" which suggests another
virtual independent sentence,equivalant to the hebraic parataxis
2
with "and".
We have the sentence "for he is our peace" as the ,
basis, to which various explicatory clauses are added, before the
present sentence, which is another statement about peace.
statements are a natural unfolding of "but now" in v.l3.

Both
Verse 17

returns to "the far and near" of v.13.

This has gnostic parallels where a redeemer comes from God in a
disguised form, thus escaping
I

recognitio~

and is able to communicate to men.

by the cosmic guards,

The Acts of Thomas 9 (The

I

" Song of the Pearl), Thomas.has been cast into prison and describes
,in a song the homecom'ing of the king's son, who had been sent from
the world of light in the east to the land of darkness (Egypt) to
fetch the pearl.

The

187.
The Gospel of Philip, "Christ came .••• he ransomed the strangers
(53).

"I have come to make (the things below) like the things

above (and the things outside) like the things (inside).
come to Join them
he

mi~ht

to~ether

I have

at that place" (67).

Christ came that
set right again the separation which arose from the

beginnin9 end unite the two and give life to those who died in the
separation and unite them (70).

His body which came into being

on that day came out of the bridal chamber (71)".
Valentinus is reported to have said, "Christ has gone up into the
pleroma and was naturally reluctant to descend a second time, so
he sent to her the Paraclete".

3

Excerpta ex Theodotio 43:2-65:2 speaks of his ascent, e.g. 43:5.
"What does ascendad mean but that he also descended?

The one who

descended into the lower parts of the earth is the same, who also
'·8scended above the heavens..

36:1 says "since we were divided,

Jesus was baptized that the undivided might be divided until he
unites us with them in the pleroma, in order that we the many
become one.

Mayall of us be united with the one, which for our

eakes was divided".
Gnostics would understand ascent as the ascent of the redeemer
through the cosmic barrier, far above all principalities and powers.
Schlier is attracted to this because (a) other interpretations of
ascent· are urisatisfactory and (b) this explains the whole ethos of
Ephesians and of this passage in particular, where the wall is the
cosmic barrier.

The ascent of the redeemer is also his revelation

and his return as shown in 4:9-10 and 1 Pet. 3.19, Ign Eph 19l1ff,
Odes of Sol. 4l:llff, Asc. Is. 11, etc.

In our passage the

.pr~aching is after the redeemer's descent and sojourn below and

immediately subsequent to his ascent.

This is the chronological

sequence of 1110 and 4:8 (cf. 1:20, 1) and of gnosticism.

4

But the gnostic redeemer must also preach, when he descends from

.

the world of light to communicate true knowledge or gnosis to the
S
sparks of light sunk in sleep and to join them to himself.
In
New Testament theology the redeemer appears as-a cosmic figure,
the pre-axistent divine being, the son of thesfather who came down
from heavenly glory

a~d

wrested sovereignty·fromthe

spiri~power

to himself..The Pauline hymns like Phil. 216-11 reflect this. 6
When/

188.
When they are redeemed the preaching to men must be complete,
unless some do not rise with him and are called at a later date.
Hence Schlier hae to say that the preaching of Eph. 2:17 in the
7
original context was not to men but to principalities and powers.

This is certainly different from the present context, which says
the preaching is to the far and the near.

Nevertheless the

descent/ascent motif remains as strong support' for the hypothesis
of Christianity's dependence on gnosis.
'four answers can be given.
a)
b)

The Gnostic evidence is late.
It is generally overlooked that myths of descending/ascending
redeemers are found elsewhere in the Mediterranean world prior
to and contemporary with the origins of Christianity.

Ovid

tells of the Visit of Jupiter and Mercury (cf. Acts 14:8-18)
who lodge with poor Bacchus and Philemon.

Tacitus speaks of

Sarapis appesring to Soter and then ascending to heaven in a
8
blaze of fire.
c)

The coming of Christ is basically what the New Testament is
all about.

Hence it is a frequent idea,

e.g~

Lk. 19110 and

especially John (1:11, 3113, 8114, 13:3 and 16:28).
d)

Ascent and descent are common symbolism of Jewish origin,
adopted both by Christianity and Gnostici~m.9
is found in

The symbolism

68:19, which Ephesians uses of an ascent after
10
Christ's descent.
PSI

Nevertheless ascent and descent concepts are not found in Eph. 2.
11
14-16.
They are imported from elsewhere.
The writer is just
saying Christ came and provided reconciliation and preached it.
418 may refer to an ascent, but the moet we can find in 2&17 is a
descent.

'£ A\ () ~
.~V' is a second aorist participle and we naturally think of
,

,

'

I

the many others in the passage, 1101'1ut(S~ .1\ "o-ttsJ kct-r""rY,/vitS,
. ~no'Yr -rEJ vet' 5
•
The punctiliar force suggests a specific
coming at a certain time, rather than a general
repetitive or
,
~

continuous coming.

The aorist suggests that his coming is

antecedent to the main verb "preached".
It should be understood
,
12
as "and having come". ' This is remarkable' for the most likely
meaning is that Jesus comss to earth to preach peace, yet the
praviou~/

189.

previous verse has already spoken of his death upon the cross.
A similar view is ascribed to Paul in Acts 26:23, when it
explicitly says that after Christ's suffering and resurrection
from the dead, he would preach both to the people and to the
13
GentUes.
We mus~ not say that "and coming" is superfluous. 14
To ignore the words would be inaccurate and negligent exegesis,
especially since they cause the real difficulty here.

It is

necessary therefore to answer this question.
When did Christ come and preach?
8.1.1

Before his incarnation?

This has support from John 8:56 and 1 Cor. 10:4
from 1 Pet. 3:19.

15

and possibly

The latter could refer to preaching by Christ

to men in the days of Noah, who are now dead and in prison.

But

it is better understood a~ preaching by Christ, after his death or
.
16'
after his resurrection
to fallen angels.
A pre-incarnation
preaching does not fit in with Ephesian thought.

There was no

peace before Christ's reconciling work on the cross.

'.
8.1.2

During his earthly 'ministry?

Harless thinks it must be this, or we would find in the text
"having caused to preach".

The aorist tense·supports it and
17
Christ was regarded as a preacher.
But it is difficult, since
our passage appears to refer to a time subsequent to Christ's
death.

His earthly ministry moreover was mainly to the Jews, who
.
18
are only one of the parties that 2:14-17 is concerned about.
There we're however the incidents involving the Samaritans and the
Syrophoenician woman, the tax collectors and sinners who by Jewish
reckoning were far off.
. country.

The prodigal returned from the far

Christ believed he was called to preach and in Lk. 4:17f

he applied Is. 61:1-2 to himself and his preaching of liberty and
19
The universal message is ascribed to Jesus in John
freedom.
1:29, 3:16, 4:42, 10:16, 12:32 and Matt. 28:18-20.

The evidence
however is unanimous that although he may have intended his
,

follower~

,

to preach the message worldwidet he Mims~lf kept to Jews.

Ephesians/ :

190.
Ephesians moreover does not show much interest in the earthly life
of Jesus apart from his death (5:2) preceding his exaltation.
This would be overcome if 'we saw it not so much his incarnation,
but his public entrance into the world as the great teacher and
source of divins light (John 12:46).20

This still however has the

difficulty that it precedes the cross.

Perhaps we should not

expect the author to have a scrupulous respect for chronological
21
order.
This may seem to be contradicted by the author's great
contrast between the past and the present.
is timeless.

However his "present"

The aorist participle "coming" can hardly precede

the.previous aorist participle "killing" and at the most must be
coincidental.

8.1.3

It is more likely to be SUbsequent.

After his resurrection?

Three factors support this interpretation.
a)
b)

c)

The preaching is by Jesus personally.
22
It is after his death.
The aorist suggests it refers to a period now closed which
23
would be the time of the resurrection appearances.

The gospels certainly depict Jesus as preaching a message of peace
after his death, but it was only to the very near.

Nevertheless

traditionally he commissioned the apostles to a worldwide ministry
(Mt. 28:19) and gave them his authority ,in this message (John 20.
21_23).24

1£ Ab;'v may refer to his drawing near to those whom· he addresses
rather than emphasizing his coming death or from hie descent into
hell.
The three views outlined above, assume the preaching must be done
by Jesus personally.
of Jesus.

8.1.4

When combined they refer to the entire life

25

Preaching
in.the Holy Spirit.
;

26

, This gives special significance to the
coming is a resl one.

.

EA/}wv . since

He is sent (John 14:26) and in a real sense

Christ comes in him (14:18, 26, 15:26, 16:14, 15).
-csmel

the Spirit's
The Spirit

191.
came not only at Pentecost causing Peter to preach, but cornea to
the individual concerned (Gal. 3:2, Eph. 1:13, cf. Acts 2:38).27
The meaning is therefore consistent, but is in itself not
sufficiently clear
8.1.5

t~

fully explain our passage.

The preaching of the apostles.

This view is closely linked with 8.1.4, so presumably most who hold
this view would subscribe to that also, although emphasizing in one
case the hUman aspect and in the other case the divine agency.
The apostles' preaching is subsequent to the cross and is what the
early church was doing in Christ's name to Jew and Gentile.

The

link between Christ and the apostles in preaching is shown in
, Lk. 10 :16, "he who hears you, hears me" (cf. Mt. 10 :40, 41).
,disciples preached peace in Mt. 10:13-14.

The

Their message has the

same binding authority (Mt.,16:l9).28
A combin~tion of the above views.

8.1.6

29

This seems to be the best conclusion and fits in with Ephesian
eschatology which combines Christ's past, present and future
30
activity.
According to the gospel tradition, the word "coming"
was employed by Jesus of his ministry as a totality in Mt. 5:17,
9:13, 10:34, 20:28, Lk. 19:10.

This links well with the Old

Testament and the proclamation of peace by the prophets.
and the new people of God spread this news.

Israel

Through Christ's

cross, peace was made and he through his church takes out the
31
message of reconciliation and peace to the world.
The event of
.
32,
his coming is not just his birth, but his eppearance, his ep~phany.
This sense of coming is close to Johannine language,
Some'commentators have gone astray because they have insisted the
words coming and preaching must be literal, referring to Christ
himself personally, whereas the 'word preaching probably onlY,occure
33
because of the quotatiori from ,Is. 57:19
and its ~onnection with
52:7 ~

J

fA /) ~v

need not betaken in specific chronological

sequence, 'since Ephesians has the work of Christ in a timeless
present. e
8.2/

192.

Christ is not only "our peace" and the one who procures it.
preaches it also.

"The subjective application of the benefits

of Christ's purchase sre not left to chance".
J

He

I

( E.U«Yl()../JOjJtx 1

It is good news
I

)

not just proclamation (I'(?f,,'r;-cr-w

).

The second of the two references to peace is so~etimes omitted,
e.g. by the Syrisc and the text used by Marcion and Origen.
both references are found in what are usually regarded
important Greek manuscripts.

6S

But

the more

Perhaps the omission is due to a

conformation of the text to the LXX, where a translator thought
a repetition was futile.

But one word only could suggest that
Those far and near share the same peace.34

the peace is undivided.

Our author probably intended by the repetition of the word, not
simply to copy Isaiah and have two references, but to insist on the
fact that Christ has announced the same peace to Jew and to
36
35
. Gentile.
Its repetition may be rhetorical.
It is peace in two
senses, between Jew and Gentile and towards God.

Jew and Gentile

can find peace with God through Jesus Christ and thereby find
peace with one another.

Chrysostom thought it was simply towards

God, but the other aspect of peace certainly results from it.
Jesus had ·the right to preach peace, since he procured it.3~
~

TOls

The far are placed first

38

J

I

t/l'" 5

as in the Nunc Dimittis(Lk. 2:32).

That peace is preached to the far is the surprising thing and has
already been stressed by the author.
first.

He therefore places "far"

The Jews were near, because they previously had all the

advantages (Rom. 9:4, 5).

Now unless they draw near in Christ

they will belong to the far.
far is not only geographical, circumstantial and dispensational,
but now has also a moral significance because of sin.

To be
39
either near or far in the traditional sense is equally bad.
_ Whereas accordin9 to v.l3 the far have become nesr, v.l? clearly
.

assumes that in

<"" ..

I/JIII

rea~ity

both were far away.

,

is in epposition to YtVl(flYV

It ie unlikely to refer to
ir:'tended,/ .

,

.,
'Yr~'

40

~

and refers to the Gentiles •

ae well.

If that were

193.
intended, it would be repeated in the same way that the word peace
is repeated.
As we saw (section 3J~) Is. 57:19 is in mind.
Thsre is a clear
connection of vv. 17 and 13 with that passage, which in the 'LXX
J~
1,',
...
" " , ~ J -' l'
,
is l:.'I'?"1 v £17 £11'?V''1 V' "'To/s l"CVfrpt'<1I' l'fA'I '(0/5 ctJytlS c)"~JII' I-(Cfl

l'

,

Elntv I{vf'I()~

)~

,

~1I10~/;.

/1J«(jOI,N!"

The author used

~l

,

J.I~

I-<pot"" as a result of his general :Jewish

knowledge for a) he cites the Old Testament in v.17
~
b) "far" is a frequent Old Testament metaphor which could be used,
geographically or metaphorically.
Proximity to :Jerusalem meant proximity to God (Pe. 121).
In the
'new dispensation geographical location (:John 4123, 4) or spiritual
privilege are no longer relevant and possible.
Ephesians would
agree with :John,'s Gospel in,this respect.
Geographically the :Jews of the Dispersion were far away, so in the
Old Testsment it is the context which decides whether "far" refere
to Gentiles (Deut. 13:7, Is. 33:13, 49:1) or to :Jews (Is. 43:6,
60:4, Ezek. 11:16, :Joel 3:6; Zech. 6:15, Est. 9:20, Dan. 9:7).
Metaphorically it can refer to :Jews of the Exile or Dispersion
(Is. 49:12, 60*4,9, :Joel 3:6) or to Gentiles (Deut. 13:7, Is.33:13,
49:1, 19) or to the wicked (Ps. 73:27, 119:150, 155, Provo 15129,
Is. 46:12), who can presumably be :Jews.
"Near" was the privileged position of the Jew (Ps. 148:14, Deut.
4 :7)' but the term can be used in a neutral sense (Ps. 145:18, 22:11)
But it is still those who would ascend
of the attitude of mind.
The man of a
the hill of the Lord and stand in his holy place.
'broken and contrite heart would logically seek the God of Israel
and therefore obey his law.
The phrase "far and near" was familiar to the Rabbis. 42 , The
reference to Isaiah shows that at least for this verse there is
no nsed to have recourse to Greek religion for the source of the
thought.
Other/

194.
other passages could also be in mind, e.g. Is. 49:12, which speaks
of folk coming

f~om

far, and 52:7, which is part of the unit 7-10

and describes the return" of Yahweh to Zion and the re-establishment
of his reign over the holy city.

It is similar to 40:9-11, for

both passages tell of the liberation from Babylon and the rsturn
from exile.
(51:9-11).

This return is depicted as a victory over Pharaoh
This victory and liberation is the good news which the

messenger announces to Jerusalem in Is. 5217.
"How beautiful" is
43
best translated as "how welcome".
The one who brings the good
tidings is a military runner, a watchman whose function (see Is.
40:9) is like a watchman to report the approach of troops, or a
military runner sent ahead to announce their arrival (1 Sam. 31:9,
2 Sam. 18:10-21).

The significance lies in his function rather
44
than in his identity.
The announcer's feet are mentioned, since
it is characteristic of Hebrew to concentrate on the significant'
•
. 45
part of the body instead of mentioning the person as a whole.
46
The announcer proclaims peace, that all is well.
He publishes
salvation that is victory.
Is. 54:10 says that although mountains and hills be removed, the
Lord's covenant of peace will not depart from his peopls. "This
imagsry would be suggested by PSI 114, where mountains were
removed to provide a path through the wilderness, and Gen •• 7:19-20
where the mountains dissppeared.

God's promise to Noah is an

everlasting covenant, not only promising survival, but his eternal
47
goo dness t 0 hi s peop 1e as well.
Is. 57:19 is in the part of Isaiah known by us as Trito-Isaiah
referring to the time after 538, either before or after Haggai,
Zechariah and Malachi.

The people need to be encouraged to return

to Palestine as well as incentive given to those who have already
returned.

The writer of Ephesians may not have had such a clear

picture of its historical context, since he would understand Isaiah
of Jerusalem as speaking, albeit in prophecy.
"The passage 56:9-59:21 has been called "the rekindling of the civic
.
48
49
conscience"
and 57:14-20 "the way of humble piety".
57:19 can
, be translated as "for his. mourners I
"

cr~ate

the fruit of the lips,

~

peace, peace to the far "and to the near says Yahweh and I heal him,
but the wicked are like the tossing sea, when it cannot come to rest.
( 'Its/

195 •
.. 50

Its waters toss up mire and dirt.

l7a reverts to the motif of

54:7f where God is hidden from the sufferer.
Now he proposes to
51
heal and give rest.
Westermann thinks 17b is awkward after 17a,
(God is angry, yet in the present text after they still further
backslide, he is merciful) and that IBb links with l7a.
Ephesians would assume the

~nity

of Isaiah and regard this passage

as a prophecy of the return from exile.

The "far" in v.19 means

those who are far away in the dispersion rather than those who are
estranged from God among the chosen people. 52.
8.3.1

How would far and near be understood by Jews?

The passage is quoted by Rabbisin,6.8erakoth 34b and 55b.

But in
the former the emphasis is on ~he second part of the verse (the
fruit of our lips) and in the second it is one of three texts
about peace, one should repeat after a dream. b Sanhedrin 99a
(R. Abbahu) quotes Is. 57:19 and sees the problem that a repentant
sinner is placed first before the completely righteous, ,"in the
place where penitents stand, even the wholly righteous cannot stand",
as it says "peace ••• far ••• near, to him that was far first and
then to him that is near".

It mentions how R. Johanan overcame

the difficulty by taking "far" as meaning one who has

alwa~s

been

far from transgression and "near" as referring to one who was once
near to transgression ,and now has gone far from it. ,
The terms "near" and "far" are familiar to the Rabbis.

J.J.

Wettstein found more than a dozen rabbinic passages which cite "near
53
and far" like 13 and 17.
The Pharisees had proselytizing concerns

(Mt. 23:15) but converts had to become Jews.

Hillel used to sey

(M.Aboth 1) "be thou of the disciples of Aaron loving peace and
pursuing, be thou one who loveth (one's fellow) creatures and
bringeth them nigh unto the Torah".

The rabbinical background

of Paul would directly (or indirectly if Ephesians is a
.

.

pseudonymous writing) colour the interpretation of Is. 57, but
these comments are completely inward looking and far from the
54
universal breadth of EPhesians.

196.

8.3.2

How understood by the Gnostics.

Near and far were terms used by Gnostics for pneumatics and
55
psychics.
Origen~ when commenting on Romans 4, seems to be
influenced by Gnosticism when he interprets Ephesians in a cosmic
He takes the "near and far" in 13 and 17 as parallel to

manner.

Col. 1:20 "things on'earth and in heaven".
are the near and men the far.

Hence superior powers

Hostility was the,middle wall of

separation preventing the nature of men from being capable of the
blessedness of the superior beings.

The superior beings serve

God according to the true spiritual law, which is identical with
the "dogmata" by which Christ abrogates the law of commandments.
When the middle wall is broken, the higher spiritual law which had
previously been limited to the superior powers becomes available
to men.

Although this is similar to gnostic thought, it differa '

in not positing a fundamental division of mankind.

The wall is

broken down for all men, not just for some.
We have a similar phrase to "far and near" which is probably
independent of Ephesians and Paul in The Mandaean Liturgy 223f
"a poor man, I'am, who out cif the fruit, a foreigner who comes from
far".
8.3.3

How understood by the writer.

Since it is a quotation we must briefly consider how scripture is
quoted in the Pauline writings.

Paul cites the Old Testament
56
accurately fifty-three times plus others of a freer nature.
Most
quotations are from the LXX with only four from the Hebrew.

In

many of the general citations he deviates from 'both the Hebrew and
the LXX.

His "exegesis was not just an adoption of current

traditions, but reveals a vitality and understanding totally foreign
to rabbinical literature".

57

Ephesians. has several quotations from the LXX and in the main they
keep fairly close to existing editions of that version, e.g. 1:20
(Ps. 110:1) changes the verb to a participle and the preposition
"

becomes EV.

1:22 (Ps. 8:6) changes from

(

I

4:8 citing PSt 68:18 has "given" for ."received" and

.

4 :25 (Zech. 8 :16) . has
(Gen. 2:24)/

,

1J~ ttl(

for

I

f7rO$.

II

.A

UfloKot-r";

,.vV' to

'"

lOIS

linD.

,

for £v.

4:26 is 'exact and 5:31

197.
(Gen. 2 :24) is

~d8ntical

II

after

~ V£.K,!

v. 6:2 (Ex. 20 :12) is exact
I'

and so is 6:3, except the parallel verse Deut. 5:16 adds y£v1
~fter

"live long".

6:14, 15 (Is. 11:5 and 59117) is not exact,

but is hardly claiming to be a quotation.
epplication.

It is more like

The meaning in 1:20 is essentially the same as in

the Old Testament and it is essentially the same in 1:22 and 4:25,
although used to illustrate what is new.

5:31 and 6:2 and 3 have

the same meaning.
Ephesians 2:17 departs from both the Hebrew
and the LXX in separating the two consecutive references to peace.
The meaning is also changed, but it is still closer to the text
58
than the gnostic interpretation.
The writer is careful in using the Old Testament and does not take
a passage out of its context.
He has not really changed the
59
meaning of Is. 57:19.
It ia a natural way for ~ Christian to

"

f"

interpret the passage in the light of the Christ-event, especially
one like Paul.
We have scriptural exegesis by a Christian.
The
Messiah is for the world instead of simply for the Jews.

This

the meaning to include not only the geographically distant
,
60
Jews but the Gentile also.

~id6DS

8.4

Conclusion

The Isaianic passage 57:19-21 ends with'peace which is very
significant.
"There is no peace for the wicked".
Ephesians says,
in contrast, that for those without God "Christ is our peace".
Either the term "peace" first reminded the author of Is. 57:19 and
then of "the far and neer", or the idea of "far and near" reminded
him of Is. 57:10, which suggested the word peace.
The latter
seems more likely, as far and near fit naturally in the context.
It is peace which is the new idea and this comes from the Isaianic
quotation.
Schlatter thinks Paul has Isaiah in mind as far back as 57:13,
where the promise is given thet whosoever takes refuge in God
shall possess and inherit the land.
Peace in Is. 57:19 is stressed
by being mentioned twice, which Delitzsch took as repetition "let
every enduring and perfect peace ,(as in 26:3) become the'portion
of those of my people, who are scattered far and near"(43:5-7 and
49&12).61

It/

19B.
It is the wicked who are the obstruction of v.18.

Yahweh's love
for his people has overcome this, but clearly this does not mean
that the sinful element itself is to share in this blessing.
verse suggests they cannot do so by their own nature.

The

The wicked

are tossed (cf. Eph. 4:14 "tossed to and fro by every wind of
doctrine") (Heb. garash "drive out, cast out, thrust out")(Lev.
21:7 of a divorced woman) as the Nile is tossed (Amos 8:8, Ex.
23:2B).

The verb is used in Ex. 10:11 of Moses and Aaron being

dismissed from Pharaoh's presence,

Frail vesaels and no other

means of transport across oceans in those days made the sea an
obvious metaphor to use (Ps. 107:23-30)~
Man because of his sin
is restless, never satisfied, as unstable as the waves of the sea
(:James 1:6).
There is a use of Isaiah in Eph. 2:14-17, but we need not go as
far as Kirby, who actually sees not only a Midrash on the Isaianic
,
62
passage but links with Christian baptism and Pentecost.
Less
fanciful is P. Stuhlmacher who, as we have seen, finds a
Christological exegesis of various passages from Isaiah, 9:5,
63
5217, 57119.
He expounds Eph. 2:14ff, not as a distinct entity but within the
framework of 11-22, which deals with the themes of peace and
reconciliation.

Is. 57:19 is clearly used.

What was promised,

God has made a reality through the death of Christ. , :Jewish
64
exegesis linked Is. 52:7 and 9:5ff to the Messiah.
In Is. 9:5
~

l

I

the Messiah is called ~rl/\OJ which links with c.v~ry£A 'S.., in
Eph. 2:17.
Moreover Is. 9:5, 6 has three rsferences to peace.
The writer is not using a speculative cosmic idea but rather the
promise of scripture and the Pauline doctrine of reconciliation.
Certainly the author of Ephesians is fond of Isaiah and the
following passages in Ephesians recall that book:

1:4 (44:1),

117 (42:22}, 1:9 (45:4), 1:18 (44:18), 2:12 (55:5), 2:13 (46:12,
13, 6014), 2.14 (42:13, 48:18, 22, 53:5, 57:14, 58:12, 591B,
62:10), 2:15 (42:9, 43:19), 2~17 (41:27, 52~7, 54:10, 12, 57:2,
19, 21, 60:4, 61:1, 66:12), 3:6 (42:6, 43;5, 44:21, 54:3, 59:19,
60:3, 62:2).

Some ~f the~e are onl~ faint allusions, but

Is. 48:22, 52:7, 57:14, 19.,'21, 58:12, 60:4, 61:1 and 62110 aeem
65
to have been used.
2:17/

199.

2:17 tells us that Jesus came and preached peace to the far and
to the near.
The far are placed first and the preaching to them
of the fact of Christ's reconciling work.
The near are mentioned.
These are the Jews to whom Christ literally came and preached.
But since the preaching is to the far as well, the preaching of
Paul snd the apostles is included.
These also preached to the
Jews, as did the reading of the law itself (Acts 13:27).
Gentiles are now treated like the Jews of the dispersion.

The
They

can come because the barrier has been removed.
8.5

The remainder of the chapter.

Verse 18 explains further why there is peace for those far and
66
67
near.
It is because
both have access
in one Spirit to the
father.

Spirit seems at 'first to be parallel to "in one body"
68
and therefore not a reference to the Holy Spirit.
But can we
re~lly

say that Jews and Gentiles with Christ are in one spirit?

We have already shown one body is not parallel to flesh, so the

r

meaning cannot be "reconciled by one spirit".

Christ is the

agent and the realm Jew and Gentile have entered is that of the
Spirit (Rom. 512, Eph. 3:12).

They are shown how near they have

.

)/

This is the great climax. Exopt-v
69
tense, showing the abiding result.

come to God.

is the present

Verses 14-17 are sometimes seen as introduced and concluded with
In support of the suggeattwo verses which speak ,about worship.
lion, it can be shown that "access" and "drawing near" can have
cultic connections.

"Drawing near" usually has a legal barrier

in mind, but is linked with sacrifices in Ex. 29:10, Lev. 113,
3:3, 4117, 7:6.

The verb eggizw has a technical sense in Ex. 3:5,

Lev. 21:21, Ez. 40:46.

I'

"

In Qumran, "Qarab" is used in the sense of

offering a sacrifice (cf. IQS 8:9) with the opposite word "rahaq"
signifying the admission and exclusion respectively of the
candidates in the community (IQS 6:16-22, 7:21, 8:18, 9:15-16) to
,
) • 70
the rites of purification
and the sacred banquet (
IQS 6:16-22
Despite this evidence it still appears to be reading into Ephesians
the concepts of Hebrews.

Vv.14-l7 may have been used in a service

ofworahip, but it is difficult to see how it presents the work of
, Christ as worshi~.
Access is stressed, rather as the consequence
71
,
of the preaching of peace,
the contrast of the distance from God
in v.l3.
There/

•

"

r"

2UO.

There is not enough evidence therefore for the assertion that
14-17 ascribe the making of peace as an act of worship, in which
.
72
Christ is High Priest and victim.
Christ dies and the
sacrificial victim may be in mind, but he is not depicted as the
High Priest.
Verse 18 ie the end of the Christological section 14-18 and
returns to the present tense after the aorists of 14-17.

It has

73
the two central thoughts of the passage, peace with God the father
.
- .
74
and mutual union between Gentiles and Jews ("both in one spirit").

Christ's death has opened access to the city of the saints and the
75
house of God, to th~ holy temple and the divine dwelling.
Verse 19 begins a new paragraph, but it is not necessary to say
.
76
that it is Baptismal Song with three strophes.
Nauck suggests
it, because of the participial style in 20, 2la and verbs like
"become near", "grow" (cf. 1 Pet. 2:2, 1 Cor. 3:5, Col. 1110)
·'build"( 1 Pet. 215) .··TltJt.V~I'

,etc.

Many of the arguments are

based on the hypothesis that other passages are baptismal hymns
,.

as well.

II

It seems integral to Ephesians 2 because of spirit in

lB and 22.

II'

I\f~

is often found not introducing a liturgical

passage (cf. Rom. 8:12, 9:16, Gal. 6:10, etc.).
links with 11-18, especially v.12 "at that time".

Here it has
Verse 19 is

rather the transition from the Christological section to the
writer's comments on his etatement about Christ's
8.5.1
The

,

ac~ion.

strangers and sojourners.

si~nificance

,of

verse 19 is :that Gentiles are no longer the

These two terms are not likely to
and ntl(p0/KOI
77
We have a further
refer to two distinct groups of Gentiles.
S£.VO.f

example of the author emphasizing a point by using two similar
words.

These two terms.describe the position negatively.

ie followed' by the positive that' Gentiles are

This

fellow-citize~s

of

,the saints (i.e. Jews, cf. the commonwealth of Israel 2:12) .and
78
household of God.· . The Jews ,already .~ecognised proselytes from
paganism and' God-fearers •. The .latter would include many men who
,did not take the final step of circumcision.
The/·

The word

St.yOS

(and

~·).)..:'rl()S

cf. (ph. 2:12) is used from

Mycenaean times onwards for a guest and the friendly stranger.
In the LXX it ia used for any foreigner (Ruth 2 :10 =

79

if l'!t ,.)
j)
• : T

and occurs fourteen times in the New Testament with the meaning
alien (2:12) or stranger (Mt. 25:35).,
is ncyp~ 'plus

o1/(os and was or1ginally an
The corresponding

adjective, which was later used as a noun.

"
verb n«po I K£,w

means to "live beside".

The Gentiles were

those who lived like strangers beside the Jews.
In a new sense,
Christians are now ,,«paIKo I upon earth, but they are citizE!ns
80
of heaven (cf. Phil. 3:20,
Gal. 4:26, Heb. 11:15f, l2:22ff, 13:14).

lJ :"fO pros

(also np~~I)').I/"()$

) is used in the LXX for 7 (~ in

the sense of a resident alien, and for 'Jtl
..,. i lh.

., )t

...

8l

.

which is translated by n ;'p,,,;t'() 5, fTpl)v1'A" T()S

s/vo 50

and

is a non-Israelite who has settled in the land and is distinguished

. ): .,.j: f {vas ).

from the temporary. stranger ( ~ 1

Testament times, he appears to be a convert.

In later Old

He would gradually

be drawn into Israelite life and would be expected to observe the
sabbath, keep sacrifices and festivals, and, if circumcised, the
.passover.

These conditions were logical, when an intensive

missionary .movement for proselytizing began in {ntertestamental
82
times.
In Palestinian Judaism "ger" always referred to pagans
83
who had been converted to Judaism.
R Eliezer b Hyrcanus (A.D.
84
80-120) was suspicious of all proselytes.
But Hillel (A.D.lO-20)
said(.~.Aboth 1 :12) "Be one of the disciples of Aaron, a lover of
peace, following after peace, loving mankind and drawing them to
the law".
Philo (Ex 11:2 on 22:21). says the sojourner is better
than the average foreigner or he would not be here.

J.E. Crouch

shows how a sojourner or a "ger" was to be treated like a Jew and
afforded the same legal rights as his Hebrew neighbours (Lev. 19:
33f, 24:22, Num. 35:15, cf. Ezek. 47:22).
In time a distinction
came to be made between the stranger living in Palestine .1 uifh
, '
'r 85
and the sojourner who took over the Jewish laws
~ 7).

P T'. '.

.

'7;>
.'

Crouch points out that after the exile the older terminology lost
its significance when most Jews were sojourners themselves in
strange lands.

But the terms were used in the rabbinic

literature to describe the various degreee of adherence to the
Jewishl

202.
A full proselyte was a "nebuzaradan", whereas
Jewish religion.
The most
one who accepted in part .was known as "naaman".
prevalent term for these partial adherent a became "god-fearers".
Crouch shows the difficulty of tracing the origin of the
separation of adherents into three distinct groups, Jews,
.
86
proselytes and gOd-fearers, as is found in the New Testament.
There is therefore a rich Old Testament and Jewish background for
the terminology concerning the stranger who comes to belong to
the society around him.
8.5.2

20-22

In 20-22 a rapid change of, metaphor takes place from anatomy to
87
88
social standing, politics and a building
to a ne~ temple.
Shepherd of Hermas 9 has several parallels to the passage. Stones
in the superstructurel brought from twelve different mountains,
represent believers from all nations, who are united in the church
(Sim 9:16-17) forming one body (9:13, 5 and 7. 17:5. 18:3 and 4)
whose foundations are apostles and prophets.
Eph. 2:20-22 uses
89
eight terms connected with building.
It is only incidental that the apostles were :Jews.

They are

foundation members, not because of race, but because they saw the
Lord and were leading members of the church at the beginning.
The prophets in 2:20 are therefore more likely to be New Testament
prophets, since.if it were a reference to Old Testament Jewish
prophets following a reference to Christian prophets, it would be
out of place and in the reverse order chronologically.
An
argument in favour of Jewish prophets which is not sufficient is
that we are built upon the prophets who predicted such things as
Is. 57:19 does.

90

Christ is the cornerstone (whether at the foundation as most
believe or the keystone).91 The keystone seems apt and links with
the idea of head in contrast to the body below.
But when talking
of the foundation, the keystone and the idea of completion is out
92

of place.
Cornerstone'agrees with the normal New Testament use
of this "proof text".93
Thel

203.
The term "build a house" is in Ruth 4.11, Jer. 24.6, 3114, 42:10,
cf .. 1:10 and 31:28).
In later Jewish literature the term "to
buIld" has cosmic connotations and alludes to the heavenly as well
as the earthly Jerusalem

an~

its temple.

Ephesians is prompted

by the world-shrine of Isaiah and Zechariah and the intertestament:al writers, particularly Enoch,90:29-34, in which the Lord
' .
94
.
provides a new temple to house both Jews and Gentiles.
Here it is not a future building (as in 1 Cor. 3:16, 2 Cor. 512)
but the present place of God's dwelling.. It is not the,gnostic
unearthly heavenly building, but the earthly church with the
95
foundation of the apostles and prophets.
The temple is now a
church (John 2:13-22, 1 Peter 2:5, 1 Cor. 6:19-20, Rev. 21:lff).
This idea of corporate unity as a temple has an antecedent in
Qumran which looked upon itself as a living temple in which the
general membership constituted the Holy Place and the inner council·
the Holy of Holies (IQS 11:8).
eschatological sense.

In the end times, it will be a holy house

for Israel (IQS 8:5ff).96
, .

Qumran also haa it in an .

It grows into a holy shrine, a temple

with no barrier.
There are similarities in Eph.'2:20 to 1 Pet. 2:5f which also
discusses the cornerstone, and is therefore an argument for a
similar date and milieu for the two letters and for the existence
of Testimonies in the early church.
In Zech. 6:13, the b~anch
(a messiah-like figure) builds the temple of the Lord. 97
The building "grows".
8y thie phrase the author links the
98
metaphors of body and building.
Believers share in this growth
(2:22) which is a Pauline idea (Col. 1:10, 2 Cor. 10:15).99 They
grow up in Christ for which they are equipped by the Spirit.

The

church exists in the spirit and as such is living and growing. It
is a timeless church.
Because of the Spirit, they are not stones,
but people.
Because of ~he Spirit, the building does not simply
100
get bigger, it grows.
Barrier and hostility which divide have
been removed and can no longer hinder this work.

I
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EXEGESIS.

Conclusion.

The passage is not a hymn but has some hymnic characteristics
arising from the writer's style and his use of,Is. 57119 and Col.
1120-22 (Section 3.2.8).
He dwells on Isaiah's theme of peace to
near and far.
I

An expanded paraphrase' would run as follows.

"for Christ himself

(see Sections 4.1 and 4.1.1) and no other is our (Jew and Gentile,
4.1.2) pea~e (Isaianic passages are in mind, 4.2.3.5.4) who has
made both Jew and Gentile one, and broken down the middle wall
(probably the temple barrier '4.4.3.1) which was the so~rce of the
hostility (5.1) and annulled through his flesh (i.e.,his death 5.2)
the divisive effects of ' the law (5.5) with its commandments,
consisting of regulations.
His purpose was to create by himself

.

,.'

(6.3 tv '7/1 ~tlrflC~

)

."

is parallel to IV tll'v-r",:, in v.15) one new man
from the two groups of Jew and Gentile (6.1) a new creation (6.2)
thus making peace.
And to reconcile both (not Jews only) of them
in one body (i.e. the church 7.3) unto God through the cross,
ki~lin9 by himself (i.e. Christ as agent (7.7) ) the hostility that
existed, not simply between Jew and Gentile but also between theml
both and God.
Jesus came and preached (in his ministry and through
the apostles and prophets (8.1.6) who were foundation church members)
peace to you who were far away as well as to the Jews".
The promise of Is. 57:19 has been fulfilled in a deeper way in the
experience of the writer and his readers.
,

'

Ephesians 2114-17 speaks of Christ as the Peacemaker, who brings
together different groups by his work of reconciliation.
We have
identified these groups, not as the spiritual world above and the
material world below but as Jew and Gentile.
We have not found the
former type of group in older material which the 'author uses.

If Ephesians is a letter, 2:14-17 ia more unusual than it would bs
in a homily (see Section 2.2.2).
But despite Ephesians being
different from other letters, there is no better classification for it.
The theme of Ephesians is the eternal purpose of God for the unity of
mankind
hAl/A/

or

the unity of the church and 2:14-17 shows that his readers

205.
have a share in that purpose, exemplified by the fact that Gentile
and Jew have become one.

The verses deal with one espect of the

total cosmiq reconciliation which we find in Colossians.

The theme

is in tune with Ephesians as a whole, although more Christological
and ecclesiological.
Our study of the particular passage in which we are interested has
taught us nothing more about the precise purpose of the letter, or
to be dogmatic on any of the suggestions discussed in 2.2.3.
14-17 provides an example of inclusio, where words (PO'ltp;'V

and

\

)

£yyv' v.l3) are elaborated upon, before being cited again (in v.17).
The passage shows the negative aspect of Christ's work

(14-1~)

and

then the positive (15b-17).
There is a clear link with Col. 1:20-22 (not Col. 1:15-20 as
usually stated).

Eph. 2:14-17 may appear to have been based on an

underlying hymn, but an actual hymn is difficult to isolate as
shown in the many varied suggestions put forward by scholars.
Verse 13 sets the scene for the passage by quoting Is. 57, which
in turn suggests the description of Christ as "our peace".

The use

of Isaiah (including chapters 9 and 57) explains the reference to
peace better than other Old Testament examples such as Melchizedek
and Solomon.
I,..

,

~~1~1

is unlikely to mean something so specific as Peace Offering

(4.2.2.1) or be a contrast to the Holy War (4.2.3.5.3).
The
general Old Testament concept of Shalom and the political climate
of "Pax Romana" would be in the mind of writer and reader.

Christ

brings the end time salvation.
The unusual neuter words

.'

~rrpD"1' efN

and

understood without a gnostic explanation.

,

£,.'"

can be more easily
Despite difficulties

the "middle wall" is best seen as a barrier in the temple.

Readers

who were not Jews would appreciate this from barriers in other
temples and from their reading of the Old Testament (Ex. 12:43,
Num. 1:51, Neh. 13:1-3, but cf. 1 Kings 8:41-43).

A cosmic barrier

~

is possible, but YUiO{'oi Xov

is never used of it.

derived from gnostic concepts is made
the sources.
states,;

un1~kely

A barrier

by the lateness of

The law was certainly a barrier as our passage

2.J6.

states, but there seems to have been an actual illustration in mind,
such as that of the temple wall.
It could be another barrier or
simply a metaphorical USB of wall.
The middle wall clearly illustrates the barrier which was ceused by
I
the law.
The aorist Av~~s shows Christ's decisive action in
removing it.
Reference is also made to hostility and there is
ample evidence of how this was caused by the law.
Christ removed
this hostility by his flesh, that is through his death rather than
by his incarnation or whole life.
There is no reference to an
opposition which Christ had to face from his own flesh.
Since it
refers to the human flesh of Christ, the theological significance
of the word flesh is not in mind, as it is for exemple in Romans 8.

.

~
""
The law is referred to by several terms vO/"IS~.
C .. ,.,A'J. Se>yl'''1t'
(Ephesians has a habit of using groups of similar words) and ~he
word S;yy~a'
would eeem to suggest its divisive aspect between
,
.Jews and Gentiles. Ev S6/pNrr,
is not a reference to the law of
commandments being removed by the new decrees of Christ.
The
writer has high regard for the law of God, but sees its divisive
effects, as an exclusive Jewish possession, have now been removed.
The barrier, which the law caused to be erected, is taken away •
~

J/

II

•

)

A

The punctuation of vv. 15, 16 with a comma after lXl?p cvv tv 'Ttl
..
,
A
(j6t'plfl cWTOV
is to .be preferred.
"In his flesh he has broken
'down the dividing fence, the hostility by annulling the law with
its rulee and regulations".
After negative statements in ~:l4b end 15a, there ere two positive
ones which form a couplet, (a) That he might create in him, the two
in one new men making peace, (b) That he might reconcile both to
God in one body, killing the enmity by himself (or by it, i.e. the
I

cross).
The one new man belongs to Christ, but is not Christ himself, since
he creates the new man.
The author does not write THE new man.
"It shows the church as personal, as an individual, a fullgrown man
'(4,13).
It is one body, one bride (chapter 5).
The metaphor of
"body" ie used to describe this unity, but again it does not say
"The Body of Christ" as is taught elsewhere in Ephesians (4:12) and
Paul~

other.

Wei

Reconciliation brings this close unity of Christians to each

"':07.
We now summarizs what we have found in answer to the questions
raised in section 1.2.
9.2

Is there an underlying hymn?

Although such a hymn is detected by Schlier, Gnilka and others, we
find the evidence unconvincing.

It has been found impossible to

reconstruct the hymn satisfactorily, either as a distinct work or
as an additional verse.of the hymn in Col. 1:15-20.

Connections

of the passage with Colossians 1:20-22 are more obvious and the
apparent hymnic style of Eph. 2:14-17 can be explained by the author,
The former of these
having Col. 1:20-21 in mind and using Isaiah.
paseages speaks of peace and reconciliation,the latter of "far and
near".
9.3

"

The background of the passage.

If Eph. 2:14-17 has no hymnic origin, then a gnostic background is
unlikely.

Any resemblances to gnosticism would be derived

indirectly from Colossians.

But since all that can be said at the

very most is that Colossians refutes a proto-gnostic heresy then the
connection of Eph. 2:14-17 with 'gnosis is very limited indeed.

The

background of, the passage is pri,marily :Jewish, sincs the author
uses Colossians and the Old Testament, especially Isaiah.
The passage is closer to Old Testament and :Jewish methods of
interpretation than it is to gnostic passages, which appear to
develop the ideas of Ephesians and other New Testament books.
Stuhlmacher has shown how Eph. 2:13-17 is a Christological exegesis
of Is. 9:5, 52:7 and 57:19 in the framework of Eph. 2:11-22.
13 and 17 deal with Is. 57:19. 14 with Is. 9:5 and 17 with 52:7.
He feels that Gnilka and others who see a hymn have not really
l
recognized the exegetical unity of the passage.
The peace announced' for the far and near in Is. 57:19 is realised
thiough the Prince of Peace.

If Paul were the author then I suggest

that he, being convinced he was called to preach to the Gentiles,
found Isaiah the most congenial and natural book to use and this
stimulated his thinking and his theology.

In Ephesians he does

not use the rabbinical method so precisely as is sometimes suggested
(e.g. Kirby).

He certainly does not use it in the way that :John

6133-58 and Gal. 317-18 do.
in/

He comes closer to rabbinical method

:iOB.

in (ph. 4:8.

2

Jewish exegesis of the time of Jesus had five broad categories,
Targum, Midrash, Pesher, Typology and Allegory.

3

Midrash aimed.to

expound a passage and in making it relevant to the present,
concerned itself not simply with the obvious meaning but with the
inner or hidden meanings.

Pesher means interpretation and is the

word used thirty times in the Aramaic portion of Daniel (and also
in the Dead Sea Scrolls).

4

It is a more precise form of midraeh,

although not a eeparate distinction.

for the Use of this method

of interpretation the revelatory expertise of a Daniel or the
Qumran teacher would be needed.
Sometimes as in Eph. 418 and
Gal. 3,11 the interpretation ie in the emended quotation itself.
Here in Eph. 2114-17 the exegesis of Isaiah finds the fulfilment
.

of prophecy in the circumstances of history.

5

Christ has transformed

the promise as one simply for Jews so that Gentiles are included.
The writer is not simply giving his interpretation.
what has happened.

He is stating

The author is not using a speculative cosmic

idea, but the promise of scripture and Pauline teaching of'
reconciliation (see section 7.1).
9.4

6·

The place of the passage in the general thought of Ephesians.

Ephesians may have started its life as a homily on the theme of all
things being united in Christ.

A necessary stage for this final

goal was for Jew and Gentile to become one.

Thus 14-17 contain a

theme which is central to the book, being an apt one for a mixed

.
'

group of readere who are addressed as "we" and "you" •
9.5

Ephesisns 2:14-17 in the context of Ephesians as a whole.

2114-17 stands out because of the richness of thought presented in
such condensed fashion.

It is clearly one of the finest and most

significant passages in the book.

But it is not contrary to the

book's teaching and forms the core of chapter 2.

In fact the

prologue 1:1-10 writes similarly in the first person plural of what
God has done for us in Christ, through his blood (1:7) to bring all
things together (1:10).

1112, 13 shows the two groups sharing in

Christ, and in 1:23 the church is his body.

3:6 takes up the

theme again of Gentiles with Israel being members together of one
body.

Chapter 3 ehows how the writer believes he ie called ae a

servant/

LUg.

servant to make this message known to Gentiles (3:8) and how ,through
the church God's manifold wisdom is to be made known to the rulers
and authorities in the heavenly realm.
He continues to pray that the family (3:14) may be strengthened and
have power., In chapter 4 he urges them to reflect their unity and
use their respective gifts to build up the body to perfection.
4:17ff again thinks of the Gentiles who are still without Christ in
contrast to those who know him (4:20ff). ' The contrast is found
again in 5:8 and later in th~ chapter we have the final perfect
picture of the one body the church (5:23-32).
The letter concludes
with exhortation and personal matters.
Thus the theme of 2:14-17
is vitally connected to the book as a whole and succinctly summarizes
it.
'.',
"

9.6

The relation to the Pauline Corpus.

The passage speaks of reconciliation through Christ's work which is
a Pauline theme (see 7.1 and the next section) and shows that by
the Christ event the former distinctions among people have now been
rendered obsolete.
This is the theme of Paul's message in Rom.l:187
2:29.
God's action in Christ has altered the relationship between
Jew and Gentile (3:2lff).
Thus Rom. 9-11 (Salvation History)8 and
Rom. 3:3lff (Justification) go together.
There may not be the
division between these two themes that is sometimes found by Pauline
scholars.
Rom. 9-l~ deals with the future of Israel and is clearly
vital to Paul's teaching in Romans.
He sees the Jews as having a
major part in God's plene
This thought finds en echo in Eph. 2:1417.

Whereas Eph. 2 looks from the past when the Jews only had the

privileges which Gentiles have now come to share, Rom. 9-11 looks
at things from the present situation in the church where Gentiles
but not many Jews are enjoying the blessings.

In both writings

the end result is the same.

Jew and Gentile will be together
because of what God has done in Christ.
Rom. 1-3 teach that
although the Jews 'originally had the blessings they gained little
through them because they did not believe and had turned aside (cf.
Heb. 4:2).

But the Jew is still placed first (Rom. 2:10) and has

many advantages (Rom. 3:1, 2).

1

It can be assumed by the writer

that God is the God of the Jews, but has to be emphasized that heia
the God of the Gentiles also (Rom. 3:29).,

Rom. '4 portrays Abraham

."
as the father of one people, Jew and Greek, the father
of all who
believe./

.dU.

believe.
This is also taught in Gal. 3:7ff where all men of faith
are blessed together with Abraham.
Ephesians rejoices in this
same fact.
9.7

Reconciliation.

Is the teaching of Ephesians on reconciliation (a) in harmony with
Paul's teaching on the subject, (b) a development from it, (c) not
in total agreement?
We hsve seen in section 7.1 that Ephesians and colossians use an
extra preposition prefixed to the verb /;,V.,.«nrw but there is little
difference in the use of ths concept which in the New Testament is
only found explicitly in the Pauline writings, especially Romens
5:1-11, 2 Cor. 5118-20 and Col. 1:20-22 which has parallels with
Eph. 2:14-17.
Normally reconciliation means men's separation from God or God's
separation from men.
The latter is not so clearly stressed.
A
change of attitude towards the sinner on God's part is implied, but
never do we find the statement that God has been reconciled to people.
Human sin is the cause of the need for reconciliation in the passages
from Romans and 2 Corinthians but this is not so prominent in the
Ephesian passage •.. However the word enmity is used in Eph. 2:15 and
sin is mentioned in the wider context (2:1).
We know from 1:7 that
the result of Christ's death is the forgiveness of sins.
Moreover
in 2 Cor. 5 there is no mention of the death of Christ, which is
probably assumed.
The concept of reconciliation is important but it must not be
9
exaggerated.
A. Richardson says it is always implied in passages
where Paul talks about peac ••
further oversimplifications are to equate the word with justification~O
.
11
or with righteousness.
/

The writer of Col. 1:20 believes that through his death Christ
constituted a relationship with all things.

Whitely finds an

analogy to the relationship'established in the Old Testament by means
of the blood of the covenant.

tol

Such an analogy can also be spplied

211.
to Eph. 2:13 and 17.

"Christ by the blood of his cross established

a relationship with God for Jew and Gentile alike, which resembled
but transcended that established through Moses on Mt. Horeb.,,12

The

cosmic emphasis of Colossians appears in 2 Cor. 5:19 which ,says God
was reconciling the world to himself.
statements as we find in Eph. 2:14-17.

This leads naturally to such
Rom. 8:l9ff has a cosmic

view which may perheps be the b~~is for what Paul says in Col.l:l9ff~3
Rom. 11-15 contemplates the fact that if the rejection of the Jews
means the reconciliation of the world their acceptance will effect
"life from the dead".

God's reconciling action which has already

become a reality in the past through Christ's death is not complete,
because the "ministry of reconciliation still exhorts people to be
reconciled to God.

This reconciliation is intended to embrace the

whole world (Col. 1:20) but has not yet reached everybody.
Ephesians appears to davelop Paul's teaching.

·r.

Christ is not simply

, the instrument of reconciliation but actually reconciles humanity to
himself.

This latter idea may be found,in 2 Cor. 5:19, 21 where

God reconciles in Christ and Christians are ambassadors for Christ
(rather than for God).
Any development found in Ephesians can be explained if the letter
is later than the other Pauline passages on reconciliation.

Opinion

is divided over whether Eph. 2:11-22 represents an extension of, the
apostle's teaching to a concrete situation by Paul's later thinking
14
'
or by a member of his,group.
R.P. Martin suggests that the
application to ethnic problems of the later church results in a
clear statement of reconciliation as ensuring the breakdown of racial
15
and cultural impediment.
Martin has expanded this viewpoint in
his recent book, Reconciliation:

A Study of Paul's Theolo9y.16

He

gives a thorough study of Paul's teaching on reconciliation, but we
'cannot be sure that the suggestions he puts forward are likely to be
true.

He explores the possibility of the concept reconciliation

being an umbrella idea to accommodate the leading aspects of Paul's
theological thinking.

To be certain of this, he would have needed

at the same time to make an equally thorough study of the other
Pauline concepts before reaching a conclusion.
The trajectory which Martin suggests is an interesting one.
Reconciliation is used first in a cosmic way in earlisr Christian
material that Paul uses in 2 Cor. 5:18-21 and Col: 1115-20.
adds/

Paul

212.

adds "not reckoning their trespasses against them" (2 Cor. 5:19) and
"we beg you on Christ's behalf be reconciled to God" (5:20c) thus
making salvation mora personal.

To the impersonal Colossian hymn

he adds "making peace by the blood of his cross" and "so paved the
way for an extended application of reconciliation to his reader's
situation in vv. 21, 22" (p.1l5).
Martin then looks at Romans and tha change between chapters 4 and 5.
The framework is apocalyptic as far as 4:25 but in chapter 5 the
. letter becomes more personal and the term reconciliation is now used.
After Paul's death in A.D. 65 and the fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70,
Gentiles begin to forget their Jewish heritage.

A Pauline disciple

uses Paul's teaching as expressed in a song of reconciliation,
adding "through the cross",

"the dividing wall of the fence" and

"abolishing the law of commandments".

He does this to remind his

readers how Jew and Gentile became one new man in Christ.
It is impossible to prove whether the flight of the trajectory is a
correct one as regards order with the Colossian hymn first and most
closely linked with the primitive church and the teaching of Jesus.
If Ephesians is last, there need not be such a gap in time as Martin
proposes.

There are not sufficient historical clues to

later than Paul or developing his teaching further.

~how

it is

A situation of

hsrmony in one of his churches could lead Paul to write with relief
in contrast to the crises which prompted many of his letters.
9.8

Pauline authorship.

What we have discerned does not run contrary to the traditional view,
so gives no weight to views of non-Pauline authorship, which may be.
.
17
held on other grounds such as (a) Ephesians reflects early catholicism,
18
19
(b) gnosticism,
or (c) the concept of a Sinai mystery.
Paul is supposed to be individualistic, whereas

Ephesi~ns

stresses

the social character of Christ's work, but it has been shown that
Paul was not merely concerned with the salvation of the individual
Gentile, but that Israel should be made jealous and then turn and be
20
saved, thus bringing about "the salvation of mankind".
A social
(Jew-Gentile) and religious (God-man) reconciliation are compatible
and complementary.2l
'

As

213.
As we mentioned in 9.6 there tends to be a division among
contemporary scholars as to whether justification is central in Pau1
'
h
.
1
· t ory. 23 Eph
or Sa 1 va ti on H~s
es~ans
sows
both are fundamenta.
If

22

the author is not Paul he has remarkably mended the tension which
was in Paul's mind.

Either Paul resolved the tension himself or

someone else does it for him.

The former is more likely.

In our discussion we have found that the general character of
Ephesiana is due to the corrsspondent Tychicus being responsible for
conveying personal matters orally.

This may give him a big role.

But when somebody is in prison, he has to give responsibilities to
others.

Thus the almost universally held view that if Paul wrote

it. it could not have been addressed to the Ephesian Church he knew
so well, is not so conclusive as has been assumed.

A growing church

would include new membera who were strangera to Paul (1:15).
The parallel letter to the Colossians has an even more cosmic
outlook.

Principalities and powers are a greater danger to

Colossian readers than to the Ephesians.

'But neither letter is

sufficiently different from Paul to require a separate author or
sufficiently similar to require that Paul wrote them

both~

There are five traditional areas in which the Pauline authorship of
Ephesians has been questioned.
a)

Vocabulary.

The number of words in Ephesians not found in the

rest of the Nsw Testament is forty-four.

This ratio of approximate-

:ly one new word every four verses is the same as in 2:14-17.

Words

and phrases that the writer of Ephesians uses in a slightly different
manner from Paul (e.g.t(Ecf>~).1

) are not found here nor his
l

,,~

r~l~ ''''P''I'~V'.IS,

but his favourite prepositions tv

I-<'«TO"

,

b)

Style.

and

,

t"

.'

favourite expressions or words (e.g.lll

~,"

,

O'",I.)O-'lcH.

)

are used.

The style of Ephesians is reverberating and there are
~

alleged redundant expressions such as ',.."""
I

~

Kf'I1f"r£/

"".,1
)(vvs

-r'J'

,q'

We

have,discussed the several apparent repetitive statements in our
passage.

There is'no significant difference from what existi in

the remainder of the letter.
c)

Histor~caisetting.

Jew and Gentile are now one in the church.

This has been 6ne of the arguments used to attribute a post-Pauline
date for Ephesians and has bsen drawn from this passage.
dispute was presumably over by the time of Romans.
is/

This

If Ephesians
•

2l3a.
is later than Romans (i.e. a Roman imprisonment letter but within
the lifetime of Paul) it would reflect a stage further on than that
of Romans.
Other references to the historical setting lie outside
this passage and it has nothing to say about them.
d)

Theology.

The church is universal not local (Eph. 5:32).

The

suspected differences about the theology of the church come from
passages outside 2:14-17.
Although 2:14-17 does not explicitly mention the church, it is
clearly that which is formed of the uniting of Jews and Gentiles.
In Paul, Christ is the instrument of salvation, but in Ephesians
(including 2:14-17) he is more than an instrument.
prophets, apostles, etc.

He appoints

We have shown in the previous section that the views on reconciliatlion are not un-Pauline.
Conclusions about the suspected differences in eschatology are not
affected by a study of this passage.
e)

Literary relationships.

Ephesians has many links with

Colossians ((ph. 1:15-17, 22f;

3:7-9;

4:3f, 22f, 25f;

6:5ff,

18-22) although Ephesians may use the passages iri a different way.
Our passage has some of the more striking parallels with Colossians
(Col. 1120-22, 2114) but nothing which demands that another author
rather than Paul must have used Colossians.
These five areas of discussion when related to 2:14-17 in particular
show there' is little which really adds to the existing discussion
on the authorship of the book.

It has some of the Pauline ideas

and also some of the peculiar characteristics of Ephesians.
The theme of the section of Ephesians is Pauline.

The situation of

the readers may be responsible for the different emphases and
different use of ' terms.

Any difference hers can be the result of

the use of other scripture passages.

Nothing in 2:14-17 seriously

undermines or mitigates against Pauline authorship of the book.
is only when one is

conv~nced

It

Paul did not write it that all the

possibilities raised in 2.2 become plausible.
Little evidence has been found to edd to the existing discussion
/

about who wrote the letter.

2:14-17 is a condensed form of the

message of Ephesians and near to the heart ~f what Paul himself
preached, that Jew and Gentile are now together in
they have been brought near to,God.

Christ~

because
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1.
2.

Schlier and GnUka detect a hymn, furth,ldoes not.
To distinguish between theological and social is not exactly correct.
the social distinctions between Jew and Gentile were theological.
Full detaj~s of the text as shown in the 19th century are to be
found in G.F.C.TiS,hendorf,Lipsiae 1872, p.674. He lists no readings
for v.14. Those for vv15-17 are as iolloHs
f
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:

It.Goguel (cited Schlier 24f) distinguishes the older' trom Paul, the
other from a disciple of Paul 10 - 20 years later, who 1nserte~ the
unique theology. e.g. 1:10, 1120b 23, 2:14 - 18, 20 - 22, 3:2 - 13,
4:8 - 10, 5:23b 24, 25b
27 '29b 32 and 6:12 - 13.
This would mean that 2:14 18 did not have originally its present
context. But the style outside of the possible byronic passageain
ch 2 is similar and oha cannot say why one must be older than the
other.

"
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

In addition to the more widely known commentaries see Martin,
2:1 - 10 The effect of Christ in the heart; 11 - 22 Christ's
opening of God's covenant to the Gentiles (p23)i 2:1 - 10
Transformed lives and their goal; 11 - 22 ~le share of the Gentiles
in the covenant mercies of Israel, through Christ's mission and
death. (p47)
R.Dietzfelbinger, "The message of Ephesians" in Inhl, Kurze, p84.
1 - 10 made alive, 11 - 22 no more strangers and foreigners.
Caird, 1 - 10 God's power in redemption, 11 - 22 the new humanity.
Kirby p129, says 1 - 10 are nothing more than a duplication ot what
is said in 1:3 - 14 looked at from different points of view. ~.
Those who have been dead have been made alive and those who were
alienated have been reoonciled.
Lamadrid 1: 212 thinks 1 - 10 is a miniature RomaTls. We th en have
(a) 11 - 12 Gentiles before conversion in relation to Jews (b) 13
conversion of Gentiles to God (c) 14 - 18 development of the content
of this bringing near to God, and (d) the present situation of the
Gentiles (216). The affirmation of v.13 ~~rks the culminating point
of the entire seotion, 11 - 12 is the protasis of preparation,
14 - 18 explains the contents of v.13 and 19 - 22 the consequence (p220).
cf N.l3arth (p275), 11 - 12 is "the description of the division of
•
mankind" 13 - 18 "the praise of Christ's work of reconciliation"
19 - 22 "the elaboration of the tangible results of peace, i.e. the
growing church".
MattheW provides another erxample. S.T.Lachs, "Some textual
observations on the Sermon on the Mount~ JQH 69 (1978) 90 - 111,
II
esp 101. "For theirs is the kingdom of heaven begins and ends the
passage 5:3 - 10. Cf J.C.Fenton,· Inclusio and Chiasmus in Matthew,
st Ev 111, Derlin, 1964.
'M.Dahood, The Psalms, New York, 1966 vol 1, xxxiiif has shown this
feature in much earlier Semitio poetry of the Psalms and Ugarit.
J.Calvin, The Institutes of the Christian Relirrion, (1~59),
2:11:11., He quotes Pss 2:0 and 72:8 as support for the heathen
receiving the blessing. But these texts, espeoially the former
jspeak. of force and destruction rather than salvation.
.
., ,
Ch.Masson, L'Epitre de st Paul aux EpheSians, Neuchatel and Paris,
~

6.

1953·01ted as Masson and ad 100, lists Haupt, Rendtor.f and J.Schneider
as/
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7'.

8.

, 9.

10.

as refusing to sec a reference to relations of Gentiles with Israel.
H.Conzelmann, Der Drief an die Epheser~ GOttingen, 1976, shows that
the oentre of Ephesians is Christ as the instrutnfilnt and "topos" of
salvation. Penn~,La Proiezione, regards as a reasoned oall to unity.
H.H.Culpepper, ")~phesians - A manifesto for the mission of the
ohurch", Rev Exp 76 (1979) p.553-8, says the book understands the
real purpose of the church's mission is that she should be a heritage
for God's glory. R.P.I1eyer, Kirche und Mission in Epheserbrief,
stuttgurt 1977 thinks the reconciliation of Jew and Gentile is the
model and the beginning of the unity of all in Christ.
See Kirby, p.140. Fischer. J.L.Houlden, Philippians. Colossians,
Philemon and EpheSians, London 1970, p.154.
P.Da.oqulno, "Interpretatio r~pistolae ad Eph in luce finis intenti",
VD 36 (1958) 338 - 49spen.ks of the unique function of Christ i n i .
achieving this unity. Lindemann, denies any salvation history in
Ephesians, since it deals with the subject of the abolition of time
(of. the title of his book).
All however who believe in Salvation History would say that oulmination
has come in Christ.
Pennf4La Proiczione, finds in Ephesians a use of the cosmio to
encourage ecclesial unity. There is (p.177) the projeotion of unity
in the oommunity on to the cosmic plane.
N.A.Da.hl, Bible Study on Ephesians in Ilah1, Kurze says the first
part is the greatness of the calling and the seoond part is the
inference of the calling. cf. D.C.George, 2 Corinthians, Galatians,
EpheSians, Nashville, 1979,.1 - 3 I God's great plan, 4 - 6 I Worthy
living for God's people.
C. "Maurer, "Der Hymnus von Eph.1. als Schlussel zum eanzen :Brief,"
Ev.Th 11 (1951 - 2) 151 - 72, J.T.Sanders, "Hymnic .tlemcnts in Eph
1 - 3" ZNW 56 (1965) 214 - 32. Dahl, Addresse, 262, Sohlier 72
regard 1:3 - 14 as the key to the whole epistle rather than a
subdivision of the first part. E.Kasemann,"Epheser", RGG 1958
2.517 - 8 and W.Marxsen,Introduction to the New Testament, Oxford
1960, 193,. treat the whole of ch.1 as an independent opening section
of the epistle.' 1 - 2 - 'Preface, 3 - 14 1:1 Thanksgiving, 15 - 23
1:1 Intercession.
Gnilka p.193 oalls the s~oond part "Weisungen an die Kirohe in der

WeI t".
11. SOhlier.27.
12. H.J.Holtzmann!
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12. H.J.Holtzmann, Kritik der Epheser und Kolosserbriefe, Leipzig, 1872
pp304 - 5.
13. O.Pfleiderer, Paulinism vol.2 London, 1891, pp178,9.·
14. For a disoussion of whether Paul's writinGU are letters and how they
compare ~dth contemporary epistolary activity, Bee W.G.Doty, Letters
in Primitive Christianity, Philadelphia (1973, cited as Doty). He
uses evidence from the time of Alexander the Great's Empire, when
letters were needed for communication over a vast area. Doty discusses
Cicero, Apollonius of TYre, Seneca eto and argues that Paul was the
person who adapted Qraeco - Roman letter models for Christian
purposes. See also his "The Classification of Epistolary Literature",
CBQ 31 (1969) 185 - 199.
For IIebrew letters Bee D.Pardee, "An overview of ancient Hebrew
Epistolography", JBL 97 (1970) 321 - .46. This article is written in
the context of a large~ research projeot of the Epistolography Group
of .the Sooiety of Biblioal Literature, Missoula, ~ontana, USA.
The form and funotion of the Greek letter and the letter's body in
the non ~ literary papyri and in Paul, are discussed in J.L.White's
Dissertation, The Body of the Greek Letter, Missoula, .1972~
. 15. A.Deissmann,~, London, 1912, pp8ff, distinguished between letters
and epistles. He regarded Epistles as 'formal, literary treatises,
whereas letters were really written con~ersation (I to you) not for
future artistic or aesthotic appreciation, but purely for the momentary
.
needs of situations and in Paul fS case dashed off in the hurry of a
busy apostolio oareer. Deissmann based this dietinction on the faot
that we have hundreds of ordinary letters of unknown men and women of
the.Hellenistio and Roman periods, and non - literary ones of Epicurus
and Cicero, as distinct from the numerous literary letters in prose
of these writers, Lysias, Aristotle and Seneca, plus the poetical ones
of II.orace and Ovid.
However Deissmann overdid this distinction. It is now widely
.accepted that Paul's letters are not just private EIl'ld persoml. They
claim to be "written to communities of Christian believers for use in
their common life and written by Paul in his self - conscious capaoity
as an official representative of early Christianity". (D.J.Selby,
Toward the understanding of Paul, Baelewood Cliffs, 1962)" ( cited
~oty p.25). This is true of Roman~, but in most cases, he wrote to
churches of which he was the aotual founder.
P.Vielhauer, Gesch1chta dar urchristlichen L1teratur, ~erlin and
New York/

.'
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I
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New York, 1975, p.59, finds Deissmann's distinction attractive but
feels it does not do justice to the wide varieties of letter form.
Most scholars however think that Deissmann's distinction is invalid.
Paul's letters do have some artistry as J.Weiss, llistory of Primitive
Christianity, London, 1937, 1. pp.401ff has shown. There is
parallelism and artistic form (e.g. Rom 14:7ff and 1. Cor 2:6 - 9).
Introductions vary according to the letter. There is "captatio
benevo1entiae" such as "joy and crown", "known in all the world";
extravagance of style (pray without ceasing), the pilinG up of
expressions (1. Thess 2:17 - 3113) homiletic tone, artistry of
expression, antithesis and versatility. Many of these characteristics
are found in Eph 2114 - 17. Even such personal letters as Philippians
and Philemon give indicat ion
of structure.
On the distinction between letter and epistle see J.A.Fitzrnyer, "Some
Notes on Aramaic Episto1ography", Jl3L 93 '(1974) 201 - 25 esp. 204.
The Aramaic corpus is made up solely of "letters" in Deissmann' s broad
category.
J.C.lleker, "Contingency and Coherence in the Letters of Paul",
Union SemQR 33 (1978) 141 - 51 thinks Paul's letters are both
personal - occasional documents reflecting particular situations and
authoritative documents.
Cicero's letters are of all kinds, condolence, affection, apology,
literary critiCism, philosophical discussion, town gOSSip, business
letters. Dut his political letters far outnulIlber the others. He
goes straight, to the point. e.g. Ep ad Fami1iares 1:7:1 to Publius
Lentulus Spinther, (Aug 56 BC) "I have, read your letter, in which
you tell me you are pleased because I keep you so regularly informed
on all matters and you can easily see my goodwill to you. As to the
latter, it is essential that I should prove my sincere affection for
you. Whenever I can get hold of trustworthy men in whose hands I
can properly put them, I shall not miss the opportunity". This
example is similar to many' parts of Paul's.
F.F.Church, "Rhetorical Structure and Desien in Paul's Letter to
Philemon", UTR 71 (1978) 17 - 33, shows how attention to rhetorical
patterns and forms of the ancient authorities can give insight into
the shape and design of Paul's letters. Phil~mon has the Exordium

.

16.

(4 - 7) The Proof (8 - 16) The Peroration (17- 22).
Schlier discovers that although it is a letter in its present form,
it is a summary of Paul's Gospel.

17.

P.T.O'Brien/

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

P.T.O'Brien, "Ephesians 1:1, An unusual introduction to a N.T. Letter"
NTJ 25 (1978-9) 504 - 516, sugeests that the reported prayers point
to a more general apostolio concern for these Gentile recipients than
a close personal and Pastoral relationship. (515)
J.Coutts, "Eph. 1:3 - 14 and 1. Pet. 1:3 - 12", NT'.3 3 (1956 - 7)
115 - 127, and C'.L. ~1itton, The Epistle to the Ephesians, Oxford 1951
p.185, find similarities in the early verses of Ephesians and 1 Peter.
James is nearer than other New Testament epistles to Diatribe. cf
. Epictetus who flourished cir 50 - 120 AD and used the method of
questions and answers plus the imperative.
The Letter of Eugnostus (from Nag Hammadi) is a theoloeical treatise
~bout the God of Truth, but it is in the form of a letter, beginning
and ending with a personal paragraph. See Foerster, 2, pp24 - 39.
This translation forms the basis of gnostic quotations in this thesis.
Letters would not be a feature of Mystery Religions, since the
experiences were gained by initiation, not by information.
Initiates were sworn to secrecy. See R.A.A.Kennedy, st. Paul and the
Mystery Religions, London and New York, 1913.
Seneca, Ad Lucilium Epistulae Morales (cir AD 63) begins "you have
asked me". He deals with themes similar to Paul's, e. g. on saving
time (1), on living to oneself (10), 'on worldliness (19), on
practising what you preach (20), on quiet conversation (28). cf.
J.N.Sevenster, Paul and Seneca, Leiden
. 1961, p24,.who shows Paul's
letters are distinctive.
R.L.Archer, "The EpistcQ.'lary Form in the New Testament", Exp. T 6;
(1951 -,2) 296 -'S. (quotation from 296). Archer points out that
Cicero was in disgrace under Augustus and Tiberius. Then Claudius
admired him and his letters became the model for all letters. "In
the providence 'of God an eccentricity of Seneca and the Roman admiration
for Cicero's style, gave us nearly half our New Testament". (p.298).
Ephesians has a greeting and a conclusion which the letters of
Seneca lack. G.Friedrich, ThLZ 81 (1956) 353ff, has shown that
the prescript of the Pauline letters does not correspond to the
'foremost oriental letter style.E.Lohmeyer, Die Briefe an die
Philipper and die Kolosser und an Philemon, GOttingen, 1930, and

.

"

23.

Problem'c. paulinischer Theoloc:ie 1. ZN\-I 26 (1927) 158 - 173.
.
cf. Daniel 4:10. EpheSians however is unique in the Pauline Corpus
i,n that it has both a bet'ekah, 1 :3ff and an introductory thanksgiving,
,

24.

1:15

~

23.

in thel
"

'

See P.T.O'Brien, op.cit and Introductory Thanksgivings

ZZu

in the Letter§ of Baul, Leiden, 1977.
25. Merklein,!rot p.25, says there is no parallel to compare with ~phesians •
.lie calls it a Tractate (p.53). Dut J.A.Fischer, "Pauline Literary
Forms and Thought Patterns", CEQ 39 (1977) 209 - 223, esp 216, argues
that Paul's writines should be viewed against the background of
Biblical sapiental literature, cf J.L.White, op.cit.
26. cf. R.P.Martin's list in New Testament Foundations 2, Exeter, 1977,
pp 241 ff. There is the Open Letter, i.e. propaganda material for
the later Roman authority (Sallust, cir 06 - 34 Be), the one
designed to change public opinion pioneered by lsocrates (cir 436 338 Be), and the non - real letter for no particular situation or
constituency.
21. J.B.Polhill "An introduction to Ephesians" Rev Exp 76 (1979) 4(;5 79, says no one' can deny the uniqueness of the vocabulary and'style.
"
The question is whether Paul would have written an entire epistle in
such a style.
28. E.lCci.semann, op~cit, 2. 517. 166 and \of. Marxsen, op.cit. p.192. disoern
a tract.
29. Cicero, op.cit. 1:7:1 (cited Martin, op.cit. p.242) might commit
part of what he wanted to aay to a courier, who would be relied upon
to transmit by word of mouth. cf. 2 Thess.~: 2, 3:17; 1 Cor. 4:17.
30., cf. 1 Clement 47. As early as the canonical 2. Corinthians, folk
visit Corinth in an offioial capacity, e.g. Titus and the brother
"whose praise is in all the churches", (8:16 - 18).
~1.
e.g. those in the Lycus valley. See Schlier, Epheser, p.18. Penna,
ta Proiezione , pp 165, 166 sugcrests it is for many Christian
groups living in various cities.
C.Wilson, Wrhesians, Edinburgh, 1978 p.12, Colossians was the antidote
to the heresy, Ephesians was the tonic that followed.
Hunter, The Fifth Evan{jellst, London,'~",...o suggests the bearer of the'
letter Tychicus would reach Ephesus first on his travels.
J.N.Sanders, "The Case for the Paulino Authorship", in F.L.Cross,
studies in Ephesians, London, 1956, p.15, says it is "not rea,11ya
letter, though itt,: form is epistolary". He calls it "Faul's
spiritual'Testament to the Church" (p.16).
32. Details are set out in full in the Conunentaries and by J • Schmid.
Der Epheserbrief des Apostels Paulus, Biblische Studien,vol 22,
"

Freiburg 1m Breisgau, 1928. and E.Best, "Ephesians 1 :1" in
and Interpretation.
Matthew Blaok!

~

Studies in the New Testament presented to
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Matthevl' Black, ed. E.Best and R.Mcl.Wilson, Canibridge, 1979,
pp 29 - 41 •
~3.

cr. 1 Mace. 14:17 - 23 and 15:16 - 24, which imply circular letters.
Polycarp was asked by the church at Philippi for copies of letters of
Ignatius which he had. This shows that churches kept, copied and
circulated letters by church leaders. (See Polyca.rp, To the
Philippians, ch.13).
34. Origen, The Catenae. See J.A.F.Gregg, "The Conunentary of Origen upon
the Epistle to the Ephesians", J'rs 3 (1902) 233 - 44, 398 - 420,
551 - 576, esp 235. Origen relates ~Dis O~~/V
to the
singular participle with the article in the divine name of Ex 3114,
linking with 1 Cor 1: 28£, "The saints 'Who have real existence" E.Best,
op.cit. p.32 thinks this is far fetched. Dut Origen did not know the
letter as Ephesians. (De Princ. 3.5.4.).
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Ephmem's conunentary (Syriac) does not mention the words "In Ephesus"
•
but' in his commentary on Col. 1:1 he has "to the saints and the
fai thful", with no reference to Colosse.
36. J.Ernst, Die Briefe an die Philipper, an Philemon an die Kolosser. an
die Epheser, RNT 1974, p266, cf. F. \{.Beare, "EPhesians" (Interpreters'
Bible, vo.l X) New York 1953, pp 601ff "to the saints, who are also
faithful", which is almost a tautology (see Best op.cit p.33).
G.Zuntz, The Text of the Epistles, London 1953, p.228. n.1. says the
Greek is forced. He finds the evidence slender and dubious. It is
,
impossible to translate as E~J.Goodspeed To '"(~ 0 -1'
(/(j'1
kA"1
• "who are steadfast".
H.J.Cadbur,y and K.Lake, The Beginnings of Christianity, edited by
. F.J.Foakes - Jackson and K.La.ke IV. London 1942 p.56 have "to the
local saints and believers in Jesus Christ". (Cf. Acts 5:17; 13&1;

14: 13 ; 28: 17)
37.

\

M.Santer, "The Text of EpheSians 1:1"" NTS 15 ~1968/9) 247 - 8
"
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was omitted through haplography, placed in the
margin and then reinserted in the wrong place.
38. i.e. the loniana. Ionia is the ancient name ot the Ephesus region,
used as late as Josephus. See W.e.Shearer, "To whom 'Was the socalled Epistle to the .Ephesians addressed?", Exp. T. 4(1892 - 3)
129.
These are the views respectively ot R.Batey, P.Ladeuze and R.Soott.
R.l3a.tey liThe Destination ot Ephesians," JDL 82 (1963) 101 rejecting
J-r~
....
t.,
.....
),
,.l..W'tr'IY
suggests 7{)I$ rxYI()IJ 7t>IS 1\0"'1 tK5 .
(i. e. ~ o-(~"
mistaken for o/!(jrY'.s
) which he then chane-ed to
"J
the masculine 0 lJ r I v
•
,..
I,
)
P.Ladeuze, ilLes Destinaires de l'Epitre Ephesiens", RB 11 (0.s.1902
....
,
....
573 - 580 suggesta korT' ~If"~
instead of KcYl nltrr~IS
See J.Motfatt, An Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament,
Edinburgh, 3rd ed, 1918 p.39 2 •
R.Scott cited i'1otfatt, ibid.
40. D.P. Ewald, pp15t ••
e.g. Hierapolis: and Laodicea.
It could be a oircular letter, like Revelation 2 and 3. But the 7
churches are mentioned specifically and individually addressed.
~.Gnilka, p.6 is as impressive as any when he suggests it was.written
to Ephesus and the surrounding district. The letter is therefore
close to the idea of an encyclical.
A cosmopolitan city ~ould have contacts with churches in the Hinterland.
A.Schlatter thinks that since Ephesus was the chiet place and mother
church of the region to which the letter was sellt, Tychicus had the
commission of visiting ever,y church in the region.
A.Lindem..1.nn, "Bemerkunl.:-en zu. den Addressaten und ZUlU Anlass des
Epheser}) rief", ZN\{ 67(1976) 235 - 251 exp. 238, suggests a
pseudonymous author felt it appropriate that Paul should have written
to the Ephesians. The scribes of some mss knew that this could not
have been so, therefore they omitted the words.
43. See O.Roller, Das Fonnular der pauliidschen 13riefe, Stuttgart, 1933
pp119 - 212 and 520 - 5. IOJS o~crl
= original with 'Q.
.
.....
space lett.
A:nyone
wanting
to
omit
name
would
have
lett
out
To;s
()Vd"1
,
as well.
44 •. cf. E.Best op.cit. pp36t. The practice has parallels in the
\

ancient world.
'\ this).
45.

Irenaeus/

(Roller op.cit~.pp207ft and Dahl, Addresse aooept
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45.

46.

47.
48.
49.

50.

51.

Irenacus, A.H.5.2.2. Clement, strom 4.64 and Paed. 1.18 know the
epistle as "to the Ephesians".
The evidence of the Muratorian Canon is unimportant, if it dates from
the 4th century, cf. A.C.Sundberg, "Canon Muratori. A 4th oentuZ'1
list?" IITR 66 (1973) 1 - 41.
E.Best op.cit p.31.
...
Words like '-v. Xf"~tf would be cumbersome.
If the letter was not originally addressed to Ephesus, there is still
no clear reason why the name should become attached to the letter.
I would question the almost universal assumption that if Ephesus was
. written to that City, Paul could not have written Ephesians, since
~t is too gener~ for a church he had founded.
Theodore of
Mopsuestia (see Gnilka P.G) sugeested Paul wrote it before he got
there and Calvin p.133 passes over 1:15 "I have heard about you".
The apparent lack of the author's acquaintance with the church may
be secrecy due to imprisonment and personal matters being left to
Tychicus. Many find the personal details in Romans 16,1 - 20 as
originally written to Ephesians. See F. V.Filson, A New 11'estrunent
History,London 1965, p.261.
Gnilka p.4 lists the following as accepting a circular letter.
Albertz, Cerfaux, Dahl, Henshaw, H.J.Holtzmann, lO.~jn, Percy,
Schlier, Staab, B.Weiss and Wikenhauser. For it being an
introduction to the Pauline corpus see E.J.Goodspeed, "The Place of
Ephesians in the first Pauline Collection", ATR 12 (19 29 - 30) 189 212. The MeaniP6 of EpheSians, Cambridge, Mass, 1933. "Ephesians
and the First Edition of Paul", JBL, 70 (1951) 285 - 91. The Key
to EpheSians, Chicago, 1956.' C.L.l1itton, "Unsolved N.T. Problems",
Exp.T, 59 (1947 - 8) 323 - 7. "E.J.Goodspeed's Theory regarding
the author of EpheSians", Exp.T. 60 (1948 - 9) 320 - 1."The
~elationship between 1. Peter and EpheSians", JTS (n.s.1 (1950)
65 - 73. The Epistle to the Ephesians, Oxford, 1951. "Th~ Authorship
of the Epistle to the EpheSians", Elcp.T. 67 (1955 - 6) 195 - 198.
The Form~tion of the Pauline Corpus of Letters, London 1955.
~hesians, London 1976.
W.Schmithals, . Paul and the GnostiCS, Nashville, 1972, p.266 shows
this does not matter and cites evidence against such a theory when
despite variety of order, EpheSians is never at the head of the
Pauline Corpus. H.Garnble, The Redaction of the Pauline Letters
~

and the Formation of the Pauline Corpus, JBL, 94 (1975) 403 - 18
(p.409)/ ,

"
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(p.409) shows that Ephesians is in every list of Pauline epistles
and ms of which we have knowledge, (answering Schmithals' claim
. that the first collection only has 1 and 2 Cor., Gal., Phil., 1 and
2 Thess., and Romans). This by no means proves that Ephesians was
intended to be a circular and a priori would be more likely to
suggest that it is an authentic letter of raul •
. 52. J.Coutts, "The Rela.tionship of Ephesians and ColOSSians", NTS 4
(1957 - 8) 201-207 esp. 203. They must understand the privileges
which are theirs through baptism.
53. Chadwick, Absicht.
54. PokornY thinks it is post -Pauline, correcting a misunderstanding
of Paul's doctrine of the church, which had arisen. cr his
"Epheserbrief und gnostische Mysterien", ZNW 53 (1962) 160 - 94.
55. Gnilka., pp47ff.
56. Fischer. Ei ther the offices of bisllop, presbyter and deacon did not
exist in Asia Minor or he did not approve of them (33). Apostles
arid prophets are the foundation (p.47).
57. E.K8.semann in ~es· in Luke - Acts, ed. L.E.Keck and J.L.f'lartyn,
Nashville, 1966 art. "Ephesians and Acts", . pp288 - 97
esp 291.
.,
What Paul mentioned hypothetically in Rom 11 :17ff has happened
here.' Jewish Christianity is pushed aside and despised by the'
steadily growing Gentile Christianity.
58. R.P.l-'lartin op.cit pp224 and 233. Cf D.J.Rowston, "Changes in ]iblical
,Interpreta.tion Today: The Example of EpheSians", Bibl Theol Btlll, 9
(1979) 121 - 5. discusses I'lartin's theory that Luke published the
. letter to the EpheSians in Paul" s name, either during Paul's final
stay in prison or after his martyrdom under Nero.
59. Cf D.C.Smith, "Two Made One: Some observations on Eph 2:14 - 18",
Ohio, JRS1(1973) 34 - 53 p.46, see Eph 3:6. Percy, Probl erne , p.85.
This does not involve a rejection of Kasemann's view that the purpose
of Eph 2:11 - 22 is to prevent a rapidly developing Gentile
Christianity from dissolving its ties with a diminishing Jewish
Christianity. Cf Kasemann op.cit p.291 and RGG col 517,and
J.P.Sampley, And the two shall become one flesh. Astudy of traditions
in mph 5:21 - 33, Cambridge 1971 pp160 - 161.
60. See C. V~ughan, J!Phesians. A study 6tide Commentary" Grand Rapids, 1977
M.J.Joseph "The Church in Paul" Indian Journal of TheoloGY 28 (1919)
149 - 159, argues that the church's role in the plan of salvation is
.

~

-, a provisional one and is a Sign and means of God's ultimate purpose
to unite all mankind.
61.

Lindemann/
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61.

Lindemann p.145, says most commentators see 11 - 22 in this way.
"In Eph 2:11 - 22 liegt der Mittelpunkt der theologischen Argumentation
des ganzen 13riefes".
62. P.Tachau "Einst" und "Jetzt im Neuer Testament, GOttingen 1972 pp142£.
63. For details see 13.Rigaux, Letters of St Paul, Chicago, 1960, p.174
and the standard New Testament Introductions, e.g. N.Perrin, The New
Testament Introduction, New York, 1974, p.135. He thinks Colossians
.uses the gnostic insights about the nature and function of the
redeemer and applies them to his understanding of Christ.
F.V.Filson op.cit. pp.~02 says that "in EpheSians the same cosmic
.' role of Christ is asserted (1&10, 20 - 22) but the emphaSis is on
Christ's worldwide Lordship over the one universal church in which
there must be no division based on previous religious privilege or
lack of it".
64. Morna D.IIooker. "Were there false teachers in Colossae7" in Christ
and Spirit in the NIT, Studies in Honour of C.F.D.Houle, ed, B.Lindars
and S.S.Smalley, Cambridge 1973, pp3 1.5 - 31. She thinks there was no
specific heresy at Colossae, only a general danger. Most would feel
it was more definite than thi~ (1 :23, 2:4, 8, 16, 18 -23). Yet
Tychicus~~ visit is more for social and reasons of encouragement,
than of warning (4:8).
W.D.Davies, "Paul and the Dead Sea Scrolls, Flesh and Spirit" in
K.Stendahl, The Scrolls and the New Testament, London 1958, pp157 82, esp 166£, shows the heresy has more Jewish links (e.cr. ~ran)
than gnostic. He lists connections in phraseology (his body of
flesh in Col 1:22, cf. 2:11 and 1QpHab 9:1 - 2) calendrical niceties
and sabbath regulations, food distinctions, asceticism, anaelology etc.
13ruce,' ~ p.416, however shows that.Colossae haa no ceremonial
washines.

65.. P.D.Overfield, "Pleroma. A study in content and context", NT'J 25
(1910 - 9) 384 - 96 provides evidence to show that there is no
integral relationship between so - called technical or gnostic uses
of the term in second century Christian heretical gnostic sects and
the New Testament. The use by gnostics of pleroma is infrequent and
pleroma is' a common. word .in the first century •.
66. See D.von Allmen, "Pour une synopse paulinienne", 13iblica 51 (1976)
pp 14 - 104. For EpheSians and Colossians see P.Perini - G.13erardi,
Sinoosi Colossesi - Efesini, Fano. 1969. W.Ochel, Die Annnhme einer
Bearbeitune: des Kolosser - briefes in Epheser-Brief, (thesis) Marburg,
1934, Cf.A.F.J.Klijn, Introduction to the New Testament, Leiden 1967
pp208 - 17. A.van Roon, The Authenticity of Ephesians, Leiden
. 1914, suggests/ .
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1974 suggests a common rough blueprint of which both made partial
,
use. Mitton, p.66 finds four corresponding passaces, Eph 2,11 - 15
.

'

~ Col 2211 - 14 and Col 1:21 - 2.

67.
68.

Eph ;&4, Col 4&3 and 1:26.
Eph 3:17, Col 1:23 and 2:7. Eph 4116, Col 1:8,2119 and 212.
IIo1tzmann, opocit pp63 ancl 95.
cf. J.Schmid op.cit and P.N.Harrison, "Onesimus and Philemon", ATR
32 (1950) pp27 1 - 4 and Paulines and Pastorals, London, 1964 pp65ff.
He says the most substantial insertions are 1:9b - 25 and 2:8 - 23.
The interpolations include all the references to "head - body". See
Bruce, ~, p409.
A.S.Peake, A Critical Introduction of the New Testament, London,
1909, p. 52, shows l\ow awkward it is. M. Goguel, "Esquiss e d 'uno
.
\
.cI
'
,
solution nouvelle du probl€me de l'Ep~tre aux li:phesiens" IIIIR 111,

69.

(1935) 254 - 284 and 112 (1936) 73 - 99, csp p.97 ~~D also a too
complicated suggention. lIe thinks Ephesians was a. circular letter·
in its original form. It passed through Laodicea. and then Colosse.
Interpolations were made at Ephesus at the same time as Colossians
was written.
The more complicated a theory is, the harder it is to say it is
impossible, but the easier it is to say it is unlikely.
70. e.g. Lindemann,p.40, "Die Kolosserbrief ist warscheinlich die direckte
1iterarische Vorlage des Epheserbriefes gewesen".
Exoeptions to the general view include S.IIoekstra, Theologisch
Tijdschrift 1868, 599 - 652, W.Honig Z\oJTH 1872, 6; - 87 (both .cited
bY' Percy, Probleme, p.3) Coutts oP.cit, Schille, p.154, and "Der '
Autor des Epheserbrief",. TLZ 82, 1957 332 - 334. Monod, P.Benoit,
&~prorts litteraires entre les ep1tres nux Colossicns et aux
~h~siens,NflicneAufsatze, Festschrift fur J.Sdh~d, ed.J.Blinzler
et al, Regensburg, 1963. But in L'Hymne pp226 - 263 esp. 253f he
suggests they are practically contemporary. One was intended for
Colosse and our Ephesians for Laodicea. Ephesians has been. redacted
and Colossians retouched.F.C~Synge. Philippians and Colossi~.
1951, pp 51 - 9 thinks Ephesians is the original and Colossians an,
imperl oct imi ta tion.
71. Lamadrid. 1&210 says that in presenting the history of salvation,
Romans and Ephesians both give the negative first' and then follow
it with thepositive, e.g. the negative is in Rom 1&18 and Eph 2:1
'j

- 10.
. 1
Percy, Probleme, p284 goes as far as to say that the basic thought
behind 2111 - 22 is no different trom the genuine Pauline thought of
Rom. 3130/
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Rom. 3:30,10:'2, 1 Cor 12:13, Gal 3:28 and Col 3:11. Eph 2:15f
is like Gal 3:28f. This accords with Percy's advocacy of Pauline
authorship of both Colossians and Ephesians.
On the relationship between Ephesians and Romans 9 - 11 see H.Chadwick,
AE.!!:t£.!.!!,
145ff,esp.
p.148. He thinks Ephesians 'Was an attempt to
.
.
bripg the various efforts and results of the Gentile mission under the
wing of the unique apostleship of Paul.
72. I.H.I1arshall, ~, Leicester 1980 says Acts shows how the gospel waS
meant for the Gentiles as well as for the Jews. The spread of salvation
to the Gentiles fulfilled the prophecies in the Old Testament and the
prornise'.1of Jesus, Luke 24:47, Acts 1:4f, 20, 2:16 - 21,3:24,'10:43,
13:40f, 47, 15:15 -18, 28:25 - 28. A much more important aim of Luke
is to show how the church composed of Jews and Gentiles stands in
continuity with JUdaism. The problem 'Was whether the rise of the
church bad produced a new society that was different from Judaism.
Was the church essentially a Jewish institution which Gentiles joined
and from which Unbelieving Jews cut themselves off. (cf. J.Jervell,
Luke amI the People of God, Minneapolis 1972) or a new Israel,
progressively separated from Judaism? (as J.C.O'Neill, The TheoloGY
of Acts in its historical setting, London, '1970 2). Marshall finds
the truth between these two extremes. Luke stresses the Jewish
origin of the church and its roots in Old Testament prophecy, but
sho,."s that it .is a people of God· composed of believing Jews and
Gentiles in which Jews may find the fulfilment of Judaism and
Gentiles are not required to become Jews.
73. K.Stendahl, Paul among Jews and Gentiles and other essays,
Philadelphia, 1976, p28, sees Romans 9 - 11 as central and climactic
to Romans. The apostle is introduci~ his mission to the unknown
church at Rome, to show how his mission fits into God's eternal plan. ,
"The glorious secret whispered in his ear" is that the IIno" of the
Jews opened up ,the possibility of the "yes" of the Gentiles (28). It
'WaS not a question of strategy in going to the synagogue first, for
,Paul has to register the "no" of the Jews, before he was allowed to
bring the gospel to the Gentiles.
E. P.Sanders , "Paul's att~tude towards the Jewish people", Union SemQR
33 (1978) 115 - 87 thinks that Romans 9 - 11 are not the centre of
gravity, but show Paul turning to a problem which to hiin waS
important (The Jewish rejection of Christ) after discussing the
status of Gentiles,dying with Christ a~d the. law.
C.vonWeizsacker/"

.,
f'.
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C.von Weizsacker, The Apostolic Arr.e of the Christian Church,
E.T.London 1894 - 5, 1.141, 165f, 373f, believed that Paul stressed
divine sonship and that justification only occurs in conflict
settings. W.Wrede,~, E.T.London 1907. argued that redemption
from the powers of the present world was central. W.D.Davies,
Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, 1970, 223f, found the centre in that
through Christ the age to come is a present fact, proved by the
advent of the spirit. E. P. Sanders , Paul and Palestinian Judaism,
London 1977, 490 - 5, sees the theme of participation in Christ.
J.Jeremias, The Centml ll!essae;e of the New Testament, London, 1965,
57 - 66 says justification by faith is but one of several examples
of what Christ has dono for the believer. II. Ridderbos, Pa~: An
outline of his theoloGY, Grand RapidS, 1975, pp 161ff and G.E.Ladd,

A TheoloGY of the New Testament, Grand Rapido, 1974, p 374 stress
Salvation History. See R. Y.K.Kung, "The S~atus of Justi!ication by
Faith in Paul's thought, a brief survey of a modem debate", Themelios
6' (198 1 ) 4 - 11.
74.

Lindemann, shows how in Ephesians, time and space are intertwined.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER THREE
\

1.

(

Ewald p.133 vvvt
does not depend on Oil
in v.12, beoause there
\
t
is no tc.1!'
and there is a new meaning to the conception
0 I nO'Tl
}/
0""''1"£'$
I'~Krl(\I
(from God rather than Israel).
Lindemann p.61 shows that the "once-now" scheme is predominantly found
in the Pauline literature, the Pastorals, Heb 12:26, 1 Pet 1I14f and
Rev 17:30. Ephesians has it, apart from ch 2, in 5:8f and probably
also in 4:23f.
cf. Pss 4, 9, 18, 32, 34, 40 etc. P.Tachau op.cit pp 52ff and 68ff
shows that in the Old Testament and Judaism, inoluding Qwnran, it is
not really found with any clarity. 'rhere are direct parallels in
Joseph and Asenath 52 - 58. It is found in Stoic diatribe where it
is part of a formal rhetorical scheme. The thought is found in Deut
15:15 and Ezekiel 16 (of Israel's experience) 2 Sam 22 : 20, 2 Sam 1&8
and 1 Chron 17:7 (of David's experience). Tachau explains its use by
Paul as arising because of his personal oonversion.
Mitton p.231 sees a well - advanced stage of development. E.J.Goodspeed,
The Meaning of EpheSians, p.231 sees "a 10IlB retrospect" but Kirby
p.129 does not think that "remember" neoessarily implies this. Schlier
p.17 thinks they had only been oonverted reoently. Similarly N.A.Dahl,
"Dopet Efesierbrevet" STK 21 (1945) ~5 - 103. P.Carring1ion, The Primtive
Christian Catechism, Cambridge 1940 pp75f and Percy.Probleme pp326
\

2.

3.

4.

and 354.
5.
Beet ~ays it is a oonspicuous and favourite phrase of Paul recalling
the contrast ever'present to his mind of the past and the present.
6.
E.Lohse, The New Testament Environment , London 1976 p.241 says'that
at the time of Christianity's inception there were communities of
. followers of ~he mystery religions throughout the Roman Empire.
.
.
1.
A.Deissmann, Die neutestamentliche Formel "1n Christo Jesu" Marbu.rg
1892.
8. A.Deissmann, ~ p.128.
9.
E.Best, One Body in Christ, London, 1955, p.9.
10.
ibid p.7. J.A.Mackay, God's Order, New York 1953 p.125 "To be in Christ
is wider 'than to be in the church".
11.
12.

~f.

Lindemann p.148 and Penna, La Proiezione, p.171.
So Penna ibid p.172 rut Dibelius p.69 thinks "in his blood" is probably

Simply repeating "in Christ" from earlier in the'verse.

13.

J.A.Allan'The "in Christ" Formula in Ephesians" NTS 5(1958-9) 54-62,
thiriks/

•
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14.

15.
16.

11.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
21.
28.
29.
30.

thinks it is instrwuental here and is used differently from Paul,
showing that the writer of Ephesians has failed to grasp Paul's deep
and rich meaning of the corporate personality.
E.D.Roels, God's Mission, The Epistle to the Ephesians in Mission
Perspective, Franeker 1962, pp 94, 5 refers to Christ as "the locus
of salva.tion".
M.Barth, p.260,
Oepke TDNT 2&541f shows that Christ is a universal personality, not
in the current hellenistic mfstical sense, but cosmically and
eschatologically. The first and second Adams include their adherents.
]elievera are transferred £rom one to the other.
C.C.Caragaunis, The Ephesian MYsterion, Lund, 1971 pp136,7.
Salmond.
See section 4.12,
See C.F.D.Moule, An Idiom Book of New Testament Greek, Cambridge, 1959
p.206 citina H.G.Meeclwn "Romans 3125f£ and 4:25. The meaning of dia
and the accusative", Elcp.T, 50 (1938 - 9) 564.
Oocdlish, p.13.
1 John 516 has S,~ as well. 1 Peter 1:19 has the dative alone, but
this is probably the dative of price.
cf. Candliah, "he shall come in a young bullocW (Lev.16:3, Heb 9:25
a.nd 10&19). c£ "in his flesh" and "in one body" in Eph 2:14 - 11.
c'
,
'
is unlikely to be instrumental, for this
( l,;V ("t trwylf'1l
would involve taking the instrumental "through the cross" with-the
next phrase "killing the erunity") ]etween~'" and $I~ no precise
distinction can be drawn.
Schlier S~YB that 14 - 18 explain the meaning of the phrase.
Alford, p.13. c.f Salmond.
cf.Mt 16:11, John 1:13, 6:54, 1 Cor 15:50 and Heb 2:14.
For details see B.S.Childs, Exodus, London, 1914, p.195 and M.Noth,
Exodus, London 1962, p.90.
See Aurelius Prudentius Clemens (cir 348 - 405 AD) Perlstephn.non,
10:1011£f ed, A.Dressel, 1060 (cited TD1~ 1:176).
John 6:53. There is also an Old Testament background in 1 Chr 11:19.
)
,
1I JJ
See Clem,ent of A1ex;ndria~ ~,318:5 wp'" '1,"v'ov frrt:.O( Qf
p" 0 :r't V" ILl, ., v v (J"" ":"
~,

31 •. Arabia used to be suggested (e.g.W.Robertson Smith, The Reliaion of
the Semites, London 1889 and 1894). It was followed by the PanBabylonian School of A.Jeremias and H.~1inck1er and then by the
Canaanite (and Carthaginian) of .H.l>us saud Les Origines Canan~enes
du Sacrificel
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32.
33.
34.

du Sacrifice" israelite, Paris, 1921 and Ler, De'couvertcs de R1.s
Sharnra (Umrit) et L'Ancien Testament, furis, 1937.
It ,is possible that in Romans 3:24,- 26, Paul is borrowin~ from
tradition.
See note 34.
e.g. J.C.Kirby and Th.Innitzer, "Der
ZTK 28 (1904) 612 - 21.

"IIymnus"

in Eph 1:3 - 14",

Reconciliation by blood is peculiar to the Pauline literature, but
the. NevI Testrunent frequently associates forgive-ness with tho
,
blood of Christ, a.e. 1. John 1 :7, nev 1:5.
Cf. La ~hdrid,
1:221ff.
Paul may be citinG an older credal formula in nom 3:25.
, See R.BuI tmann, The Theo).or;t of - the New Testnment, Lonc10n,
1952, vol. 1 p.46.
E.lG.semann, "Zum Verstiindnis von nOiner 3 :24 - 26", ZlM 43
(1950 - 1) 150- 4 (reprinted in vol. 1 of Execctische Versuchen
und Besinnunrren), C.H.Tal bert, "A non-Pauline fraC}nent at Rom 3 :24 '

35.

267" J]L 85 (1966) 287 - 96.
So B.F.Westcott, Com1l1entrn'Y on tho gristles of John, Lon00n, 1902
pp34ff, but L.Norris, Th~ Apostolic Preachirr: of the Cross,
London, 1955, pp122ff and A.}i.3tibbs, rphe I"1!'>aninr; of the word
'blood' in Scripture, London, 1954 link it with the life given,
i.e. death. The writer and readers ot Eph 2:13, would recall the
Fassover, the temple sacrifices, the ~1.y of Atonement, but probably
not circumcision.
It seems far-fetched to see the crucifixion in Eph 2: 16. as a unique
and spiritual circumcision of Jetm and Gentiles, but i t is just
possible that 2:13 could refer to the circumcision of Chriot. He
shed blood that \ve miGht belonG' to the truly circumcioed body. Dut
there is no parallel in thn Ne\of Testament to the flesh of v.15 bein~
taken as th:!, llldaxlun See G. Ve:nnes, "fuptizm and Jewish Exegesis. New
Licht from Ancient Sources", NTS 4 (1957 - 58) 308 - 19. The Rabbis,
perhaps as early as Puul's day, did speak of circumcision as
sacrifice.
\fuen sacrifices were not possible this blood l/ould
become mor(! significant. So Kirby, p.158, cf G.Vennes, "Scripture
and Tradition in Judaism"', Leiden, 1961, pp178 - 92 and II. Sahlin
op.cit,

who traces parallels to the Jewish baptismal liturGY for

proselytes and the expiatory 'blood of their sacrifice.
the blood of circumcision with the blood of Christ.

lIe contrasts

N.A.lhhl, "Christ,

-!,

Creation and the -Church"
of thel

in W.D.Davies and D.Daube, eds The :Background
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of the New Testrunpnt and its Eschatolor:y, Cambridge, 1956 :p.437,
n.1, calls the theory thn.t Eph, 2:13 refers to circumcision, fantastic.
(Cf L~drid 2.258.)
D. B. II. Whi te1ey, "st Pa.u1' s Thouc;ht on the Atonement", J'l'Gno 8
(1957) 2tlO - 55 esp 247 - 9 relates blood in 'the reconciliation
passages to "covenant blood" cf Ex: 2tl:3 - 8. "The Apostle menns that
throuch his death, Christ constituted a relationship with all thincs
ana10cous to that established in the OT by means of the blood covenant".
(249) Cf his, The Thcoloc:y of St PnJll, Oxford, 1974 p.140.
E.P.Sanders op.cit, p.299 shows that Qtunran's attitude to sacrifices
was ambiGUOUS because it' was
cut off from the temple. Sacrifices
are predicted for the future in 1 (i'l 2:5f and are presuPllosed in
CD 9:13f, 11:17 - 12:2,16:13 cf 4:1. :nut in the present, righteous
acts and piety could be a substitute 1(~ 9:4f. The comnmnity itself
had an atoning function 1~) 5:6, 8:3ff" 9:4 - 6 and 1~~a 1:3.
See also Paul Garnet, Sal vation aml AtonemC'nt in the Q.ummn Scrolls,
TUbing-en, 1977 and R.J.Daly, ,Orif:ins of the Christi:;n Doctrine of
Sal vn.tion, London, 1978, who shO'vs that the communi 1;y comes to
, regard itself
a priest, sacrifice and temple.
36. W.D.Davies, op.cit p.235. According to Derossus, in the Babylonian
Creation story, the animals'are clay mine1ed with the blood of l1arduk
and'so participate in the diVine life.
I

as

37.

So Dahl, Kurze, :pp34f.

38.
39.

See notes 7 - 9.
E. P.Sanders , op.cit p.465, agrees '-lith Bu1tmann that atonement in Paul's
theoloGY is not so ~ch the mitiaatinc of past disaster and cancellation
of guilt, as freedom from the :power of death and divine wrath and the
possibility of a new life. D.E.H.~lhitely op.cit pp 1 30 - 54 sees a
change of lordship.
I,
.,
I
40. A. Vanhoye, "L'EPitre aux Ephc,sieno et L'l!."pitre n.ux Uebreuxll , Diblicj:\
59 (1978) 198 - 230 finds a ce~tain affinity rather "th.1.n a direct
relationship, e.g. in expressions, "foundation of ,the ".ro~ld" (1 :4)
"en1ichtened" (1:18) "made with hands" (2:11) (pp216,7).
41. Schille p.26 and Dibelius, p.69 think our verses have double
tendency, i.e. in our passaGe both assertions are so intertwined
that no clear line of thOUGht can be traced.
"

'~

.'

,42.

,

a

See furth, p.6., Th.lnni tzer, op.ci~ 612 - 21. Penna, ,Proiezione,
p.168. A.Alegro; "Cosmovision espn.cial de 1a promesn. de sa1vacion
en lao carta. a los Ei'esios", RivistBib 41 (1979) 187 - 92, thinks
Eph 1:3 - 14/

Eph 1: 3 - 14 is a hymn. Schlier p.123 also finds a hymnic form.
43. 'f'tY>W: 5
is found in 1 Cor 14:26, Eph 5:19, Col 3:16 etc,
,
"
~5~
is the generic tem 'f"')./-, " 5
' and ,,!'VCI'i
,
are more specific. , J.A.Sogg~n,Introduction to the Old Testament,
London 1976~ p.363 shows that in Greek 'fN). Tt.f/~v is a stringed
,
instrument and t.ftJ(A~IH
is a song accompanied by the
instrument in question, i.e. lyre or harp music. R.P.Martin, op.cit
2, p.258 suggests they were poor people and thus no musical instruments
are mentioned in the early church.
t/
44. See R.P.Martin, op.cit 257 and G.Delling I v rvo~ TDNT 8 (197 2 )
pp498 - 503.
45. See H.Gunkel, Psalmen RGG 1913, 4, cols 19271'1'. One of Gunkel's 4
major"Gattiingen"in the Psalms is Hymns. Cf.Claus Westermann, ~
Praise of God in the Psalms, London 1966. Details can be found in
Sanders, pp2f and in G.Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament,
London, 1970 pp205ff. W.Zimmerli, Old Testament Theology in Outline,
Atlanta and Edinburgh 1978, p.154. F.Crusemann, Studien zur
Formeeschichte von Hyrnnus und Dankl~~ed in Israel, Neukirchener,
1969, pp136 - 150 has collected many parallels from the ancient
near east to hymns of the Old Testament.
46. R.Deichgraoer, Gotteshympus und Chri~[~mnus in der frUhen
'Christenheit, Untersuchungen zu Fonn,,:lprache und Stil der
Frlihchristlichen Hymnen, GOttingen, 1967 p.22. He minimizes the role'
of OT PsalmS and Jewish hymns in their influence upon early Christian
,

'hymns (pp121ff).
47. Rom 8:34 - 5, 1 Pet 3:18 - 22. However where this them occurs in
Eph (1:20 - 22) it is not widely regarded as a hymnic passage.
Merklein, AMT, 119f says the passage merely has the byronic style
typical of Ephesians.
Ps 8:6 seems also to have in mind "put all things under his feet".
48. cf. M.Hengel, "Christology and the Early Christian Hymns", a,lecture
delivered at the 6th International Congress on ~iblical Studies at
Oxford, 3rd April, 1978.
49. Cf. W.Bousset, Kyrios Christos, 1913, 5th'ed, 1964, trans J.E.Steely
New York 1970 pp121 ff.
50~
;C"'" R. P.Martin, "Aspects of Worship in the New Testament Church", VE

~;63, 6 51.

,2 e~p.

~.8.

Bruce, ~ p.434 says the rhythm of hymns is said to be similar
to that of the initiation formulae used in various Mystery Cults e.g.
the metre

of~ttis

De errore/

initiation formula, 'cited by Fermicus Maternus.
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De errore profanarum religionum,18a1.
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"I have eaten trom the drum. I have drurik from the cymba.l. I have
becoIDe an initiate of Attis". Musical instruments were the means of
ecstatic conditions beincr produced (cf. 2 Kings 3&15).
'ilie Odes of Solomon have a ver:! different fonnat from Ephesians but
very much like the Old Testament Psalms, with short lines in couplets,
where the second answers or completes the first. e.g. "I will praise
thee Lord, because I love Thee".(5a1). "Indeed rrr:I hope is upon the
Lord and I will not fear'" (5: 10). Ode 17 ends "lIallelujah".
The Odes of Solomon were first known in modern times from the Coptio
rna of Pistis Sophia, discovered in 1705 and called Codex Askewinnua.
Selections from 5 Odes were disoovered in it nn4published in 1812.
In 1909 J .R.H~rris found the Odes onhis shelves in a Syria(work
where they followed immediately after the Psalms ,of Solomon.
They had been in his possession for two yea.rs, having oome from the
, neighbourhood of the river Tigris. In 1912 F.C.Burkitt published
the discovery of an older IDS which had been housed in the Dritish
Museum for 70 years and had been oatalogued with the Syrian mss for
40 years. This is Codex Nitriensis whioh includes Odes 17a7b - 42&20.
In 1955/6 the Dodmer Papyri were found to inolude Ode 11. a J30dmer xi.
The ,words "Jesus, Church, Apostle" do not oocur. DIll tmann sees the
Odes' origin outside of Christianity and akin to original Man~ean
,literature. DIlt this required treating oertain passages as
interpolations. J.T.Sanders thinks the idea of the Redeemer in the
Odes oomes from the oonoeption of Adonis and a hypostatization of
the Word, whioh is independent of John (p.119, of 104£). A.Harnaok,
"Ein Judisoh-ohristliohes Psalmbuch aUB dem eraten Jahrhundert",
Texte und Untersuohungen 35,4 Leipzig, 1910 thou/ShtOdes 4 and 6 were
Jewish and 19 and 27, Christian. H.Gunkel, "Die Oden Salolnos" ZNW
11 (1910) 291 - 328 thought they were Christian. A gnostio oonneotion
is denied by J.]ani~lo~. "Odes de Salomonin" DD (s) 6 (1960) cols
677 - 84, (see,S.S.Smalle~ John EvanGelist and Interpreter, Exeter
1978 pp5 2tf), cf. J.H.Charlesworth, "The Odes of Solomon - not Gnostio"
CEQ.,1 (1969) '57 - 69. He thinks the Odist is J'ewish - Christian and
re1'leots JewiSh Apooalypt'ic mystioism. He and R.A.Culpepper in "The
Ode~

of Solomon and the Gospel of, John" C:BQ 35 (1973) 298 - ,22 suggest

the author was a non 1973, rev./

~ran

Essene.

In The Odes of Solomon,Oxrord
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1913, rev. Missoula 1918, Charlesworth considers them the first
Christian hymnbook. H.J.W.Drijvers, "The 19th Ode of Solomon, Its
interpretation and place in Syrian Chrstianity", J.T.S n-s ;1 (1980)
320 - 36, places them in the third or fourth centuries (335). For
further details see f-t.Lattke, Die adEm Salomos in Ihrer BedeutunG fur
Neues Testament und Gnosis, Fribourg, 1 (1919) 1A (1980) II (1979).
52. W.~ousset, op.cit 306 notices the hymns to the lamb in Revelation,
inspired he believes by the Eucharist.
53. R.P.Martin, N.T.Foundations 2 p.262.
54. See J.D.G.Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the New Testament, London,
1971; p.132.
55. ibid p~133, See D.R.Jones, liThe Background and Character of the LukQn
Psalms", JTS n.s. 19 (1960) 19 - 50, esp 41, 8. R.E.Drown, :rhe Birth
of the Messiah, New York 1971.
~le Canticles are Jewish - Christian and added at the second stage of
the composition of the gospel. Jewish - Christian hymns were
. associated with the Jewish - Christia'n "anawim" (poor and pious people),
and have been adapted to their present use by the addition of such
, verses as 1 :48, 16, 2:29 - 32.' See D.Mineuc~, "Poet.tOl. generatlva del
Magnificat", .iliblica 61 (1980) 55 - 77.
56. Dunn op.cit pp133ff and 140.
,
51. Deichgraber, op.cit pp60ff. ' Chapter ,2 is entitled "Der GOi;tes Hymnus".
R.P.Martin, "New Testament Theology, A Proposal, The Theme of
ReconCiliation", Exp.T 91 (1979/00) 364 ..: 8 finds a carefully
prepared piece of soteriological cred Q in 2 Cor 5: 18, 19 with ,
complementary couplets 1a 1b 2a 2b. The thoughts are repeated in
vv 20, 21 in inverse sequence 3b, 3a,
·50. See N.Perrin, op.cit p,53.
59., Significant contributions have been J.Weiss, Christ the Feginning of
Dogma, London 1911 ,pp84ff. E.Lohmeyer, KyrioG Jesus, Heidelberg,
1928 (Dannstadt',1961) says it is a pre - Pauline Christian Hymn
, which uses the servant of Isaiah, ~f R.P.Martin, Carmen Christi,
Cambridge 1967, pp1,18ff. E.Kasemann links \-lith the idea of the
gnostic ~edeemer in "A critical analysiS of Phil. 2:5 - 11, God
and Christ", JThC 5 (1968) 45 - 88.
K.\vengst, Christologische Formeln und Lieder des Urchristentums,"
GUtersloh 1972 pp149 - 55 sees the heavenly man of' the gnostic myth,
,O.Hofius. Dcr Christushyngms Phil 2:6 - 11, Tiibingen 1976 has
reasserted that it has a Jewish background rather than Hellenistic,
J .D.G.Dunn!

'

f.,
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60.
61.

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
61.
68.
69.
70.

71.

J.D.G.Dunn, op.cit pp134f has tried to mediate bt saying the poetic
form is Hebraic but the ideas of preexistence and of twospllcres is
Hellenistic. Dunn calls it an unusual mesh of Hellenism and Judaism.
G.Howard, "Phil 2:6 - 11 and the Hwnan Christ", CDQ, 40 (1978) 368 73 finds the evidence of a primitive Christology from early Jewish
Christianity, referring only to the human and not the preexistent
Christ as well. C.J. Robbins, "Rhetorical structure of Philippians
2:6 - 11" CBQ 42 (1900) 13 - 82 discusses the fonnat of the strophes
and disagrees with Lohmeyer.
See Sanders p.15.
E.Stauffer.New Testament Theology London, 1955 pp338 - 9. F.Schille,
pp16 - 20 and 47 - 50 and M.Barth, pp7ff. These were inspired by
E.No::t'den.Agnostos Theos, Berlin 1913. He found (pp250 - 4) in
Col 1:15 - 20 traditional forms of predication, Jewish periods and
Stoic Allmachtsformel.
Cf J.Kroll, Die christlichc Hymnodik biB ZU
KlemenG Alexandria, Konigsburg, 1921 and Gnomon 5 (1929) p.31, where
,
he concluded that Christian hymns are in part like "stylized,
metrical and prose religious speech of the Graeco - Roman paganism".
Norden, op.cit pp202f shows that pa~icipial predications belong to
the liturgical practioe of Creek speaking (and writing) Jews.
Barth p.8 •.
G.Bornkamm, RGG~II 1003 lines.14 - 17. Thecharaoteristios are seen·
particularly in Col 1:15 - 20.
Fischerpp110, 11.
Deichgraber, p.21.
C.C.Caragounis op.cH p.40, believes that the Hagnificat and the
Benedictus are the nearest in fonnat to Eph 1;3 - 14.
O.Kaiser, Introduction to the Old Testament, Oxford, 1975 pp336f.
Schille, p.25 thinks the "we" style in 14 and 18 distinguishes -the
excursus from the letter framework's "you" in 13 and 19.
e.g.Haupt, Ewald, Dibelius and Conzelmann. Cited by Nerklein,
Tradition p.79. J.D.G.Dunn op.cit p.139 regards it as a purple
passage. Schlier says these characteristics are not unknown in the other
Pauline letters;
but not such an accumulation (p.1a). The nearest
,
parallels he finds in the doxologies, hymns and the more dogmatic
parts; remindi~ sometimes of 2.Thess 1 :'3 - 12, 1 Cor 1:4 - a,
Rom 3:21 - 26, 4:16 - 1a, 9: 22 - 24,16:25 - 21, Phil 1:3 - 7,

nun a - 14.
72. :But notl

237
12.
73.

74.

But not necessariq,for 13 is not in the excursus,

~hereas

18 might

be.
Merklein, Amt, p.23 believes the author of Ephesians used material in
part hymnic and liturgical (in this case passages from Colossians)
to create his own hymn-like passages (cf Merklein, Tradition, p.101).
Detal1s, including a chart of the various suggested hymnic content
is in Eenoit.L'Hymne pp230ff. See also J.N.Robinson, "A Formal
analysis of Col 1&15 - 20", JEL 16 (1951) 210 - 81. (He takes
greater liberties than most in rearranging the text). R.P.Martin
"An Early Christian Hymn. (Col 1115 - 20)" EQ 36 (1964) 195 - 205
and his excursus "The Literary Form and l3a.ckground of Col 1: 15 - 20"
in Colossians and Philemon, London 1914 pp61ff. B.Vawter, "~'he
Colossian Hymn and the Principle of Redaction", Cl3Q 33 (1971) 62 81. Deichgraber p.381 gives a list of those holdina the view that
it is a hymn. See also H.J.Ga'bathuler, Jesus Chris,tus. Haupt der
Kirche. Haupt der Welt, Zurich, 1965. The first to distinguish ~as
E.Norden, op.cit pp250ff. See E.Schweizer, Kolosser. Zurich, 1916

pp50 - 14.
15. D.Smith, op.cit, p.34 thinks the author alludes to ,Is 51:19 in v.13
and then returns to it in v.11, combinEd ~ith Is 5211. Note also
the occurrence of peace in v.14.
16. Merklein, Tradition, 98ff sees a small hymn fragment 14b and the use
of Col 1121 - 23a in 2:11 - 22. Suprisingly J.Gnilk~, Der Kolosserbrief
Freiburg 198d does not refer to Eph 2114 - 11.
17. ,Norden, op.cit p.252.
18 •. Schlier, p.21 calls it a "Mysterienrede". Bruce, Paul, p.418 says the
language "is generally recognised nowadays to be based on an early
Christian hymn or confession in which Christ is celeonated as the
Divine Wisdom". E.Kasemann, "A primitive Christian Baptismal Liturgy"
in Essays on New '.J.1estament Themes, London, 1964 1)p149 - 168, p.154
has pointed out that if we remove 8 of the 112 words, we remove every
specifically Christian element.
19. E.Kasemann, ibid, p.158 thinks it is not a gnostic hymn on the
reconcil~ation o~ the cosmos but about the 'gnostic redeemer looking
for men. Kasemann therefore' concludes that the idea of a gnostic
redeemer was known in Judaism before Cnristianity (p.155).
F.Festorazzi, "Coherence and Value of the O.T. in P~ul's Thought" in
Paul de Tarse~ Apotre. 'du notre temps, ed L.deLorenzi, Rome, 1919,
165 - 173 finds the background in Prov 8122 - 31 (Wisdom) and in
Apocalyptic/

80.
81.

82.

Apocalyptic (e.g. Col 1:26) p.172. E.Lohse, Colossians and Philemon,
Philadelphia 1971, finds a combination of Old Testament, Oriental
and Greek thought. J.Gnilka op.cit pp51 - 87 detects Logos-Sophia
speculation. The author of Colossians uses the hymn,because he
11
'
is in sympatJr,y with its content and can develop it further (p.76).
P.J3easley-I1urray, "Col 1115 - 20 : An early Christian hymn
celebrating the Lordship of Christ~ in Pauline Studies Essays
Presented to F.F.BI'I1Ce, ed D.A.Hagner and I1.J.IIarris, Eleeter 1980,
p.11 denies the widely accepted view of Col 1:18a originally
referring to Christ as the cosmic head of the world-body. Doth
in the Pre-Pauline and Pauline form of the hymn, the church is
the body of Christ.
R.P.Martin, New Testament Founaationn, 2 pp26G, 7.
E.Ka:semann, "Epheser. 2: 17 - 22" in Ex:c@tische Verouche Und
pasinnunc;en, ('Ji:N13)
GOttingen 1960 pp 2'80 - 3 and "Das
Interpretationsproblem des Epheserbriefes", ThLZ·86 (1961) 1 - 8,
repr~ted in Ev13 2 (1964) pp253 - 61 and Epheser, RGG 2 517 - 20
esp col 519. E.Lohmeyer, op.cit pp40ff thinks Col 1:13 - 29 is the
order of a primitive worship service. G.l3ornkamm op~cit pp56 - 66
finds a eucharistio setting.
E.Norden begins with v.12. E.Lohmeyer op.cit has to include 13 and
14. Holtzmann op.cit p.149 begins with 14 and K'.isemann ENTr pp153ff
(
needs 13 - 14 as a liturgical introduction, which was added t~ the
hymn when u~ed aa a baptismal liturgy, 16 - 17 is the introduction
to the second part. Deichgraber, pp145f, takes 12 - 14 ,and 15 -20
as separate units.
E.Schweizer, "Die Kirche ala Leib Christi in den paulinischen
Antilegomena.", ThLZ '86 (1961) cols 241 - 56 (reprinted in
Neotestamentica, Zurich and stuttgart 1963, pp293 - 316) has
(col 241) three, 15 - 16; 17 - 1~ and 18b - 20. Cf, his The Church
as the BodY of Christ, Richmond, ,Virginia, 1964, pp56 - 73. So
P.Beasley-I1urray, op.cit, but E.Schweizer, Kolosser, Zurich 1980
p.52 bas two, 15 - 18a, 18b - 20.
e.g. }~sson, L'Epltre de Saint Paul aux Colossians, Neuc~tel, 1950
pp97 - 106. Deta.ils in 13enoit L'Hymne, p.233. W.McCown, "The Hymnic
,Structure of Co11:15 - 20",EQ. 51 (1979) 156 - 62 tries to simp1ifl
by saying there are two verses in15 - 20, with 17 - 18a acting as
the refrain •
.
E.Norden, op.cit omits "seen and unseen, whether thrones or
,

83.

84.

85.

dominions/

dominions or powers or rulers" and "the church" •
So J.D.G.Dunn'op.cit p.136. They are probablY Pauline additions.
, ...
,
,,
Of'tct6f
and "P..,TtllW
but we have lfIor«TfII' in 1.Tim 1&17,
Heb 11 :27 and Rom 1 :20 and fjJ,>..o
in 3.John 9.
Benoit t L'Hymrep.259. See note 78.
E.Testa, "Gesu Pacificatore Universale, Inno liturgico della Chiesa
madre Col 1:15.- 20 and Ef 2:14 - 16", Liber Annus". 19 (1969)·
5 - 64 thinks it is the third strophe of an early Jewish Christian
hymn, where Col 1:15 ~ 17 and 18 - 20 provide the first two strophes.
His title shows it concerns Jesus the universal peacemaker.
See note 51 and section 4.4.4.
If 14 and 17 are both in the hymn, we have incluaio, as Dahood,
op.cit has found in the Psalms •
Dencel, 1858 saya "by. the tenor of their words and kind of rythmni,
they resemble a sorg"(quasi rythmo canticum imitatur).
H~.; have been found elsewhere in EpheSians see notes 41 and 121
Haupt saw an excursus.
Dibelius and Conzelrnann speak of a christolocical insertion in the
form of an'exeeesis of Is 57:19. See note 70.
Schille, pp24ff. H.Schlier~.
Schlier p.123 "ein Stuch eines uberlieferlen Hymnus handel t, den der
Apostel aufgenonunen und interpretiert ' hat" • The underlying layer
concerns the descent and ascent of the heavenly Urmensch Redeemer.
The Pauline layer vie\oTs the cross as the crucial salvation event.
D.Smith, op.cit p.34 shows how under the impaot of criticism, Schlier
has broueht in a Whole new area of background sources (especially
Jewish) in his· commentary, but not really integrated them. In one of
his last works Der Geist und die Kirche, Freiburg 1980, he refers to
an old Christian hymn (p.183).
Schlier, 128.
So J.T.Sanders p.91.
Schlier pp122, 3.
Schille pp24 - 31. Schlier sets the pattern for works like Schille's
"
.
and P.Pokorny's
and ,
E.Kasernann's Das Interpretationspro~lem
des
Epheserbriefes. Critics include Percy, Probleme, and "Zur ~en
Problemen des Kolosser und Epheserbriefcs" ZlM 43 (1950 - 1) 118 - 94

. 86.
87.

,.,,,.,.,...,;vw

88.

90.
91.
. 92.

93.
94.
95.

,"

96.
91.
98.
99.

0

and F.Mussner, Christus das All und die Kirche. Studien zur
TheoloRie des

.

~)heserbriefes,

Trier,
1955.
.
100. Schille, pp24 - 31 and 50 -.5 2• J.T.Sanders, Jcrrnni~' F.lements
Eph 1 - 3, ZN.I 56 (1965) 214 - 32.
101. See Deichgr.aber/
0

to
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101.

See Deichgraber, pp165 - 1.

102~

Cf the lines suggested by Lohmeyer (op.cit). Schille's lines are
too long for poetry. The sentence construction is prose style,

103.
104.
105.
106.
101.

108.
109.
110.

with 14 - 16 as one long sentence. See E.Kasemann, A Primitive
Christian Litur/tY and note S1.
Merklein, Tradition, 83ft.
J.T.Sanders oP.oit, esp p.211.
Sanders p.14.
Deichgraber, pp165f shows how "both" and "two" ~re related to the
context.
J.Gnilka, "Christus unser Friede - ein Friedens Erlo'serlied in
Eph 2:14 - 11" in Die Zeit Jesus, Festschrift for H.Schlier, Freiburg
1m Breisgau, 1910 pp 190 - 201.
Gnilka p.141.
Gnilka, Die Zeit Jesus, p.192
ibid p.199ff. He ar~es that the model Redeemer, myth, irrespective
of whether it is used here, is not certain. He is critical of
PokornY's parallels such as the superindividual aspect of man, .the
cosmic motif, the body as a sociological organism, the head, gL~wth,

see Gnilka pp36,1.
111. ioid p.149, Die Zeit Jesus
112 •. Gnilka p.148.

pp199.

Merkle in, ~dition, p.93 says the decisive argument against Gpilka
must .lie in the tormal region.
114. G.Giavanni, "La Structure Litteraire d'Eph 2&11 - 22", NTS 16
(1969 - 10) 209 - 11. R.Penna op.cit, p.110 thinks the construction
of the second part of ch.2 presents a kind of parallelism with the,

113.

115.
116.

111.
118.

first part. Penna, however does not go into the details.
K.Wengst op.cit pp181 - 6.
See the discussion in P.Stuhlmacher, "Er ist unser Friede" (pp3}1-58)
in Neues Testament und Ki~ (fur R.Schnackenburg) ed J.Gnilka,
Herder, 1914, cited as Stuhl~cher.
K.N.Fischer pp 131t. Note his convenient summary of his position
pp200ff.
Lindemann pp156 - 79.

119 • . N.Perrin, The New Testament

An Introduction,

New York 1974 p.133.

120. Kirby, pp151tf.
121 •. In Midrash Bemidbar Rabba 8:4 the question is asked about proselytes
having a share in the building of the temple and the answer is "to
inform /

24'1
inform you, that the Holy One, blessed is he, brings near those who
are distant and supports the distant just as the nigh. Nay more, he
gives peace to the distant sooner than to the nigh, as it says, peace
to him that is far off and to him that is nigh. Is 57:19". Beare,
p.601 believes the writer is a Jew because of the Semitio flavour of
the style and his knowledge of rabbinical methods of exegesis whioh
122.
123.
124.

';

125.

126.
127.

2113 - 17 (cf4:8 - 9) displays.
Delchgraber, p.166.
Stuhlmacher pp347f.
C.Perrot, liLa. Lecture sfnagogale d'Exode 21:1 - 22:23 et son influence
sur la litterature neo - testamentaire", in A la Hecontre de Dleu,
memorial to A.Gelin. Le Puy 1961 pp223 - 39 argues that the
background of Eph 2:11 - 22 is the synaGOeue service in which the
Torah reading was Elc 21:,1 - 22: 21 and the readill6 from the prophets
Is 56:1 - 9 and 57: 19. Ex 21:8 and 22:21 explain "strangers and
sojourners" •
R.Storer,"A possible link between the Epistle to the Ephesians and
the Book of Ruth", Studia Evangelica, 4.ed.F.L.Cross, Berlin 1968
TU 102, pp343 - 46. He sug~ests that Ruth was one of the assiened
readings in the Jewish liturgy for Pentecost. 2:11 reminds one of
the bringing near of the Gentile who was far off and of two out of
'one (Ruth - Naomi, Ruth - Boaz). He' links the wall with Uuth 4112
and patristiC exegesis on Gan 38.
'While both of these writers' suggestions are possible, they are by
no means convincing.
Rader, p.201 says it cannot be shown conclUSively that, the Jewish
liturgies which appear to be relevant are earlier than Ephesians.
I agree with Dahl, Kur7.e, pp32f that its style is explained by a
free unfolding and explanation of O.T.texts. B.Rigaux, op.cit p.143
says the phrases have a decided rhythmn, the repetitions serve as a
refrain and elements of the vocabulary suggest the idea of the liturgy,
"However these elements do not constitute sufficient evidence to
isolate the pericope, as if it were Borne type of hymn that had been
reworked, by the writer of Ephesians and then ins'erted into the
epistolary context". R~DeichGTa.ber, op.cit pp165- 7. H.Greeven,
An die Kolosser. Epheser. an', Philemon, TUbingen, 1953, p.69 and
,H.Conzelmann, op.cit 67ff, all say it, is prose.
See Percy, Probleme, esp pp36ff.

..

See notel

"

"
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121.

See note Jt7 and C.Maurer, "Der Hymnus von Epheser 1. als· Schlussel
sum ganzen l3rief" 15 1 - 12. Th.Innitzer op.cit, finds 3 strophes
of unequal length on the three members of the Trinity, 3 - 6, 7 - 12,
13 - 14. Fischer, pp114£ finds three strophes of an extensively
reworked hymn, 4 - 6a, 1 - 8, 13b - 14. Schlier, p.39, divides
4 - 10 ~nto the· three parts of a eulogy, 4 - 6a ( ~€£A~5 61~O )
,
,
6b -1 ( f-X«f,-rwrt..v
. ) and 8 - 10 (£n£p:rg"£v~(.v
).
C.C.Caragounis op.cit p.38 calls 1:3 - 14 a eulogy, Gn11ka, p.59,
calls it a "hymnische Sprache" similar to the Qtunran Hodayoth.
Schille, pp67 - 69 finds a hyrnnio "Vorlaae". A. Suski, "l'Julogia. w
lisoie do Efezjan", Studia Theologica Varsaviansia. (Warsaw) 16 (1918)
19 - 48, finds in 1:3 - 14 a liturgical hymn like Qwmran (3 - 10)
(and the Psalms of Solomon) which has 1ecn expanded (11 - 14) for
a baptismal settin(~. (A summary is given in Nl'A23 (1979) 212).
But R.Sohnackenburg Die gronse Eulogie Eph·1:3 - 14, DZ 21 (1911)
61 - 81 denies that it is hymnio •
. The cultio thesis is considered sympathetioally for Eph 2:20 - 22
by F.Mussner op.cit pp111-18, Dibelius p.64, Schille, p.55 and
H.Sahlin, Die Beschniedung Christi,
"Eine Interpretation von Eph 2:11 - 22", Symbolae Uppsaliensis 12
(1950) pp1 - 22. Further details are found in Lamadrid 1:256££.
)

II.
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NOTF.S FOR CHAPTF,R FOUR

The hymnic passage in this verse is introduced by ~I~ not by 'rIM!,
It is possible that

~

y6C P

can refer forward and the passage be

translated "He is our peace, therefore he has ma.de both one".
example of such a

•

const~ction

An

is Rom 6:51'1'. But here it is not the

simplest possibility, so the other more usual interplretation is
preferred.

3.

If the passage were a hymn, it would refer to whatever person the

citation had in mind, such as the Father or the gnostic Redeemer.
For Xf'tf'T.~
see D.Schenkel ., Erheser, PhHipper, Kolosser,
(Lange) Bielef~hJi, 1862 and Ewald. Most, naturally, see the nearer
)(f/~TO~

5.

as being the antecedent.

Compare Nt 1: 21, Col 1: 17, 18 and r7r£..7~
written and not be emphatic

e.~.

Lk 5:1.

in Eph 2: ~ ,

0<//""" S
I

"

,.

can be

Haupt (p.77) shows "he"

is stressed, since it is repeated 5 times more in 14 - 18.
6.

So F.l'mssner, "Eph 2 als okwnenisches }1odell", p.329 in Neues
Testn.ment und Rirche

ed. J.Gnilka, Herder, 1974 pp325 - 336.r.1.IO.ennn,

= In Col

op.cit p.40,

1:15 - 20, Christ's work is in the passive here

it is active.
7.

Cf. 2:20,

t

\

mean· "himself".
word e.g.

would in early mss have no breathing, so it could

dCc./,.OS.

]Ut if this is the case, we usually have another

(,

cf 1.Pet 2:24.

OJ

C.]"D.Moule op.cit p.119 shows

,

.

it is always a matter of conjecture \vhen to read

'

tl/VTt)1/'

and when

since' breathings are seldom Put on by the earlier hands in mss.
Col 1 :20

O(l! -riv

from previous

In

,/..,

«JT~S

Otv-r(JI"

not in apposition to

but is the predicate, "then, even

he is the peace for us, Who having

~~de

So Beet.

,

to be translated CN~
to distinGUish
. . has which
refers to God. b\lald thinks
is

come preached peace".
8.

)

ocV'TDV

the two one etc, und having

This removes the chronological problem in v.17.

But it is strange that John never has "I run peace", although

he speaks of Chriat giving peace and of "my peace" (14:27).H.Rendtorf~
Der Brief an die Enheser, GO'ttingen 1949 1'.66 says Jesus is the peace
and brines the peace.

9. Lamadrid 1:224.
10.

So Gnilka p.138.

Salmond translates as "He in his

O\'ln

person".

Schille 1'.27 shows that already in Greece, there is a personification
of peace.

Peace is often the predicate of a deity (see G.Pauly-\nsso\OlaJ

Real-EnzYklopadie der clasnischen Al terturns-'Ilissenschaft, vol.X,2128ff).

In late/'

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
.~.

20.

21.

22.
23.
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In late Judaism, God and the Messiah are so predicated (Philo De Somn
2:253.SB 3:587). Christ has the title because he creates peace as
15b clearly shows.
Hesiod's TheogoDY personified peace in a series of Greek divinities,
Irene, the daughter of Zeus and sister of Eunomia (order) and Dike
(legal order).
Alford.
Gaugler. Calvin finds a reference to preaching and in this he shows
an insight into its rhetorical style, which has only been fully
investigated this century.
11eyer.
Gnilka III "dass der Friede an ihn gebunden ist". cr the "I am's" in
John's Gospel.
Schlier p.122 Iter enthalt sozusagen das Generalthema des Abschnittes".
Zerwick p.64. cr his "He is our peace Eph 2: 11 - 18", 13ibleshyam
1 (1975) 302 - 16.
Cf Lk 1 :79 and 2:14.
Haupt understands a reference to Christians in a general sense.
J.J .Meuzelaar, op.cit p.55 says "we" I : Jews and "you" = Gentiles,
but "we" can sometimes include Gentiles (2:18, 4:7, 1;rr).
Schlier would agree with this (p.124) but insists (p.106) that 213,
. as in 1:11f refers to Jewish Christians only, since they alone
previously had the blessings of chapter 1,. whilst Gentiles were
strangers to the covenant.
See D.Jayne, "\/e" and"You" in EpheSians 1:3 -14", Exp.T 85 (1973 - 4)
151 - 2, and Penna Proiezione , p.168 1:3 - 12 = We Christian Jews.
1:1} = You Gentile Christians.
R.A.Wilson, "We and you in the Epistle to the Ephesians", Studia
Evangelica 11, pt.1 ed, F.L.Cross, Berlin, 1964, pp676 - 80 has
argued that in Ephesians "we" refers to all Christians and "you" to
recently baptized converts. D.Smith, op.cit p.54 thinks this viewpoint
will not stand the test of examination.
cr. Schlier, p.124.
Schlier p.125 says it is because of three things, the breaking of the
dividing wallot making two spheres one and overcoming the emni ty through
his ~lesh. We need not go as far as Percy, lrobleme pp282 - 3 who
says that the passage only speaks of peace because the quotation
from Isaiah prompts the idea. Penna,~, believes peace in Eph 2: 14
is the fruit of the cross in removing the division between Jew and
Gentile/'
C
'
'-...
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24.
25.

26.
21.
28.
29.
30.

31.
'32.

33.

34.
.r

35.

36.

Gentile in their integration in the e'cclesial society, p.194.
Meyer p.121.
E.liaupt, pp14ff thinks it impossible that concepts peace and enmity
can mean one thing one moment and be another the next. No reader
could come to the thought that enmity of v.16 is different from v.14
and that making peace in 15 is different from 14a. The change of
meaning would be clear and that is not the case. "Both" shows Jew
and Gentile. The enmity is'between them and God (p.11). They are
reconciled to God and have access to the Father.
Proposed by F.D.Coggan, " A note on Eph 2:14" Exp.T. 5~ (1941) 242.
See the critique of Coggan's view in N.Smith, "Fu.rther note on
Eph 2:14", ibid ~25 - 6.
"Readiness" is preferable to "preparation". See Abbott. Cf Is 52:1.
Robinson.
Augustine, Ambrose (Latin, euens se), Origen, Chrysostom, ~beodore of
Mopsuestia (details can be found in J.E.Lightfoot, Colossians and
Philemon, 1819 (reprinted Grand Rapids 1951, pp189) and in C.F.D.
Moule, Colossians and Philemon, Cambridge 1951, pp99ff, who says
it means "divested h~elf of the rulers and authorities").
Jerome wrote "exspolians~'.
J.J.Meuzelaar op.cit p.108, cites Abbott, Wfkenhauser, S.Hanson and
Thornton for the view that the peace of Col 1:21ff does not refer to
a harmony of the universe.
Calvin succinctly oombines the two aspects of pe~ce b,y saying (on
2:11) "the Gospel is the message of peace by which God declared
himself favourable to us ., •• the proper effect of the Gospel is
to give peace and calnmess to the conscience". Cf Hlil 4:1 with
the Aaronio blessing in NUmbers 6:24 - 26.
H.Roux, "Peace" in J.J.von Allmen, The VocabulaJX of the Eible.
London 1958, pp319 - ~1 •
H.Ridderbos, op.cit pp182ff. H.Schli~rt "Der Friede mch dem Apostol
Paulus" in Dar Geist und die Kirche, Frilt. burg 1980, 111 - 133 accept"
Ephesians as Pauline, He therefore treats Eph 2:14 as integral to the
Pauline doctrine and discusses it on pp124ff.
Details of the Greek usage of peace are' in Gnilka, W.Foerster, TDNT
2:400 - 402 and 406 - 20, H.]eck and C.Erown in NIDNTT 2.116 - 83,
W.E.Caldwell, Hellenic Conceptions of Peace, New York 1919,
E. de W.'Bu.rton, i~a.1a.tia.ns, Edinburgh' 1921 PP424 - 6, H.Fuchs, "Augustin
und der/

,.
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undc der Antike Friedensgedanke lt NPlW } (1926) }9 - 43 and 167 - 22}.
E.Loluneyer, "Probleme paulinische Theologie n ZNW 26 (1927) 158 - 7}.
W.lO.assen, "A child of Peace (LUke 10:6) in First Century Context"
Nrs 27 (1900 - 1) 488 - 506 notices how the topic of peace has
received scrutiny from the standpoint of the anoient Orient and
the Old Testament, but little investigation from the Greek world.
The Greek understood peace as the antonym to war and disturbed
oonditions (1.Cor 14:33, Rom 14: 19, 5:1).
The following works deal more with the eastern background I R.Gross,
.lli&Jdee des e'vlicen und allgemeinen Weltfriedons 1m Alten Orient und
in Alten Testament, Trier, 1956.
H.H.Schmidt,Shalom-ItFrieden" im
Alten Orient und im Alton Testament, Stuttgart, 1971. O.H.Steck,
Friedensvorstelluncon im alton Israel, Zurioh 1972. G. Zampagl ione,
The Idea of Peace in Antlqui~, Notre Dame, Indiana, 197}, pp17ff.
M.Klemm op.oit pp69ff gives details-of recent literature on the
subject of-peace in the New Testament. Penna,~, p.180 shows that
in Greek and Latin, it can be so~ething whioh does not touoh the
foundation of the man.
37. Al though the LXX oooasionally translates shalom by other words (e. g.
"
for greetings ) llf7"'1
is used in the majority of cases. In
some 15 passages £:p~?
oorresponds to other Hebrew words
meaning safety, freedom eto. Four meanings found for it in the LXX
are prosperity, greeting, ethioal good and reconoiliation with ~en.
See W.S.van Leeuwen, Eirene in Het Nieuwe Testament, Wageningen,
I

38.
39.

40.

41.
42.

1940.
Exceptions are Gan 26:}1 and 43:23. See NIDN'lT 2.777 •. TDNT 2.408.
Cf. G.von Bad, ~n 'shalom' being a very rioh word, "There is hardly a
word like it that can bear a common use and yet oan also be filled
with a ooncentrated religious oontent far above the level of the
average oonoeption", (TDI'JT 2:402).
Cf. Lamadrid 3.266, M.Klemro op.cit pp64ff. Greek literature shows a
, ,
warlike tendencychar~cteristio of the people. But the word tIN""
,
oame to be used for a-novS <II I
• E.Brandenburger, Frieden im
neuen Testament, Gu~ersloh, 1973 summarizes the various emphases of
the N.T.writers, e.g. eschatological (the peace which the Messiah _
-brings) and cosmio (overcoming of demonio forces through the cross
and exaltation of Christ).
W.Foerster, TDNT 2.411ff.
]ibliographies of works on D ihti can be found in TDNT, .NIDm'l',
•

T

j
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Theoloaisches Thlndworterbuch zum AT, nand 2, Munich and
Zurich, 1971 BDB p.1022 and J.Pedersen, Israel 1 - 11 Oxford 1926
pp311ff. See G.E.Wright, The ChallenGe of Israel'G Faith, London,
1946 p.94, he links peace in the Old Testament with covenant.
43. See BDB.
44 •. G.von Bad, op.cit.
45. Gnilka, G.von Bad op.cit.
46., D.Gillett, ,"Shalom: Content' for a Slogan", Themelios, 1(1916) 80-4,
citing von Bad op.cit p.406,. claims that in the Old Testament, it
nowhere denotes the specifically spiritual aspect of inward peace.
Cf Lam 3:11 and R.Penna op.cit p.171. But the texts we have cited
show this is not true, although it is a fuller term in the New
rrestamcnt.
t.
47. cr Rev 21 and 22, Lamadrid 3.239, 40.
48. See A.R.Johnson, Sacral Kineship in Ancient Israel, Cardiff, 1955.
49. ' Acc to O.Michel, Der Brief an die Hebraer, GOttincren, 1966, p.559.
50. A. S. van der Woude, "Melchisedelc als himmlische Erlosergestal t in den
neugefundenen eschatologischen Midraschim aus Q}J.mran Hohle XI",
Oudtestamentische Studien 14, Leiden, 1965, p.357 assigns it to the
years AD 1 - 50.
51. Cf Pas 81:1, 2. For recent work on Melchizedek see M.de Jonge and
A.S.van der Woude, "II'l1elch and the New Testament", Nrrs 12' (1965":6)
301 - 26 and F.L.Horton Jr. The Helchizedek Tradition, Cambridge 1916.
52. The theology of the Holy War is defined in Deut 32. Possible Old
Testament ref,erences are Ex 11:15 - 16, Num 10:35 (cf Ugarit III
ABA 5, J.B.I~itchard,ed, 'Ancient Near R~stern Texts relatincr to the
Old Testament,' "Ugarit", trans H.L.Ginsberg, Princeton, 1969, p.13 1 ).
Num 21:14, Jos 7, 1.Sam 10:22, 15:1 - 3, 11:39. It is uncertain
whether the concept begins in the Egyptian captivity (see R.de Vaux,
The Fa.rly History of Ismel, London, 1918, p. 383, or in the Amphictyony
(a.von ~d, studies in DcuteronomI, (trans D.Stalker, London, 1953
pp45 - 59) .. However many scholars dispute the exbtence of an Israelite
Amphictyany, (A.D.H.Mayes, Israel in the period of the Judges, London
1914). '
For non-Israelite parallels to the Holy "Jar see H. Gunkel, Schcipfuncr
und Chaos in Unlit und Endzeit, GOttingen 1895. H.M.Cross, Canaanite
MYth and Hebrew EpiC, Cambridge, Mass, 1913.
If the concept ,was not utilized during the monarc~(J.L.Mackenzie,
J.Westerman~
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53.
54.

55.
56.
57.

The TheologY of the Old Testament, London 1974 p.151, it may be
found in Apocalyptic themes (see P.D.Hanson, The Da\-1n of Apocalyptic,
Philadelphia 1975, p.12ff, Ez 38, Zech 2:1 - 4) and Qumran (IQM II-IX
see P.R.Davies, 1911, The War Scrolf From Qumran. Its Structure and
History, Rome 1977).
Origen, Comm. Cant, 11 quotes Eph 2:14, when he discusses Solomon as
a type of Christ.
See D.C.Duling, "The Therapeutio Son of David", NTS 24 (1917 - 8)
~92 - 410. For details of the Messianio oonoept see J.lG.ausner,
The Messianic Idea in Israel, London, 1956 and F.Rahn, The Titles of
Jesus in Christology. London, 1969, pp136ff. J. Gnilka ,Kolosser,
p.74 conneots Col 1:20 with Micah 5:5 and Is 9:5ff.
N.Snaith op.cit pp325 - 6.
So G.Rloe, "A neglected interpretation of the Immanuel Prophecy""
ZA'v1 90' (1978) pp220 - 7.
J.Bright, "Isaiah", in Peake's Commentary of the Bible, Oxford 1962,

p.497.
58. So F.Delitzsch, Isaiah, Edinburgh, 1890 en loc, The 'word mighty'
(
"") '!l)J) is found in Ps 24 :8, Dt 10: 17, Pro'; 30:30. Yahweh's
might brings War to an end and so briIlo"'l3 in the Messianic age of
peace.Cf Zeoh 9110, Micah 5:4, 5. Before the fall of Jerusalem
(BC587) the false prophets were predicting a false peace. After the
fall of Jerusalem the promise of peace is the central messaae of the
prophets, e.g. Deutero-Isaiah. Yahweh had previously witheld the gift
in judgement (Jer 12:12, 14: 19, 16:5, 25:37).
59. Rashi, Ki, cf The Targurn. See G.n.Gray, Isaiah, Edinburgh 19 12 ,
pp172f for a critique of this view.
60. R.Jose the Galilean, "Great is the peace when the Kine' the Messiah
is revealed to Israel, he will bear the peace, according as it is
written "How beautiful". (18,52:7, SB 3.par 587). J.Gnilka op.ci~
p.74, thinks Col 1:20 has it in mind. He also cites the High Priest
Hanaja, cir A.D.70, who said "Great is the peace when the work of
creation is restored"~
61. Cf D.Seccombe, ,"'Luke and Isaiah" NTS 27 (1980 - 1) 252 - 9, B.Linda;rs. ,
"The Place of the O.T., in the formation of N.T. Theology", Prolegomena"
NTS 23 (1977) 59 - 66 says the N.T. writers had no interest in the
meaniDg of the O.T. for its own sake but simply quarried texts to
support and illustrate a pre-existing N.T. theology.
E.D1ru<1er, Eirene, Der Uxchristliche Friedensgedanke, Heidelberg, 1973
believes/

.

'
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believes the idea of peace in the primitive church was formed by the
Hebrew concept of Shalom.
62. See E.Levine, "The Rebrew Treatise on Peace", Augustinianum, 14(1974)
147 - 71 , who argues that Pereq Salom, 7th century AD, 'consists of
early citation, including Palestinian sources dating from the first
centuries of the Christian era. This could take us back to the time
of Ephesians.
63. Details of Rabbinic writings are found in :3B, E. Schurer, ~J.1he lIistoIX
of the Jewish People in the ace of Jesus Christ, Edinburgh, 1885'
pp168ff and revised 1979 2.pp;31 - 80. See indices of The Talmud
ed I.~stQtn, London 1935ff and The Mishnah ed R.Danby, Oxford,1933.
W.Foerater TDN2 2:408ff, says Rabbinic literature develops the new
idea of the relationnhip between man und God as being one of conflict
and hostility. This enmity needs to become Shalom, so the codward
dimension of the relation of Shalom is emphasized more than it is in
the Old Testament.
The peace of the Messianic aee is specifically limited to Israel.
Tanch(fuber)
X (// J 25 (cited SB 3.592) says "God is in conflict
with all flesh, which conflict ( ::z ~., ) remains until the making
of the tabernacle which brings peace".
64. :for a. discussion of this passage, set.R.Gordis, "Increasing peace in the
world. A note on a Talmudio Passage", JQ,R 61 (1976 - 1) 44 - 6.
Cf.b.Tamid 32b and Hillel's maxim "Be of the disciples of Aaron,
loving peace, pursuing peace and loving human creatures".
" (M. Aboth 1:12) .

.

65.

H.R.Rowley, The Relevance of Apocalyptic, London, 1963, (originally
1944) p.15 stresses the .close link with prophecy. lIe and D.S.Russell,
![te Method and 11essaee of Jewish Apocalyptic, London, 1964 pp20ff
regard apocalyptic and legalistic Judaism as two streams of Jewish
thought not neoessarily antagonistic to each other. R.H.Charles,
The Apooryph.."'t and Pseudepir;-rapha in Enelish, Oxford, 1913, vol.2.
p.vii, also believed that prior to AD 10, they were not essentially
antagonistic.
G.F.Moore~ op.cit i, pp125
- 121 regarded
Judaism as out of sympathy
,
.
. with apocalyptic writings, which is ,[by they are ignored in the
Tannaitic Literature.

W.D.Davies, op.clt,
two views.
66. Margaret' Barkerl

~.10

would take a mediating position between these

,.
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66. Margaret Barker, "Slippery Words.3.Apocalyptic", Exp.T 89 (1978/9)
324-9.
·67. See F.F.Druce, "The Dead Sea Scrolls and Early Christianity", :BJRL
68.

69.
70.

71.

49 (1966/7) 69 - 90.
K.G.Kuhl', "Der Epheserbrie1' 1m Lichte dar Qumrantexte", NTS 7 (1961)
pp334 - 46 (ET in Paul and Qumran ed J.Hurphy-O'Connor, London,
1968 pp1£) claims that the parallels with Ephesians are much more
. numerous than Schlier (60££) suggests. Gnilka p.28 thinks Eph 5:8
is close to Qumran. IQ;3 3:10 has "sons of lieht" c£ IQ/3 10:21 - 23.
J.E.Wood, "Pauline Studies.and the Dead Sea Scrolls", lilicp.T 78 (1967)
308 - 11 says "Similarities are striking and indica.te a common
heritage". J .Murplv-O~onnor, "Who wrote Ephesians?" The Dible Today
1 (1965) 1201 - 9 thinks the amanuensis must have been a converted
Essene. P.Benoit, "Qwn:r"'an et le Nouveau Testament", N'rs 7 (1960-1)
270 - 96 says the only explanation £or the Similarity is that either
Paul or a disciple who was entrusted under his direction with the
£inal redaction o£ the epistle had a £irsthand kno~lledge of the
writings of ~n. Eut i£ Qumran ideas have been used, the meaning
has been changed.
F.Mussner, "Contribu.tions made by Qumran to the understanding o£ the
Epistle to the Ephesians", (Paul Rnd Qumran ch 8) 159 - 178, originally
in Neutestarnentliche Aufsatze, Festschri£t fur J.Schmid is convinced
o£ parallels with Eph 2, e.g. IQP 11:7£, 8:4 - 10, 6:25 - 27. ~~I
11:8b - 14, I~ 3:19 - 23. Colossians also appears to have links.
Bruce, ~, p.4 1 5, cites W.D.Davies "Paul and the Dead Sea Scrolls,
Flesh and Spirit", in K.A.Stendahl, The Scrolls and the New Testament,
157££ esp 166£. See chapter two, note. 64.
C£ IQ,Pes Hab 5:4 "into the hands of his elect will God give judgement
on all nations".
]Ut even if Ephesians is opposed to an earthly idea of war, the writer
uses it metaphorically in ch.6. This has parallels in IcrI 4:1.1' and
15:6 and IQS 3:13 - 4:26. IQM is a theological writing rather than
simply a war manual. (G. Vermes , The Dead Sea Scrolls in English,
London 1962, p.123).
J
,
.
c, .
V?'
0.1' ten accompanied by ? ~v XI Of· as an explanatory
, ,
concept e.g.P1ato,Rep.9:.575b, E, J'?"'~
has this sense in Prov 1711
and Is 14:30
Several Stoic philosophers were born in Tarsus. Antipater, Arched emus ,
.

72.

G'r"

Athenodorus son of Sandon, Nestor,' Athenodorus, Cordylion, and in
the nearby/

25,1
the nearby town of Soli, two of the greatest, Chrysippus and Aratus.
See W.Barclay, The Mind of st. Pa~l, London and Glasgow, 1958 p.25,
citing Strabo.
73. For Stoic influence on Ch~~ianity see E.Ratch,The Influence of Greek
Ideas and Usac;es upon the Christi»n Church, London, 1890, p.168.
74. During the civil war, the Romans longed for peace and Octavian gave
impetus to the people's hope. Vergil's 4th Ecloeue referred to the
expectations widely held in the east that a child sent from heaven
would bring a new era. The citizens saw this being fulfilled in
Octavian and greeted his rule as a marvel of divine manifestation.
Cf Vergil, The Aeneid 6:851 - 53 "tu regere imperio populos, Romane,
memento (hae tibi erunt artes) pacique imponere morem, parcere
aub.jcctis et debellare superbos". Remember thou 0 Roman, to rule to
the nations with th y sway - these shall be thine arts - to crown
peace with law, to spare the humble and to tame in war the proud.
er Horace, Carmen Seculare 56f. The arch of Augustan peace was
erected in Rome in 13-9 In. See G.Zampaglione op.cit pp135, 152 - 5.
C
C,
,
, ,
75. Epictetus Disc." 3: 13.9, cpat(-r£ )'~f. 0" £.11'1 v ,'" ~cyOr'A1v,
He was aware that Roman rule had brought peace and abs,ence of battles
and that travel was safe, even though Caesar cannot give peace from
troubles. The Apologist Athenagoras. (Leg.1:2) begins by referring
to the gentle and mild nature of their'emperors, their peaceableness
and humanity towards all, reDulting in profound peace for the empire.
See R.M.Grant, EarlY Christianity ann Society, Glasgow, 1978. In
,
the funeral discourse Antony called Julius Caesar ~lp?v~n#luJ (Dio
Cassius 44:492). It was a current thing to define the people not
subject to the emperor as'gentes non pecataeh(cf Penna ~ p.181).
"Tacitus saw the Augustan peace as a mixed blessing. The Romans by
allowing such power to Augustus showed that they preferred safety
to freedom. The value of that peace deteriorated under Tiberius and
Nero. See I.C.Brown, "Tacitus and a space for freedom", History Today,
A

,

"

~

~

31 (1981) April, 11 - 15.
76.
77.
78.

SuetoniuB,Life of Augustus, 28:2 (in The Life of the Caesars,cir 121AD).
K.S.Latourette, A History of the ExpanSion of Christianity, EXeter,
1910 vol. 1p.14.
Eusebius1HE 4:26.5-11. W.Klassen, op.cit p.488 shows that "unless we
pay considerable attention to the social context in which Christianity
emerged we shall alWays have only a fracmentary understanding of the
early church and its perception of peace."

79.

M.Grant/
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79.

80.
, '81.

82.
83.
84.
85.
86.

M.Grant, ~ London, 1970 esp pp223. A similar monument had been
credi ted to Octavian on the Field of fla.rs in 913C. See G.Zampaglione
op.cit p.156.
The tradition that Paul was released 'after Acts 28, (Eusebius HE 2:22),
may come from an attempt to harmonise the Pastorals with Acts.
TacituslAnnals 12:19. ]ellorum egregios fines, quotiens ignoscendo
transigatur. The noblest end of war was a settlement reached by
pardon.
Ewald cites Hofmann for the view that it is a participle attached to
a predicate in the sense of an explanatory clause.
Salmond.
cr E.13est, p.152.
Clement,~c ex Theod 36:1. This work is a collection of sayings from
Valentinians,' includi~ Theodotus. Clement supplies his own oomments.
F.J!fussner,, Christus das All, p.81 thinks the neuter is motivated by
, u
~v
rut the masculine (v..
could have been used in 14 as
in 15. '
Schlier p.124 CK pp23f. p.PokornY 183f shows how in CI~:6 "things
mortal and things divine" are called not only «rcp,,~'-(£I'~ but also
~

87.

~

,

i'vo

88.

Since this word in the New Testament is plural, it is not certain
whether it is masculine or neuter.
89. Gnilka p.139, "Daraul war schon in v11 gelenkt, v15 macht die •Einheit
der V'olker-gruppen als die zentrale Idee uberdeutlich"., Schille sees
the neuter as referring to spheres~ The complementary concept is
Till IIntp""f'dtVI.
Cf. II.Odeberg, The View of the Universe in
the Epistle to the Ephe::lians.. 1934. Schille p.28 shows that what WaS
between God and the world is developed in the sphere of the church
i.e. Jews and ,Gentiles. Dibelius understands enmity between God and
man Rom 5:10, 8:7, Jew and Gentile. The two are interwoven.
90. Tha.1es, Anaximander, .Ana.ximanes, Heraclitus, Pythagoras, Plato and
Stoic writers. D.Smith p.36 cites examples. Dut the large amount
of non-gnostic material he lists (36ff) includes much of doubtful
relevance, since there is little in common beyond the fact of a
diversity becoming a unity. This is such a vast field of reference
that other criteria are needed to show there is a ~onnectio'n with
'Ephesians. e.g. Plato Timaeus " 31h" on creation, where God made the
universe to consist of fire and earth; (represent1ng the visible and
\

"

tangible).
91.

E.Pax/

,

'

•

I
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91.

92.
93.

E.Pax, "stilistische Beobachtungen an neutr~en Redewendungen 1m NT"
tiber Annuus 17 (1967) 335 ~ 47, shows that New Testament authors
use neuter or pronouns, adjectives and abstract constructions to
summarize and condense in a phrase the various aspects of the
different salvation acts.
Lamadrid, 1:226 mentions 10 NT examples.
Cf Abbott "It is simply an instance of the neuter being used of
persons in a general sense".
\
KI(/
Cf Xenophon, Anab 7: 3 : 11, ""r«
(all that rlees and hides).
\
' \
In 3:15 we have the feminine nO''Tr'Ot'
c1' 2:21 OlffOSOl''1
Barth p.263 thirucs it is perhaps the abstract metonyms, the
uncircumcision / the circumcision which influ~nced his diction,
although these are feminine in Greek.
So Lamadrid 1:227. Masson = to insist on a characteristic - their
duality. Cf B1, Debr 138:1.
"

94.
95.

96.

"

97. Westcott.
98. As implied in Rom 11:17 - 24. The metaphor of a tree does not appear
in Ephesians. Growth is that of a body, not a plant. (cf plantation
,
•
in Q)lrnran CD 8:5. s. T.131oomi'ield suggests, I"P? ,or y£,v,\.
The Greek Testament with Enrrlish Notes, London 1839.
,,t
,
•
leads
to
a
long
list
or
neuters,
g"('/tll-d'?/Hlvt)fCt'
99. 3:6, ({)v'I
,
vI! V(j""Y (Jt. crvv ~(, 10 X ~
,

as:

100. 'For parallels to this use of ,,~~f ~ j/ I( see note
101. cr. W.13ousset op.cit p.367 who cites Clement Strom 6.5.41 that
Christians are the third race, and Foulkes. "Gentiles do not simply
rise to the status of Jews but both become something new and greater".
E.Staui'fer op.cit p.196 thinks that the many differences between one
peo:ple and r:mother are not blott,ed out bu.t on the contrary they are
rather made use of (Gal 3:28, Eph 2:15f) stauffer ibid, relates to
the reversal of :Babel, when the nations were divided by language
(cf,Pentecost). "His purpose a,nd desire is to break up the company
of vice, to make her agreement of none effect, to do away with her
fellowship, to annihilate and destroy her powers". (Philo,De Coni'
"

"

Ling, 193).
But this is confusion rather ,than separation" Philo continues (197)

"When these are scattered, those who have been living in exile for
many a day under the ban of folly's tyranny,' shall receive their
recall under a single proclamation, even the proclamation erected
and rat1t:ied/ '
"

"
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and ratified by God". Philo is saying that the dispersion of the
wicked will imply the reassembling of the good, who had been
dispossessed.
Paul might appear inc~nsistent in insisting he was a Jew and yet
saying there was a new. people of God. W.D.Davies, "Paul and the
People of Israel", Nr5 24 (1977 - 8) ·PP4 - 39 sees inconsistency.
]ut Paul did recognise the paradoxical nature of the Christian who
is in the heavenlies with no distinction and yet on earth with a
. nationality and tempted to steal and be angry. He does not go as far
as John, who says Jews are children of the devil· (8:44).
102. R.Scott, "Eph 2:14. He is our peace, who made :BOTH ONE", Elcp.T 2
(1890 - 1) 106 says mankind divided the world into two types.
Actually it was the Jews who did this.
103. Chrysos:tom, mPhesians Homily 5. Cf Augustine Contra Faustum l300k
104.

105.
106.

107.

xi1.24.
This unification is called a mystery in Eph 3:3 - 6 (cf Rom 11:25,
Gal 1 :12, 16).· A secret as a divine plan now revealed is an
essential ingredient of .Jewish apocalyptic, where the word raz is
used in a techi'lical way for God's ultimate purpose revealed through a
great historical figure. (See A.E.Harvey "The use of 11ystery Laneuage
in the .I.1ible", JTS n.s 31 (1980) 320 - 36, cf Tobit 12:7, Test Zeb 1.6
R.E.:Brown, The Semitic Background of the term Mystery in the New
Testament, Philadelphia 1960.) In the writiIlu""B of Qumran, the.
written text of the prophet is called the Raz. The Pesher or
revelation was provided by the Teacher in his explanation of the text.
The original Greek word has the idea of incomprehensibility which
C.C.Oaragounis,op.cit 1ff insists·is the meaning of the word mystery
. throughout the New Testament, except possibly Rev 1:20. ]Ut in
1.Cor 15:51 it means the revelation of something hot known before.
" FoO.Synge, !Jyhesians, London, 1954 pp74 , 75 insists that mystery has
the same meaning in EpheSians as in Paul.
:Bruce,~, p.439.
Ez 37:15 - 28 cf Jer 23:6, 33;14, Hos 12:1 - 6, Is 11:13 - 14, Mic
2:12, Zech 9:10.. Of The Chronicler who regarded the north as an
integral part of the kingdom. e.g. 2.Chron }0:5. See H.E.liI.Williamson,
Israel in the Book of Chronicles, Cambridge 1977.
D.Smith op.cit p.36 notices that SB cite no Rabbinio references for
the overcoming of duality.
JL Mackenzie,op.oit p.294 shows that the nations still have to go to
the Jews/
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the Jews to find Christ.
,
108. ibid, cf, vl.Vogels, "L'Egypte mon peuple. L'Universalisme d'Is
19:16 - 25", 13iblica 57 (1976) pp494 - 514 who points out that
most regard it as one of the most outstanding passages for
universalism in the Old Testament. lIe compares (p.514), lunos 1 - 2
9:7b and Ez 29: 1 - 12. Cf Zech 8:2} and ~~ 1:11. Joyce Baldwin,
Haggai, Zechariah and M:1.1achi London, 1972 argues (ad 100 ) that the
latter text is prophetic rather than syncretistic. "Have we not all
one father" (Mal 2:10) refers to Jews.
109. J.Giblet "Mysterium Dei" in epistolis captivitatis", ColI Mech 44
(1959) 26} - 65 thinks Paul shows his originality by utilizing this
apocalyptic terminology for his theology of the world evolvin~
according to God's will.
,110, e.g. Caragounis op.c,it pp134f, who notes that the Danielic mysterion
is likewise eschatological, has oosmio dimensions and is a unified
111.
112.
113.

114.

115.
116.
(

117.

plan.
Philo, De Vita Mosie, 2:20.
G.Bornkamm, Paul, London, 1971 p.7.
K.\'i.Clark, The Gentile J3ias and other ecsaIs, Leiden, 1980, "The
Gentile Bias in Matthe\.,." ,1 - 8, says Matthc,.,. is strongly partisa.n,
favouring the Gentile and renouncing the Jew (7, 8). He was persuaded
that the Christian gospel originally delivered to the Jews had been
rejected by them as a people, ~hat God had now turned his back on
,Judaism and chosen the largely Gentile Christianity. The two strains
. in his gOspel reflect these two stages in God's plan to save his chosen
people. But the assurance ,that the Gentiles have displaced the Jews
is, the basic message and the Gentile bias of 11atthe'\-I.
Romans 11,17 - 24, J •Munck , Paul and the Salvation of }1ankinc'\.,
C~tham 1959, argues that Paul's Gentile mission is not simply for
the Gentiles but to make Israel jealous. For recent intereot in the
status of Israel and the mission, to the Gentiles see B.RiGaux op.cit
p.165 and E.P.Sanders, op.cit pp487ff and chapter two ~ note 74
See K.Stendahl, Paul amonG J~ws and Gentiles, p.1, CfThe Epistle to
the Romans.
Cf. Stendahl op.cit pp1," 78, 132 (supported by E.P.Sanders op.cit
pp488ft). G.Dornkamm, op.cit pp88 - 96 says Romans must be interpreted
in the light of Paul's ministry and not on the basis of guesses about
conflicts among Christians.
e.g. Abbott. Zerwick "eo quod" Ailalysis Philologia. (cited ~rid
1 &227)/.

•

,;
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11221) translates as a gerund "pulling down" in so much that he
pulled down".

118.
119.

Ch.Masson translates as "et ceia" "en" "with a v'iew to that".
e.g. 1:1, 8, 1;, 11, 18, 2:3 and 15 (but not SOYFWtf"1V
).
The rule is not observed in 1:3 and 14. See C.F.D.Moule Idiom,
p.114 and ~Middleton, The Doctrine of the Greek Article 1841
p.36 Philo is the only prose writer to violate the rule. Dut the
P,Overning noun can be anarthrous without neceSSitating the mission
of the article with the governed. For a discussion of the use of
the article see E.C.Colwell, A definite Rule for the use of the
article in the Greek New Testament, JBL 52 (19;3) pp12 - 21, he shows
for example that definite predicate nouns regularly have the article
and that exceptions a~e mainly due to change in word order.
,.,
,
In the New Testament TOIXoS
is only found in Acts 2;.3, !,"··os
in Mt 25:6, 2.Thess 2:1, Col 2:14 etc but not in Ephesians.
~pbrYr:jin the LXX often has the meaning of protection. Is 515
~ 'uI )~) Ecclus ;6:30, Ht 21 :33.
,
e.g. Ignatius TraIl 9:4 long rec. Eusebius H.E.I: 13120.
Athenaeus, Deipnos0l'histye 1.2.81. Athenaeus was a native of Egypt who
lived in Rome at the end of the second century and beginning of the
third. His work is the oldest cookery book and refers to Eratosthenes'
comment on the Stoic Aristion adopting a luxurious mode of life. The
text means "many a time before this have :t caught him in the aot of
digging through the wall, which divides pleasure from goodness and
popping up on the side of pleasure".
BeH 33 (1909) p.452 no 22&16 + Abhendlunaen der Berliner !k.d Wissensch
(c=ABA) 1911 56 line 13, respectively.
P,Amh 11.98.8f.
See J.H.Moultonand G.Mllligan, The Voc<'!.bulary of the Greek Testament,
London 1930 p.400.
Josephus Ant 14:262 - 264 mentions a decree of toleration by the
Ephesians towards Jews in the time of Antipater. The nearest
connection of Josephus with the letter' of Ephesians is possibly "
C.Apion 2:131 where JosephuB refers to the burning of the temple in
,
,
Ephesus, \ -ro\/' £. v E 4> t q-ty "V ell) v.
,

120.
121.
122.
123.

124.
125.,
126.
127.

(

,1:;

)

. ) ,

128.
129.

Polybius 9:41.1.
,
,
(....
~
"e
I
' \ 0(
e.g. Homer, Iliad 12:263 01 Yl, f'v-O/4"1 8o..,v cPl'Ct',)A'v'r£s £n(J(A 5 E,.IJ
"but closed up the battlements with bull.t~l hides. Cf 2.Cor 11 :10.

130.

It is so used In Herodotus, Sophocles etc (See AG) Homer speaks of '
"the fence/

.'

/
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" KO!6
"the fence ( ~p
) of the teeth" meaning a wall and rampart,
within which is the, inner man, who has fallen. Iliad 4:~50 Is 5: 2,
Mk 12:1, Lk 14:23. Cf Proverbs 28:4, Shepherd. Hennas, Parables 9: 26,4.
J.C.K.!iofmann op.cit, 1perrrD5
" means that which surrounds something
marking it off from what is outside. The word l",4"rI""I)Ix.~" means
that which divides into two parts.
So Chrysostom, Harless. Cf Clement of Alexandria, strom, 6:13.
So Masson.
134. Abbott, Haupt p.77n3 says cpf~r~' ~
is the genitive of apposition
as tr'1I'cJ'.'II MLpJ"TD/,?S
in Rom 4:11.
135. Ellicott thinks it is neither a genitive of the characterising
.
quality the middle wall which separated ( 70 S'lIt'S""" ) the
Greek from the Jew)
nor a genitive of identity "the middle wall which
was, or formed the </>r6l1rD''/I
(Meyer) but either a genitive of origin
(ChIys2) or still more simply a common possessive, "the wall which
belonged tothe·tence".
136. Percy, Probleme, p.186 gives the examples of 1:5,' 11, 19, 2:2, 14,
~

~

~

3:7 and 6:10.
,
,
t....
....
,
e.g. 4:16, Sail( NOnl"?S or<v?S 'T'1$ £-""'X()r'y'''~
Barth, p.263.
J.D.Smart, The InteFPretation of Scripture, Philadelphia 1961 p.133.
~.Kasemann, Jesus means Freedom, London, 1969 pp99 and 112.
G.Bornkamm op.cit p.238 actually uses the metaphor when writing on
EpheSians and probably derives the analogy from our passage. He
writes "Paul is absolutely misun~erstood when he is reproached, as
he often is, with having by, means of his theology forced his way
between Jesus and Christianity and by reason of his "complicated" .
doctrine of salvation havincr erected a new barrier between God and
Man. The author of Ephesians had a much, truer estimate of what the
Pauline Gospel was trying to do. It aimed at nothing less than the
proclamation that Christ has broken down the dividing wall of
hostility" (between God and man and also between Jew and Gentile).
David M.P~ton, ed, Breakin~ Barriers, London and Grand Rapids, 1976,
(Oft ic ial' Report of the 1975 wce Ass embly , Naira bi) and The New
En~lish Bible~ section Acts 13:1 - 15:35, entitled The Church breaks
barriers, probably have Ephesians 2:14 in mind.
~

137.
138.
139.
140.
141.

,

142.

,

L.Cappellus (1585 - 1658) Critic! Sacr!, Frankfurt on Main, 1965.5
pp590 -,1 ,:while underst~di~. the temple barrier (or the veil)
"acknowledges that other commentators believe the metaphor is taken
trom thel

•

;.
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from the dividing wall, which customarily separates and distinguishes
connected houses and keeps apart the families living in theM, cited
W.Ra.der, p.104.
143. See F.Lyall, "Legal Metaphors in the Epistles", Tn 32 (1981) 81 - 95,
,
/:'
V.l-Ieylin, "Les met~phores et les metonymies dans les epitres
pauliniermes", ETL 8 (1935) pp253 - 90, hcis emphasis:ed those in
Ephesians. G. S.Hendr'y"Blblical Metaphors and Theological Construction",
Princeton Seminary Bulletin, n.s.2 (1919) asks how do we know that a
particular locution is a metaphor?
144. Philo, Qqest in Gen, 3:21 (on Gen 16:1).
145 E.J.Goodspeed, The Key to Ephesians, p.vii thinks it is a temple
reference, but after AD10. The reference is more natural after the
,
temple had been destroyed than before that tragic denouement.
'Realistically the wrecking of the temple had eliminated that monumental
,

146.
141.

148.
"

barrier.
K.M.Fischer p.135 and Sahlin, op.cit pp13, 11 think it is a wall in
the temple. ,
Ellicott. Candlish sees only an allusion. Harless interpreted the
wall as b'etween God and man rather than between Jew and Gentile.
Gore says Paul was a prisoner in Rome because of the Trophimus
incident.
J.Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, London, 1944, p.400 goes so far as to
say that Paul might have brought Asians into the temple. :Bruce. ~
p.351, understandably, calls this astonishing.
Josephus, Ant.20:219. See J.Jeremias, Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus L
London, 1969 p.22. Details of the temple are given in the Tractate M.

Middoth.
149. Josephus. B.J. 5.36.
150. E.J.Blckermann, "The ~larning Inscription of Herod's Temple", JQR
31 (1946 - 1) 381 - 405. See 38 (1941 - 8) pp111- 16 and cf l!'.J.Hollis,
The Al:'(lhaeolop;( of Herod's Tem;ele"1934 'E.Schurer, op.oit 1913 ed."
p.309 and L.M.Vincent, "Le Temple herodien d'apres la Misnah", 1m 61
(1954) pp5 - 35, 398 - 418. Page 15 has a chart of the temple.
D.l1.Jacobson, "Ideas concerning the plan of Herod's Temple", PEQ, 112
(1980) 32 - 40, shows that the preCise location of the temple is
uncertain, e.g. of the base of the altar or of the Holy of Holies.
151. A.Deissmann, Light from the Ancient F~st, London 191 1, pp14ff
cf T.R.Glover, Paul of Tarsus, London, 1938, p.161.
Caium, 31.

152.

A.Edersheim/

Philo, Leg ad
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152. A.Ederaheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, London, 1900
vol.1,p.244 and The Temnle, London 1959, p.45.
153. b.Shebiioth 14a says one could not enter the temple oourt 11'
unclean.
154. Cf.Plutarch, De Isid 4 (152d). F.V.Filson, op.cit p.41 points out
that Herod deliberately enlarged the area of the outer court to
allow Gentiles to enter, possibly to spread his architectural fame
and also the Israelite dream of the temple being a place for Gentile
worship. Cf.Mk 11117.
155. E.J.~ickermann op.cit pp389f refers to Excavations at Dura-EuTopoS
vii, Report, 186, M.R.Savignac and G.IIosfield, "A Nabataean Shrine
of the Temple of Rammll, n:B 42 (1935) p.249 and G.V.Stevens, ~
Periclean Entrance Court of the Acropolis of Athens, 1936, p.67. lIe
cites C.H.Kra.eling, Gemsa
(1938) p.131.
,.
156. Bickermann op.cit p.390 oiting F.Cumont in Rcal-Encycl. der class
.."
)1""
,
.Altertumswiss· viii 893 I·<Q(T~
l'f"(.A~"q-I'" VGDu I~Er'YTf.)" 1~(q'}tA''I,t).v
t,:t.O·,) :PVII:V7t.s~V7UJ~tv.The text is explainod d11'.1'erently 'by
Ch.Clermont - Ganneau, Recueil d'archaeol orient 5.350.
157. ' OG15 598 (Orientis Graeci Inscriptiones Selectae ed.W.Dittenberger,
1903 - 5). See also J.H.llif'fe, "The Thanatos Inscription from
Herod's Temple, Fragments of a 2nd Copy", Q;rtly 0.1' Dept 0.1' Antiquities
in Palestine, 6 (1938) 1ff. C.1'. Ch~Clennont - Ganneau "Discovery of a.
Tablet from Herod's Temple", PEF'QP 2 (1871) p.132 - 133.
,
,
158. ibid, "Une Stele du Temple de Jerusalem", Revue Archeologique JOeii!
(1872) Part 1.214ff, Part 2.290ff. There is a photograph between 290
and 291 and a plan of the.area in·Jerusalem where it was discovered on
p.296. See R.P.L.H.Vincent, "Chronique - Decouverte de la "Synagogue
des Mfranchis" ~ Jerusalem", RJ3 20 (1921) 247- 77 Who calls it a
bril~t discovelY(p.263). See plate iv (between pp248 and 249).,
G.E.Wright, Biblical Archaelogr Philadelphia. 1957 p.225 has a
. picture of the inscription.
159. Josephus, Amt, 17:6:3.
\
,
160. So M.J.Derenbourg, "Une Stele du Temple d'Herode", Journal Asiatique
20 (1872) p.185 as Lev 10:2, fum 1:51, Lev 22:9. Cf Xenophon,
Anab 5.313.
>
,
,~\
I
"J
161. Cf. Aristophanes Banae 628, rxY{)f£/./w 71VI £/-,£ /J" 131i'fT~tt'"'Sl-lv",,,4t'.,.,..ruv
)
\ r'
~ ,
". "
OV~e.1 Ue~? ~V"'C>$ (f"CtJ(/lT{}V Cr'IT',:"
oited ~ickerma.nn op.oit p.~95.
162. Ibid p.400.
163. Detalls /

.

'

~
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163.

Details are found in J.Jeremias, op.cit p.209. Philo,De Spec Leg.
1:156 describes their functions in great detail. They were
stationed at different places, including by the Chel to prevent
intentional or unintentional offenders.
164. For details see C.K.Barrett, ~, London, 1918,~p.533fr.
E.Schurer op.cit (1919) 2.221.
165. See D.R.Catchpole l "The Problem of the Historicity of the Sanhedrin
Trial" in The Trial of Jesus, ed, E.l3a.mmel, London, 1970 pp 41 - 65
esp pp58ff. F.F.Bruce, The Acts, London, 1952, p.179 and L.Morris,
~, London, 1914, p.3 19.
166 •. e.g. Stephen. C.S.C.WUliams, ~, London, 1951 pp111f thinks it
possible that parts of the account of Stephen's death have been
assimilated to the story of the passion of Jesus. Cf later Martyrologies
e.g.Martyrium Polycarpi.
161. In addition to Stephen see Acts 14119 and 2.'Cor 11:25 (inflicted by
Je\iS outside of Palestine) and James (Eus H.E.2: 23).
168. C.K.Barrett, op.cit p.535.
169. Y.Sanhedrin, 1:18a, 34, 7:24b, 41 (cited by Barrett pp533f) says the
right was taken away 40 years before AD 70. This is a'mistaken
deduction from Abodah Zarah 8b that says the Sanhedrin migrated from
the temple, then, 1here could therefore be no capital sentences, which
could only be passed in the temple.
: 170. ' R.A.Stewart, "Judicial Procedure in New Testament Times", EQ, 41 .(1915)
94 - 109 p.101.
171. Cf Dibe1ius p.69. 2 Esdras and 2 Baruch show that the loss of the
temple produced a profound sense of mourning, joined to a yearning
for restoration. See the evidence for the continuation of the temple
rites after AD 70 assembled by K.\'i.Clark and cited by n.III.Grant, A
Historicql Introduction to the New Testament, London and GlasGOW, 1911
p.431. K.\"r.Clark, n\o[orship in the Jerusalem Temple after AD 70", in
The Gentile Bias and other essnys,pp9.- 20, esp 14. See Josephus A.J.,
3.224 - 236, Didache13 and 14, Ep funnbas 16. E.Scott, The Epistles
of Paul to the Colossians. to Philemon and to· the Ephesians, London,
1930, p.111 thinks they '1ould know of the temple •.
172. ~ott believes this is possible.
173. Barth. p •.12 "Not impossible that a. post-Pauline author characterized
by a cruel and malicious heart might ascribe the greatest bleSSing to
that dreadful catastrophe" but S.G.F.l3randon, The Fall of Jerusalem

.

. and the Christian Church, London, 19657 p.216 exp[citly states that
the' author/
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174.

175.

176.
177.
178.

the author of Ephesians "is able to refrain from a:ny exaltation over
the fall of Israel".
Bra.ndon,"Jerusalem AD 70" History Today 20 (1970) 814 - 186 (815)
cites E.Meyer, Ursprung und Anfanr;,e des Christentums 1921 - 3, that
nascent Christianity was wholly unaffected by the Jewish catastrophe
and that it had merely viewed the event detachedly as divine
punishment merited by a stiff-necked people, who had rejected their
Messiah. Brandon'claims that it was essentially a Gentile saviour
god religion that emerged from the obliteration in AD 70 of the -original Jewish form of the faith founded bY'Jesus. Yet he claims
in the work cited in note 173 that it led to a rehabi~tation of Paul
and the appearance of further New Testament writings generally
expressing the Pauline viewpoint. Jerusalem Christians fled to
Alexandria (not Pella) and produced Matthew, James and Hebrews.
,Gnilka things it was not a visible symbol for the author since the
temple "bereits in TrUmmern lag".
See J.Neusner in J.II.Hayes and J.M.Miller,Israelite and Juda0nn
History, London, 1978 pp667ff for 4 responses to the destruction of
the temple and cult. a. The apocalyptist looked to the future.
b. Qwmran and c. Christianity met the issue long before by replacing
the temple with a new community. d. The Pharisees were in between,
stressing that each Jew must act as a temple priest.
Compare J.Moffatt's arguments for Hebrews being addressed to Gentiles
and not Jews. These Gentiles would know about the tabernacle from
their study of the Old Testament after they became Christians.
Hebre,.,s, Edinburgh, 19 24,. p.xvi.
Ezekiel 44:9 - 16 only allows the people of Israel to share in its rites.
Isaiah 28:16 is probably.an allusion to the huge and costly foundation
stones of thetemple, 1.Kings 5;17.
The idea of the temple, no longer restricted by walls, is well known.
4Q Flor, has strict conditions for entrance into the 1~ pure
spiritual temple. "That is the house where there shall not enter
(anyone whose flesh has a perman~nt) (blemish) or an Ammonite or a
Moabite 'or a bastard or an alien or a stranger for ever". See
.
B. Gartner, The Templ e and the Community in Qgmran and the Ne,.,r Testament
Cambridge, 1965 pp60 - 66. Ezek 44:9 has restrictions for foreigners,
but in Rev 21:25, there is no temple except the lamb and although the
city has walls, the gates are never shut. Zech 2&4 had depicted
Jerusalem as being without
, - walls.
"those/

Eph 2:21 seems to use Zech 6:15
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"those who are afar off shall come and help to build the temple of
the Lord". Cf Gartner ibid pp30 - 42 •.
179. Note the other barriers in the temple. Although the writer refers
expressly to the wall which divides Gentiles and Jews, it is possible
as Lamadrid sucrgests (1:230) that in the present case, he was thinking
of other barriers among peop~e, which are reflected in the temple
area between men and. women, laity and priests and between social
classes. Philo, De Spec Lee 1:67ff says that since God is one, there
should be one temple. He commends Jews who come from far to the temple
)~I
,~
)
and goes on to mention the larger outer wall ( I.·JwT""T~
"(.P"]t>~\o,
•
and the smaller inner walls.
M.Haran, Temples ann Temple Service in ~ncicnt Ismel, Oxford 1978 shows
how the Levites were permitted to come near the sacred furniture to
dismantle it but the ordinary Israelite could not do so. (Num 8:19,
16:9 -.10, 18:22 ~ 23). The Levites had. this privilecrc, only when the
furniture was covered. (p.181) Their other duties included seeing
that no stranger approached the tabernacle (p.182). During encampment
not even the Levites could come near and an outsider who did was put
to death (Num 1:5 1,3:10,38,18:7).
180. Olshausen p.181.
181. E.J.Goodspeed, op,cit vii, uses the barrier to date Ephesians as
.
,.
later than Paul. Cf Pokorny, Epheserbrief tund die Gnosis, ~erlin,
182 •.
183.

184.
185.
186.

187.
188.

1965, p.13.
So M.H.Scharlemann, "The Secret of God IS Plan. Studies in Ephesians 4"
'Conc Th. Monthly 41 (1970) 410 - 420 esp'414 and F.Mussner op.cit.
Cf 1:1 and 3:18 and CD 4:19, 8:12, 18. The phrase"builders of the wall"
is probably a description of the rabbinical interpreters of the law in
contrast to the false prophets of Ezek 13:10, who break down the wall.
See R.H.Charles, op.cit 2, pp10, 18, 19. G.F.Moore op.cit 1, pp258-62.
O.Betz, "The Eschatolocrical Interpretation of the Sinai Trndition in
Qumran and in the New Testament", RQ, 6 (1967 - 9) 89 - 107.
Philo (~est in Gen 3:27 (on Gen 16:7) uses the word wall in a
protective sense. He says the 5th symbol or type in the Hagar story
is "on the road" that is to Shure This road is a wall. and a
protection to those able to save themselves (not a trackless route).
O.~etz op.cit p.105 •.
Walls and barriers are referred t~ in discussion of the Passover. b.
Pesahim 85b thirlcs a person outside the doorstep is not counted with
those in the house tor the Passover, although R.Joshua b Levi said he
could/
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189.

190.
191.

192.
193.
194.

195.

oould be oounted. "Even an i:r;on partition oannot interpose between
Israel and their father in heaven". 86b mentions a dispute as to
whether one could eat the passover in two rooms. R.Ashi suggests
to R.Ka.ha.na that you should rather ask it as a question. "Does the
removing of a partition or the setting up of one transfo~ it into
two places or two oompanies (respectively) or not?"
h,
Berak 63A has a metaphorical use of fence.
Mark 15:38. This incident oan olaim historical support. See
A.Edersheim, Life and Times, 2:610ff citing Josephus l3J 6.5.3 and
Talmud Jer Yoma 430, 39b.
Alford thinks it, is the primary allusion. L.Cappellus, Critici
Sacri, Frankfurt A.Hain 1695, 5, pp590-1 sees an allusion to both
the temple 1a rrier and the veil. See A.Gill, "Note upon Eph 2 :14"
Exp.T 2 (1890 -1) 93 and C.Gore.
There is a description and a plan of the temple in G.W.Duchanan,
Hebrews, New York, 1976, p.140 - 42. See note 150.
Cited Elaine W.Pagels, The Gnostic Paul. Gnostic Exeaesis of the
Pauline Letters, Philadelphia 1975, pp119, 20 from Origen's oommentary
on John 13:25. Theodotus indicates that Christ has done away with the
~emple Barrier. (Clement Exc ex Theod 36:2-3).
Abbott.
So F.Rienecker, p.97. Also Ewald~
So Haupt (approving of Meyer'S view "begreift die ganze religio·se
Eigenart, namentlich das Bundverhlil tnis zu Gott~l, and J • Knabenbauer
(cited Lamadrid 1:228).
Beck compares these passages. Cf Candlish and Monod.
The particularist prophet is made to look ridiculous, more ooncerned
for the gourd 'than he is for the Ninevites.
There is 'also defilement of contaot. Jewish ceremonial laws meant
that Jews had to ,keep away from Gentiles, thus oreating a barrier.
, (This separation is seen in John 1S~28, Aots 16:20 and 16:2).
This thought, if found in Eph 2:14 would link with the ordinances,
of 2:15.
The barricades of the Ghetto are a possibility (Ewald) although
unlikely, since there is no evidence of the terms being used in this
way. Meyer thinks that such a reference is too wide. Gronovius saw
partitions in a large city inhabited by people of different nations.
(cited by Eadie.)
O.Bet~ op.cit pp94fr shows that the ~ emphasis on exolusiveness
comesl
I

191.

i,

'
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comes from the struggle for the preservation of a consecrated people
in the Sinai tradition of the Old Testament. Ex 19:23, oounds around
the mountain, 19: 12, bounds around the people.
198. J.Gnilka appreciates this distinction between the law and the metaphor
which the author uses to show its divisive aepect. Lamadrid 1&228
sees the two aspects. He says the major difficulty is to know
precisely what is real and what is secondary behind the expression.
H.F.Weiss, Unterouchunr;cn 7,ur Kosmolorde des heTIgl'ul-Uschcn und
palastlnischen Judentums,TU 97, Berlin, 1966 pp277ff, having studied
, Philo's understanding of the law, thinks it impossible in our text to
accept a precise identification of wall and hedge with law.
199. So Masson and Stoeckhardt.
200. The barrier could be Sin, which accordine to Is 59:2 (the srume section
of Isaiah as 57:19) is what separated men from God. This would be
"
the result of breakinG' the law and of the weakness of the flesh.
Ps 106:23 has Moses standing in the breach as Mediator (cf Ex 32:11).
But this passage is the opposite of seeing Israel as a privileged
people. They are in grave danger of being destro,yed.
Another possibility is the flesh. ' Victorinus, Chrysostom and
Arnbrosiaster (cited Barth p.285) identified the wall with the flesh
or simply with enmity against God.
Ephesians 2:11 mentions the flesh tWice, first of Jews, and then of
Gentiles. Gal 51 1 9 - 21 speaks of enmity as one of the works of the
flesh. Eph 2:14 links law, wall and Q.nrnity by saying Jesus h.1.S
removed them in his flesh. Hebrews 10:20 links flesh with the
barrier of the veil. (As in Eph 2:15, flesh is not used in the
normal Pauline sense of creature1y weakness subject to sin, cf Rom 8:3).
Eph 2:15 could be a reference to Jesus removing the barrier caused by
the circumCision in the flesh. Eut the reference to flesh is unlikely
to be the antecedent, since v.11 is four verses earlier.
201. 1.Enoch 14:9 nAnd I went in till I drew nigh to a wall, which is built
of' crystals and surrounded by toneues of fire. " (i.e. Enoch is carried "
up to heaven and passes within the outer court of God's palace.)
kruch 2:1, Syr Baruch 54:9 "Thou breakest up the enclosure of those
who are ignorant".
202. He cites CD 6:7££. "The wall is~built, the boundary far removed".
, (Micah 7:11) This means there are new members added to the house of
Jacob, but when the age is completed, no ~ore will be added.
I~ 1:3 "And you have made around me a wall". IQ,H 2 (Thou Lord) "hast
hedgea/
,"
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hedged me about against all snares of the pit". Cf CD 6. They
shall bar the door, forasmuch as God· said, "who among you will bar
'its door? •••• " CDS "Those who have breached the bound. will be cut
off".
203. Gal 4:3 may be a reference to the pagan background of the Galatians.
:But if Gal 4:3 precedes Ephand i f Eph is Paul's, or from a Pauline
school, Gal 4:3 might lie behind Eph 2:15 and there be a development
in Paul's understanding of the law. Cf H.Hubner, Das Gesetz bel
Paulus, GOttingen, 1918 p.32 and E.Lohse, op.cit 97ff. 1I.Schlier,
Galater, GOttingen, 1965 pp190ff.
204. J. McPhers on, Conunentary on Ephesians, Edinburgh, 1892, oited as
Macpherson and ad 100.
205 •. See F.J.Foakes-Jackson and K.Lake, 'l1fle Bc,£\innirnw of Christianity,
London, vols 4 and 5 (1933). Homer Iliad 21:470f calls her n~v~/«
)1
),
(J~f'~v Af"''t~$ dtYI'0ft,r"
mistress 'of wild beasts, mother of
. the wilds.
206. See Strabo, ,Geography, 14:1 :22 and Plutar'ch, Life of Alexander, 313,
,~H Smith,A History of Greece.
London 1902, p.140. The temple
erected ciroa 350 B.C. Was one of the seven wonders of the Ancient
World. It was burned by the Goths in A.D.262.
207. See Pliny, Natural History, 36:95 - 7.
208. See B.Fletcher, A History of Architecture on the Comparative Method.
1896, 17th edition rev. by R.A.Cordingley, London, 1961. J.T.~ood,
Discoveries at Ephesus, London, 1871. D. G.Hogarth, J~cavations at
Ephesus , 2 vola, London, 1908. W. R.Lethaby, "The Earller Temple of
Artemis18,t Ephesus", Journal of Hellenic Studies, 37 (1911) 1 -16.
W.Smith,op.cit p.159 shows that at Pergamum, the Great Altar of Zeus
was on a platform 98 by 90 by 20 feet high. The sacred enclosures
within which the principal Greek temples were erected, were entered
by great porches known as propylaea. The best known was at Athens.
At the further end, the porticus was enolosed by a wall with 3
doorways •. A good description of the Ephesian temple is found in
Beet pp21f who depicts the central shrine of Cella containing the
famous image of the goddess with a vestibule in front and a large
chamber behind.
209. G.C.l-'la.rtin, p.15. Bengel = "H~ writes with great propriety to the
Ephesians too, regarding the union of Jews and Gentiles, for the
temple at Jerusalem' had been the stronghold of Judaism." cr G.S.Duncan,
St.Paul's Ephesian Ministry. London, 1929, pp120, 1.
210.

See notel
,

.

•
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210.
211.

See note 208.
Bickermann op.cit p.397 refers to a slab from the third century ].C.
preserving a law of sanction from Cyme (Asia Minor) which says,
"whoever wishes may kill the offender. The killer will be considered
,
\
J
"
(~,
as ceremoniously clean and guiltless", I1TCI V£TW Sf. 6'VTtHI () vI-'\wv
to
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See J.J.Coulton, Greek Architects at \~6rk, London, 1977, it is true
that Greek religion had chanced. In t he seventh century, the temple
was the centre for popular worship, but by the first century A.D.,
it was the centre of civ~ religion. The Mysteries provided the
truly religious elem;ent.
21~. The Dorians were excluded from a sanctuary at laras for political
reasons. Bickermann, op.cit p.391, finds only one instance where
. people were banned for purely ethnic reas'ons. This is cited in
Ch.Picard, Comptes Rendus Acad der Inscrip, 1944 p.9 1•

212.

214.· ]ickermann ibid.
215.
216.
2'17.

218.

219.
220.
221~'

224.

See A.D. Nock, "A vision of I1andulis Aion", lITR 27

(1934) 53 - 104, esp p.58.
Bickermann ibid cites P.Roussel, Ml. Corr. Hell, (1927) 131.
Strabo 15.1.73 (719, 20).
Iaocrates, Panegyricus 157. E.Lohse, op.cit 234, says barbarians
(those who had not ~~stered Greek) and murderers were not initiated
at Eleusis.
]ickermann op.cit p.393. In Egypt from the time of the l~olemies,
the ritual was administered to priests and their offspring only.
Phil, De Spec Leff.1:1-16 uses this fact to prove that Israel aa a
whole was a priestly people.
F.F.J3ruce~ The SpreadinG' Flame, Exeter, 1958, pp246ff.
F.C.J3aur, Paulus der Anostel Jesus Christi, Stuttgart, 1845 p.436.
D.Smith op.cit p.35. Smith challenges this unified background.
E.Kasemann, Lefu. und Leib Christi, TU~ingen, 1933, lie finds his main

support in ::.Th:.:.e~A~c..:.t.::.s....;o~f~Tb;::.o~m.:::::;a:.=.s (p.67).
223. Schlier, CK p.19.
224. Cited in Section 4424.
225. Manda means gnosis. The sect still survives in Iraq and claims ~s
. founder was John the ]aptist. It probably arose on the periphery of
Judaism, cir 10d AD and migrated to Mesopotamia, mingline gnostio
thought and Syriac Christianity's views on baptism.

Under Islam,

their writings had to be authorita.tive for the sect to survive. They
also· needed to claim a historical founder like the Baptist. See E.Lohse,
oP.cit/
•
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226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.

O"9.cit p.270.
Schlier CK uses Lidzbarski's translation, but a recent LT of most of
the"passages, referred to by Schlie~ is given in Foerster.
C.H.Dodd, The InteJ]rctation of the Fourth Gospel, Cambridge, 1953
p.115.
Schlier CK p.20 in Lidzbarski's translation. It was translated
completely by IJady E.S.Drower in 1959.
A.Lindemann p.162.
Details in Lindemann p.163 and A.Adam.Die Psalmen des Thomas und da~
Perlcnliedals ZeuGQiss~rch~istlicher Gnosis, Berl~n 1959.
" Gnilka p.140, se CII 1:14 Sanders p.92 thinks P.Pokorny is hardly
correct to say (ZN\'I 183£) that cn 1 :24 - 6 refers to the "annihilation"
of the wall blocking the way to heaven. The discussion is rather of
passing through the various spheres. The other parallels which
,
Pokorny cites are not unifonnly relevant. CII4:6 has "both" and
"the two", but no reference to destruction of a wall blocking the
I
way to he~ven (although found in 1:14). other examples which Pokorny
cites are from the Naassene Preachin5 which does ref~r to Eph 5:14
as Scripture. (Hippolytus. Ref. 5.7.33, mentioning the cornerstone
(

"

(5:3.35).
232. See the discussion on whether the Odes are really gnostic (ch.~.n.:51
of this thesis).
233. Sanders, p.90.
/IJJ.,. is found in Hos 2:8, Amos 9: 11 and
234. In the OT., the verb
about 11 times in all. The noun "') ']' ~ cir 23 times, imluding
Is 5:5 and the feminine noun
11"')7/1 about 17 times •
., .' :
Schille p.27 finds reference to a Cosmic wall in IQH 3,26ff and
8:27f, but it is not very clear (see Gnilka p.140).
235. E.]est op.cit p.152n, speaking of the references available when he
wrote, says "those which may have escaped such influence have lit~le
real bearil'l{j on the question". Likewise Schlier cannot be said to
have made his point on the more general issue, that behind vv 14 - 16
there l"ies the II\Yth of the Heavenly Man". M.IQ.enun op.cit p.35f,
shares Schlier's viewpoint, but cites no other author apart from
Schlier.
"236. E.Kasemann, op.cit pp139- 141.
2370 Schlier in Ius Commentary in contrast with CK.

-

238."

N.A.~Das

Yolk Gottes. Oslo 1941 p.260 says that Schlier's
statement "in concepts and language Ephesians is a product of the

Hel1enistic-/
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239.
240.
241.
242.

243.
244.
245.

246.
247.
248.

Hellenistic - Oriental (Syria.c) envirorunent" should be modified to
read "that this environment presents above all a Hellenistio Oriental
(Gnostio) Judaism".
E.Sohweizer, Neotestamentica, p.304 shows, the thought of
reconciliation of both spheres, heavenly and earthly in gnosticism,
is unthinkable. Sanders, p.90 believes, that a gnostio Jewish
original hymn would have the words "to God" which Schlier removes
on hymnic ground$.
Schlier CK p.74.
E.Kasemann, op.cit pp156 - 8.
See ~semann's review of Percy, Probleme, in Gnomon, 21 (1949) 342-7.
Ignatius probably knew Ephesians. See R.Grant, The Formation of the
New Testrument, New York, 1965, p.95, who thinks Ignatius derives some
of his experiences about the unity' of the church from Ephesians.
H.Rathke, Ienatius von Antioc~~nd di~Paulusbriefe, 'ra 99 Berlin,
1967, p.65 agrees. Dut H.Schlier, Reliejonsecschichtliche
Untersuchun~en zu den Ignatiusbriefen, Giessen; 1929, p.177 and
V.Corwin,St. Ignatius and Christ~~nity in Antioch, New Haven, 1960
p.67 conclude that he did not know Ephesians. (Cited Rader pp5, 6.)
So Bruce, ~, p.437.
Origen, Commentary on John 10:33.
E.Pagels oP.cit pp120f shows that sinc'e the gnostics claimed Paul as
their source of teaChing and found in his wri tines t"ro levels of
meani~, psychic and spiritual, they considered the Jewish-Gentile
question a dated issue and allegorically reinterpreted as two groups
of people psychics and spirituals. Cf Theod. Exc. 38:2 -3. "Christ
has come down to break down the partition that separates the psychio
from the pneumat~c region." and the Gospel of Truth 34: 1 - 36.
"Faith carne, destroyed the separation and brought the wam fulness
. of love". Heracleon (Origen's commentary on John 10133) thinks the
cross symbolises the power of the spirit to separate what is hylio
and to purify what is pneumatic.
Rader p.9n.
H. Chadwick, The Early Church, London, 1967.
R.Reitzenstein, Poimandre's, Leipzig, 1904, p.248, tried to prove the
pre-Christian origin of the gnostic myth of the Pr~il man oy using
1. The Naassene Sermon, 2. The Book of the Alchemist Zosimu~,
3. The Neoplatonist Jamblichus (4th century AD) and especially,
4. The Hermetic,Tractate Poimandres. He maintained that the
Hermetical
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Hermetica were the culmination of a long development in pre-Christian
Egypt and that the doctrine of the Primal Han found there is
pre-Christian.
He was 'jealous of the work of the creator of the world and wanted to

,

/

engage in creative activity. See Poimandres 1:13 - 15. Cf W.Dousset
op.cit p.16. Reitzenstein in his Die hellenistischcn MYsterienreliGionen, Leipzig, 1920, arGUed that Paul was not the first but the
greatest of the enostics. This view ~~s not received support but
his basic proposition that Paul's world of thoucht was conditioned by
this pre-Christian gnosticism and the Iranian myth of the redeemed
Redeemer is widely held as plausible, despite the complete system
'
not beillB' found before r-1a.ni who died just prior to 300 AD.
R.Dultmann op.cit 1 pp167ff regarded gnostioism as oomiJ'lB' from the,
near east and infiltrating Judaism and Hellenistio paganism as well
as Christianity.
249. D.Smith op.oit p.47.
W.Ba.uer, OrthodoxY and Heresy in Earlie.§.t Christi~nity, London 1972.
(German 1934) has argued that early Christianity was more diverse than
we jmagine and what we call orthodoxy did not prevail before the
. fourth century. Various areas had their distinotive Christianity.
The ohurch' at Edessa began on what would later have been oalled a
heretical basis., Some of these oentres may have had a typ'e of
Christianity akin to later gnosticism. However, althouchthere was a
penumbra bet~een heresy and orthodoxy, there wan always a recognizable
core of orthodoxy. This is demonstrated by H.E.W.TUrner, The Patterns
of Christian Truth, London 1954. I.II.Marshall, OrthodoxY and Heresy
. in earlier Christianity, Themelios, 2 (1976 - 7) 5 - 14 and J.D.G.Dunn
op.oit.
250. See note 242. .
A pre-Christian origin of Ma.ndaQ~';sm was proposed by Lidzbarski,
Reitzenstein, Bul tmann, and E. S. Drower, The J'1andneans of Iraq, and
Iran. their cults, customs, maGic ler;encls :md folklore, Oxford, 1937.
This would mean that the Mandaeans had a very long oral tradition and
when it was finally written gave no clues of ·its ancient origin. It
would m~an that it was a sect that for hundreds of years was able to
live in anonymity with no perSecution by anybody; an almost miraculous
achievement. E. Peterson, "Urchristentwn und l''Ia.na.aismus'' ZNW 27 (19 28)

55 - 98, esp 62£ dated Mandaean literature and their residence in
Maisan from the 8th oentury AD.
Cambridge/

F.C.Burkit~,

Ch:uroh and Gnosis,
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251.

252.
253.

Cambridge, 1932 pp92 - 123 shows ~hat they possessed the Syriao
Peshitta.
C.Co]P~ Die religionaccschichte Schule, Gottineen, 1961, p.140ff;
174 and 191 and M.Schenke, Dcr Gatt-Mensch in dar Gnosis, Gottingen
1962 p.19.E.Ya.mauch~"Pre-Christian Gnostioism in the Nag Hamma.di
Texto" Church History 48 (1979) 120,- 41, says the vast majority of
the 52 tractates are Christian Gnostic from the second and third
centuries and that the case for pre-Christian Gnosticism can only be
argued for a few, e.g. The Apooalypse or Adam and the Paraphra~e of
Shem.
See C.K.Barrett, Pauline Controversies in the Post-Pauline Period,
NTS 20 (1973 - 4) 229 - 45.
D.Smith op.cH p.47' tries to broaden the background of thought
which Ephesians uses, collecting, interpreting and weaving together
materials from various traditional backgrounds.
l3a.rth, p.206, thinks none of the explanations of the wall, such as
temple, veil, law, sin, cosmic barrier "is so . persuasive as to
completely rule out the alternatives".
Clement, Strom. 6:106.3-107.3 reads "The covenant of salvation
reaching down to us from the foundation of the world is one.
Therefore one unchangeable gift of salvation given by one God through
one Lord
is befitting in many ways. For which cap.se the middle wall
,
(f'c'" TG I X0 \f
) which separated the Greek from the Jew is taken
away in order that there might be a peculiar people • • till they grow
into a perfect man."
e.g. TeriullianJ Adv.Jo'IaIX4 5:1,7, uses of Jew and Gentile.
lIippolytus, In Danielem,expounding 4:31!
Chrysostom. Hom. Eph 5 and 6. Hom Mt 3:3. Cf Jerome,Letters,123
At the birth of Pharez and Zarah was broken down that middle wall of
partition which typified the division existina between two people.
Ambrose, Expositio evanc;elii secunown ,I.ucam (on Lk 3:26) he was
. supported by Gregory of Nyssa. (See Hader op.cit pp41, 42)
Aquinas, Commentary on ~phesians in Super epistolas S,Pauli lectura.
edt P.R.Cai~ Rome 1953~ II pp27 - 33 (cited Rader p.60). 'l'he world is
like a field full of men divided by a wall, which is the law.
Abbott shows it is a suitable word because of its use in John 2:19
and having tXOpotll
as object in classical writers.
O.'Betz, op.cit p.105.
Gill, op.cit p.93 suggests that, the object in breaking is to effect
a union/
,

254.

255.
256.
257~

258.
259.

260.
261.
262.

.)1

.
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a union wider and greater than could possibly take place under the
old condition.

263. F.F.Bruce, Paul and Jesus,
264.

G~and

Rapids, 1974, p~36.
G.H.Whitaker, Ephesians explained, London 1892, p.45
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NOTJiS FOR CHAPTER FIVE
1.

Haupt pp78ff omits enmity as a gloss. Gnilka thinks that Schille is
wrong to omit, since enmity refers to what precedes it in the text.

H.Bietenhard, "Enemy, enmity, hate" NIDN'lT 1.553ff cites Ex 23:22,
Jos 7:8 and 2.Sam 12:14.
3. The word has a passive meaning in, Homer, Iliad. 9.312, Od.12:452 and
14:15b. ]Ut in Hesied we find the active element of an opponent
(op 340,cf Thucydides 8.45). See II.lI.Liddell and R.Scott, A Greek'Enrilish Lexicon, oXford, 1968 and TDlf1'1.553ff. The other word
}J I fftlf..l
meant originally the resentment which arises when
someone feels himself injured by the behaviour of another. The active
, element is supplied by , £xbpC:.s
•
('Of'"
is linked with ). Jot(' Ii
4. EWald thinks it is possible that
\
>,
'"
is then isolated, but if "'T?V tXPrdrV
is
although e:v
7,\ U'dff'''''
2.

,

ixp

\

I

"....

~.

\

linked with f«(I(-rtKry£'~
, £ v 7'~ G"'Pfrl-<'
can be conrected,
"annulling the enmity in his flesh, the law of commandments in decrees".
This has the advantage of not explicitly stating that the law is an
enmity.
A most unlikely possibility which need only be considered if the other
two prove impossible is to make eX/} fkV
depend on the even
,
earlier and more distant no 1'1 I1'dfS
and parallel to "both one".
It is difficult to make sense of such a statement as "making emity
in his flesh" •
. 5. There is little evidence that Paul thought in this way. The nearest
is Rom ~:3, Gal 4:4. Paul was more concerned ,with the divine,Lord,
although he was not indifferent to the historical Jesus. See
~,

,

6.
7.
8.

H.R.Mackintosh, The Person of ChristL Edinburgh 191~~p.62.
See Abbott's critioism of understanding "flesh"as humanity
(Chrysostom) or as 'the Jews.
Theere is a discussion in A.T.Ranson, The wrath of the Lamb, 'London
1957, pp1 05ff.
Some older scholars felt reconciliation must be included. Olshausen
lists Chrysostom, Tneophylact, Oecumenius and Harless. Others include
Burton and P.Feine, "Eph' 2:14 - 16" 'l'SK (189.9) 540 - 74. Olshausen
believes it is only human relationships, as enmity to God would not
b~ used of the law., Rarless~hinks it is becaune,v.16 would not

suddenly insert the thought of reconciliation 1> God. Alford regards
~

'

the verb, C( n()l(cr-rq-AA~~6W
rela tionships/ '
\

as too strong for human

,.
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9.

relationships. Photlus,. Cocceiu6 and Ellicott find it easier to say
it is both kinds of. reconciliation (see Eadie). P.Stuhlrnacher, op.cit
p.35 1 says enmity is used in two sense in 14 and 16. (a) Rebellion
of sinners and sin against God (Rom 5:8ff S.B. 3.591f) and (b) Rebellion
between ·two groups of humanity (} }1acc 3:4, S.D. 3, 139ff + 144ff).
Schille p.28 believed the original hymn referred to reconciliation
between God and the world. It would have in mind the principalities
and powers of the cosmic world (3:10, 6:12, 16), cf the Nandaeans who
taught mutual hostility between the world of light (ahura) and
darlm.ess (hsuka). If the wall in Eph 2&14 were cosmic, the hostility
is that of the cosmic powers, which prevented the imprisoned souls from
being, released. Those that were released were hindered in their
progress to the uppe:r/world. If that were in mind in the metaphor, it
is between God and man. According to Schlier, the enmity in Ephesians
is seen in terms of the Ascension of Isaiah 11 where the visionary
sees a battle in heaven which has its oounterpart on earth (p.138).
See R. Yates "The Powers of Evil in the 1"ew Testament" EQ, 59 (1980)

97 - 111.
G.Dix, Jew and Greek. A study in the Primitive Church~ Westminster,
,1953, p.60 argues that the conflict of Syriao and Greek cultures played
an important role in world history for several millennia. Hostility
has ceased in the churches which Paul knows.
Abbott thinks enmity is obviously that between Jews and Gentiles.
•
This naturally loomed much lare-er in t he apostles mind than it did
with Chry'$,ostom and ourselves.
So Eadie. Gnilka's "Die Gesetzesmauer bedeutete FeindscWt" is too
strong. It was not the law's intention to be Buch. We cannot
therefore accept the interpretation of Theodoret, Calvin,Bucer,
ClariuB, Grotius, Calovius, Morus, Rosenmuller, Flatt, }leier, '
Hol~hause~, Olshausen and Conybeare that t~1J f' til
is the ceremonial
law as the ground of the enmity between Jew and Gentile. Like ~~BmUSt
Vetablus, ESt ius , RUckert and Meyer (listed and supported by Eadie) we
I
I
contrast wi tn £1 f? 'tI ~
tne actual existing enmity of Israel and
non-Israel,_ m enmity of wl1-ich the ceremonial law ~as the virtual,
but innocent occasion. (Est 3z8; Acts 11:3, 22; 1.Th 2z15.)
12. MacPherson.

, 10.

'

13.

G.Wilson, oP.cit eel loc "To the Jews the law was the bastion of their
privileges from which they looked down on Gentiles with unmingled
contempt, while to Gentiles 'it was the outlandish rampart of an assumed
superiority/
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14.

superiority, behind which the enemies of the human race practised
their abomina.:bkxites."
Sifre Zuta Numbers 18 "Whoever hateth any man, hateth him who spoke
and the world came into existence - any man that is, whether Jew or
non-Jew." See I,Epstein,op.cit p.148.

15.

Juvenal, Satires, 14*'96 - 106. , Cf Julius Caesar who, according to
Scharlemann op.cit p.414, exempted Jews from military service because
they would not work on the Sabbath and eat normal rations provided
for Roman troops. See Cambridr;'e Ancient History, vol.9,193 2 , p.430.
Josephus C.Apion~ 2.121ff refutes Apion for saying that the Jews
swore by the god of heaven and earth never to show goodwill to a
man of another nation and especially never to the Greeks.' "We nci-ther
hate nor envy them". (2.123). See E.Schurer op.cit (191ged) pp81-04.
16. I.Epstein op.cit p.30, shows the paradox between separation from a l l , ·
contaminating contents and Israel's priestly mission to the world.
Den Sirach says little about the Gentiles. 36:1 - 17 calls upon God
to hasten the day when he will destroy the Gentile nations, gather
again all the tribes of Jacob and establish the Israelite theocracy
throughout the earth.
4.Ezra 9:13 - 22 says "perish then the Jilultitude •• but let my people
be preserved." Cf 6:56 E.P.Sanders, op.cit p.361 shows that in 1.llli1och
the righteous are always the loyal and obedient. Their opponents are
either Gentiles hostile to them or apostate Jews or both. Jubilees.
35&14 indicates that union with Gentiles leads to forsaking the God
of Abraham. In 22:20ff the Gentiles are condemned, there is to be
no intermarriage with them (30:7 - 14).
11. Obadiah's words are so scathing that K.L.Kuntz op.cit p.422 is tempted
to question the wisdom of those who included the work in the canon.
18. W. D.Davies , p.59.
19. F.Millar, "The Background to the l1a.ccabean Revolution, Reflections on
Martin Hengel's Judaism and Hellenism," JJS 29 '1978) pp1 - 21
,questions M.Hengel's view that the early Hellenittic period saw a
significant process of assimilation and comprehension between Judaism
and Pagariism which ended abruptly with the Maccabean reaction to
'Antiochus. ' Millar thinka that Jewish Hellenism waS superficial in the
3rd and 2nd centuries before the change of priesthood under the proHellenists Jason an~ Menelaus.
20.

,E.P.Sanders, op.cit p.254 shows it is clear in 1Q,P Hnb 5:3-6 that at
the time of the eschaton, it is the Gentiles who will be judged and
'd~stroyed/
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destroyed, while the wicked Israelites will only be punished and
perhaps even redeemed.

Cf

H~~'11:6,

412, 11&11,1415,11; 1.

QS 214 - 10, 4111 - 14, 5:12f.

21.

La.madrid

112~2

a.sks this

question.

But Qumran probably preferred

Gentiles, who at least had not received the light and then rejeoted it.
11.o~l,n

22.

See M. Grant, The J e'vlS in the

23.

See E.Mary Smallwood, The Jews under Roman Rule, Leiden, 1976,
p.217n.

World, Duncay, 1913 pp189f:f.

She translates the prayer Birkath-ha-Minim." • • • and may

the Christians and the heretios suddenly 1e laid low and not be
insoribed with the righteous".
F.V.Filson, op.oit 1'.302.

See G.F.Moore op.oit 1'.91 and

S.Sandmel, Anti-Semitism in the New

Te3tarnent , Philadelphia 1978 146f shows that the 12th Ilencdiotion
has. variants e.g. min1M(= Gnostics?)

malshinim (= informers, the

Romans?) as well as notzrim (Nazarenes?
24.

See N.R.M.De Lange, Orieen and the Jews,

Christians).
Cambridge 1976, 1'.63.

2Esdraa 6:56 says "Thou hast said they are nothing and that they a.re
like spittle and thou hastlikEmed the abundance of them to a drop
in a bucket".
Paul speaks negatively of Gentiles in Eph 4:17 - 19.
25.

In Nezikin b.:Ha.ba. Kamma 113a, Akiba expounds "whenoe can we learn that
the robbery of a. heathen is forbidden?"

In b.lhba Bathra 546, Samuel

said the property of a heathen is on the same footing as desert land
and the first occupier becomes the owner.
M.Sanhedrin, 1013 says R.Eliezer holds the view that none of the
heathen has any share in the world to come.

Cf. M.Berakoth 8:6

Pesah 2:7, Nazir· 9:1, Cittin 9:8, Bekhoroth 4&1, Negaim 12,1,
Tohoroth 1:6.
J.M.Ford,

"Zealot ism and the Lukan Infancy Narratives",

Nov.T.18

(1976) 280 - 92' says p.282, that the zealots would slay any

.

uncircumcised Gentile who listened to a discourse on God and his
laws and then refused to be circumcised.

Tanhuma (Buber) 21116f

says the oral law is given to the Jews in order to'distinguish them
from other nations.

An enemy might take their written law, but

could not take the oral law.
26.

Much of this would be precaution but the suspicion' could soon lead to
hostility, although unconsciously they had been accepting many
Hell en is tio ideas.

See M. Hengel, Judaism and Hell enism, London, 1974.

Compare his Juden, Griechen und Barbaren a Aspekte der Hellenisierung
des Judentums/
,/
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des Judentums im vo:rchristlicher Zeit, Stuttgart 1976 and M.Grant op.oit
and S.Llebennann, Hellenism :in Jewish Palestine, New York 1950. These
show that Palestine was not lnunune to Hellen:; :Hic influences. See

27.

also the articles i~ ~iame, Judn.iame, Christianisme, ed.P.13enoit,
f1.Philonenko and C.Vogel, Paris 1978 (M.Simon, Festschrift) especially
F.F.]ruce, "The Romans throue;h Jewish eyes", 1-12 and A.T.Kraabel,
"Paganism and Judaism, The Sardis Evidences", 13 - 33.
Matthew· may reflect such a group. The gospel is sometimes seen as
fighting on two fronts, versus Jewish legalism and Christian
antinomianism. cr. G.l3Ornk.a.rnm, "Der Auferstandcne und·' der Irdische
(I-'latt 20:16 - 20)· in Zeit und Geschichte (Festschrift for n.M tmann)
TUbingen 1964, pp171 - 191. See W.Trilling,Das Wnhrc Israel, Leipzig
1959, p.190. The ae-gressive attitude touards the Jews, suggests the
church regards herself as the true Israel.
The Nazarenes maintained continuity with Judaism after AD 70, wishing
to observe the ordinances which were given by Moses, yet to live with
the Christians and the faithful. Cf Justin Dial, 142, where Trypho
wishes to keep in contact.
T.Styllanopoulos "N.T.Issues in Jewish Christian Relations", JEcSt.13

(1976) 586 - 95 discusses the diversified Judaism of the first century
of which Christians formed one community. lIe shows that messianic
claims made for Jesus and the identification of the church as the new
·Israel would soon cause division. This latter aspect however is only
(implied in the New Testament. (1.Peter 2:9, 10 and Gal 6:16).
r-tNowhere is it explicitly stated that the church is the new Israel.
28. The Jews' anger would be roused by Christians attempting to get on well
with the Roman authorities and blami~ the crucifixion upon Jews rather
than Pilate (cf Acts 2:23 and 36). Paul received 39 stripes, five
times from .the Jews, but nomans apoloe-ised to him for their mistake.
(Acts 16:39).
M.Ba.rth, "Was IJaul an Anti-Semite?" J.EcSt 5(1960) 78 - 104 ShOWB that
many Jews hold that Jesus represents the best in Judaism, but raul led
the church in the direction of anti-Semitism. He made greater claims
for Jesus than Jesus did publicly, which would arouse this hostility.
·.29. X.S.Latourette, op.cit p.139, The l>1gtyrdom of Polycarp, 13:1.
30. F.J.l~oakes-Jackson, The Rise of Gentile Christinnity, London, 19 27,
p.191.Few reminiscences of the controversy of.the Jews with
. Christians remain in Tanaaitic literature.' See G.F.Moore op.cit
" p. 92 •

~1.: .Cited by/

,.
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~1.

Cited by Lama.drid 1.230 from J.l3onsirven, Le Judrtinme palestinien au
temps de Jesus Christ, J.L.Daniel, "Anti-Semitism in the Hellenistic
Roman Period," JBL 98 (1979) 44 - 65 gives ample evidence to show
anti-Semitism was more severe than is often realised. There was a
full fledged pogrom in Alexandria in AD 38.

32.
3}.

M.Graut op.cit p.25.
Diodol'US Siculus 3111:1 and 34:1 - 4~This attitude is well documented
in pagan as well as Jewish authors, ~~intilian (AD 35 - 96) 3.1.21,
Tacitus (55 - 120), Hist. 5.4. Posidonius Cl¢I\Pamaea, (fl 130 - 50BC)
and the much later Philostrntus (Vita Apol. TYan, 5.33). Posidonius
explains Antiochus IV's attitude "because it is the only one of the
nations which will not have relations of company with other nations
and considers them as enemies". Philostratus wri teo "thu&: people have
rebelled not against the Romans but aGainst humanity in·general. They
are men who produce an unsociable life, who do not share with their
fellow-men either the table or the libations or the prayers or the
sacritices, being more distant from us than Susa, Bactria or even
India" • ( Cited Lamadrid 1.230). '
The Jews were regarded as eccentric (Horace,Sat 119.'69' - 70) as
physically unattractive (Petronius,Sat 68) as lazy for resting on the
Sabbath (Juvenal,Satires 14:96 - 106). Details are found in E.~~ry
S~llwood, op.cit p.240.
Celsus thouGht it ridiculous to suggest that
the Son 'Of God would be sent to the Jewa. (Origen, contra Celswn.6&18).

34.

Fischer pp87ff.
l-1t 20:1 - 16. Cf Fischer p.90 and J.N.Sevenster, The roots of paGa.n
anti-Semitism in the ancient world, Leiden 1975.
roots were only
indirectly religious, resting on the separation (amixia) of the Jews

The

on the Sabbath, circumcision and no idolatry.
36. Virtually every major Christian writer of the first five centuries
either composed a treatise in opposition to Judaism or lnade this issue
a dominant theme in a treatise devoted to some other subject. See
S.Sandmel op.cit pp148ff., J.Pelikan, The' Christian Traditi9]LYQl, 1,
The Emergence of the Catholic Tntdition, 100 - 600 AD, Chicago, 1971
p.15. They capitalized on differences between the Hebrew test and the
',LXX (eg the virgin of Is 7:14). Justin Dial, 71:2, says the Jews had
"at together taken away many Scripture passages from the translations
effected by the 70 elders" •. Cf Acts 13:46, 28:25 - 28.

Yet Acts

unlike Luke (1"134f, 19:41 - 44, '21':20 - 24, 23:2e - 31) does not
have any reference to the divine judgement upon Jerusalem. See
I.lf.Marshall/
,/
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I.II.Marshall, op.ci t p.32.
37. Zerwick, p.65. See J.L.Daniel, op.cit esp. Bibliography p.45n.
38. Diodorus Sic 67:14.2. Cf Schurer op.cit (1973)\p.528.
39. Hippolytus.Ref.7:28.5, 25:3. Irenaeus 1:5.4, 30.6. (Cf Fischer
pp92f).
40. The word Jew is used as a metaphor for the lowest class,the Psychics
(Irenaeus 1:30.10), Gospel of Philip 6 and 102, Gospel of Thomas 43.
41. Jesus' ministry mieht be exclusively to the Jews (Mt 10:5 - 6, 15: 24,
Mk 7:27) but while recognizing that the Gospels may reflect a later
situation, we have the commendation of several centurions, Samaritans
and other despised people such as those suffering from lep:r:osy.
Lk 13:28 - 29 mentions the .four corners of tho earth, and in Mt. 2113~-4~
th~ ~rivileges are given to another ~~tion.
42. K.lIaacker, "Paulus und das Judentums", Judaica 33 (1977) 161 - 77,
shows that Paul's opponents could not accept his questionincr of
Israel's unique relationship to God as the chosen people (Rom 2&25, 29).
In his relationship with Judaism Paul moved from an attitude of
confrontation (1.Thess 2:14 - 16) to a more conciliatory and hopeful
one (Rom 9 - 11).
43. F.Rienecker.
44. R.V.P.Furnish, The Love Command in the New Testament, London, 1973,
45.
46.
47.
'48.

49.
50.
51.

pp123ff.
Cf J.Bright, The History of Israel, London 1972, pp430ff. M.K1emm
op.cit p.18.
M.Barth, p.383 sees these ~eities as possibly included.
Celsus says Christians wall themselves off and break away from the
rest of mankind (Orieen, Contra Celsurn 8:2).
H.Conzelmann, op.cit pp67 - 70 thinks that the tension between Jews and
Gentiles was no lo~er a problem. Eph 2:11 - 22 discusses the origin
of the church's unity in Jew and Gentile becomincr one. The author
uses the gnostic thought form of his readers to show how the church
began in Christ and is held in unity by him •.
Chrysostom, :Bu.genhagen and Schultess linked enmity with natural
hatred in ~hrist's people. See Meyer.
Turner.
Tertullian Adv.Marc.5:17 claims that Marcionte motive for deleting
the word "his" is to associate '!flesh" with "hostility" rather than
with Christ.'Hippolytus, Commentary on Daniel, 4.31, also omits "his"

52.

See note 135.
B.Mehl-Koehnlein/

,"
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52.

H.Meh1-Koehnlein in,J.J.von Al1men op.cit p.251 thinks the N.T. "has
inherited the larger context of the O.T." so the "strictly physical
meaninc- is almost always transcended".
, 53. i.e. as creature1y weakness subject to si~ (so Percy, Probleme, p.79).
What Paul actually means by his negative use of flesh is debated.
Augustine understood it as revolt from God. F.C.Baur as the material
body in contrast to man's'nous: The existential view understands it
as man limited to his physic<::l capabilities, the earthly sphere, which
becomes the s~urce of sin, when man trusts in it.
For details of these interpretations see R.Jewett, Pnul's Anthropological
Terms, A study of their use ln~nflict settinGs, Leiden, 1971,
PP49 - 166. An exegete's conviction of the oriein of the thou~lt,
whether Jewish, Greek or Gnostic affects his interpetation of what
Paul meant by the term.
54.
55.
56.

Lindemann, p.171.
See article "Flesh" by A.C.Thise1ton,NImm, 1:671 - 82.
The gospel writer may be fighting against Cerinthus and Doceticism as
in the Johannine Epistles.
57. Hippolytus, Ref .8.2 - 10:11 cites the Docetists' view of Christ that
"he clothed himself with the outer darkness" = the flesh (8:10.3)
,
58. Lindemann, p.171 cites Perels, ThLZ 76 (1951) p.394, Pokorny 183.
Aquinas combined incarnation and cross •. Flesh in 2:14 mi[;ht be "caro
assumpta" (Rom 8:3) or caro immolata (1.Cor 10:16). (Cited Bartl) p.302).
59. Robinson p.6; says "in his flesh" corresponds to "He himself".
60.
61.

62.

Grassi see~ a possible eucharistic reference.
Gnilka, "In his flesh" means his death. In the context it parallels
"through the cross". Cf Paul in Rom 7:4, Ga.l 4:4 and Rom 10:·4. Since
he died, the law bas no more power over men. Stoeckhardt believes
"in his flesh" agrees with "in the blood of Christ" and "through the
cross". Salmond similarly understands cruoified flesh,but Stier Bees
the earthly life and the incarnation.
Percy, Probleme, p.286. Dahl, Kurze,p.36. Christ was born an Israelite
under the law (Rom 1:;, 9:5, Gal 4:4 and through being executed on
the cross, he stands himself under the curse of the law and through
suffering overcame the power of the law, which separated man from God
(Ga1.3:13. 4:5, Col 2:14).

63.

Beck, "in our nature with all its weaknesses".
One must avoid the doctrine of E~~rvine. for Christ took human flesh,
not in sin but in
like/

weakness~

He.was not like Adam before the fall, but
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like Adam since the fall, except Christ had no sin (Reb 4:15).
64. Westcott understands it as not meaning quite the same as "cross" but
rather "under the conditions of our mortal life".
65 •. Gnilka p.141, referring to the pleonastic style of the letter.
66. J.Epstein, op.cit p.69 (on Pa 119) notes that in addition to the
comprehensive term Torah, the law is also described as "way,
testimony, word, precept, corrunand, ordinance, judgement" sayin6'S
,
which are expressive ,of the fullness of the content and significance
,

of the law.
Percy, Probleme, pp287f shows it is not fundamentally different from
Paul which Grassi thinks is an oversimplification. The law in
Ephesians is different.
See Romans 7 and 8.
M.Grant, Paul, p.48, F.Lyall, op.clt 82 shows there. are three possible "
sources for legal ,metaphors in the Epistles, Roman, Greek and Jewish
'\

68.
69.

law.
70.' See J.P.Comiskey,
"All the families of the earth will be blessed".
.
Bible Today, 83 (1976) 753 - 62. The precedent had already been set
in the church's mission, subsequent to the death of Stephen and prior
to Paul's mission.
71. E.P.Sanders, op.clt PP431ff.
72. F.F.Bruce, "Paul and the Law of Hos'es", :BJHlJLI157 (1975) 259 - 79.
"In this way for Paul the divine purpose underlying the Mosaic law
.

is vindicated and a<?complished."
73. : Note Paul's series of arguments for the inferiority of the law to the
gospel in Gal 3 and 4.
74.
75.

Schlatter.
Ep. Barnabas'. 16 states the Jews have misinterpreted soripture as is
seen in the fact that their temple has been destroyed.
76.' Hebrews is not quite so negative, although there is a possible
polemic against angels in Hebre\~s. In 1:4 -2,16 the author struggles
to assert the superiority of the Son over angels (so C.H.Talbert,
What is a Gospel? London, 1978, p.75.)
Galatians mentions the law as given not by Moses but b.Y angels, and
it holds men in tyrannY. ,S.Gandmel, op.cit p.10 says Gal 3:19 is
vague, since it is not clear whether angels should be understood as
-

demons.
In Galatians, the law is given by angels with the seeming intention
. of leading men to sin, in Romans it is given by God to lead men to a
lmowle~ge/
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knowledge of sin.

T.Callan "Pauline Midrash : The Exegetical background

of Gal ;:19b" J]L 99 (1980) 549 - 567, says (550) it is inunediately
obvious that Paul is drawing upon a PI.Ldrashic interpretation of the
scriptural account of the bestowal of the law, since the scriptural
account itself makes no reference to angels.
77.

,78.

A.Ritschl, Die Enstehunc; der altkntholi§..chen Kirche, Bonn, 1850,
pp76r and Die christliche Lehre von der RechtfertiQlnr; und Vcrsohnunt;,
1882.
F. Siefren, Bemcrkunc;en zum I?aulinischen Lehrbe{'¢'iff, namcntlich uber
das Ver~il tnis des Galaterbriefs zum TIomerbricf, JD'l'h 14 (1869)
250 - 15 (cited Hubner, op.cit p.10). II.H.Ridderbos, Ga1atiant'l,
Grand Rapids, 1961, pp20rf says that in the Ga.latian letter the whole
emphasis falls on the negative significance of the law. lJ.'his aspect
is mentioned in lIomans, but in General i t is the lortineas and holiness
of God that i6 placed in the foreground. Gal 3:19, 21,'23ff shows
the divine origin and plan ,of the law.

Galatians reveals the inadequacy

of the law for salvation. Romans teaches that despite the transgression
of Godts holy law, there is salvation. '
19.

See II.liubner op.cit, p.30, Gal 3:19ff is like Job 1 and 2. Satan does
the salvation 'o[ork of Yahweh. O.EverlinG, Die paulinische Angelo1oc;ie
und Daemonoloeie, 'Gottingen, 1880, showed by means of parallels from
Jewish apocalyptic literature that Paul believed angels stood behind
the law, the c;overnment and the idols, and that redemption came .when
Christ defeated these powers, but that their power was still active in
the struggle against the church (see Jewett op.cit p.61).,
80. E.P.Sanders op.cit p.141 says the Rabbis never contemplated individuals
staying in the world to come, for a cenain period and then having to
leave, if they h".d only a ~ewgood deeds in excess of bad. Cf.S.Sandmel
op.cit pp8 and 151f.
81. Hebrews regarded the law as the sum of offering regulations, JU3tini as '
t

replaced by a new law (Dial. 11'and 46, cf Dial 13,54,6; and Apol 32).
Clement of Alexandria (Strom 86.3) regards the law for the Jews in the
same way as Greek philosophy was 'also a pedagogue to br~ Gentiles to
Christ.
A. Souter, 'The Text and C;;non of' :the Ne\-I Testament, London, 1954, p.154
thinks Justin knew Ephesians. P.Carrington, The Ehrly Christian Church
Cambridge, 1957 vol 2.p.102 shows that Justin makes use of the Epistles
of Paul, but does not mention his name. Apol 1:67 refers to the
,
,
~,
!I
c'Jtnorv"yQ'VlCly4'~dI '-tvV (k"'ol1rQlt~V but not so much on Jew and Gentile
distinotion!
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82.

83.

84.
85.

86.

distinction, as he regarded some Greek philosophers as Christians
before Christ.
M.Ba.rth, "Jews and Gentiles. The Social Character of Justification in
St. Paul". JFcSt 5 (1968) 241 - 67 (translated and revised from
Parrhcsia, Festschrift for K.Barth, Zurich (1966) p.253 says Paul
uses law sometimes in the Greek sense of more than one law and that
this causes confusion. See Rom 2:14 - 15.and 7:22 - 3.
C.Hodge is in error to say it is the law in the widest sense and
therefore "includes the law which binds the heathen and which is
wri tten upon their hearts". Such a law would not cause a wall to be
erected. Hodge says however "that the form in which the law was ever
present to the minds of the early Christiana was that contained in the
fvlosaic institutions."
It is true that Paul taught we cannot be saved by the law in a:ny form
(Rom 1 and 2) but the legalizers disturuing the ea.dy church would be
those who insisted on the law of l-loses.
e.g.Rienecker thinks it refers to the Mosaic law specifically as
opposed to the law which tre Gentiles hud.
In contrast to Luther, Reformed ~heologians said that only the
ceremonial law is abrogated. This disagreement continues in the 18th
century. (See Rader pp78ff.)
e.g. Acts 15:29. Simpson regards the whole phrase in Eph 2:15 as an
elliptical one for the l'1osaic ordinances viewed as a statutory code.
Monod thinks it is not the law, which was the basis of God's covenant
'with his people (Ex 24:7, 8) and preparing the economy of grace by
the promise (Eph 2:12)by prophecy (Rom 3:12) and by types (Gal 4:21.1".1".
Reb 10:11) but the law which imposed the obligations and sanctions for
recomp~nse and punishment (Rom 10:5) which Paul contrasts with grace
(Rom 3:20 -3)'.
But would these different approaches to the law have been
distincuishablein the first century?
D.Schenkel says it is "not the law with its ideal contents, which has
eternal validity (Rom 7:10) rather its theocratic obligations which
enforced punishment." A.Jepsen, "Israel und das Gesetz". ThLZ 93
(1968) 85 ~ 94 says Kultgemeinde cannot be separated from the
Lebensgemeinschaft. Barth p.287 shows how the ceremonial aspect was
seen by Origen, Jerome and the mediaeval tradition, which Calvin

87.

followed.
"" thinks. this interpretation would require a
Abbott

TCV.

Mitton

translates/

•

;
~

..

20}

translates "the law oonsisting of c01'llIll.indmcnts, which are expressed
in rigid rules". cr Schlier.
88. Olshausen p.183 says "the unity 'of the law oomprises a multitude of
\
£V-roACl(1
"• It is not the oeremonial as such which is in Inind but
"to contrast it in the dividedness of its precepts with the oneness
of the spirit (v.18) which reigns in the cospel".
89. G.H.P.Thompson, Ephesia.ns, Cambridge, 1967, oited as Thompson and
ad loc,
90. Percy, Probleme, pp250 - 2 has an excursus on the use of the Genitive
for.connecting abstract concepts in the non-Pauline early Christian
literature.
91~ Cf Clement 19:2, Ps 58:17 (LXX, "the day of tribulation") Is 1:21,
c
, \
....
S /I'/r,
52:7, 53:5, 59:8. Pss of Solomon, 17:15 (01 11101 -r?s II\' ~ 1 J
)
17:37 (cro;~v ~~ 80"'\,1
tf'lIvL~iw5
)~
~

,92.
93.

Content, as suggested by Alford.
Cf the style of Ephesians and the pleonastic expression in 41}O.
"The Holy Spirt t of God".

E.Lohse op.oit adloc, thinks Col 2:14 has influence here. But
R.P.l'1artin, "Reconciliation and Forgiveness in Colossians",
ReconCiliation_and HOp'e. N.T.Es.2.-a.:L,.s--<m ,At.Q,nemont and I'schatol%y,
L.IJIorris Festschrift, edt H.Ba.nks, Exeter, 1974 ch.7 pp104 - 124
says (p.120) the Colossian passage is interpreted unconsoiously by
reference to Eph 2:15 whereas the meaninrr is clear (= a reference to
the standard of the divine law).
95. Democritus
62:4 of } N:),cc 1 :3, Josephus B.J.1 :393, Philo. Gig 52 and
Leg All 1:54f. See Abbott and Ewald.
96. Cf Tacitus, Hist 5:4 "Moses introduced new religious practices quite
opposed to those of other religions. The Jews recard as profane all
that '-Ie hold saored. On the other hand, they permit all that we

94.

97.

abhor".
Beck thinks it was not the moral law (Mt 5 and Rom 8:4) since this was
for 'both Jew and Gentile. It' is rather as else\-lhere in the New Testament
decrees or edicts which did not have the power to make alive, but oould
kill (Col 2:14) e.g. the sabbath, food laws, the olean and unclean
distinctions, which kept Jews apart.
But the Sabbath is one of the 10 oommandments. Are the other nine part
of the middle wall? Amoral,

oe~emonial

distinction of laws is a

,

difficult one and Paul appears to act inconsistently, even knowing
something ~r sltuati?n ethd.cs.
his /

He is free from the law, yet shaves

98.

99.

100.

his head (Acts 18:18) circumcises Timothy (Acts 16:,) and possibly
Titus (Gal 2:5). The freedom he has in Christ means that he is
. free to keep some aspects of the law or not. His practice of admitting
Gentiles to the church, without oblication to observe Jewish ritual,
would make a deCision from the wider church necessary.
/'
Harless thinks ~OJfK~'
cannot refer to ceremonial laws, since
their abrogation could not reconcile Gentilcs to God, because they
were never under them. This argument is not valid, when we remember
that the context is about the relation of Jews to Gentiles. It is not
until v.16 that it is clearly reconciliation to God.
F.meek, "Nahercharakterisierung der Gebot" dieses Gcsetzes dienend" •
, S'
,
Harless connects £ v 0Y(OI rl v with ff.f(TIrP'11rtIr'5
only, and not with
since there is no article. The phrase means Christ
annulled the law only in respect of S;rf~T«
•
So Abbott and Barth. Salmond. says "the law is one of commandments in
.
I ,
and these expressed
decrees". It is "m."l.de up of tIl'TO)...'"I
,
.
themsel ves and operated in the fonu of S0'tfcr~ ()/
"•
,
~"
Haupt p.82 says ell' vOl/,~~IV
cannot be separated from the,
previous noun, for a view like Chrysostom's would need a ~~IVo'
•
e.g.Chrysostom, Theodore of Hopsuestia, Jerome, Pelagius, Bengcl
(oi ted Rader p. 13). Abbott c Hes Theophylact, Theodoret and Oecumenius'.
.
....
'A
Abbott however thinks it would re1luire 'Ill" SO!t"trl" cY"..,..~v
Cf Acts 16:4 and Ignatius Ad. ~~gn.1311 who uses of Christian decrees.
Chrysostom III Christ's faith, 'l'heodore of Hopsuestia. III Christ's
~

101.

doctrines, (Salmond) •
102. . e.g. lvlatt 5:22 "but I say unto you".
103. So E.Schweizer, "Christianity of the Circumcised and Judaism of the
Uncircumcised. Tl1e fuokground of YJatthew and Colos;Jians" in
Jew;,. Greeks and Cjl~isti~s, Relp;ious Cultur.£.S_in Late Antig,uity,
essays in honour of W.D.Davies ed. R.Il.Kelly and R.Scroggs, Leiden
104.

1916 p.250.
See Barth, p.264, Luther was firmly against the teachine that Christ
was a new: legislator or .new Moses, cf G:1.1atians, Luther's works,
St Louis 1964 vol 21,·p.326. P.Jones,"L'APotre Paul. Un second Mos~
pour la communaute cie la nouvelle Alliunce", Foi Vie 15 (1916) ,6-58
believes Paul regarded hismelf as a new Noses. In 2.Cor 3:1 - 4:6
he suggests Paul claims that his office and mission were superior to
those of Moses.

In reply'we can say that Fnul certainly claimed to

be equal with the other apostles, but never to be as unique as this.
105.

Jesus'/

:

.
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Jesus' attitude to the law was clearly somethin~ that upset the
Jewish authoritios. ,The teachine of his followers disturbed Paul
enouch to take him toward Damascus. But did Jesus transGress the
law, d~(;ree with it, or fulfil it? See R.Banks, Jesus nnd t~e k~w
in the Synoptic Tradition, Cambridge 1975. Banks sUGGests that
Jesus' teaching has a lar~ely accidental relation to law and Jewish
custom. Jenus derives his teaching, not from law, but from his own
ministry and peroon. Fulfil in Nt 5:17b is not establish, rather
it means to fulfil all that the 'law pointed forward to and then to
transcend and replace 'the law (pp20, - 26). G.S.Slocan, Is Christ
the lind of the L..').",7 Philadelphia 1978 says the New Testament as a.
whole does not reprobate the law of the JeHs.
106. See Hodge.
101. Hodge cites 2:11, 2.Cor 7:7 and Col 1:4.
108. Abbott keeps the words together. The law consisted of commandments
and the definite fonnin which these were expressed was that of

105.

SC:Yl'd'TO(

, authoritative decrees.

,

109. 'C.C.Caragounis op.cit p.71 shows that KtlY~ltr},1~A'S is either a
means to ~~crClr' or an additj.on to it and \-lith it a mea.ns to nOI';~""~
110. Robinson refers to the possibility of 4 clauses. "The enmity" is
governed by the verb ;'NDI1'T'£..;"""'
(as ";.16). A digression has
been inserted between them.
to miss the opportunities.
111.
112. Cited Simpson, p.61.
113.

114.

115.

It is also found in Lk 13:7 (of a 'tTor'thless use of ground).
Reb 2:14, 1p.Bar 15:5. Ignatius. Ad Eph 13:2.
It is the equivalent of the piel of the Hebrew
~ U:L
., which
could 61 ve the meaninc "to make of no effect" or "render inoperative".
K.S.Wuest, Euhesiann and Colossl.a.!l~_J.!lJll..£. freek lIm., Tcntnmc:nt,
Grand Rapids 1953 ad 16c, understa.nds it as restoration to a condition
which had been lost.
,
The Greek word is derived from 6(f)'oS
which means inactive, idle,
unused (Ht 20:3) useless (Wisdom 14:5) lazy (James 2:20). cr the
variants in the Latin text mentioned in section 1.,.1.
Lamadrid'1:232 shows it is a typically Pauline verb, but rare in

-

secular Greek, the LXX and the rest of the New Testament.
116.

C.HodCe, Romans, Philadelphia, 3rd 'ed 1835 ad lac sees a reference

.

primarily to' the moral law, which by Christ' B dea.th is "not invalidated
but established.
disregarded./

No moral obligation is weakened, no penal sanction

286
disregarded. The precepts are enforced by new and stronger motives".
So Gaugler. E. P.Sanders , op.cit pp474ff follows K.Stendahl op.cit
pp78ff that the real issues Paul deals witll arc what happens io law
when the Messiah comes and what are the ramifications of the Hessiah's
arrival for the relation between Jew and Gentile. Paul had not
arrived at his view of the law by testin~ and pondering its effects
upon his conscience. It was his grappling with the ,question about
the place of the Gentiles in the church and in the plan of God.
118.
119.
120.

'121.
122.

123.

~u~ler.

Zerwick, p.65. Tertullian,Adv Narc 1:19 had to stress "fulfilling"
since otheNise he was in danger of supportine liIarcion.
F.Schille, p.28 cites SB 4.883, 885 that the Rabbis believed the
Mcssiah will eive a new law and that the Messianic timcs will only
have thank offerinGs.
Cf G.F.Moore, 1.397f and Mt 5:18.
ll.Lietzmann,ROmer, TUbingen, 1933 (on 9:7) says the Rabbis believed
that if a man ~~S died, he haa become free from the law and
commandments. C.Hodge understood it in this way IIHe delivered them
from the oblication of fulfilling its demands as the condition of
their justification before God. In this sense we are not under the
law (cf Rom 6:14, 7:4 - 6, Gal 5:18, Col 2:14). He abolished "by
fulfilling its conditions ••• by fulfilline its types and shadows".
, Similarly H. C.G.t-loule, EphC'sia.ns, Cambridge, 1899 ad loc, regards
Rom 7:1 - 6, 8:2, 3 and Col 1:21, 2 as the best guide. He "broke
for all believers their condemning rela tions with the law". 'l'he law
was not so much put aside, so much as believers were given a different
rela.tion to it, through the atonement. Cf M.13arth~"Der Gute Jude
Paulus" in Richte ,maere FUsee auf den \oJep; des Friedens, (H.Gollwitzer
Festschrift) ed Ch.Kaiser, f.'lUnchen 1979, 107 - 137. '''Das Gesetz einen
Rechtsgrund und die Cabe des Lebens voraussetzt aber nicht ersetzen
Kann. Er wusste dass onne Liebe Kein Gesetz und Keine Vorschrift
Sinnvoll ist und bestehen Kann" (132).
' H.Conzelmann, An Outline of the 'l"heoloc:y of the New Testn.mcnt, London,
1969, p.?76 says Paul fichts not against legalism but aga.inst the law
as a whole. ]ut this is not true of nom 3:3 1 , 7:12, 14, 8:2 - 4,
13:9 etc., R.N.Lonf,'enecker, Paul. Anostle of IJibertY,New York, 1964
pp,18, 86, 99f, 125 distinguishes sharply between Paul's stance for
the law' and his fight

.
is not antinomian.

124.
•

he
So,, Abbott/

agai~st
,

,

legalism.

Gal 5:16 - 25 and 6:15 show
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So Abbott and Robinson. It was not that which was instrumental in
putting Christ to death, but Jesus by his willingness to die that
killed the law. "Barrier" "hostility" "10."'''. (as defined) are parallel
descriptions. Percy,~ pp41 - 4; compares Rom 1:4. Since the
law is no longer valid for Christians, it is no longer a dividing
wall betwcen Jews and Gentiles who are in him.
125.· R.Jochanan(~Shab 88b,3rd cent AD) said "Each word, which proceeded
from the mouth of the Almil;ht, divided into 10 tongues"
cf
R.lshmael's school in the second. century. See S]2:604ff and I.H.
Marshall, "The Significance of Pentecost" SJT 30 (1911) 341 - 69
esp 349f. This may have been the vie,." of sectarian Judaism and not
official Judaism as Philo, Dec 33 - 49, only refers to the law
given for all the nations. Josephus does not say the law was given
at Pentecost.
126. Sifre, Deut 343 is an early text which implies this. It criticizes
Gentiles for not keeping even those commandments, when God offered
the law. A later view, inLSanh 560. - b, is that the righteous
. Gentile is one who keeps the 1 Noachian commandments. (E.P.Sanders
op.cit p.210).
127. Philo, Qjlaest in Ex: 2:42, De Vita Hosis 2:17ff (vo11 is about the
greatness of I-loses himself, king, lawgiver, prophet and priest).
128 •. F.C.Synge, op.cit p.23.
129. This is basic' to the n.s. v and connects hostility with >':(1"'(/("$ • and
wall only and not with" in his flesh". J. D.tlichaelis, Pnraphrasis,
und Awcrkun{';en uber die Eriefe Paulhn cUe Gn-Iater, Ephcser•• l}Jilcroon,
Dremen and GOttingen, 1769 pp88 - 93 shows the figure of a dividing
wall is common among eastern writers to describe hostility (e.g.Ephraem.·
of Syria)~
Dleek. Haupt.
Acc to E.D.Roels op.cit p.126, cf C.Rodge p.a8 Robinson and Abbott.
Dut in 1.Cor 15:26 ~xlJr~$
is the subject of the passive verb.
See ATHanson op.cit p.106.
J.O.F.}mrraY, EpheSians, Cambridge 1914.
ad loc, has enmity governed by 'A.:f1"«" s
•
W.Foerster TDNT 2.415 cites P.Feine op.cit p.58 for this view, but
calls it 'a desperate measure. Paul would never have let the isolated
cJt V
.,. ~ v
stand in this way.

tx;r

133.

A.T.Ranson, op.cit p.106. Dleek lists Theod, Oecum, Theoph, Calvin,
. -\
:Beza, Grot ius', RUckert, and l'1atthys.
So Schlier. However he says, we would have expected
immed iat ely/

I

Cv

,\'

"1.1

\

r;-rxpkl
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rid""''s.

immediately before I1It(j' lfp
The writer puts it in a striking
manner.
1~5. Lindemann p.172 agrees. Abbott says the law itself cannot be enmity •.
1.Cor 15:56 is not analogous, A.T.lmnson (op.cit p.106) however says
it is. He understands it as "he killed the enmity which the law
created" •
136. So MOnod against Harless, Olshausen and Gerlach.
137. As translated by Caird, altnoueh he secs it only differing from view
,
one in style. This view is found in Tn, Alford, Salmond, Nestle and
the .llEB •. Cf Schlier, 118.
,
138. "In h:is crucified flesh" goes more naturally with ).Vd'drS
(Syr, Eth
Theophylact, Oecumenius). De Wette and r-Ieyer take "lith l{tlfll1(rr?'~lts.
As we saW earlier, it is scarcely possible to suggest enmity in the
flesh of the Saviour. "He has broken down the dividing fence, the
hostility in his own flesh".
I
139. However we preferred to take the first E:,V as instrwnental and not
,
as the second £,v
which refers to the sphere.
,
140. As De "'/ette. Meyer = It stands with empha.sis (like otlrro!. in v.14)
'at the head of the specification that now follows. He by his flesh
has done away with the law.
141 •. Lamadrid 1,235.

.

,.
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NOTES FOR ClIAPT1':R

SIX

1.
2.

D.Smith op.cit p.41 stresses this parallel.
Schille p.29.
3. So Candlish. "TheS\; olauses express the purpose of the work of Christ
just mentioned and describe it as twofold".
4. ~~sson says it is not sufficient that Christ suppressed the cause of
this insurmountable opposition in abrogatin~ the law. He must do it
. by a real act of creation. cr Lamadrid 1:210 who finds the same two.
aspects in Rom 1&18 - 3:20 and 3:21 - 11:36 respectively.
5~ EK: 37:17 although
'( .~ is. masculine and p:PScs
is feminine.
Abbott says "the neuter was used in 14 to express the ~enero.l
?haracteristics of the two classes t but here ,. .here the Jews nnd
Gentiles are conceived as concrete persons the masculine was necessary".
6. e.g. Jew and Greek. Rom 1:16,2:9,10; 3:9, to:12; 1.Cor 1:24,
Gal 3:28. Jew and Gentile. Rom 3:29, 9:24, Gal 2:15. (Cf Lk 2:3 2 ,
Zech 8:23 and the. ~ther sheep of John 10:16). C.F.D.Houle op.cH p.62
thinks the idea of the reconciliation of all thinG~ is perhaps the
hardest to accommodate to the rest of St. Paul's thoutht.
7. B.F.Westcott makes these two points.
8. Barth p.310. Eut they were only to remember their past as something
unpleasant from whioh they had been delivered. It was not something
to be perpetuated.
Bengel, p.79. He does not say, "men", for the Gentiles had scarcely
been recognised previously as another group of fellow human be~.
10. Gen 1 :26ff has i1 tv ') and >< I =r. I.JC( translates both by f1(JI£'W
•
'T' r
,
T T
In Gen 12:5 /7 ,.{jJ "t'r = K~IJ(~fltl'l,
11. Tertullian,adv Marc, 5:17 emphasized this, "We are his worlananship
created in Christ. To ~ike is one thing, to create is another. But
he ha3 assigned both these acts to one alone, so the s,une God who
made us, has also created us in Christ". (Translated by E.Evans,
Oxford, 1972).
12. ·Gnilka, pp141£ speaks of an act of creation. e.g.Baptism. Cf
2.Cor 5:17, Gal 6:15, Col 3:10. Forgiveness of sins means one is
created anew. Cf Midr Fs 18:1 Tanh B.no.12. Penna Proiezione,
17~ shows how in the Old Testament, God has created Israel aa a people.
Deut 32:6, Is 43: 1 ,15, I>'Ial 2:10.

There is a recrea.tion in Ps 51:12,

Pa 104:30. Cf Gen 21:31 - 34, Ex 23:25 - 26.
Cf,Is 11:10, 42116, 49:6, 22. 60:3, Jer 16:19, Mal 1:11, Mt 12:21,
Acts 9:15/
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14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Aots 9:15, 15:}, 21:19,26:11, 20, 2~, 28:28, Rom 11:11, 12, 1~,
15:9, 21, 1.Cor 12:13, 2.Tim 4:11, Notioe how Aots 15:16 - 18 is
regarded as the fulfilment of Amos 9:11 - 12.
I
M.E.Boismard, Synopse des ~latre Evanailcs en Francnio, Paris 1912,
sees an influence of Paul on the final redactor of I1ark, because
,
1-( .,., :s h'
is found 3 times in fvIark and 11 times in Paul. l3ut
\
K.Romaniuk "Le Probleme des Paulinismes dans 1 'Evangile de Marc",
NTS 23 (1916 - 1) 266 - 14 shows there is not sufficient evidence.
Penm Proiezione 113 and ~ 189. lhrth p.308 having said that
according to the Dible "only God can create and what he oreates is
totally new", explains it not as oompetition, but rather as "an
execution of God's decision".
2.Cor 5:11 has the Jewish thought of a new creation through the
forgiveness·orsins, see P.Stuhlmacher, op.cit p.351.
For the N.T. concept of new creation, cf Gosta Lindeskog, Studien zum
Neutestamentlichen Schopfunasgedanken, Uppsala, 1952. It is also
found at Qumran. Cf E.Sjoberg, "Neuscnopfung in den Toten-Meer Roll en" ,
StTh.9 (1955) 131 - 6.
Gen R 39:14, Lev R 30:3, NUm R 11:2, Cant R 8:2. Pesikta 181 a-b.
b.Yeb 22a,2}a I 62a , 91b - 98b, Dekh 410.. other details in Meuzelaar op.oit
pp67f and F.I1u.ssner, op.cit pp94 - 6. N.A.Dahl, "Christ, Creation and
the Church" in W.D.Davies and. D.Da.ube,· op.oit 422 - 43, p.436 finds
the terminology of Jewish proselytism to be "a background but not
neoessarily the only background of Eph 2:11 - 22. Cf Stuhlmacher
p.351. See E.Sj'oberg, "Wiedergeburt und Neuschopfung 1m palastin:1.schen
Jud.entum" , stTh 4 (1950) pp44 - 85 and "Erwagilngen zwn ontologischen
Charakter der kaiva Ktisis bei Paulus", EvTh 21 (1961) 1 - 35 esp 22f.
He has collected the Jewish texts which speak of Gentile proselytes
as "a new man" and where Israel in decisive moments in history and
worship is spoken of as "created" into a new man "brought near" and
placed uner the wings of the Shekinah.
Its elate is disputed. K.G.Kuhn in K.Stendahl, The Scrolls and the
New Testament, New York 1951 p.261 places it in the first century
AD or early 2nd century. J.Jermeias, Infant Baptism in the First
Four Centuries, London, 1960 P.;; believes it is pre-Christian.
G.D.Kilpatrick,"The Last Supper", Exp.T. 64 (1952 - 3) 4 - 8 regards
it, p.5, as "pre-Rabbinio and as a pieoe of Hellenistio Jewish
prop;,ganda from Egypt. 100 - ;0 DC". See Dibliogra.pl'ly in D.Smi th,
pp50, 51 note 48.
Seel

19.

See C.F.D.Moule, op.cit p.75.
,
c:rt>c'f 5
is feminine, but or, jJe(
as neuter could be referred to
by a neuter pronoun. There is a neuter relative in Eph 5:5, cf 1.John
2:8 end Moule op.cit pp130, 1.
So l3li!ek, Schlier and Gnilka. Chrysostom understands tv "VT~ as
"union with himself". :Beat translates as "in himself". Christ being
the surrounding element in which the new croation takes place and in
which the resulting unity abides.
C.Hodge = "in virtue of union with himll. Haupt notes it is not only
through him, but in him.
Cf 5: ~O, Col 3: 10, 1. Cor 11: ' 7.
Candlish. Schlier."Den neuen, cincn Mcnschen, zu dem die beiden
MenscheitD-gruppen geschaffen werden sollten, wallie Christus in sieh
s,charfen". Cf Abbott, "Christ is himself the prinCiple and ground of
the unity".
Olshausen, p.186 says the phrase "creatinG in himself lt shows Paul does
not use "one new manll as a mere personification. Adam is the old
man through whom all the individuals of the r~ce receive the old man,
so Christ is the new man in Whom and through whom all receive the new
~

20.

21.

22.
2~.

24.

25.

.

man.
26. F.:Buchsel, "In Christus" bei Paulus" ZNW 42 (1949) 141 - 58 says each
passaee must be taken on its merits (p.14~).
27. Useful classifications of the Pauline usage
, of 'in Christ' are found
in A.Oepke, TDNT 2:537 - 43, article on t'V . and E.J3est,o .~::t ~
Body in Christ, London, 1955, pp1ff.
28. See chapter 7 note 30. E.xasemann,Rom~ns, London, 1980, thinks that
to be in Christ is to be dete~ined by the crucified and risen Lord
(221) to stand "in a. field of foroe" (223).
29. J.A.Allan, op.cit •
. 30. Sohlier, pp134, 5, understands this last form as "who belollt..,O'S to him".
cr F.Ne~gebauer, ItDas Paulinische "In Christo", NTS 4 (1957 - 8)
pp124 - 138 who distinGUishes Itin Christ" from other variants.
31.Caragounis op.oit p.156 sees no set rorm~a.
32. C.C.Caragounis op.cit p.156 gives a list of its occurrences in
Ephesians and also lists the variants. It is found 35 times, 14 in
oh.1, 8 in oh.2 and 4 in ch.3.
33. Bleek emphasizes the "one".

34. Compare 1.Cor 10:17 and

man."1

Gal

3:28. Mussner op.cit p.87 that "one new
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35.

man" does not refer to the unity of Jew and Gentile, but to the
quality of the new life of each.
So Meyer. Haupt suggests that "one" and "new" give two different
thoughts. The humanity has not the form of the two earlier classes
but has a different ch~r.acter.

36.e.g.Abbott.
37. See R.A.Harrisville, "The Concept of Newness", JBL 75 (1955) pp69 - 79
,and J.Behn (TDWr) 3:447ff. Bruce ~ p.431 finds no distinction of
mcaninB. Haupt, before the large
, discoveries of papyri, approved
, Trench's distinction between vE-a S and X.'VOS as time and
quality.
38. Lamadrid 1:238 suggests the idea of the first creation centralising
on Adam, was one of the lines of,thoucht leadinG' to raul's teaching
on the new man. Scholars tend to see Paul's soterioloro" ei thor in
,.
terms of a new humanity in Christ freed from cosmic powers, or as
liberation from the bondage of the law. Ephesians 2:14 - 17 has both
these aspects.
39. SoE.Best op.cit p.153 and L~~drid 1:238 1 cf Chrysostom (cited in .
Abbott). ,For the view of Acts, Bee chapter Two,note 72.
40. M.Ba.rth, "Israel and the Church in Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians",
Int.17 (1963) 3 - 24 stresses that Ephesians is written to Gentiles
"we" to "you". lIe insists that differences between Jew and Gentile
remain and that the position of the Jew has not really c~~ed. Schlier
argues that Jews were not separate from Christ 1:12 Rom 3:21, Gal 3:16.
But they were in that they rejected the Nessiah. There is no such
thing as a Jewish section of the church or a Gentile section. So
L.Strauss,Devotional Studies in Galati::ms and Ephcsinno, New York
1957 ad loco K.W.Clark, The Gentile Ili~, "The Isrn.el of God" pp22-29
'areues that Paul did not convert people to a third race. Paul was
, a missionary within Judaism (27). It was Paul's basic assmnption
that his Gentile converts entered his own Judaism (29). J.C.Bcker,
Paul the Apostle, Edinburg~1980p.33<h60es too far when he says Israel
is absorbed into the church.
,41. G.J.C.Mal'Chant, "The Body
. of Christ", EQ,30 (1958) 3 -17. Origen
w~nt further and included the superior powers with men, in the one
new man., Jerome followed him and this was om of the ca.uses of the,
Origenist con~roversy, which Jerome had with Rufinus.

.

,

,

.

'E.D.Roels, op.cit, p.128 thinks that none' of the vie\oslike new order,
spirit,church, nature1s completely satisfactor,r,
combina~ion/

eo

he seeks a
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combination of them.
The new man is not exactly a parallel to the prodigal son as Grassi
p.345 suggests. There the son'remains a son, and the elder brother an
elder brother. Here two separate groups, further apart than brothers
are made into a body, which is a unity closer than tlli.t of brother.
Brothers can live apart and still be brothers. A body must be
together. The resu1 ti1'l8' unity is something diffeJ:ent from either of
the original components. It has the old ingredients, but is blended
by Christ, which makes the whole entirely new.
With Grassi, compare D.N.Stanley, "Pauline Allusions to the Sayings of
Jesu's", CBQ 23 (1961) 26 - 39, esp 37,8. Eph 2:4 = Lk 15:20,1 and
5 24 and 32, 13 13 and 30, 19
22, 14 - 16 = 28 - 32, the father
reconciles the older to the younGer.
42. Haupt stresses this, but is unique in sayina the tem "new man"
applies to Christ, because of the way in which he abrogated the law.
Christ by his crucifixion is expelled from the Jewish community
(Gal 3:13) where he and those who belong to him are no 10ncer subject
to the Jewish law. He is the first of this new third type. Druce,
~, p.431 says it is "Christ himself, not Christ in' isolation from
his people, but Christ in his people". (Cf Rom 6:6, 7:22, Gal 4: 1 9).
"Christ being' formed in you" and Eph 2:10 "we are created in Christ
Jesus." Tacitus, Ann 15. 44 says the shout of the circus crowd is
"away with the third race". A.Alegro op.cit, shows that the plan of
the Fatner is to enable humanity to enter that unity which is
achieved and conveyed by the Messiah.
I' S'
which is not so muoh
'43. In Col 3:10 and Eph 4:23 we have t'V
IICfI(CTO«1
being in Christ the new man, as putting on the new man.
44. So Harless.
,,/
,
6
45. B.Rey Crees, Jesus la..Creation Nouvelle se10n st Pa1l1, Paris 19 6
pp137 - 8. Larnadrid 1 :236,7. Lamadrid follows I-Ic1.upt 1n seeing a
reference to Christ. In 1: 5, 10 this might be so. But "the same' body"
in 3:6 is Jew and Gentile, not Christ. lIe dwells in this body. 3:17
The believer partakes not of Christ but of God's promise in Christ (3&6)
We combine the two views of a, a new life or person, b, the church
formed by Christ"
46. Some Jewish thought of the period has no MeSSiah, e.g. Ass.Moses.

=

=

=

f

1:18,10:12.
47.

See H. 'i. Kuhn, "Enderwartung und gegenwartiges Heil.

Untersuch.un{;en zu

den Gemeindeliedem von Q].lmra.n" in Studien zur Umwe1 t das Nl'. 4.
GOttingen!
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48.

49.

50.
51.

52.

Gottingen, 1966, pp15 - 8. He devotes the third excursus to
"Neuschopfung. in Palestinischen Judcntums".
On the theme of the new creation see notes 16 and 11. The Rabbis
used it in a non-eschatological sense for the act of setting free
from danger of illness, from sins, or for a proselyte who entered
,
JUdaism. Schlier takes KKIVO$
in an eschatological sense. It
means the absolute new man, who represents one new creation (2.Cor
5: 11, Gal 6:15).
Schlier, CK 21 thinks it is not an original thought of the author,
since he feels under no compulsion to explain its meanine. II.Koster,
"Paul and Hellenism" in J.P.Hyatt, ed The Bible in Hodem Scholarship,
New York, 1965 p.193 says Paul's theological vocabulary is not that of
his own theoloGY, but is int~~tely related to the controversies with
his own opponents. R.Je\vett (op.ci t) say-sEaul 's "anthropological
,..
terms do not constitute the core of ~aul's gospel, but rathe~ are used
to defend that core". (p.10). "Paul did not in general evince a.n:!
interest in producing a truly consistent anthropology". (p441) •
.'
/
~v')p
(4113) is used to disti%"U.ish a man from a woman or boy,
;vBpw,..,o(,
(2:15) to distinguish a hwnan being from angels or
lower angels.
J
,
Schlier CK 21 - 31 beginS with Eph 4:13 ( ",v'll'
proceedS to discuss numerous enostic sources concerning «VfrwnD~
which he then applies to Eph 2:15.
D.Smith op.cit 1'.52.
Percy, Probleme, p.285 thinks it very remarkable. that Scnlier takes "one'"
new man" in 2:15 as a enostic Urmensch without referring to Gal 3:28.
Meuzelaar op.cit p.84 sees a parallel. Dut Gal 3:28 does not clearly
suggest that we form one person with him which ~~ny feel is implied in
. Eph ,2:15.
R.Jewett, op.cit p.391 shows that the twofold division of flesh and
body as outer, mind as inner, dominated from F.C.Baur until Dultmann.
Bultmann stressed that the dualism belonged more to the Hellenistic
terms than actually to Paul' s theoloGY. Tre inner man is the real
self in contrast to the fallen self (Theology 1.p.191).
°R.Reitzenstein, Mysterienreligionen, p.354 showed that similar
contrasting terms are found in Hellenistic Mystery Religions and

53.

Gnosticism.
So \{.D.na.vies,
J·.A.T.Robinson,
The ]3od;Z, London, 1952 and W.D.Stacey, .
.
.
The Pauline·View of Man, London1956.

54.

See S.S.Sma.ll~/
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54.
55.

56.
57.

See S.S.Smalley, "The Johc'l.nnine Son of ~1an Sayirlt..,""S", Nl'S 15 (1968 - 9)
pp278 - 301.
There is an, enormous amoun~ of literature, especially from the 1960's
e.g. A.J.B.HigGins, Jesus and the Son of Han, London 1964. H.L.Todt,
The Son of Man in the Synoptic Tr;).dition, London 1965, (German 1959 and
1963). Morna Hooker, The Son of I1Etn in Mark, London 1967. F.ITahn op.cit.
, (Gennan 1964). R.lI.Fuller, The Founoations of the NC\-I Testament
,Christolor:r, London 1965. See also Colpe, TDNl' 8.403 - 81. More recently
there are B.Lind ars, Re-enter the ApocalYptic Son of 1''i;:m, Nr3 22
(1975 - 6) 52 - 72 and M.Black,"Jesus and the Son of f1an" J.3NT 1 (1978)
4 - 18 and G.Vennes, "The "Son of l''Ian'' Debate",' ibid 19 - 32, and "The
Present State of the Son of I1a.n Debate JJS 29 (1978) 123 - 34, also
his appendix c, "The use of barnash/bar nasha in Jewish Aramaic", in
M.Black, An Aramaic appro('tch to the G03pels and Acts, 1967, pp 310-28.
F.H.Borsch, The Son of Man in Myth and History, London 1967, p.24 1•
J.T.Milik, The Book of Enoch. ~maic Fracm~of CUm,ran Cqve,4,
Oxford, 1976 dated as late as 270 AD. For a critique and summary of
SNTS seminars (where no one agreed with Milik) see J.H.Charlesworth,
,
"The SNTS Pseudepigrapha Seminars at TUbinsen and Faris on the Books
of moch", NTS 25 (1978 - 9) 315 -'23 and 11.A.Knibb, "The Date of the
Parableoof Enoch. A Critical review",ibid.pp345 - 59.
Note the uncertainty of versions, where to begin 'using A~~ instead
of man LXX Gen 2:16" V~ga.te and Y,.JV 2:19, R.V., H.G.V. 3:,17, N.E.B.
3:21, N.A.E. 4:25.
So Bruce, Paul, p.431. Cf M.Blaok, "The Pauline Dootrine of the
Second Adam", SJT 7 (1954) 170 - 9 esp 175. Gen 1:27 mentions that
man was created in God's image. Eph 2&10 says Christians are created
in Christ Jesus. F.Festorazzi, op.cit 170 = when two Adams are
mentioned the starting point is always the new Adam.
We compare Augustine, Tractate in loan Fx. 120:2, on John 19:}4, who
thinks the'piercing of Christ's side alludes to Cen 2:21, 2 and
depicts the'institutions of the sacraments and birth of the church.
Cf De eiv Dei, 22:17. See M.Barth, Die Taufe. ein Sakrament, Zurich
,

58.

59.

60.

61.

1951 pp407 - 18.
The Life 'of Adam, 3: 1rf, 29: 1ff. In Philo. Conf LinB' 146 he is
crea ted after the image of God. He;is one loTi th the logos the
c. \

0to(J

,
np'rtf'T~rtW~""

v.u

real Man.

See W.Bousset, HauvtprQbleme

~

De Opic 139, Agric 51" Somn 1 :215 speaks
of two temples of God, one is the universe with a priest, who is the

pp1 94£/

'

der Gnosie,' cOttingen, 1907

pp194f.
62. b.Sanhedrin, 38a. Pesikta TIabbati 115a says he is as long as the earth.
Gen R.B:1 that he reaches from heaven to earth. Cf 1Urn R 13:12. b.
Erubim 18a and b.J3erakhah 61a.
63. In Pesiktamb, Ra.bba Aibu said "at this time the stature of the first
man Adam was shortened and it was made a hundred ells".
64. W.D.Davies, p.38. Cf \oJ.O.E.Oesterley and T.ll,Robinson, Hebrew Relic;ion:
Its Orlc;in and Development, ,London, 1952, p.333.
65. J.L.Sharpe, 111, "The Second Adam in too Apocalypse of Moses", CD(, 35
(1913) pp35 - 46.
De Rerum Natura.
II. Gunkel , op.cit
66. Cf
. Vergil's 4th Eclogue,' Lucretius'
.
.
pp361 - 11. R.Scroggs, The Last Adam, Philadelphia, 1966, pp23ff.
Ephesians in one senae secs the new creation as having occurred in
Christ,(f John's realised eschatoloGY.
61. e.g. Jub. 19: 24. See J.de Fraine, Adam et son LiCJ!ar:e, Drug-es, 1959,
pp14ff and 113ff. Different individuals were conceived as being
derived from, or attached to different parts of Adam's body, hair,
nose, ear etc. (Ex 11.40:3, cf 111110 Op 11undi, 136). His descendants
are included in his cigantio golem (I~Geadah on Ex 31i2 and Job 38:4).
A predetennined number of souls were placed in his body, When they
are all born, the Messiah \..fill come. This idea waa based on Is 57:16
and is found inbYeb 62a, 63b, Niddah 13a, Gen R.24:4, Lev.R,15:1 etc,
see R.Jewett, op.cit p.243.
68. J.L.Sharpe, op.cit.
69. F.II.Borsch, op.cH p.256n, cf The Odes of Solomon and John 3:13.
,70, We retain the phrase for although J.H.Rocerson The Hebrew Concept of
Corporate Personality, A reexamination; JTS (ns)21 (1970) 1 - 16 is
correct that it is used rather widely and ambiguously by scholars,
no other term is any more satisfactory.
71. See E.Dest, op.cit p.184ff, cf the EGYptian cod Osiris. No single
part of nature was his own, yet he Was immanent in the m.tural world.
72. See H.A.W.Robinson, The Hebrew Concept of Corporate Personnlity,Berlin,
1936 pp49 - 62. J.L.Pedersen, Israel, 1V, Its Life and Culture,
Oxford, 1947. A.Schweitzer, The l'lysticism of St Palll the Apostle,
London 193 14 J.J.Meuzelaar; Der Lieb des }lessias. Eine €xeGetische
Studie uber den Gedenken von Lieb Christi in den P.aul~sbricfen, Assen,

1956 p.9. A.R.Johnson, The One and the Many, Cardiff, 1942 •.. R.P.Shedd,
73.

Man in Community, London, 1958.
A.Schweitzer op.cit pp104f. He believed Paul's theology developed from
apocalyptic/

;,
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apocalyptic materials and had as its centre the idea of entrance into
a mystical bodily unity .with Christ, throuch dyina and rising with
74.
75.

him.
A.E.J.nawlinson, "Corpus Christi" in Hysterium Christi

ed G.K.J3ell and

A.Deissmann, London, 1930, pp225 - 44.
Schlier, 92, sees more of a Jewish backe-round for new man, 1o;ph 21 1 5,
than when he wrote CK. He traces it to Jewish Adam speculation
influenced by the oriental gnostic primal Man redeemer myth. His

evidence includes Philo, ITaem 124f and De Spec Lce-. 1:210f.
76. There is corporate sharing in heaven, despite the bad, in Rabbi Meir
b.Kidd 36a and M.Sanhedrin 10:1.
77. So Olshausen. We receive the old man from Adrun, the new man from
. Christ.

=

78.

See F.ll.Borsch op.cH pp246ff. Cf H.L.Knox, st Pn.ul nnd the Church
of the Gent 11 os, Cambridge, 1939, pp160ff \-Tho sees Stoic-Orphio
traditions influencine- Hellenistic Judaism.

79.

Eph 1 :23 cf Herklein.llm.i p.87. He understands body in Eph/Col as the
body of the crucified Christ. All men in Christ by the cross constitute
the church. For the slle-ht distinctions which he finds between

Ephesians and Colossian~ see pp83ff.
80. S.Mowinckel, He that cometh, Nashville, 1954, pp422f. Allusions to
, the p:r:imordial man are sometimes seen in Ez 28 and Job 15:7ff.
Rabbinical Judaism, in emphasizing the fall, had glorified the e~rthly
Adam but in Hellenistic circles Phoenician influence encourages the
contrast of Adam with the ideal man. H.M.Schenke, Der Gott-tlNensch"
in dar Gnosis, GOttingen, 1962 finds three separate ideas of a God-Man,
a, the divine-giant· whose body ~~kes up the cosmos, b, the paradise
king Unnensch who was placed in the ea,rden "Tith certain tasks and
c, the gnostic divine man.a and c were not linked until the rise of
Manichaeanism (p.154). E.Schweizer, Die Kirche als Leib Christi in
den paulinischen Homolo,n;umena believes Judaic Adam speculation took
3 fonns, a. an angelic beine (Ez 28:12f) b. v/isdom (\ofisdom 10:l£f)
and c. a patriarch figure who represents all men in the tribe, e.g.
Philo, Syr Bar 78:4, Apoc Ab 23:8 •. Schl'1eizer thinks c had the
greatest effect on the Pauline .U'lvjlCf idea.
A

81.

D.Smith, op.cit p~42.
of
1.. Y
~.,.,..~ and
"

The Rabb~s explained the difference in spelling
7:j. '.~)
in Gen 2:7 and 2:19 by saying that
-

the yods in 2:7 refer to two creations. of man, one being for the age
to come. (midr Fa 13915, Gen R. 14:5). R.Scroggs op.cit pp55, n 92
believes/
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believes the idea Goes back to the first century AD. See also pp23ff
and J.Jervell, Imneo Dei, GOttinecn, 1960.
82. W.D.Davies, p.47 says it is easier to explain Philo's idea of the
heavenly man from a Platonic background than it is from a Rabbinio
one.
83. Noah was fashioned not like the earthly but like the divine Adam
and deemed worthy of sovereicnty over the new world as the heavenly
man had been over the first creation. Cf Philo, Q,laest on Gen 11 &56
(on Gen 9:1 - 2).
84. e.e.The lIennetic Poimnndres, reflects this. See C.lI.Dodd, The Bible
and the Greeks, pp99ff.
85. F.H.Borsch, op.cit and The Can:ul.nite anrr Gnostic Son of }hn, London
1970. G.R.Driver, Cnna.~i"litc MJths :tnn Le{,:('n(la, Edinburgh, 1956.
86. F.II.Borsch, Son of Man, pp75ff. K.H.Fischer pp70ff. R.C.Zachner,
Hinduism, Oxford 1962. Indian text ~Iundaka Upanishad, 2:3,4.
87. According to R.Reitzenstein. See his Dna iranische Erlosunl~mysterium
Bonn, 1921 and Die hellenistischen }lysterien relieionen.
C.Colpe op.cit pp203ff shows that care must be taken with
Reitzenstein's evidence whbh is centuries and a thousand miles apart.
R.C.Zaehner, The da'vTn and. t\diicht of Zoroastrianism, London 1961
p.347 says the "Erlosunesmysterium" is largely Reitzenstein's invention.
88. See F.H.Borsch, op.cit pp75f. E.Kasemann, Leib und Leib Christi
follows Reitzenstein in believing that the divine Unnensch figure
and the Aeon giant figure, Whose body includes the elect, came together
in pre-Christian times in the Iranian figure. of Gayomard and in early
gnosticism.
89. Sanders p.78 shows that Dibelius p.17 in discussing Col 1:15 - 20 finds
it difficult to explain how ~he Iranian. myth of the primal man
redeemer might have come into pre-Christian Ju~~ism. M.Schenke op.cit
pp72ff believes the divine man motif in Gnosticism stems from
speculative interpretation of Gen 1 - 2 rather than from Iranian or
Indian religion.
90. Orphic ':Era.ements 167 - 88 in O.Kern, Frar;menta Orphicorum, Berlin,
1922 pp201 ,- 2. See K.M.Fischer p.73.
Aristotle, Pol.3. 12 0b, 1'- 10 speaks of the multitude of oitizens
..,.
belongine to t(S fKV{Jr"nos
thus showing that the imac;es
~I

c\

and cv

"

~""rO(

could be interchanged in

certain Greek traditions.
91.

In the Apocalypse of Adam 64 (Codex VJITI) the first couple were formerly
superior to the God who created them.
the· creator-god/

They fell at the instigation of
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the creator-god and becrune aeons.
92. . The Letter of BJ.gnostus is found in Codex 3 (and in poor condition in

93.
94.
95.

5) from Nag Hanunadi. It speaks' of the self-begetter (Autopator) who
Causes an immortal bisexual man to make his appearance. (11). For
the }1II texts in English, see J.H.Hobinson, ed The NaG Ihmm::1.('li Library
Leiden!Ne\-l York 1977.
Hippolytus, Ref.6:3 says theY' worship a man called Adamas.
ibid. 9:8ff (on Elkhasai). See W.Foerster 2.136ff for Mandaean views.
Hippolytus. Rcf 5:8.9f. E.Yamauchi. Pre-Christian Gnosticism, London
1973. p.70. G.~ispel, Der epostische Anthropos und die Judische
Traditions~

96.
97.

98.
99.
100.

Eranos Jahrbuch 22 (1953) 195 - 234.
Details in Foerster.
Schlier CK., p.29 notes .a Nanichaean Sont"\ve praise and extol and
glorifY' greatlY' droa(h)roe, the perfect man, the adamantine appearing
pillar that bears the world and fills the all". Dibelius (on Eiph 4113)
J.nclines to the vieH of Schlier that the idea of the new man is
perhaps to be traced back to the influence of gnostic anthropos
mythology-. See G. Widengren ,l1ani and I>Tanich8.eism, Loridon 1965 and
C.II.Dodd, 'l'he Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel •.
II.M.8chenke,op.cit p.155 claims that it first appears in Mani.
Schlier p.9 2 sees Jewish Adam speculation influenced by the Oriental
Gnostic Primal Nan Redeemer I-lY'th, e.g. as in Philo •
But we cannot dismi~s the gnostic possibility completely. L.E.Cprfaux.
The Church in the Theoloc;' of st Paul, New York, 1959, pp368ff says we
may be able to explain the new man and.perfect man othenrise, but this

.

is not to saY' that gnostic terminology cannot lie behind the conception

101.

of the church in Ephesians. "vle have no reason for supposing that Paul
should have been influenced by circles so distant from the one in
which he lives; when he had all the materials for such a theory close
at hand, if he had wished to use them. The Persian myth Would certainly
help to explain the an~imony of Paul's conception of Christ as the
body and head of the church, bccau~e the Anthropos, since his fall,.
actually comprised the world in his own beina".
S.Ha.nson, The Unity of the Church in the Ne\o, Testament, Colossians and
Ephesia.ns, Uppsala 1946, p.148 suggests that "one man", "one pody",
"one, spirit" mean the same. Roels op.cit p.128 says that sugGestions
like a new order, spirit, church, new

~~ture

are not completely

satisfactory, so its meanina is probablY' a composite one.
102.

See Gaugler on the relationship of 2: 15 to

103.

The Valentinians/

4113~
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104.
105.
106.

101.
108.

109.

103. The Valentinians (acc to Hippolytus Ref 6:35, 3 - 4) call Jesus
the new man, because he is the product of the Demiurge and Sophia,
unlike the descendants of Adam, who stem from the DemiurC'e alone.
Cf verse 22 and Earth p.301.
See E.Eest op.cit p.152.
J.A.T.Robinson,' op,cit. L.S.Thornton, The Common Life in the Dody of
Christ, Westminster 1942 p.55 thinks Paul's use of one new man is as
a name for the church "the one man in whom we all are included".
Cf W.D.Stacey, op.cit.
E.Best op.cit p.153.
S. T.Coleridee showed F.D.J·1aurice the ecclesia as "the great family of
Christ to which all men beloI16ed, as st Paul had preached to the
Romans and the Ephesians in his great vision of one body and many
members. See F.HiehQm~Frederick Denison Haurice, London 1941, p.26.
.,.
So Lindemann, p.111, since the followine words as far as .rTIfI.//JcH/
have been added by the author. Schenkel says "makinG' peace" recaps
v.14 and expresses how in the creation of Jew and Gentile into a
third, the divine intention to brill6 the hatred to an end is fulfilled.
Monad. Contrast Ph~Qhas (lrum 25:12) who throuGh violenoe became a
peacemaker.
Lama.drid, 1: 238.
,

110.
111.'

,

"

"
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Nons Fon CIL\PTFm SEVEN
1.

So l3eet.

2.

Salmond.

3.

Hodge, "The second pa.rt of Christ's purpose is expressed in these
words".

M. Warren, The Christian Misrilon, London 1951, p.18, says God

is at the point where vertical and horizontal intersect, "The place in
which man meets his fellows is the place where God meets man".
4.

E.Ka.semann, "Some thoughts on tm Theme, the Dootrine of reconciliation
in the New Testament"

in

The Future of our relirdous Prtst,

ed

J.M.Robinson, New York, 1971 pp49 - 64,minimizes the role of
reconciliatio'n in Paul's theology. For a reply see J.A.Fitzmyer,
Reconciliation in Pauline Theolor;r, in

No Famine :In th<" I. 1J1d,
.
Missoula.

1975 ed J.W.Flanagan and A.\".Robinson.

Studies in honour of

J.L.Mackenzie pp155 - 77 esp 163ff.
,

.

Since ' the themeis found in

,2.Cor 5 and echoed in Rom 11:19, it cannot be dismissed as mere

.

.

deutero-Pauline.
R.Bultmann op.cit 1.p.85 says reconciliation is peculiarly Pauline.
L.Goppelt,

Christolo~ie

und Ethik, GOttingen, 1968 pp148ff.

Versplnmrr in der vlel t de!3 nellen Testr;l,mpnts asks "where in the lll' we
find it?"

He replies that 0.1 though l'orgi veness is found in mar.w

places, reconciliation is only found in Paul.

p.148

So Penna,

~

p.192.
5.

The passages are discussed in J.Thompson, "The Doctrine of Reconciliation"
Bib.Theol 2,7 (1977) pp43 - 53.
found in Acts 12:22(D).

6.

J.Du.pont, op.cit

The word is also

See chapter Three n.57.

J.Michlj', "Die Versohnung Ko1,1:20'; ThQ,120 (1940) 444 - 62 shows that
for Paul it takes on a soteriological aspeot, the overcoming of oosmic
and human hostility.

Gnilka says that for Paul reconciliation is,

essentially being made right \/i th God.

Wha.t is new to Ephesians is

the "both in one body".
7.

I.U.Marshall in a lecture at Glascow University, November 29th, 1978,
"The Meaning of Reconciliation" in ~A.Guelich (ed), Uni ty and Diversity
in N.T.Theolo,1Y, Grand Rapids 1978, pp117 - 132.
Note the-paucity of references in Greek Lexicons •. Fitzmyer op.cit
. p.162 shows that all the passa.ges on reoonci.liation are striking for
the absence of any allusion to expiation, propitiation or even
sacrifioe.

There is nothing
to
. in-Pauline
.

liturgioal background.
at thel

F~68st

a cultic or

He summarizes (p.156) the ways Paul looked
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at the effects of the Christ event, salvation, expiation, ransom,
sanctification, freedom, justification, transformation a new creation
and reconciliation.
8.

See T.\I.l1anson, On P:'.ul and John, London 1963 p.51.

9.

See Tosephta T.Shequalim 1.6(174). SB 3:519. F.Duchsel, article

KorTfI(l\~':d"t;t.I

TDlfr 11254.

Goppelt, op.cit p.149.

10.

Goppel t, ibid 150.

11.

F.J.'Iussner, Contributions mr'f1e by Qnmr;:m to the
Enistle to the Ephcoinns
cited from p.169.

ltndcrst~ndin{';

of the

in J.r·lurphy-O'Connor, op.cit pp159 - 178

12.

See Chapter Four, note 74.

13.

T.\v.Nanson, op.cit· pp50ff has a useful summary.

, ,

lIe mentions the

\ \

deriv<ltions found in tho New Testament, Of1/T~IV'dlrr«
I'll<: (3 :37
,
\ i
~NtI().l'P(tfCfW
Heb 2:15 (to free). The middle melIDs

,.

to depart (Acts 19: 12 ), to escape (Lk 12:50), the passiv~ to be
reconciled (Mt 5:24).

N.Ba.rth

shO\'IS

that the simple fo~ of

:>..A;c;-<tw

orieinally meant to chance or exchance, especially money, or to turn
from hostility to friendship.

The passive therefore cnn mean "to be

reconciled" •
Compounds of the verb in the NevI Tes tament deal with man t s relationship
to God. The exceptions are Acts 7:26 and 1.Cor 1:11.
The most common prefix to form a compo~nd verb is rf;v-r 4f
one of the tvo prepositions found in Eph 2 :16. I-(pr'1'o."\'>.,";d"<f'W
fo~d in Xenophon ~ ~ :6:1.

had become his friend again" (
has

which. is
is

"For O'.l."'Ontas
, had made war on Cyrus and
K .. Tit

Kct(-r"")..~~l?VI1""

AA Orr£. 'S

).

Thucydides 4: 59.4

"So let us now endeavour by setting

forth our conflicting claims to be reconciled with each other".
14.

E'l.die says the radical idea of the ''''oro is to Cause enmity to cease,
to make up friendship aca-in.

The male, time and tom of the reco.nciliation

must be learned from. the context.
15.

The composite fonn of a verb usually has the same me::J.ninc, al though it

can have a slic;ht increane in emphasis.
des neutestn.mentlichcr \'lorll:ch"tz
list of NT double composites.

Gee ll.Morcenthaler, Gtrrtlstlk

Zurich 1958, pp161-2 for a complete

It seems clerrr that the prefixing of

prepositions can cha!ll;C the meanine of composite nouns, adjectives and
verbs.

P.·Feine, op.cit 563 and 512 sees a further intensification of

the verb in Eph 2:16.
16~

~'!asson,

Kolosser, ad 10c, thinks the lenGth of the longer word is

required for therhythmn.
11.

As

&rroS:Swl"

,the ree3tablishment of a previously existing peace

•
and unity/
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and unity (Passow, 1~r1ess, 01shausen (cited by Eadie who prefers the
intensive view) Chrysostom, Theopby1act, Calvin, Ellicott, J.~.
Lightfoot, Ho1tzmann, Liddell and Scott, ~.Weiss. (Details in
J.}'lacl'herson and :Barth). This ia the literal meaning with ~
and
is true of the Jews. But it is not true·of Gentiles (Except Adam,
from whom all are descended and who Was once at peace with God).
MacPherson, Eadie and Meyer are to be preferred with Feine, in'saying
it is intensification.
• • has special meaning
Cf Simpson. Gaugler is not certain whether or"O
here or whether it meana restoration of the original belonginrr to God.
Estius understood restitution, but Luther argued that reconciliation
can only be between such, who at one time stood near to one another.
(Cited Gaugler from Ncutestamentl ichcfJ vi orterbuch , Hamburg 1962 p. 195).
The Hittite covenants with their vassals (i.e. Suzerainty Covenants)
during the second mil1enium m, are often argued to be closer in fOLm to
'!'he O. T. covenants than the first millrn.i.um ones from Hesopotamia.
S~e V.Koresec,Hethitische StM.tsv~rtmcr.eLeipzig 1931 and G.E.
Hendenhall, "Covenant Fonn in Israelite Traditions" BA 17 (1954) 26-46
~
50 - 76 (reprinted as Law and Covenn.ntin !'~mel and the Ancient Ncar
~, PittsburGh, 1955).
Tertullian, Adv Harc.5 :17 comments "that he mieht reconcile both unto
God, even the Cod, whom both races had offended". Dibelius relates
"both" to Christ and to the Church as his body. The latter is fiuggest~d
by its resumption in the phrase "in one body".
Cf H.J.Schoeps, op.cit p.2;7ff and J.Nunck, op.cit.
.'
R.J~Raja, "The Kincdom of God and Reconciliation" Biblebhashya.m 1 (1975)
291 - 301 argues that since kinBdom is an embracing term, to be in the
' . .
kingdom means to be reconciled.
",
See P.Benoit, L'Itwm c pp24Sfr, Colossians understands it in the sense
of "sum up" (1:20). Christ is tp.e head of all thines, ~inc1uding the
celestial powers). Headship could be achieved by force, but he secures
~t by hb death.
Sanders pp86f says that if we accept there was a developing pre-Christian
myth in Judaism, we can then argue that the Christ event provided the
motif for the next stage, where cosmic reconciliation was attributed
to the redeemer fieure, and also '~areue t~t the vie\; that the

no

18.

19.

20.

21.
22.

'

23.

24.

reconciliation had already taken place or waS now in'the process of
beina realised ••• could only be Christian".'
It is in contrast to "two" and "both". Schlier takes on body (Christ~s

lruman/
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J

."

human body) as synonymous with on e new man, D. Smith with '- v Ofll -(' "'(
l-'Iitton reads into the text when he says that one body "emphasizes the
corporate obedience to God and their sense of oneness with one another
in God's purp~se". Cf 1.Cor 6:16 where to join a harlot is to become
one body with her. R.Schnackenburc-, "L'Idte de oorps du Christ dans
la lettre allX Ephesiens : Perspective pour notre temps". In Paul ne
TaTSe op.cit pp664 - 685. parallels one single body and one single
spirit.
25. Dibelius and E.PercY,1£ih p.281 accept this. E.Kasemann 1£ih,191ff
thinks it is the cross body, eucharist body and church concept. See
P.Stuhlmachcr, op.cit 372.
26. Cf Mcuzelaar,op.cit p.57.
A. VI. Slaten, Una1! tat.ivc }:ounn in th/"! P;)'ulinc F.p:l.stl('~, Chicaeo 1918
shows thn.t nouns with the article are restrictive or generic, those
"
without it are indefinite or qualitative.
21. liaupt found t~t one half of the commentatoTO, e.g.Chr,ysostom, Thedoret,
Theophylact, Bengel, Harless, Hofmann, 'v/ohlenberc-, Soden and \{eiss see
a reference to the body of Christ, the other half, e.g.knbrosiaster,
Oecumenius,
Bleek, Holtzmann, J1eyer, Beck, Klopper see a reference to
.
the church of Christ.
Von Soden understands the transfigured body of Chr ist, which IL'l.upt
rejects, since it has been crucified.
Those holdine a literal view as Haupt did, include Percy, Probleme
pp281, 289, 311, 382. ~,pp29, 39, 44, E.Schweizer, op.cit p.246.
Cerfaux oP.cit 261, 271ft • . H. Schlier, p. 139 "in dem Leiba Christi am
Kreuz, d'er nun Juden und Heiden auf sich genonuncn und Gott' versblmt
,

I

.

hat, virtuell unq'potentiell die kirche da ist". C.Kearns, "The Church
the body of Christ accordine to St Baul", Ir.F£cl. Record, 90 (1958)
1 - 11 145 - 51, 91 (1959) 1 - 15 and 313 - 321, says p.311 that the
basic doctrine is that Christians are in Christ, vitally united as a
.
.
result of faith and baptism. The hend (p.3 26) is already in heaven
and the body the church is on her way to join "him in the final
consummation. ',(Two conrrnents can be made. a. Is this Paul's view of
baptism? ·and b. EpheSians teaches that Christians are already in the
heavenlies and raised with Christ.) Schnackenburg op.cit.Eric G.Jay,
The Church : It::; chanc;inr; imam thrOUGh twenty ccntl1ries, vol 1.
The First Seven Centuries, London, 1911 sees a "corporate or inclusive
personality". Meuzelaar, op.cit p.52 thinks that in Eph 2&16 the
explanation otthe body as the one which died on the cross is not

s~ticient./
•
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~ufficient.

R.Jewett, op.cit, 202 shows how until this century, the
te~ was discussed under e:cclesiology re Cause of the phrase "body of
Christ" ani that only comparatively recently has it been realized that
the word has a theological significance of its own.
28. Cf D.H.Park, "The Interpretive Value of raul's Metaphors", SE Asia
Journal of Theology 18 (1977)37 - 40 snows that historical remoteness,
inconsistency, mixing and multiple meanings tend to diminish the
interpretative worth of Paul's metaphors. NTA 22 (1978) 845. Fut is
not the fault mainly with us, for taking the metaphors further than
Paul intended?
29. Cf Col 1124 which is less likely to have in mind the apocalyptic
sufferings of the Messiah than the idea of solidarity with Christ of
Phil 3: 10, Gal 2: 20 and 6: 14, "Thich is a vie\/, we know Paul h.1.d. Christ
left some suffering for his servant Paul and for other Christians,
rather than endure all and leave none for his followers. Cf R.J.Bauckham
"qol 1 :24 again: The Apocalyptic Note", EQ, 47 (1975) 168 - 70.
II.Schlier, pp91, 2 says body in Paul is used a. for the human fellowship
and the cosmos, b. for members caring for one another and as opposite
to head.'
30. Cf Acts 9:4, 22:7. See l1euzelaar, op.cit p.1;, J.A.T.Robinson, op.cit
pp57f and E.Hersch, La Corps Mystigu~ ml Christ Paris, 1949 pp60 - 153.
F.Mussner, Christus das All, p.139. Mus~ner sought to answer 1'1.Dibelius
that the conversion account in Acts 26:14ff was stylized by Luke·along
Euripides' lines (see R.Jewett op.cit p.246).,·
31. J.A.T.Robinsqn, op cit pp47. F.Mulisner op.cit pp1 19ff, L.S.Thornton
op.cit pp335ff. A.E.Rawlinnon, op.cit and L.Cerfaux op.cit p.26; see
the eucharistic body of Christ •.
32. e.g. Percy.~,p.29 and Probleme ~09 and J.A.T.Robinson p.43ff.
33. J.A.T.Robinson, ibid p.78.
34. e.g. C.F.D.Moule, ad The Sic;nificance of the MessC1.,n;e of the
Recul"rection for Faith. in Janus Chriot, London 19613. C.P.Evans,
Resurrect ion nnd the Nm.,r Tea tament, London 1970 nnd D. H. van Daalen,
The Real Resurrection, London 1912.
35. Exampl es in J. J .l1euze1aar OPe cit pp150 - 68 of its use in ancient
literature. L.Deimel, Leib Chrisl~, Freiburg1940 showed that the
metaphor of the body is widespread in \.,rorld l1te~ture. lIe argued
that it only means a society belonging to Christ. Paul, of course,
often uses "body" in its normal· physical sense. (Gal 6:17)
~6. ·J.A.Allan, op.cit p.62.
~7.

J.A.T.Robinson/
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31.
38.

39.
40.

41.
42.

43.

44.

'45.

J.A.T.Robinson, in revicwinb R.H.GundrJ, So~~ in Biblical TI1 col o,:Y,
Cambridge, 1916 in JTS 20 (1911) pp163ff.
See Jer 50:6, 11; Is 5:1. Cf E.Best op.cit pp90 - 100. Robinson
p.65 a "it is not the huma.n body of the Lord Jesus. Here (Eph 2:16)
St Paul is speaking of that larecr Dody of the cx~lted Christ of which
he has alre:>..dy declared that it is His :f'ulness or completion" and will
later declare "there is one body and one Spirit" (4:4).
E.13est oP.cit p.100. "l3ody" as a concept is not often found in the
New Testament apart from in Paul.
Abbott and J.Meuaelaar, op.cit p.56.
Gaugler goes as far as to say it is "vollig sinnlos".
Cf C.Chavasse, The Brine of Chrlst, London, n.d, pp67ff. lIe traces
the orit!in of the areument in Eph 5:22 - 23 to Genesis 2, rather th.m
come cting it with Yahweh's marriage with Israel. Dut Ephesians only"
quotes Gen 2 to clinch an argument that he has already established
(see E.13est op.cit pp100f). The idea 'of the marriaGe of Yahweh and
Israel supports what we often find in Ephesians, that the writer is
fond of using Isaiah (cf 54:5).
J.A.T.nobinson op.cit p.9, "the keystone of Paul's theolof,'Y". He
suggests that the concept bri~ together all of l~ul's great
theological themes and is the most distinctive characteristio of his
theolocr.
Cf J.Ruef, Paul's First Letter to Corinth, }~rmondsworth 1971 , p.129.
L.Cerfaux, op.cit pp239 - 43 and :a. Daines , "Paul's use of the analog(
of the Body of Christ, with special reference to 1.Cor 12", EQ, 50
(1970) pp71 - 8. n~Y.K.Funcr, "Some Pauline Pictures of the Church"
_ EQ. 53 (1901) 88 - 107.
I
'
L.Rama.roson, "~'EG'lise corps du Christ dans les ~crits pauliniens
simples esquisses", Science et Esprit, 30 (1970) 129 - 41 believes
'that'in the earlier epistles the believer is united with Christ, but
not "a complete unification or identification". In the Captivity
Epistles, it is the universal church which grows, is built up and has
Christ as the head or principle of life.
P.l3enoit, ,Corps (ET in Jesus ann the Gospel, vol.2, London 1974.
ppp1 ;.. 92) arcues that in Colossians and Ephesians we have the Same
fundamental Pauline ,doctrine of the body of Christ, modified by fusion
wi th the themes of bead and p1eroma and made clearer perhaps by neW
expressiorsuut still substantially the same. N.Kou1omzine, "!macres
of the Church in st Paul's Epistles", st Vlad Theol, 'Q, 14 (1970) 5-27
sWlarly!
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similarly sees some development, but no real difference from Lhe
earlier Paul. E.D.Roels op.cit p.101 shows that because the Captivity
Epistles deal with the re.lationship of the church to Christ, it is
possible for a new element to enter the discussion of body, that of
Christ as the head.
. 46 •• l3ruce, ~,p.421. J • Reuss "Die Kirche ala Leib Christi und die
Herkunft dieser Vorste11ung beirn Apostel Paulus", :BZ2 (1958) 103 - 27,
believes Paul came to the idea of Christ's headship through establishing
.the Lordship of Christ over every power. This waS prompted by the
Co1ossian heresy and then applied to the head's relationship to the
Church.
47. Percy, .k!Jl pp20 and 46 minimizes the difference between Co1ossians/
.
Ephesians and the earlier Paul by saying it is just a picturesque
expreosion of "in Christ". H.Schlicr, CK pp39ff also sees as
different. Romans and 1.Cor just have the ·Stoic concept, but Eph
and
Col the gnostic as well, with the universal cnurch portrayed asa
,
body, and with body-head relationship. E.Kasemann finds a gnostic
background for the concept in the earlier epistles also. (See note eb).
48. E.Lohmeyer, op.cit ed loc, followed by Dibe1ius, Y~seIDann and W.L.Knox,
sees Colossians as different in theology because there the church
encomPasses the whole cosmos. (See E.l3est op.citp.115.)
49. See Galen, de conot artie medicae and de USU partium 12:4 ed Kuhn
(selections ~in J.13.Lit;htfoot, op.cit pp1gef ).. Galen lived cir. AD13Q-200
The author of Ephesians, especially if he were Paul, would know Luke and
.
,
get medical knowledee from him, although there is no trace of these
particular ideas in the Lukan writinGS. See W.K.Hobart, The r-1edical
L1.n{';'Il:1.ce of Luke, DUblin 1882.
50. Ephesians 2:20 calls the Apostles the foundation, but stresses that
Christ is the cornerstone. If the apostles were the head, what would
~ist be? Meuze1aar op.cit p.163, however insists that in the wide
usel
of the
metaphor, ,,'e cannot .
say the .
head receives a special
'
position. The head is only a member next to other members. Meuze1aar
is contradicted by Eph 4:16.
51. See Ridderbos. op.cit p.380. F.I1ussner, Christus daB All und die Kirche
.
. pp155f ShO,"IS how head and body depict human society (e.g. Curtius,
Historia, 10.9. 1f£) but this cannot explain the "soma" ecc1esiology
,.
of Christians related toone another. ThE thought was enc~raged by
~

.

the Eucharist (137££).
iInaaery (P. 153).

52. It is /

In Col and Eph, the. Christology encourages the
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52.

53.

54.

55.
56.
57.

58.

It is perhaps to quibble ,dth the author to say tha.t in fact heads do
grow, but not so much as the rest of the body. R.A.Knox, st raul's
Gospel, London 1953, p.84 suggests that the idea is that the body as
it de~elops, is growincr up more nn~more into. a due proportion with
the head.
H.Ridderbes, op.cit, p.380 is cenvinced it is not the literal body ef
Christ, because ef this idea ef growth. "Christ cannet 'IE thouGht ef
as a (subordi~~te) part of his ewn bedy, which is invelved in the precess
ef grewthll.
L.Cer.faux, ep.cit p.342 riGhtly peints eut that we should not worry too
much about physieloGY. Paul did not claim to be a medical expert.
Cf Philo, Qp.c1.est in Ex, 2:117 "the eternal woro ef the eternal Cod is
the head of all".
Anne Ross, ra!~;an Celtic. l3T'itain, London, 1974, p.95.
ibid, p.74. Paul was not far from the Celtic recion of North ~1.latia
and may ha. ve evanrrelized them, i f we accept the "Nerth Galatian Theery".
Robinsen p.88 and vl.Bieder, l3rief an (lie Kelosser, Zurich 1943 ad leo
consider that since believers are in his body, they are filled wit~
divine powero. See E.Best ep.cit p.118.
W.IIendriksen,EphE'sin;psJ Landen 1972 pp188f en 4:4. Penna, Proiezione
173 th~~s the passage is tee Christolecical for it to refer solely
to. the cemmunity as a social body.
parallels Col 1:22 reconciled
in th~ bodyef his flesh.
Takincr the verb with a passive meanil1C'. See I.de 10. Petterie, "Le
Christ Ple'rome de L'Errlise,··. Eph 1:22 - 23 ", Biblico. 58 (1977) 500-21.
R.Dultmann, ep.cit 11302 says the unien of believers into. one body
. with Christ, new has its basis net in their sharinlj the same
supernatural substance,' but in the fact that in the word of
proclamation Christ's death and resurrection recoDEs a possibility of
existence in regard to which a decision mu3t be made. ~le incarnation
is present and active in the Christian proclRmation. Jewish
apocalyptic ism has been historicized (1.307).
Dul{mann's holistiq view has been questiored by R.Ir.Gundry op.cit and
' .
.
"".
R.Jewett op.cit p.211, who Says Bultmannhas turned crwj/" into its
virtual opposite, a symbol for tha.t structure of individua.l existence
which is essentia1l~ non-physical •

He

59.
60.

61.

Mt

6~25

than simply material.
62.

.

has a body and soul in correspondence, sugGesting body is more

interchangeably.
J.Jeremias/

In 1.Cor 6, "body" and "you" are used

;'
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62.

J.Jeremias, The Fhchnristic "'ords of Jesus, London, 1966, p221 sees
significance in flesh and'blood bei~ the component parts of the
sacrament.
63.' J.A.T.Robinson in his review of Gundry op.cit p.164.
64. E.Dest in'revie"'l of Gundry's work, Dllrhn,m Univornity .Tournnl, vo169
(1911) p.282 says "we OUGht not to dra'" rieorous lines between them,
as if man was ma.de up of ~/O or more distinct parts".
E.Schweizer, "The Church as the Hissiomry l30dy of Christ", NTS 8
(1961 - 2) pp1 - 11 (Neotestamentica pp317 - 29) stresses the
functional aspect. In his body, the church, he is permeatinff the
world. '
65. Homer uses of the corpse, Iliad 3 :23. (Stf"'s
= a livi~! body).
It is used in the 5th century DC of the torso and then of the whole

66.
61.

6B.
69.

body. See articles in IDNTTI 232 - 42 and TpN'l' 1.1024 - 44. ~'he
latter is by E.Schweizer, see his Die ICirche als Leib Christi in den
,I!aulinischen Homolor;ump"na und !mtilec;omrm,.
Orphio Fragment 21a. SeeJ.J.Meuzelaar, op.oit p.2.
Pl.:ato, Timaeus 30b - 34b likens the cosmos to a 5~o v •
Orphio Fracment 168.
Livy 2:32 has the fable of Menenius Aerippa. The idle belly is
supported 'by its members, the hands, mouth and teeth. They decide to
starve the body they serve, but find that in so doi~ they harm
themselves. The fable is taken from Aesop and applied to the spoinl
order. IIellcnism lIlA,de ,.,ride use of this ta.le to assert the solidarity
of the classes of society and to express the unity of a SOCiety, anny
or any kind of orcnnization. E.J3est One Pony in Chrid, pp215 - 225
Appendix' C gives a full discussion of Greek attitudes of contrastine
a body over acainst its oreans.
A Stoic connection ca.n be s¢en in the Household Codes of Colossians
,
and Ephesia;ns. J.E.Crouch, The Orir;ins r',nrl Intention of the Colossia.l1
Ihuntafel, GOttingen, 1972 pp11f sho""s that stoic Codes were not
clearly formulated, althou~l possibly they had liots of d~ties for
husbands, wives, fathers and children. The Jewish Codes which differ
most from the Stoic material shO\" the greatest similarity ,'lith the
basic Haustafel Bcheme of Colossians (p.a3). Crouch sUGGests that aB
the, Jews spread they made use' or' Noachian la'-Is (p.i)92f 6f A ets 15).

.

In the propaganda of Hellenistic Judaism, they used the Hellenistic
practice of listinG social du~ies in the form of a code and used
anything of Hellenism which was morally superior. It was this kind of
mat erial/
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material that waS used by Colossians and Epheaians (pp146ff).
70. E.Bevan, Lat('r Greek Reli.n;ion, London 1927 pp32, 84, 5 gives many
examples, e.e. Sextus Empiricus, Adv.Mathcm, 9:78, 9. Cf Epictetus
2: 10.4. "If foot or hand could reason they would work for the {;'Ood
.
J
\
_
~
A'
\"
. -'\
of the whole". 3:4 ,I'll 7D" YO'~ £.1 "T/HI 110tTl"'"u Kltl I"'(I'~S 4-~ -rov
Cf Cicero, De Officiis 1 :126, 7 and 3:22. Xcnophon, f.lcmorabalia 213.18f.
Marcus Aurelius,Hcd 2:1 elaborated with reference to fect, hands,
teeth (Cf 7:13 and Ep 11:5.26 nnd Seneca.De Ira 2:31.6).
71. Seneca, Ep. 95 :5 2, "membra. swnus corporis maG'lli" and De Clementia
1:5.1. Nam si quod adhuc colligitur tu animus reipublicae tuae es,
ilIa corpus tuum. (cf 2:2.1). T.Schmidt, op.cit pp193 - 248 noted the
.extensive parallels with Stoic metaphors of the state as a body
consistine of independent members. F.l1uGsner, op.cit pp132 - 40 thinks
the metaphor was current in philosophy and rhetoric, where the
organization and unity of a city or state were compared to the human
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

77.
78.

body.
R.Jewett, op.cit p.229 provides an outline of attempts to find
pre-Christian examples.
See A. \Iilcenhauser, Die Kircha als der m'ysti.§.,cha IJaib Christi nach
dam Apostel Paulus, MUnster, 1949 pp130 - 143.
See F.Mussner ibid.
Augustine, De Civ Dei 20:9.
Percy, Probleme p.285n shows that the ideas in Eph 2:14 - 18 in no
way eo beyond this OT Jewish concept. 2:16 is from the concept of the
Stammvater (p.285) and 18 and 17 from Is 57:19 (p.203). The rest of
the
thOUGht is from the. Pauliro
.
- tradition. . lIe criticizes Schl lor for
not comparing Gal 3:28 and Col ~:11 (p.285n). E.Schweizer (TDNT 7:1069
and 1072) believes Paul derived the word from Stoicism, but used it
under the influence of Old Testament corporate personalHy.
Cerfaux op.cit p.239 shows that of the four allegories, seed/around,
. buildin~ (temple) bride and body, the first three are from the Old
Testament, the last from Hellenism, but E.Lohmeyer, op.cit (on Col 1:10)
. shows that in later Judaism, it was not unknown to compare fellowship
with the human body.
So.-E. Best op.cit p.92.
lb~lo,Dc Spec Leg 3:23,
De Proem et Pocn.~ 19 and 20. Migr Abr, 178.

.

79.

J.J •. Meuzelaar op.cit·p.170 .see note 76.

80.

The reverse idea where the human body is depicted as a building is in

81.

12:3, 4.
So Percy/'
Qph

}11
81. So Percy Probleme p.285.
82. Cf 1.C1em 37:1 - 38:2, 46:5 - 7. Ignatiuo Smyrna. 1:2, Hennas. Parables
9:13.5,7. 9:17.5 and the ApoloGists, Aristides, Apo113, Justin. Dial
42:3 (Translations from The Apostolic F;"1.thcrs by E.J.Goodspeed, New
York and London, 1950.)
83. This emphasis on oneness is found in later writers, e.c. Aphraates
(Hom 11 :16) "Our brothers and members, for we belon~ to the body of
Christ and are members of his members; for who one of these members
of Christ's body hates, is separated from his own body and who his
own brother hates is separated from tho children r:£ God".
.
~
SI
"t
\"
/J'"
ad TraIl "
11 :2.
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84. Ignatius
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86.
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The head cannot be born without parts of the body, since God'promises
union, ~hich is himself.
llidderbos, op.cit p.383. See II.Schlier pp90 - 96 (excursus on ·'soma').
E.J3est, op.cit p.224 ""Then we turn to Gnosticism proper with its
teachin~ regardi~ the heavenly r~, we find that the saved community
now comes to be regarded as his body of which Gnostics are members and
he is its head". (Cf Ekc ex Theod 42.)
E.Kasemann, Leib und Leib Ch:ds,ti pp168ff believes the idea of body
in Paul is from gnosticism. Paul conceived the onenesqbf the
individual and Christ, like that of the gnostic Ur-anthropos and the
individual fragments ~hich are united to h~.
, }lore easily acceptable is Kasemann's contrast (184f) between the
obedient church as the body of Christ in the new'creation and the
world in . its
. disobedience belonginG to Adam. This can be held without
any gnostic presuppositions.
See E.Schweizer, Die Kirche ais Lcib Christi pp163 and 172. II e
argues that the concept body in the full sense is not found in enosis,.
H.M.Schenke op.cit investigates gnostic texts where God is portrayed
as a man and concludes that this thought is distinct from the' idea of
•
the'first
man and comeS from speculation on Gen 1&26fr, where man is
said to be created in the image of God. (See chapter 6 ~ote 80).
Fischer, pp50ff thinks the gnostics took over the tenninolocy of the
head and infused it with the myth. The vn.riouD ways in ,.;hich they
use the concepts head, body, membe'rs betray that the oriGin was not

.

'87.

.•
e8.

in a enostic myth.

Cf K.Koschorke. "~ulus in den Nao-IL'lJIlIlla.di Text en" ,

ZTK 78 (1981) 177 - 205.
89.· e.g. Angad Rosnan 190 (Nestorian-) "all rrr:J members are far away, no

morel'
"

90.
91.

92.

93.
94.
95.
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more connected, every member of hc1J1d and fincer~' comes from 'l'urfan,
China.
See articles by II.Schlier (~£.cf"'Ar{ ) and K.L.Schmidt (ik/f'\~cr,'.,.. )
TD1~ 3.67} - 82 and 501 - 36 respectively.
E.Best op.cit p.86 "It is only in post-Pauline literature tha;t we find
the conceptions of human beincs as members of the heavenly man
(Nandaeism, 2nd century heresies andN.T.Apocryphal literature) in
,literature affected by Christianity. In the pre-Pauline literature,
e.g. Orphism and In,dian Nythology, it is' the cosmos which is the body
of the god c:nd the parts are not men and women but sea, sky, nir etc".
nut Puul could have transferred to the church what others applied to
the cosmos.
Cf L.Cerfaux, op.cit pp291f. lIe asks (293) "how could he fail to
give an account of the fascination exercised by the atmosphere of
gnosticism, when he was at Ephesus".
Percy,~, p.39 shows the differences.
R.Jewett, op.cit pp• 28 4.
E.HaUpt~, Abbott and most commentators.' G.B.Winer,
A Grnmmar of New
~estament Greek, Edinburch, 1882 pp435, 6 sucgests,this points to an
£V
I ll$•
interchange.

96. 'So Gaugler, Barth, E.Schweizer TDlll' 7 1077f. H.R1dderbos,op.cit, p.377
n.57 understand a reference to ,the bO,dy of Christ on the cross, Schlier
sees the crucified body, but the church is poten,tially there.
97.

98.

99.
100.

101 •
102.
103.

Hasson.
Ambrosiaster, Oecumenius, Hol tzmann, E.F.Scott, Abbott, S.IIanson, oP.cit
pp144 - 6 and Masson. J.J.Heuzelaar op.cit p.40 believes that raul
utilized the metaphor "the body of Christ" for the practical purpose
of urging the unity of Jew and Gentile in the church (e.g. 1.Cor 10&16).
But this theme is not so clear outside of Ephesians.
Dibelius, Schlier.
It is strance that "in Christ" in Ephesiano is al1ecred not to have the
mystical connotation it '~"'l.s in Paul, yet at the srune time Ephesians
is said to use "body" mystically whereas Paul does not. Percy~,
esp pp 32, 37, 43 is at least consistent in finding the same mystical
outlook in'Ephesians 90S in Paul.
Theodoret has "one spirit to God". Olshausen saya tba. t the united
Christ of the church bears in himself soma and pnat(ma.
Eadie.
Harless'is wrong in relegating this to an unimportant position. The
law did cause a barrier between Jew and Gentile as well as hostility
against Godl

;,

against God.
104.

P.Benoit, "Conspectus biblioi de IXclesia ei Mundo", Ancelicum, 43
(1966) 311 - 20 says the funotion of the church as Christ's body is to
bring all oreation to serve God.

This process oontinues from the

resurrection of Christ until the end of the world.
105.

"The cross" is frequently found in the suggested hymns, Col 1 :20,
2:14, Heb 12:2, Phil 2:8.
illustration of separation.

The gnostics used the cross as an
The Va1entinians saw the horizon"tal:bar

as the limit ootween the upper and the lower world,
reaches out to the lower Sophia.
right and left
psychics.
.T11~

a~cas

0{

er which Christ

The verticnl bar divides between the

of the world, that is

(The cross was understood

8.13

~etween pneuma~ics

T shaped.)

and

See H.Jom.s,

Gnonti,c relied-on, Booton, 1958, p.186n.

106.

So J.Gn11ka,Die Zeit Jesus p.205.

107.

1.Cor 1:23 Christ did not come as a superman' (nom 8:3 - 4) but under
the law to fulfil its requirements, "made sin" "made a curse".

The

word cross is used in Gal 3:1, 5:11, 6:12, 14, 1.Cor 1:13, 23, 2:2, 8,

Phil 2:8, 3:18, Col 1:20, 2:14.

Cf the gospel accounts, Acts 2:36,

4:10, Heb 12:2.
108.

See Section 3.1.4 (especially notes 34, 35).

"The" Bindirgof Isaac"

(The Akedr.ili) which seems a possible type of the sacrifice of Christ

(H eb 11 :17 - 20, James 2:21' - 23, Rom 8:32) does not probably
antedate Christianity, see II.J.Schoeps, Paul,· London,
Recent studies include P.U.Davie."

1961, pp1.47ff.

"l1artyrdom a.nd Redemption

on the

development of Isaac TypoloG'Y in the early church" (Paper civen at
the Oxford Patristic Congress, September 1979) and ,B.D. Chilton,
"Isaac
109.

and

the second night. A consideration"

13ib1ica 61 (1980) 78-88.

13.F.\{estcott sees Christ ming the cross as an altar. Cf Heb 13:10,
9:14.

"In him, humanity bore the doom of sin and the power of sin

was abolished."
110.

See H.G.Meecham,
op.cit p.564.
:
.

111.

So

112.

nut with less emphasis upon the scandal of the cross (nlil 2:8 and

Beeti cf Col 1:22.

1.Cor 1 :21).
113.

Cf E.K8.semann, "The Pauline TheoloGY of the Cross",

Int 24

(1970) pp151 - 77.
So. II.\1iersinea, De VerzoeninG in d.e theolo{';ische descussic,
"

Kampen 1972.

.

114.

See \·I.Schmithals, An Introduction to the TheolOGY gf R.;Dul tmAnn. London

115.

1968, p. 187.
See S.T.Bloomfie1d!

i
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115.

See S.T.Bloomfield, op.cit, adloc.

116.

H.C.G.Moule, op.cit ad loc.

117.
118.

Westcott.
So Heyer, Acts 25:13 is the only certain Nr example.

119.

As suggested by l'Iichaelis, Koppe and lIolzhausen (cited disapprovinGly
by Meyer).

120.

Haupt arGUes that because enmity is placed aloncside tho
So Bleek.
concept of "reconciled to God" it can only refer to the rela.tionship
with God.

121.

This +s the vievJ of :Beneel, l3eza, Ilucm1.rdt, ~leier a.nd IL.1.rless (cited
Bleek). SB sugCest by the exa.t:lplos which they eive (Gen n 66 (42b),.b
Pesiq 70.) that this is the interpretation they follo\-I, since this is
the only interpretation which they illustrate.

Gaugler shows that' the

difference on hostility from v.14 is not so wide as mic;ht seem to be
the case.

Both have links with the law.

One is tho outworkincr of the

law, the other is what the law heichtened.

The abolition of one makes

possible the abolition of the other.
122.

So Schlatter.

R.Scott says Paul uses enmity between Jew nnd Gentile

, to illustrate the profound moral alienation of man from God.
123.
124.

Meyer.
Calvin sees t"10 senses.

Either "Christ by his death has reconciled the

,

'

father to us and taken away ,his a.neer" or "by redeeming both Jews and
Gentiles alike, he h;).s broueht them into one flock".
the latter.

Calvin prefers

The former would be better in Nm., Testament la.neuage

which
that Christ's death has reconciled us to the
. teaches
.
not the Father to us.

father,

But concerning Calvin's two Views, there is no

need of an either-or.
125.

E.:Kasemann,. Perspectiv.eJ! on Paul p.43.

Kasemnnn however says tha.t

although originally talked about in relation to the whole world, Paul
crystallizes and relates it more strictly to the church and individual
Christians.

The opposite vim., is taken by T.vl.a1.nson. op.cit pp501'1'.

, Cf lGisemann in Zeit und Gcschichte, (R.Dultmann Fests,chri.:tt, 1964)
126.

pp47 - 59.
So Scott and Eadie.

The Syriac omits it entirely, translatine by the

Syriac 'equivalent of "by his cross has slain the enmity".

B.F.Westcott

stresses the significance of the double construction "throu£;h the cross"
and" in him".

In the fonner, the cross is the instrument of Christ

and in the second the vehicle or his activity in which he is prenent.
127.

Robinson shows that "thereby" is a possible ,translation, but "himsel1'''
is favoured/

"

is favoured by

,

...

.•

'A.

in 14 and £v""'''"''tor • "Thereby" would be
,
impossible if "throuGh the cross" goes with «"DK"'l-IV~S
•
Gnilka p.144 thinks in the, hymn' it was a reference to the Universal
Y~n but for our author it is the crucified body of Christ.
Barth
prefers (p.298) but says 'tle cannot renlly choose between them
docrnatically. Hodge tr.J.nslates as "by it". R.Schnackenburg op.cit
acknowledges that most relate it to the cross. Dut the identical
expression in ..,.15 shows it is not his person as such, but the orucified
body of Christ.
128. Alford cites F, al lat mss in Jerome, ff. See Vul~te and Gpc.
129. Masson, }~upt and Schlatter. n~ald thinks the stress of our letter nnd
•
the use of 1;\1
in the securing of all salv:.l.tion throuch Christ,
means it is not to be simply attached to reconcile, but a.s "in him" he
gave even himself on the cross.
0( V"TO

S

)

,1;0.

e.c.

Gal 5:17 and Rom 7:14 - 25 (although possibly a pre-Christian
experience of PalQ or. autobiographical of every man). n.Jewett op.cit
p.146 sees the law abidine Jew in the old aeon, condemned by the
righteousness of God, revealed in the new aeon.
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1':000 FOR CIL\PrER EIGHT

1.

Cf Schenkel.

2.

Hodge comects with the whole of 14 - 16 "Christ ho.vilU effeoted pence,
announced it".' l3engel shO\-t:3 that purification precedes pronnilr,ation.

3.

Cited lrenaeus, AoHo1.4.5.

Irenaeus and Epiphanius give great detail.or

the understanding of pleroma by Valent:ims nnd his disciple ptolernaeus.
See Foerster, 1.121ff and PoD.Overfield, op.cit.

4.

R.Bultmann pioneered the understandinG of raul's Chriatology from
enost~cism

Religiono.

rather than in the dyine and rising COd of the Myotery
He tauGht th..1.t enostics in Paul's time had the myth

or the

"redeemed redeemer",' i.e. the redeemer Who deElcended into the domnin
of the power of the enemy, assumine human fonn nnd ho.s himself to be
redeemed.
sho~m

(oP.cit 1.pp130, 166ff, 175ff.)

H.Dlack op.ci t p.177 has

that whenever in gnostio literature the concept of the redeemer

is found, it is not antecedent to Christianity but

borro~led

from it.

But he a.oknowledges "the ubiquity of the conception in the Biddle and
further East from the 2nd century .AD om-tards in so many fomo, is
difficult to explain as due entirely to Christian influences".
5.

M.Ba.rth p.305 says "the pertinent myth includes tho salvation of the
spirits that were dispersed in the realms of matter and death, by
their insertion into ·the redeemer's body".

6.

See ColI. Talbert, "The l-'lyth of a Descendine - Ascending Redeemer in
Mediterranean Antiquity", NTS 22 (1975 ~ 6) 418 - 39.

He gives details

of ascending persons who are not redeemers in '-[hat ls a G<'lGpcl? pp26if.
7.

Cf K.f1 oFischer p.132.

8.

See Ovid, Met, 0:626 - 721.

Tacitus Hist, 4:83 - 4.

C.Horl'albcrt, op.cit

p54ff.

The ,victorious descent of the Su.viour-cod into the unllerworld
is found in near eastern religion from EGYpt to l·lesopotamia. (e.g. in
the Songs of Tarnmuz, Sanderspp1~1, 112).

The Greek heroes are "pictured as havine visited Ik1.des in their lifetime
perhaps just to give their

doceas~d

(K.S.Latourette op.ci t p.3 19).

ancestors a chanec".

See J.D. Turner, "The Gnostic Threefold

Path to Enlightenment"," Nov.T.22 (1980)
antecedents.

324 - 51 for Greek and Jewish

See 'also G.\·I.HacH.."I.e, "The Je\dElh I3ackground of the Sophia.

Myth", Nov T 12 (1970) 36 - 101 and F.B.Yamauchi, "The Descent of Ishtar,.
the Fall of Sophia and t.he Jewish roots of Gnosticism", Tn 29 (1978)

143
- 15.
.
I
. 9. ·J.Da.nielou, The Theolor:;r of JeHish Christianity, London 1964, pp206rf.

10. Schlier/
•

,.

}17
10.

Schlier, CK pp17f.

11.

Ellicott.

12.

Fischer, p.1}1 finds evidence here for a worked over hymn.

~{ald

gets

over chronological difficulties by translatincr "then even he is the
peace for us, who having made the tHO one ••• eto and h::l.vin{; oome, '
preached peace ••• "
13.

Cf John 10:16 (Fadie).

14.

Eadie criticised Raphelius, Grotius and Koppe for this vim-l.

15.

Cf TIabbinical execresis of the rock follO\dl'lC' Israel throueh tho
wilderness, quenchinc their thirst at every stage.

Tosephta Dukk.a 3:11.

See A.rr.Hanson, Jenus Christ in the Oln Tesb,mcnt, Lonnon, 1965. Cf the
Theoplk~nieo

16.

in Gen 18:22f, JOG 5:13ff and JUdCCD 13:21.

For, this vicwpoint see

n. T•France

in lIe", Tentn.mr'nt Intcrrretr1.tion.

cd II. L.l'1arshall, Exeter 1977 p.272.
17.

Nt 4:17, I'll<: 1 :38, Lk 4:43, John 4:4 - 42, Acts 10:36 )

10.

7, Hcb 2:3,

:Barn 5: 8.
The understandil16 of "came" as a reference to hiD bodily advent on
earth has been very popular.

1'1eyer cites Chrysostom, Anselm, Estius,

Holzhausen, i"'atthias, Harless.

GauGler cites lIofmann, Uohlcnbcrg and

]elser.
WhileJ.Jercmias,Die Briere p,,n Timotheus und Titus~ Gottinccn 1941
pp20 - 22 may arcue Jesus only preo.ched to Jewn. 'By the timo 'E,phesb.ns
,'as written, he may have been believed to have exercised some ministry
19.

to non-Je'-Is.
IUt~on and W.Hendriksen ad loc,

t~ink

it probably refers to all of

Christ's work on earth. Cf John1Jl:12, Acts 1 :1f~ 4:10, 30, Nt 9:13,
Lk 19 : 1 0, 1. Tim 1:1 2.

F.Schille p.30, like Hendriksen, says the preachil'U' is firut by Christ
then, by the apostles.

The hymnody later

hilS 001

interest in the earthly

life of Jesus '(of Heb 5:7 - 10 and furn 5:6 - 10 \-Ih1ch traces Jesus'
teaohincr to his ~arthly \{ork).

Eph 2:14 - 11 is more like 1.Cor 15:3-5.

I

This sense of the word "corne" is in Ht 11 :18, 19, John 9:3?

20.

So Turner.

21.

1.Cor 2 :1.
Nonod cites Olslul.usen as succrestinG that such a scrupulous respect for
chronoloa1cal order '''as not in tho thouC:ht of tho Apostle.

22.

Lk ,24:36, John 20:19, 21 :14, Eph, 1 :20, 1, "It io the risen Jesus who

oame and preached, not an absentee landlord" (Caird).
23.

Bonceloays.it is not the re8urre~tion itself, sinoe tlul.t '{aD a goinG
out off

}1U

oat of the world, but his personal preaching after his resurrection.
R.Penna, Paix, 108 shows a reference to the earthly Jesus is not
likely, since Paul does not pay much attention to the pre-paschal
Jesus.
24. C.Hodge links with the com.nuing work of Jesus "the o,mllmria.tion of
the favour of God made by Christ, his reappearing at the resurrection,
which was temporarily in person and continuous in his spirit". \'/e
notice that Ueb 7:1 - 3 reserves the title "kiIl6 of peace" for the
exalted kirg and hieh priest. Benc-el Understand.s ()..{)Wv as bei%16
his caning from death and from his descent into hell ("veniens a
morte, profectione ad inferos, resurrectione victor lnetus ipse ultro
nuntiavit" cited Abbott). H... e is supported by J.O.F.Nurrn.y op.oit,
ad loc, who notici~ the aorist, sugcests it refers to a period now
closed and means the resurrection appearances •.
25. Schlier p.137 cites Haupt, Rendtorf~ Staab, Friedrich, ('l1J)NT) K1:sem:mn.
M.J3a.rth compares the High Priest comirg o~t after the sa.crifice and
giving his Aaronitio blessing of peace.
26. Pr~aching in the Spirit is the view of Meyer, meek and Beck (cited
Schlier), IQ.opper, Olshausen, Salmond, Stoeckhardt and Zerwick. Neyer
has a list and discussion of those holding oppOSing view points.
It is not possible to distineuish between preaching in the Epirit and
preaching thrOUGh the apostles.

-

"

27. meek.
28. 11eyer says it was the vic\! of most in his time, althouGh many would
link with Christ's life as well.
29. li.Schlicr p.137, arGUes that the earthly ministry of Jesus plays no
role in the hymn. The comiz~ refers to the ascended Christ, lIe
com;ares ,with 1.Tirn 3:16 (so does J.Jer(,mias op.cit ad loc). Schlier
in his more recent Der Geist und die_KJrch0, shows that the peace of
God reaches us, as it is pren.ch~d to un throueh the Holy Spirit,
p.124, cf p.103. Gnilka believes the coming refers to Christ's
exaltation. Dahl, Kurze p.36, thinl~s it is not exclusively his
preaching on earth, or his appe;ara.nce to his d.isciples. It is the
entire office and preaching of the Gospel.
30. Cf·Haupt, "What Christ did in his life and then in his death". Ivlonod
understood preaching before his death and after his resurrection (John
14:27 John 20:21, 26). ,.Masson sees incarnation", his earthly ministry
and post-Easter proclamation. Cr' G.Friedrich, (article tcJ«YYLAt'Sof et \
TDNT 2:718. His manifestation, not merely his preachinc-, but his whole
work is/

,.

,.

r

'1.

32.
'33.

34.
35.

36.
31.

38.
39.

40.
41.

42.

r
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work is described in tenus of c~Cryy~.A Secrt.)CfI
and J.Schneider
J,
(article tp)l.,pcrl
'l1J)1lT 2:674, who chows that tho only Pauline
references to Christ's first comine in contrast to his eschatological
coming are 1.Tim 1:15 and Eph 2:17).
Cf Acts 10:36, 1.Cor 5:18 - 20 (cited Foulkes). Dahl, Kur7.e, p.36
shares the same sentiments and cites the same passages, connecti~
with Is 52:7 and 57:19. F.\v.Grosheide, Die l3ri~f van Paulus flan de
F~osiers, Kampen 1960 ad loc, likewise thinks it is best understood of
the whole work of Christ upon earth, which waS for the good of the
Gentiles. (Cf Matt 11 :18, 19, 9:13, Lk 19:10, 1.Tim 1,15).
Cf Gaugler p.118.
D.Seccombe shows that althoueh Isaiah is not the only O.T. book to use
tho term for preachine, it is the only book which employs it in a
s il7lif icant theological ~~er (p.254) •. Cf P.Stuhlmacher, lb'lS pnulinioC'ho
GOttineen, 1968 1 pp233f.
,Evnnc;elinm,
See 13cneel, p.79. Cf the Singular "fruit" in Gal 5:22.
Massonp.167. \I.M.L.de \-lette, Kurze Erklr.rllnc dcr 'Fri,ef nn die....KoJ.,onoC'r,
,I'hilc-mon, Ephe,l?er, Philin12er, Leipzig 1847 ad loc, thinkn it is to
make it more emphatic. n. Stier, Die Gemcinde in Christo ~Tes'\1: Ansl~r;\lnr.
des :Briefes an die Epheser, Berlin 1848, ad loc, sees an interpolation
from Is 51, weakening the sense and marring the unity. Such a
conclusion would only be warranted, if the present text did not have
a possible interpretation.
So Meyer cf John 14:21.
1'1.13arth p.266n "To say peace, peace, when there 1s no 'peace, is accordine
to Jer 6,14 and Ezok 13,10, a travesty of the priestly and prophetio
offices".
Col 3:11 places Greeks before Jews.
J.Strachan, The C~ptivity nnd the Pastoral Epiotlco, London 1910 ad loc
"to sin is to go into the far country, to repent 1s to come near the
Father's house".
So Lindemann, p.177f. CfDibelius p~69 and Gaugler p.119. '
Dibelius thinks the double shalom in Isaiah is to shGl' that the "rtea.r" as
well as the "faril need the preachin~. R. P.Hartin, ":'-:' T. Theology" Ebcp T 91
(1979-80) 368 believes Isaiah is peshered to reverse its O.T. and '
. Rabbinic meaning.
See ch.3 note 121 •.1Udrash Esth;r 3:9 says "no nation is near to God,
except. Israel".

See also J.J.M7')lzelaar op.cit p.60ff.

43.

R. N. \fuybray, Isai~h 40 - 66

44.

See ibid/

London 1975.
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44. See ibid for details.
45. cr The Old Testament use of "mouth" "lips" and "the ann of the Lord" eto.
46. The R.S.V. translates shalom in 2.Sam 18:28 as "all is well".
47. Lamadrid 2:114 says peace is a term whioh fittinely expresses the
content of the biblical covenant. Ex 34:25, 37:26 and Is 54:10.
48. G.A.Smith, Isaiah,London n.d. ad loc.
49. -D. R.Jones , Isaiah II and III in the New Peake~Commentn*X ad 100.
50. C.Westennan, Isalah 40 - 66, London 1969 ad 100. Eph 4:14 reoalls
Is 57:20.
51. Larnadrid 2:130 says Trito-Isaiah presents the conversion of the nationsl
as a participation in the cult of the temp~ at Jerusalem. Is 56:6 - 7
60:7, of lIag 2:7 - 9. Is 45:14 is inspired by 18:7.
52. Zel.'Wick p.63. G.Fohrer, D.-loS J\J.ch Jesn.jn, 32 Zurich and stuttenrt 1964
p.205 of Dan 9:78 and Eother 9:10. Schlier p.121.
,.
53. Mek.Elc.18:6, Gen.8.84:41t.Ab 1 :12, Josephus l3J 7:33, Philo,De Speo LeC1 :51. R.Sahlin, Die reschncid1.tnc; Christi, Symbolae 13iblicae Upsalienses,
Lund~12~ 1950, thinks all the Jewish terms in Eph 2, such as commonwealth
of Israel, near, far etc must be understood aa referring only to the
real Israel. Cf S.Ha.nson oP.oit p.-142. Sahlin's work is perhaps the
most detailed interpretation of Eph 2:11 - 22.in relation to Jewish
prose+yte practice (so Ra.der ol?cit p.1(9).
54. There are passages in the Qwmran texts in which the thOUGht of the
community is linked with the concept of comil'lG' near to God (1Q3 11:13

14s13f).
Later nabbinical interpretation of Is 57:19 .identifies "far" with those
smitten with leprosy (Lev.R.16(116d) cf S13 4:751. M.Grant, Paui, p.149
says Judaism's history hk~d always "struck an uneasy balance between
the- tribal and the universal", they were the chosen people and yet God

1 QJt

waG for everyone.
55.

56.

B.Rieaux,.op.oit pp123ff. E.E.Ellis, Paul's use of the Old Testament,
London, 1957 pp~1ff lists 93· includinG' 4 in Ephesians and 2 in the
Pastorals.

57.' E.Ellis ibid p.83.

R.E!Clements; Old Testament Theola,!;!. ,A Fresh

Approach, Lon~on 1978, thinks the New·Testament way of interpreti~
the-Old Testament did not, originate in-New Testament times but BOes
back tol -
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58.

59.

60.
61.
62.
63.

back to the time, when the Old Testnment was in tho process of
being fonned. See R.N.Loncenecker "Can we reproduce the execeois of
the New Testament?" Tyndale J3ulletjn 21 (1970) 3 - 38 esp 16ff.
N.V.Fox "The Identification of Q.lotations in Biblica.l Litern.tu:re",
ZA\I 92 (1900) 416 - 31 shows that the recognition of quotatio~ is
important in execresis. l3utthe hypothesis if applied without cont rols
can lead to the exeG'Ctets imposition of his presuPiJositions on the texto.
Two types of Ql~tionmust be distinGUished. There are words taken
from another source and used as the speaker's words and words mea.nt to
be understood as belonc;i.na to a person other than the primary Clpeaker.
See N.D.Hooker "Deyond the thiIlGs that are written'" st Paul's use of
Scripture", llT3 27 (1900 - 1) 295 - 309.
See Ewald p.133 andN.Barth p.276. lIe "used only fraQ11cnta:of Is 57:19
and added new words to the quotation. lIe probably asswned that such
chancres would offer an au.thentic interpretation of the prophetic text".
We have scriptural exegesis by a Christian. See Stuhlmacher, "For 1st
unser Friede" p.347. Percy,Problemc, p.203. Conzelmnnn op.cit pp6ef.
Deichl¢aber op.cit p.167 n.1. F.l1ussner.op.cit pp100f. F.Festorazzi
op.cit p.165. Stuhlmncher believes a Rabbinical method has inspired
this execresis in 2:13ff.
Turner compares Acts 2:39. Not until the great sheet of Acts 10:11
did Peter envisaee Gentiles.
F.Delitzsch,2:354.
Kirby pp157. Gnilka p.25 speaks of Kirby's fanciful exegesis at one's
convenience. See Section 3.2.6.
' Stuhlmacher op.cit p.347f. F.Mussner op.cit p.96 'says an OT rabbinio
baCkGround is as probable as.a gnostic one.

64. S.B.III, 9f 507.

67.

Paul in nomans frequently uses Isaiah, c.C.3:15 - 17, 9: 20, 27 - 29,
10:11, 21~ 11:26, 34, 14:11, 15:21. Isaiah wns 0. popular book amonG
N. T. author:J. T.IIolz, Uptersuchunr:en tiber die f.:rlttcstrunr-ntlich zitn.te
bei J",kas, 13erlin 1.968, finds that Luke had sie;nificllntacceSB to Isaiah.
Schlier doeo not accept, as ChrysostOffi, ICLopper l~upt and Rendtor.ff do,
,
r,
that 0 'fl is the contents of the preaching. lIe accepts it as ca.usal
(cfUvon Soden, Staab and Dibelius).
Sch11le.w. 29, 30 reeards "aCcess" in 1.Pet 3118 as hymnic.

68.
69.
10.

S'o Lindemann p.179.
C.C.Ca~ffOunis op.cit p.71
Lamadrid 2:pp111f.

71.

Lindemann!

65.'

66.
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71.

Lindemann p.178.

'1'he myth is historiciaed. 1I.Schlier sees a throne
scene. like 1.En 47:3ff. Heb 2:9f, 4: 1 4ff, 6:19f, 9:11ff,24, 10:5ff,19ff.

12. M.Barth, pp290ff and 312.
13. . -'To the Father" (in l1h11 '2: 11, Col 1: 12, Eph 1:3) is often reL;<lrded as
'14.

hymnic.
]Mald thinks it is not Trinitarian but means the God-given spirit in
which the two as one come to the Father.

15.
. 16.
11.
78.

Lamadrid p.244 •
As \1.Nauclc oP.cit.
Darth thinks it possibly me:1.ns t,,,o groups, but it is unlikely.
J.J.Meuzela.a.r op.cit p.63 shows this is a concept in IIellenistlc
,Judaism.

19.
80.

Homer. Od.8.543 and 546 = .5 £.i"o's
A.N.Sherwin-\·IhHe, Roman Society and Rom:1.n Lm... in the
Oxford 1963, p.105 says t10AI'..,W~1I

N(\\-I

T£'o;t:->,mcnt.

is used of metropolitan cities,

such as Alexandria and Seleucia, to denote self-sufficient and
self~coverning

communities of non-citizens, especially of Jews, who

form a city within a city.
81.
82.

J.J .11euzelaar oP.cit p.61.
I. Epstein op.cit p.14 1 says Israel's missionary task was solely to
replace pagan laws by Noachian ones.
Christians and to Islam (p.144).

Israel later left this task to

There were seven Noachian precepts,

abstention from idolatry, blasphemy, incest, murder, theft, eating the
limb torn from a livine animal, plus the administration of jUGtice.

83.

VI .D.Davies, p.63 shows how tho' nc'tbbis "oscillated between a desire to

keep off proselytes \-lith one ann and the desire to draw 'them \-lith the
84.

other".
M~ilta Nezikim 18 (on Ex 20:20ff) Ei:cles R cn1 :8.

85.

J.F.Crouch op.cit

pp90f and J.J.l-leuzelaar op.cit pp61f.

86.

J.F.Crouch, ibid.

The writer of Bphesians being fond of synonymns, is

unlikely to wish to distincuish the strangers nnd sojourners as two
87.

different croups.
P.Ninear, Im~r;es of the Church in the

1'1C\'1

T..£..Stamcnt, Philadelphia, 1960

pp173 - 222 enumerates close ~o 100 imaees.
fulld i ne is a. wide metaphor, sug-Gestinl;' the tower of Pabel, the
Jerusalem temple, D~vid's house (i.e. descendants, 2.Sam 1) Herod's
Temple as well as

~ra~

and Gnostic ideas.

See H.Schlier. CK ch.5.

"Der Leib Christi ala hiInn!lischerJ3a.u'·'.
''?.

F.t'iu6sner op.cit pp101£ thinks it is inspired through Is 56:5.
R. J. McKel vey/

I'
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R.J.HcKclvey, The J~C"T Tcmnle, Oxford, 1969 pp118 - 20 by the ,."orld
shrine of Isaiah and Intertestamental thoucht, asp Enoch 90:29 - 34.
La.ma.drid 1.255 shows that the Q'Vmran community is described as an
edifice, temple, an eternal plantation in 1qs 5:5 - 6, 8:4 - 10,
9:3 - 6,11:8, 1QJI 6:2~a34Qlil!r4Q.:pIsad frae 1. E.I3cst, The J'1irq.cl!"s
in }'b,rk, Rav EJxp 75 (1978) 539 - 554, p.543 finds the promise of a
new temple, a dlUrCh which comes into beinG with Jesus resurrection,
in 14:58 and 15:29. The fig tree withers and because tho Jews have
failed a now temple is created for the Gentiles. 11:17 (p.544).J.F.
A.Sawyer op.cit p.58 claims that this attitude to the Temple is the
dominant one in Biblical tradition from Hoses' reconstruction of a
spiritual sanctuary in the \;ilderncsa (Ex 25 - 30) and Ezekiel's
ide:\lized temple vision to John's (Rev 21 and 22),cf Is G and Paul
(2.Cor 5).
,
I
J.Szlaea,. "Zbudowani na f'undamencie apostolow i provokow. Problemy
e6'Ze~tyezne. Ef' 2:19 - 22" Coll. Theol. 46 (1976) 46 - 65 (see NTA
21 (1977) 176) sueeests Paul obtained the metaphors from the
intertestamental environment. based on the post-exili~ prophets who
saw a new temple and a ne\'l covenant would emerge, through the spirituaL
transformation of the Jewish people. The prophets still took the
temple very literally (e.g.Ezekiel 40 - 48 and Zech 14). It was
. Christ who made the real transformation possible.'
89. C.C.CaragouniG op.cit p.72.
90. Like Romans 1 :2.
91. M.Barth and J.Jeremias, Der F~kstein , Ancel os , 1 (19 25)65 - 70 TDNf
1 :791 - 3 and 4:274 - 5 understanp. it as the keystone. See R.J.~1cKelvey
"Christ the Cornerstone", I~::; 8 (1961 - 2) 352 - 9 and na.der op.cit
pp55f. II.Merklein, ~ pp144f has detailed discussion on the cornerstone
in Eph 2,and concludes that J.J. has not proved that outside of Is 28:26
it only means keystone. It is possibly the keystone in Ephesians,
because of the book's reference to the head. See Schnackenburg op.cit
~

p.676.
1.Pet 2:6 is a foundation stone, but when connected with-Ps118:22 in
1.Pet 2(1, Acts 4111 and Nt 21:42 it woul~ be connected with the idea
ofa keystone or a stone at the top corner of a buildi~~, which held
the wholo together. llut in our passage there is no contrast between
.Christ as the foundation and Christ as the head.
92. 'Lamadrid, 11253.
93. 'There/

"
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93.

94.
95.

96.

97.

98.

There appears to have been a wide use in the early church of a small
selection of OT texts. For discussion of the "Testimonies" see
F.C.Burkitt, The Gospel History and its Trn.nsmission ]llinburch 1906,
p.126. J.R.Harris, T0stimonies, 2 vola, CambridGe 1916 and 1920.
C.H.Dodd, Accordina to the Scriptures, Now York, 1953 pp20 - 60 succested
whole pasaaBea from which. texts came rather than a collection of isolated
texts. Cf E.E.Ellis, op.cit pp90ff. F.V.Filson, op.cit p.327 finds a
small croup of Messianic Scripture passages from the Dcad Sea furnishine
a precedent for such a practice, Sec J .J1,Alleero, "Further Messianic
References in Q}J.mran Literature", J13L 85 (1956) 174 - 187, esp 102-107 1:1
Deut 5:20f, 18:18ff, Num 24:15.- 17, Deut 33:8 - 11 and Josh 6:26.
R.IIodgaon Jr, "The Testimony Hypothesis" JBL 98 (1979) 361 - 78 shows
how the publication of 4QTest + 4QFlor ~~a revived interest in tho
older understanding of testimonies, Instances of collections abound
in Greek, Roman, Jewioh, Christian writinGS from 4th century BC to the
4th centu~ AD (p.363).
R.J.l1cKelV'ey, The 11e,. . TCT'1ple, pp118 - 20 understands a Je\dsh
backGround (Isaiah and Intertestamental) for these building ~~ees.
n.Herklein,!mi p.124 Apart from Calvin, it is only recently that
scholars have seen a reference to Old Testament Prophets, e.e.
F.Nussner.op.cit p.108. We have a contrast to the imaeery of the
broken wall by speaking of building the walls of the new temple.
QJ..Unran details which relate to this are found in J • Coppens , "Le Ir'1yst~re'
dans la theologie paulinenne et ses paral~eles qumranicl1s", Recnerches
BibliqucB, 5 (1960) 142 -'165, F.Hussner, "Contributions mde by Qumran
to the understandinG' of the .Epistle to the 1phesians", in Paul nml
qmnmn ppt59 - 78, Penna Proiezionc, 174 and Herklein ~ 118-158.
P.Johnson, A History of Chrintinnity, London 1970, p.17 says "the mere
act of dislocation to the desert implied that the prenence of God waS
no loncer bound to the physical Temple in Jerusnlem".
For details of views on the new Temple see R.J.HcKell.fey op.cit pp114f
(deali~ with Ephesians)~ Schlier sees a gnostic backeround, but
HcKelvey the same Je..lish milieu as in the earlier epistles, He receives
support from :B.cartner, op.clt \orho areucs that both temple and body
symbolism are from a Palestinian rather than an Hellenistic backeround.
E;p.Clowney, "The Fin=D. Temple" WTJ 35 (1973) 156 - 79 emphc'1.sizcs that
it is not the absence of the idol but the presence of the Lord that
dlstineuishes Israel"s wors~ip. Jesus I death opened the way for
Gentiles to 1 ~ a person not a place.
E.13est/
•

:'
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E.Beot op.cit p.160 shows that body is linked with a,building in
Job 4:19 and Philo De Praem et Poen 20.
99. Sec 1I.R1dderbos, op.cit p.432~
,
,
"
...
,,,..
may beloTlG ei thor to -roll IJ l"
or v lS,
100. f v,,.,, V 11ft 1"1
.- h
'
cr"\f'~ltr"Soyi/~V£.
or ·
£1$ Kt1C7"OIK?-r?PHH'
and still have
this meani!lC'. (Cf Abbott, "He by' his spirit or in his spirit, a.wells
in this temple"). Robinnon p.162 thinks that the lIone spirit" is
ultimately indistinguishable from the personal Holy Spirit", just as
"one body" is indistirl6\lishable from the body of Christ, but we could
not in either case substitute one term for the other, without
obscuring the Apostle's meanina". vie reply that the spirit micht bo'
indistinl!Uishable from tho Holy Spirit, but in2: 16 there is a. olea.r
distinction·between Christ and the body he creates.
(,I

rt
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER NINE
P.Stuhlmachor oP.cit esp pp346·348 =Judcres 6:24, A Jewish Method is
used in 1122, 418ff, 5131f. ( ~: llussner, Christus. das all und die
Kirche pp94 - 6; thinks th.'1.t Geniile salvation is only understandable
against the background of Isaiah. Cf J,J.Meuzelaar op.cit pp60ff and
H,Sahlin op.oit, Sahlin differs in saying that all the Jewish terms
such as "the oommonweal th of Israelll , "near", IIfar" refer to the true
Israel the church,
Lamadrid 11250'sees the liturgy of the initiation of the proselytes
(SB'1585-7). Eph 2:17 is not a direct quotation, hence the 3rd
edition of the United Bible Societies Greek New Testn.mcnt, 1975 no
lon~er has it in the bold type of previous editionn, ' R.Penna op.oit
p.163 sho'v{) the manner in which Ephesians oites tm Old Testament
without a formula of introduction.
2. See chapter 3, note 124. Perrot goes too far. How oan this be proved
or disproved?
3. I.Epstein op.oit pp114f. J.D.G,Dunn op,oit pp82ff, cf E.E.Ellis op.cit
.
'
pp39ff, For a definition of N~drash
see R.Le Deaut,
"Apropos a
definition of Midrash", Int 25 (197 1 ) 259-82 and A.G,Wright,
liThe Literary Genre Midrash", CEQ 28 (1966) 105-38 and 417-57.
R,T.Franoe, liThe Formula-Quotations of Mt 2 and the problem of
communication", NTS 27 (1980-1) 233-251 says (p.235) there is an
int'erent danger in applyil18' to the Gospels terms such as tuidrash,
hageadah or pasher (even if these in themselve~ admitted of clear
definition and were universally understood in t~e same sense), lIe
, oites II,Palmer,"Just married I oannot come" Nov T 18 (1976) 241-257
"The complexity of allusion intelligible to a modern soholar with lots
of bookS and little else to do is much greater than that accessible to
arry Jewish audience", (257)
France insists the evangelists did not sit dO'rrn with the O.T. before
them like Qwmran scholars. They rather drew freely from the whole
corpus of O.T, literature whatever seemed to them to be suitable
texts to illustrate the account, of Jesus.
WoUld the approach be any different for the author of Ephesians?
4.
op,oit pp88f and 92 gives examples. Rom 1016-9 (the clearest)

1.

nunn

917ff, 1.Cor 15154-56, 2.Cor 6,2, Eph 4:8-11, Heb 216-9, '17-19,
00'3:16. n,W.Thurston, "Midra~h and Magnet Words in the New Testament",
EQ 51 (1979) 22-39 g~ves other examples inoluding 1.Cor 1:18-24,
9:8-12, 1011-13, 2.Cor'3a7-8, Gal 4:21-31, For ,an example of gnostio
interpretation/

"

j~'l

interpretation of the O.T. see B.A. Pearson, "Gnostio Interpreta.tion
of the O.T. in the Testimo~ of Truth (NIIC 9:~)", IITR (1980)
299-~10.
The Gnostics did not necessarily rejeot the O.T. Foerster's
Anthology refers to 17 books. The Testimo~ of Truth has one short
quotation or allusion, two extended Hidrashim and three al1egor;iIU
Ephesians is nearer the first.
5. Note the Testimonies. See Chapter Eight, note 93.
6. P.Stuhlmaoher op.oit p.30.
7. See We S.Campbe11, "Romans 3 as a key to the struoture and thought of
the letter", Nov T 23 (1981) 22-40, esp. p.25. See Chapter Two,note

71 e
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

See Chapter Two, note 273.
So P.Althaus in Myoterium Christi, ed G.K.A.Bell and A.Deissmann,
London, 1930, p.195.
G.Bornkamm, Paul, London 1975, p.141.
G.E.Ladd, A Theo10cy of the NeVI Testament, London, pp450ff. R.Bu1tmann,
The TheoloGY of the New Testament, 1.285. W.KUmmel, The TheologY of
the New Testament, London, 1972, p.203.
D.E.H.Whiteley, see note 3.35 of this thesis~
D.G.Guthrie, A New Teotarnent TheolofO". Leioester, 1981, p.490.
R.P. Martin, Exp.T 91 (1979/80) 364-8.
J.P.S~p1cy, EpheSians, Philadelphia 1978 thinks it is a development
or adaptation of Pauline themes to a later situation•. R.P.~hrtin in
"Reconciliation and forgiveness in Colossians" in Reconciliation and
HODe, ed R.J.Ilanks, EXeter, 1974-, 104-124 thinks that "blo,od of Christ"
in Col 1&20 is a Pauline addition to an original hymn which conoeived
of reconciliation in terms of a cosmic theology.
R.P.Martin,. \ Reconciliation;' A study of Paul's TheologY, London 1981,
only became available in time for this summary. The book has a long
chapter on Ephesians which adds many insi6hts and useful stUdies of
issues raised in this thesis. He finds a hymn in Eph 2&14-16 (p.172)
and prefers rtfi''' -ro I X6 v
to be a reference to the Jewish temple
barrier than to a gnostic one.
Fischer believes the author of Ephesians is trying to keep the old
Pauline church order against the Catholio trend known elsewhere. The
signs of this early oatho1icism are, a) an institutionalised rather
than' a charismatio church, b) the Parousia is no longer imminent but
rather "not yet", 0) the faith has been orystallized into ,set forms.
Meiklein.!m!' p.54 says it was wr~tten by a post-P.auline official
oonoerned about theology and tradition. Penna,Proiezione, 165 says

.

16.

~

17.

the danger/

~28

the danger of internal division Was not through external influence
but by return to a pre-Christian view.
H.Chadwick,Absicht sees a spiritual crisis of post-Pauline Gentile
Christianity which was to be met by emphasis placed upon tlB unity
of the church at a time, when there was not nmch visible church unity.
It attempts to bring the various efforts and results of the Gentile
mission under the wing of the unique apostleship of Paul. In "All
tninca to all men'~ NrS 1 (1954-5) 261-275 esp 270ff, he sUg{;ests the
writer of Oolossians is doing two things at once, acting as apologist
for Christi.lflity to intellectual pagans and defending the gospel truth
within the chuL~h. (Dut would paeans bother to read it, or be
expected to?).
M.Grant, op.cit p.61 sut;gcsts that "Paul himself Was too towering a
figure to be rejected pennanently as an arch-heretic". He seemed a
:.
failure until the Je\oIish war made it imperative for Christians to
dissociate from every taintof Judaism (189). His Gentile mission
became a dominant theme and force once again.
Any of these views are pOSSible, once we are certain that Paul did
not write Ephesians, sinco we then ,have a free range oVer a wide area'
of space and time. If the personal allusions cannot be taken factually,
we have no anchor in any specific milieu.
18. N.A.Dahl, Interpr~tinc Ephesians then and now, Theology Digest/St. Louis,
25 (1977) ~05-15 and ~llirrents in TheologY, and I>lissior{' (st Louis)
5 (1978) 133-43 says Ephesians can be claimed for both early
Catholicism and Gnosticism because of t~e very general and abstrac~
way in which the church is described. E.Schweizer op.clt mediates
between those who advocate a gnostic and those who find an OT
background.
19. H.IIe6QnnaM, Die Vorotcllum vom Sch"opfunr;smittler im hellenistischen
Judentum und Urchristcntum, Derlin 1961 esp p 145f. He finds examples
of it in the use of Fa b8 by Eph 4:8ff. Details can be found in
Stuhlmacher p.340 and J.Gnllka p.44.
20. As J.Munck,op.cit.
21. E.Stegemann,
"Alt und
Neu bei Po.ulus und in den Deuteropaulinien
.
.
(Kol/Eph)" , Ev.The 37 (1977) 508-36 says Paul's antithesis of old and
the new through the Christ event Is dissolved in Col/Eph and replaced
Vith spatial categories,NTA 22 (1978) 848.
22. E.IGisemann, Perspe?tives on Paul, London 1971, pp7~-78. G.:Bornkanim,
Paul 115ff, 136ff and R.A.Harrisville, Romans, Minneapolis 1980.
23.

---'

.

.

C.F.Stendahl/

.
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23. Cf. Stendahl. Other possibilities are Christ mysticism (A.Deissmann)
and apocalypticism (see J.C.Beker op.cit pp18f, 32f, who saJ8
Ephesians is not by Paul since among other things it is not
apocalyptio).
C.ll.Dodd oould accept Pauline authorship for Ephesians beoause he
believed Paul moved away from his earlier apooalypticism.

,
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